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Problem
Cross-cultural orientation programs facilitate missionary preparedness.
Orientation is more effective if driven by valid and suitable goals determined before
methods are selected and programs implemented. This study attempted to identify
valid goals for pre-departure programs and develop a framework for selecting them.

Method
The goals of the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) Institute for World Mission
(IWM) were selected for validation. IWM is a 4-6 week pre-departure orientation
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program that started in 1966 and had effectively prepared 2,500+ cross-cultural
missionaries by 1993. Their goals are broad areas suitable for establishing sub-goals
and objectives.
The validation process comprised four phases: identification and
clarification of goals, collection of data from six validation sources,
synthesis/analysis of data for cross-validation, and a reconceptualization of findings
into a framework to guide determination/evaluation of suitable goals.
A combination of documentary, statistical, and analytical techniques was
used to treat the data from six sources: three case study populations (staff/attendees,
leaders, and current/returned missionaries); and three external sources (missionary
preparation literature and practice, cross-cultural literature, trends/issues).
Results
All IWM’s goals were validated directly or indirectly by the six sources.
Goals were considered appropriate (important, essential, and relevant) by 96% or
more of the euiiiusiastic case populations. No essential goals are missing, although
women’s/children’s preparation and leaming-to-leam skills need greater emphasis.
Conclusions
Orientation contributed to cross-cultural personnel preparation in 12
critical goal areas: cross-cultural awareness and skills/competencies, a sense of
call/commitment, spiritual formation/growth, essential emotional/attitudinal growth,
cultural understanding from area studies and mission issues, knowedges and
practices important for new roles and psychological/physical health, familiarity with
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the sending organization information about philosophy/practices/policies, a paradigm
shift for continuing growth through the transformation of the mind/worldview, and
fellowship which is a critical program goal for achieving an orientation purpose.
Several other conclusions related to effective future preparation.
Although IWM is more effective than might be expected because of valid
goals, focus on participant readiness, and orientation purpose, it could improve if
goal implementation were expanded to before and after the orientation program.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"The world is shrinking at an incredible rate. . . . Isolation is
unthinkable" (Singer, 1988, p. 3). American business acknowledges the trend
toward globalization, recognizing the claim that the United States is "no longer
economically self-sufficient or capable of commercial isolation. International
commerce is vital to American prosperity" because it affects the economic health of
"the entire nation" (Copeland & Griggs, 1985, p. xv). Yet, there is growing
concern that the United States is becoming less able to effectively compete
economically and politically in the world arena, and that American "success abroad
is hindered by a failure to understand how cultures differ" (Weaver, 1988; Copeland
& Griggs, 1985, p. xxi).
Experts agree that Americans in particular appear to have difficulty
understanding cultural differences, and they have acknowledged this failure in many
fields (Hall & Gudykunst, 1989). Bamum and Wolniansky (1989) stated that
"nowhere do Americans pay so dearly for our cross-cultural ignorance as in our
international negotiations. . . . We often gloat over our perceived victories without
any idea of the mistakes we have made and the consequences we have yet to pay

1
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for" (p. 55). A study sponsored by the Southern Governors Association found
American students "internationally illiterate." The Association criticized the
educational system for failing to prepare students for today’s realities. It "warned
that the United States is increasingly at a disadvantage . . . and that our nation has
paid, and continues to pay, a high price for our international ignorance" (Weaver,
1988, p. 107).
Most theorists believe that cross-cultural understanding and functioning are
not instinctive but must be learned (M. Bennett, 1986). It is possible to learn
through on-field experience without training, but this laisse-faire approach has
proven to be costly. Most persons need specific and well-planned information and
learning opportunities to enable and speed up satisfactory adjustment. Globalization
has multiplied the need for more effective programs to improve inteicultural
communication and understanding, tolerance, and acceptance.
The importance of preparation for cross-cultural interaction is
demonstrated by the identifiable and measurable losses when none exists. For
instance, Copeland and Griggs (1985) estimated that 20-50% of all multinational
company employees sent overseas with no training or orientation return prematurely,
a percentage that rises to as high as 70% for employees working in developing
countries. "The cost of training is inconsequential compared to the risk of involving
people who do not have the required skills and sensitivities" and fail to achieve their
objectives (p. 1).
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The number of programs is multiplying to meet the demand for preparing
international workers. In the rush to provide preparation, it is important that
evaluation be used to determine what is cost effective. As in most other areas of
endeavor, accountability is valued and expected. Wight and Boyle (1978) stated:
"The rapid change, problems we face, and ambitious goals we have set have resulted
in complex, costly programs competing for limited, and perhaps diminishing
resources" (p. 1). They pointed out that we need to recognize "the need for sound
evaluation to assist in selecting, developing, and improving those programs that
accomplish the most with the most economical use of resources" (p. 1).
In the dramatic process of globalization, American ethnocentrism is a
potentially serious roadblock to success. The need for training and its significant
results affirm the importance of cross-cultural preparation. Effective global service
results in successful task achievement, personal growth and satisfaction, host
national acceptance, and a positive contribution to the foreign society. Mission
organizations, along with business, government, and education, should continue to
design and improve cross-cultural preparation programs to maximize success.

The Problem
Most North American missionaries receive some form of preparation
before service. Such preparation may include both formal and non-formal
opportunities. Formal preparation includes education, internship, training, and
orientation. Education may consist of a diploma, baccalaureate, or graduate degree
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in mission. Some prospective missionaries obtain a liberal arts undergraduate
education with mission training that begins thereafter. Some take advantage of
non-formal opportunities, such as correspondence courses, missions conferences, and
seminars. One example is Urbana, a young adult missions conference that is held
every 3 years and attracts up to 19,000 persons. Most missionaries receive at least
some form of pre-departure orientation required by the sending organization, and
perhaps additional orientation after entry into the Held and/or in connection with re
entry into North America. Many go on to obtain post-graduate preparation, and/or
attend short seminars or institutes during furlough that focus on specific topics such
as particular people groups.
However, most missionaries do not receive optimum preparation. One
challenge for planners of missionary preparation is how to meet the needs of a
diverse missionary population. The required time, cost, and opportunity for
receiving all of the above kinds of preparation make it more suitable for career
missionaries who are declining in number. Meanwhile, many short-term volunteers
or intentional laypersons, whose numbers are increasing, have little preparation
suitable for them. Every person who is interested in contributing to world
evangelization should have at least a minimu m preparation for the cross-cultural
mission task appropriate for his/her level of involvement.
Another problem arises because many agencies provide only a limited
portion of their own preparation or orientation and thus have difficulty designing and
providing what their appointees need. Furthermore, some sending organizations
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have trouble finding suitable orientation programs. For example, some of the
missionary training centers that provided quality pre-departure orientation in the past
(such as Missionary Training Center, Stoney Point, NY) have closed within the last
10-20 years. Because there is often no clear recognition of a missionary’s
preparation needs, planning is at times haphazard, incomplete, or non-integrated; or
it is not based on the real needs of those receiving the preparation or the context
they will enter. Gaps or overlaps result (Peters, 1990). All Christians who serve
across cultural boundaries should have as complete and appropriate a preparation as
possible. Thus, much room for improvement exists despite the increasing number
and types of preparation opportunities available.
Another difficulty facing planners and trainers is securing valid data with
which to design missionary preparation. More than IS years ago, Dowd (1978)
lamented that "there seem to be quite a few models of training and case histories
available but this knowledge is not being effectively shared" (p. 130). I discovered
the truth of these words when I attempted to review missionary preparation
literature. Dowd called for training model validation and program evaluation for
missionary training (1978). Since then, a few studies have made their contribution,
but challenges arising from the demands of both the immediate and long-range future
urge another serious response.
A solid research-based approach to missionary preparation is needed.
Even though missionaries have a longer history than any other group who has been
prepared for cross-cultural service (Cleveland, Mangone, & Adams, 1960, p. 264),
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there is a deficiency in formal research and theory building to improve the
burgeoning practice. There has been little research in any missionary preparation
aspects, and virtually none that has studied the development of the purposes and
goals necessary to guide orientation.
Finally, cross-cultural preparation programs benefit from informationsharing. It is true that missionary work and its purposes differ substantially from
that of business, government, or any other form of cross-cultural occupation.
Missionaries are agents of change that ultimately impact the culture they enter.
Furthermore, the sources for both personal and evangelistic change go beyond mere
human endeavor; a major source centers in the supernatural. Yet, part of the need
for a research-based response could be met by applying findings from general crosscultural preparation research and practice to the missionary context. Likewise,
missionary preparation principles and practices could make a valuable contribution
to the understanding of general cross-cultural effectiveness. However, missionary
preparation has tended to be isolated from other types of cross-cultural preparation
(Steffen, 1993). Much more should be done to tap this rapidly expanding resource
even though its application is not directly related to nor adequate for missionary
orientation needs.
Finding an answer to how to improve missionary preparation could be
approached in many ways. This study is based on three assumptions that have
shaped its focus.
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1. Valid goals should be identified prior to selecting strategic, flexible,
and economical strategies to implement them, including those that use the
technological advances of the 1990s and beyond.
2. Pre-departure orientation is critical to successful cross-cultural
transition and ultimately to effective service. The preparation cycle of missionaries
spans the entire time of their service, beginning with recruitment. Preparation’s
three phases include pre-departure, in-service, and re-entry. The particular focus of
this study is the pre-departure phase. Because most formal educational preparation
is obtained prior to recruitment and varies widely, this study centers on what
preparation goals are suitable to prepare missionaries for entry into their field of
service after appointment.
3. A goals focus and framework to guide the determination of goals for
pre-departure orientation would make a contribution to both theory and practice.
In summary, the world is rapidly becoming a global community. This fact
impacts many American organizational efforts, including those in ministry
endeavors. Well-designed preparation for personnel who will work across cultural
boundaries improves the communication, interrelations, and satisfaction of persons
from both cultures. At the same time, it enhances technical success and reduces
work-related failures and early withdrawals.
The preparation of missionaries could be improved. The diversity of
prospective missionaries, their appointment needs, as well as the programs available
to prepare them are orientation preparation problems that need to be addressed. The
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difficulty of securing research-based data to guide planning preparation presents a
challenge. This research study was conducted because there is an undeveloped
knowledge base for making missionary preparation decisions, and because current
orientation programs must plan with a future perspective in mind. As previously
indicated, effective yet creative preparation for Christians serving in cross-cultural
contexts is critical at this time.
Pre-departure orientation for cross-cultural Christian ministry is an
essential part of the preparation of personnel for world evangelization. The
establishment of valid goals is an essential part of any planned learning. Without
valid goals, the effectiveness of the entire orientation program may be compromised.
Until recently, the process of goal-setting in general cross-cultural pre
departure orientation has received little attention. In the 1970s and 1980s, goal lists
were not uncommon, but there was little correspondence among them. Individuals
might think they were more similar to objectives without the behavioral dimension.
Furthermore, most training models originated from particular strategies or groups of
strategies. A lack of information on how to determine valid goals systematically
also made planning difficult. A different view of cross-cultural preparation for
ministry would give rise to alternative ways of planning preparation and orientation
programs. Absence of formal research on goal-setting has inhibited the
comprehensive understanding necessary for systematic program planning.
To capture the essence of the problem, this paper explores orientation
program goal suitability and determination in light of practice and research. It also
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addresses the trends and issues arising from the milieu to help us understand how
they impact missionary preparation. It is essential to keep current goals responsive
to trends so that they will remain relevant.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to identify suitable goals for preparing
cross-cultural missionaries for departure, and consider how to determine them. A
validation of the goals of a representative and comprehensive orientation program
case was conducted to achieve this purpose. A four-phase process was designed for
conducting this validation. This goals validation study will provide an opportunity
for further development of normative, research-based strategies by which
organizations may identify goals that are needed to orient personnel for crosscultural service.

Significance of the Study
The results of this research study will assist organizations responsible for
missionary preparation to design their goals in such a way that they will meet the
varying needs of cross-cultural workers today and tomorrow. The study will also
make a contribution to the fields of both missionary and general cross-cultural
preparation through its focus on goals and a research method that combines
theoretical and empirical data for program planning.
An immediate result of the study will be the benefit to the General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists and Global Strategies Committee as they seek
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to address personnel preparation needs for the strategic initiatives being designed
and implemented. It will also benefit the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) Institute of
World Mission (IWM), the comprehensive missionary orientation program selected
as the case for study. Because formalized goals research has not been conducted for
the Institute, findings will advance evaluation of the existing program and aid in the
devising of future preparation strategies. The study could also help determine the
degree of legitimacy the Institute’s goals have from church leadership, missionaries,
other missionary training programs, and literature. A final benefit will come from
the evaluation of program effectiveness as indicated by the perceptions of Institute
participants and observers in the field.

Conceptual Foundations of the Study
The challenge of preparing personnel for effective cross-cultural service is
primarily an educational issue. It requires systematic planning, which necessitates
viewing the entire preparation as a whole. Because cross-cultural functioning is a
complex and sometimes difficult process, planning randomly on the basis of
intuition, instinct, or experience is not responsible (Paige, 1986b, p. 4). Nor will
planning based on tradition, prototype, pragmatics, imagination, or whim guarantee
program success. Although there are numerous ways to acquire preparation,
training and orientation programs are among the most important strategies for
meeting the pre-departure preparation needs of cross-cultural workers. This section
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summarizes pertinent concepts relevant to missionary preparation, particularly predeparture orientation.
Systematic planning is possible and effectual, but demands a consideration
of numerous variables. Kohls (1987) suggests several: "composite profile of the
participants," goals, use, degree of expected integration into the foreign culture,
maximum amount of pre-departure time for preparation, how much of the
preparation must occur before departure and what can be continued in-field, cultural
similarity between native and target country, context for the learning, overall
flexibility of the learning population, resource constraints, and sponsor expectations
and requirements (pp. 100-101).
The determination of goals for cross-cultural preparation is an essential
step in the planning process, and is indispensable to effective preparation. The
importance of goals in planning cross-cultural preparation is underscored in the
literature (J. Bennett, 1986; Brislin & Yoshida, 1994; Martin, 1986; McCaffery,
1986). Goals are believed indispensable to efficient and effective planned learning.
In fact, the development of goals is not simply one of the chronological steps in the
process of developing a plan for learning, but the step that prescribes the parameters
for every other. Martin (1986) states that unintended and counterproductive
outcomes may be the result of planning without explicit goals and objectives. Even
though there are numerous causes for program failure besides faulty goals, there
cannot be optimum program results without valid goals. If goals were the
conceptual theme around which issues of content, methods, learning and delivery
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formats, scope and sequence, and individualization were organized, the field of
cross-cultural preparation would have a more solid basis upon which to build theory.
The term goal must be clearly conceived and defined in a technical sense
because it is often used vaguely or casually (Nunes, 1987). A few examples
illustrate the variety of uses in cross-cultural training literature. Goal is used to
denote a category for content organization, a program approach, a learning
methodology, or the purpose of the preparation. An example of varied use in a
single source is found in J. Bennett’s insightful article on the importance of a
multidimensional training approach (1986a). She uses "goal" loosely to describe its
nature by referring to three learning dimensions of trainees: cognitive, affective,
and behavioral or skill (p. 130). Actually, she believes goals should be classified in
these three categories to ensure an integrated training approach. A page later in her
article, she uses "goal" to express the dimensions collectively: a "multidimensional
approach should be the stated goal" of cross-cultural programs so that there is no
"accident of inconsistency" (p. 131).
The definition of goal given by Webster’s Hurd New International
Dictionary is an "end toward which effort or ambition is directed: aim, purpose . . .
a condition or state to be brought about through a course of action" (Grove, 1986).
For educational use, a typical definition of goal is "a broad or general statement
reflecting the ultimate ends toward which the total educational program is directed"
(Beane, Toepfer, & Alissi, 1986, p. 116).
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A discussion of several characteristics of goals will contribute to a
clarification of the concept. First, goals refer both to directions that guide the
movements of learning toward points or outcomes, as well as those points or
outcomes. Thus, a goal includes movement toward the accomplishment of an end
even if the "end" is not reached. This point is important when considering goals
pertaining to human growth and change, learning that is seldom concluded.
Goals should be understood in a curricular sense. Three major
components of learning programs are purposes/goals, methods/strategies, and
evaluation; goals direct the strategies designed to achieve them, and evaluation
determines the extent of that achievement. Goals are a part of the purpose
component which includes aims, goals, and objectives. Purpose can be understood
technically as a range of content from broad ideals to immediate objectives, and
direction from real to ideal. The problem is that the term goal is often mistakenly
used interchangeably with aim and objective. All three terms are "statements of
human intent, but they are written at quite different levels of specificity" (Davies,
1976, p. 22). Aim is the broadest and most long-ranged term. Objectives are the
narrowest, and are often used to state the specific behavior expected and the level to
be reached. In this way, objectives become the bridge uniting the goals and
methods. Goals are an expansion of the aim into general parts that enable the aim
to be operationalized by the objectives. As such, goals include both general and
specific qualities, a fact that makes them difficult to conceptualize and
operationalize.
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Planning is future-oriented by nature and requires this forward thrust
through goals. Accelerating change suggests that planning is important to meet
future needs, "to bring the context of the future into the present and make decisions
about that future now" (Beane et al., 1986, p. 1). Davies (1976) pointed out that it
would be difficult to have clear goals if the idea of the future and its demands were
unclear. Toffler concluded that "all education springs from some image of the
future. If we lack a clear vision of the future we seek, we lack both the goals and
guidelines that help us to reach them" (cited in Shane, 1977, p. 14). Goals enable
us "to command the future rather than be commanded by it" (Davies, 1976, p. 4).
Goals usually require implementation methods that utilize more than one
learning domain, a fact especially true for the human growth learning required by
successful cross-cultural functioning. Learning domains include cognition, affect,
skills, and other behavioral indices such as perception.

The more learning domains

utilized by an individual goal, the more effective the learning, retention, and transfer
will be.
All goals should be verified, modified, and kept relevant in order to keep
the program on track. Of course there is no point in using goals that have not first
been determined to be worthwhile for the program’s purpose. Guidelines for
validation are straightforward; goals should be kept relevant and appropriate, should
satisfy the participants, and should be possible as well as challenging enough to
maintain learners’ attention. They should be long term and semi-permanent.
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Further, if goals are determined by valid means, they will not need continual
revision. Frequent revision should be made at the sub-goal and objectives levels.
Goals should be needs-based. Before designing the desired preparation,
planners should know the needs of those for whom it is to be designed. These needs
form the foundation for determining the goals that should guide a preparation
process. One of the most versatile and useful procedures for determining valid
goals is needs assessment. Technically, a need is defined as a "gap between the way
things ’ought to be’ and the way they ’are’" (Burton & Merrill, 1991, p. 21). A
gap implies a discrepancy, value judgment, and the possibility of error.
Needs assessment is defined as a "systematic process for determining
goals," a "process for determining what should be taught" (Burton & Merrill, 1991,
p. 18), and "the process of determining goals, measuring needs, and establishing
priorities" (p. 23). Needs analysis is considered the "first step in any systematic
approach" because it is the process of understanding the problem (p. 18). A chapter
entitled "Learn Before You Leap" portrays the role of needs assessment in planning
training (Margolis & Beil, 1989, p. 11).
Data for determining needs and then goals should come from valid
sources. Davies stated that choosing sources is the most important question to
consider (1976). Major sources for determining needs are either directly or
indirectly from people. The needs analysis process must get the desired information
by eliciting valid responses from all relevant groups. This analysis may include data
from observations, task analyses, research, or theories about how a person interacts
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with others, the job/task, environment, circumstances, and experience. The most
obvious persons to question are the program participants and those who have
functioned as cross-cultural missionaries. Needs assessment can even be used to
individualize the orientation program for the particular participants in attendance.
As many relevant sources and procedures as possible should be used for
optimum understanding of what the needs are. Input should come from all aspects
and persons that are in some way involved or affected by the training, such as the
program, the trainer, the trainee, responsible organization, and the job/task and its
context. Data from important groups and individuals may be obtained by means of
interviews, work samples, questionnaires, group discussion, tests, observations, and
records/reports. In fact, one advantage of assessing the needs of participants in a
given program is providing them a "sense of personal investment” (Brislin &
Yoshida, 1994, p. 19). Other sources are the print media, work samples, key
consultants, and records/reports. Needs assessment can be improved in several
ways: making sure the sample size is large enough, the results are specific enough
to design relevant programs, and the approach is suitable for the situation (Margolis
& Beil, 1989).
Goals may be stated from several points of view: the director/staff view
(what they will teach), the participant (what participants will learn or achieve), and
the program (what the program will accomplish). Program needs, perhaps the
broadest, should also reflect the organization’s philosophy and strategies for
training. Program needs are modified or limited by the program purpose (the basic
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center around which the entire learning experience is organized) which governs the
goals to be included in the program. (The goal statements in this study are stated
from the program perspective, which is centered on participant needs, and organized
around an orientation purpose.)
Training and orientation are among the most important types of crosscultural preparation; in fact, they are essential for adequate preparation. They are
not only valuable because they intensify and accelerate the learning process, or the
unlearning process, but because they may determine whether some of the necessary
changes will take place at all. They are more focussed, flexible, and can more
easily accommodate methods for growth and experiential learning.
After all preparation needs have been clarified, but before making a final
decision about which to select, the analyst should determine which needs are caused
by a lack of trainee knowledge or skills and thus suitable for training. Some needs
result in performance difficulties that may not be amenable to training (Margolis &
Beil, 1989). Planners should remember that a program is not necessarily the only or
best form of intervention necessary (Silberman & Auerbach, 1990). Neither should
it be assumed "that all discrepancies in student performance can best be reduced by
instruction" (Burton & Merrill, 1991, p. 35). In some cases, external conditions
inhibit or nullify even effective instruction, so preparation may require a solution
that first removes these conditions (p. 35). Systematic planning requires that the
selection of each goal for a program should take place only "when the trainer is
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convinced that training is the most appropriate way to overcome a current or
anticipated shortfall in performance" (p. 26).
Cross-cultural preparation planning should proceed only after the needs
that have been identified are formulated into goals essential for effective crosscultural functioning. When all data from the needs analyses have been collected,
treated, and modified by limitations and constraints, the resulting needs thus
identified are ready to be applied in the process of goal selection and program
design.
The final step in systematic, comprehensive, and goals-based needs
assessment is organizing the goals identified by the analysis process. This task
requires three decisions: designation of each goal to the most appropriate phase(s)
of the preparation cycle, assignment to the most appropriate delivery format within
each phase, and selection of the program purpose.
The first decision designates each goal to its most appropriate preparation
phase(s). Authorities believe cross-cultural preparation should be continuous and
can be viewed as cyclical. In missionary preparation, there are three major phases
in the cycle: pre-departure, in-service, and re-entry. The initial phase, pre
departure preparation, begins with creating an awareness of mission among the
people groups from which prospective candidates will be selected. It is continued
by those who have a sense of call and may prepare themselves through formal
education from a Bible college, liberal arts institution, specialized training, or
advanced work in missiology. Recruitment, assessment, selection, appointment,
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training, and orientation follow. The next phase occurs after departure, in a
designated location and/or in the country of appointment and includes post-arrival
preparation and continuing education in the country and/or on furlough. The third
and final phase prepares the cross-cultural worker to re-adjust to the home context.
The second decision determines how the goals will be implemented, for
they can be achieved in many ways. In addition to mission education and
orientation, preparation may come from informal programs and independent or
individualized opportunities. Many prospective missionaries have had experiences
that contribute to their preparation. Perhaps the most significant is previous
experience in a foreign context as a child of missionaries, traveler, student
missionary, or former missionary. Other experiences include such activities as
attending seminars and conferences, reading, watching/listening to video/audio
cassettes, and visiting with those who have been or are cross-cultural workers and/or
nationals. Only those goals that are best implemented in a program format, or have
not been met otherwise, should be designated for the program. Finally, they should
all fit the purpose of the particular program.
To complete this conceptual foundation, the terms training, orientation,
and education are delineated. Clear terms and concepts are very important in the
cross-cultural preparation field because their meanings vary, yet they are often used
interchangeably, inconsistently, or inaccurately in a technical sense. This lack of
precision is sometimes a cause of confusion that, along with the wide variety of
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models, approaches, and the contrasting assumptions that underlie them, inhibits
conceptual clarity and theoretical development.
Training and orientation have a variety of meanings in the literature.
They are used interchangeably by some cross-cultural and missionary trainers to
refer to any type of cross-cultural preparation programs, or to refer to distinct but
varying types of preparation. Martin (1986) and Paige (1986b) use training to refer
to the entire process of preparation; they see no end to cross-cultural adjustment.
J. Bennett (1986), however, says that orientation deals with the "who,
what, when, and where" of preparation, but training goes a step further by including
the "how," and education is the broadest term because it includes the "why."
Bennett cuts across conceptual distinctions, however, when she advises that all
sojourner preparation should include some education, as well as training, and
orientation that emphasizes "survival" information (p. 118).
Paige (1986b) refers to cross-cultural orientation as preparation, training,
and support (p. v). He believes that cross-cultural orientation "has been viewed,
with some justification, as an elementary form of cross-cultural training, organized
around limited goals and objectives, implemented by quasi-professionals, and
conducted with minimal time and minimal resources" (p. 1). He believes, however,
that Bennett’s view of orientation is too limited, and "the most sophisticated
orientation programs could as easily be referred to as cross-cultural training or
education" (p. 2).
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Another variation is the extent of preparation meant by the sender or
receiver of the term. Even if used interchangeably, training and orientation do not
usually refer to the same degree of preparation. For instance, training is often seen
as longer and more specific in content than orientation, which is viewed as very
short. A training or orientation program may last a couple of hours, weeks, or
months, but it is seldom comprehensive in content even when it refers to the entire
preparation. Cross-cultural preparation in general is comprised of content relating to
cross-cultural functioning, although it may include survival and logistic information.
Some preparation programs include moving details, and continue orientation in the
country of assignment with mentors and other forms of planned transition guidance.
The term orientation often refers to preparation that occurs just prior to
departure. This preparation is an attempt to get sojourners in a state of readiness to
enter the cross-cultural context. It may be limited to practical moving and transition
information, may include preparation for dealing with culture shock, or may even
include cross-cultural skills such as adjustment and communication. Its focus might
be predominantly integrative. To the extent possible, the program should provide
for all pre-departure preparation needs that have not yet been met.
In his useful article, Kohls (1987) provided a discussion of several
experts’ uses of these terms (Gudykunst & Hammer, 1983; Harrison & Hopkins,
1967), then clarified four major preparation terms on the basis of five descriptors
that point out the differences.

Table 1 is a modification of a chart prepared by

Kohls to define these four primary terms.
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TABLE 1
KOHLS’ DELINEATION OF FOUR PREPARATION APPROACHES EXAMINED IN FIVE ASPECTS
Type’

Application

Purpose

Methods

Time

Delivery

Ed

Knowledge content,
variety, quantity, and
in-depth mastery

Develop mind, impart or
acquire knowledge to use
or just to team

Teacher passes info,
likely by lecture format,
with assignments, exams

Longest: lifelong or
degreed, usually divided
into segments or units

Educators, teachers,
professors, others, often
with advanced degrees

Tr

Specified objectives,
competency development,
cost-effective

Achieve practical results:
objectives clearly stated,
predetermined, measured

Participant-centered with
clear ends; experiential &
practical methodologies

Medium length: I day to
2 weeks, or several
courses in 3-6 months

Trainers, facilitators,
trainees; developed by
subject matter experts

Or

Non-threatening prep for
shift to effective newenvironment functioning

'Orient" for effective
functioning in new
situation or environment

Begins where participants
are for orientation shift,
using various methods

Short: usually from 1/2
day to 1 week in length

Designated by function:
'program coordinator",
or ’session leader*

Br

Broad overview, or
particular program focus,
time-effective

Provide background info,
a topic, or a situation
concisely, and with focus

Systematic, organized,
simplified, sequenced,
presentation & discussion

Shortest: from 10-15 min,
up to 1 or 1 1/2 hours

Experts who are usually
incumbents in in-house
positions

Note. Modified from a chart in ’Four Traditional Approaches to Developing Cross-cultural Preparedness in Adults,* by L. Robert Kohls (1987) in
International Journal o f Intercultural Relations. 7/(1). pp. 89-106.
‘Type: Ed = Education, Tr = Training, Or = Orientation, Br = Briefing.

to
to
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In the field of cross-cultural preparation for missionaries, the term
education usually refers to formal training in colleges or universities. As terms,
pre-departure training and orientation are often used interchangeably, but orientation
will likely refer to that preparation occurring after appointment. Orientation is a
more comprehensive form of preparation than is usually meant in general crosscultural preparation literature. The average depth of preparation, and time spent, is
normally greater, and provided by more than a single program. Currently,
preparation for missionaries likely includes some degree of formal missionary and
cross-cultural education after which both training and pre-departure orientation
follow. These may be continued even in the foreign field. Pre-departure orientation
also often includes individualized learning opportunities in the form of reading lists,
handbooks or manuals constructed by the sending agency, introductions to the
history and policies of the organization, and perhaps language learning.

Conceptual Foundations in the Literature
This validation study approaches preparation from the perspective of
personnel needs, program purposes, and goals, rather than from methodologies. It
assumes that each preparation need (goal) has cognitive, affective, and behavioral
dimensions, even though the balance of these three dimensions within each goal is
unique to that goal/need. The study also assumes that these dimensions should be
reflected in the methods of implementation rather than be used to organize goals.
Conceptually, this view contrasts with the frequent use of these three dimensions to
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categorize goals. Thus, this perspective provides a view of cross-cultural training
that should contribute to an enlarged conceptual understanding of preparation.
There has not been much discussion in the literature about the definition,
nature, or determination of goals for cross-cultural preparation. Wight and Boyle
(1978) confirm the need for program goals to guide program planning, but alert the
reader to several potential problems. For instance, the program should not be so
narrowly goal-focussed that unanticipated outcomes or consequences arise, or worse,
are not recognized. Goals should not be vague, as they believe many are, nor
should they be unrealistic. Actual goals should be clearly stated; if developing a
positive attitude is a direct goal, it should be stated and its achievement evaluated.
Wight and Boyle (1978) suggest that some of the more nebulous goals should be
looked upon as benefits or desired outcomes rather than as prescribed or actual
outcomes (pp. 4-16).
Paige and Martin (1983) also criticize the misuse of goals. They believe
many goals are ambiguous because they are defined in broad, vague terms, then
used inappropriately as objectives. Furthermore, ambiguous goals are impossible to
effectively evaluate. They also feel that program planners or trainers who set
confusing goal statements are better off without them if they believe the desired
learning is taking place as a result of having identified and stated them. Often goals
are simply general themes, and are not developed beyond that form. These facts are
a part of the reason Paige and Martin believe categorizing goals in the three domains
mentioned above is useful and common; it is a safer solution to organize desired
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goals in the three-domain categories (cognitive, affective, behavioial) to aid decision
making and encourage the conceptualization of cross-cultural learning as a multi
faceted phenomenon.
There are no clearly articulated comprehensive theories underlying
current cross-cultural programs (Gudykunst & Hammer, 1983, p. 121). Most
attempts to bridge theory and practice have been in the form of classifications of
design and other descriptive aspects of training. Such descriptive categories include
program type (largely based on methodology used or training techniques), purposes
and goals, training methods and activities, trainee and trainer characteristics, risk
elements, behavioral requirements for participation, and/or the learning environment
(Paige & Martin, 1983).
Program types are often identified as traditional academic coursework,
human relations training, Intercultural Communication Workshop, culture-general
simulations, self-awareness model, area orientation briefings, language training, and
cultural assimilator, among others. Each of these implies and functions on the basis
of method which generates different purposes/aims, goals, and consequent
objectives.
Program considerations (besides those of methodology) that affect goal
selection and implementation include program content selection, the prioritization
and sequencing of goals, as well as timing of the program. For example, if the
trainee’s departure date is over 6 months away, he/she is very interested in
preparation for adjustment, communication, relationships, and understanding the
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contrasts between the home and host cultures. From 6 months until departure,
trainee interest in these topics decreases. Instead, survival information becomes the
priority (Gudykunst & Hammer, 1983).
Intercultural effectiveness (ICE) is one category of cross-cultural research
that informs preparation needs. It also represents part of the tension between
personnel selection and preparation issues. If success could be accurately described
or predicted, more permanent personal characteristics would guide selection, leaving
those more appropriate for learning goals more obvious. Personnel selection
concerns are very important and arise from two facts: the critical role of the
individual in success or failure, and the tremendous cost in time and money for
preparation and failure or premature return (Kealey & Ruben, 1983). However,
there is no clear distinction between trait and learning aspects of cross-cultural
preparation.
The field of intercultural effectiveness is not entirely without helpful
information, however. Kealey and Ruben (1983) outline a "profile of the effective
working individual overseas" as well as one for the nonworking spouse (pp. 158159). They begin with the assumption that the worker has the professional
qualifications necessary, which include the education/training and experience to
carry out the job, as well as commitment to the job and organization. (Preparation
will add the cross-cultural dimensions of the specific job.)
Kealey and Ruben (1983) then describe the remaining factors in four
categories. Two are related to observed behavior: (1) interpersonal skills
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(flexibility, respect, listening, relationship, control, and sensitivity), and (2) self
assertion/identity (flexibility, confidence, frankness). The other two categories
include self-perception: (1) self-ratings (open/non-ethnocentric, open/flexible,
family communication, frankness, self-confidence/initiative, harmony with others,
outgoing), and (2) realistic pre-departure expectations (constraints and barriers to
effective performance, optimism, some concerns about overseas living, expectations
of a rewarding experience). For an extensive update of research on intercultural
communications competence/effectiveness, see volume 12, 1988, of International
Journal o f Intercultural Relations. More recent research approaches the concept less
dogmatically, with greater diversity, and more complexity.
Another major area to examine for guidance in goal selection for crosscultural preparation is intercultural competence. Dinges (1983) discusses various
approaches and models of intercultural competence for a conceptual understanding.
An example he discusses is Brislin’s six personal traits that arise from the person’s
"unique heredity and experience" and are "acquired without formal training" (p.
18S). They are: a tolerant personality (multidimensional thinking, receptiveness to
changing social perceptions, comfort in ambiguous situations, interpersonal patience,
broad/flexible conceptual categories for social phenomena); personal strength (self
esteem, integrity, loyalty, courage); social relations skills (empathy, capacity for
affiliation, ability to role-shift); intelligence (social problem-solving abilities,
multidimensional intellectual ability, social judgment capacity); task orientation
(identification with work, goal-oriented efforts, diligence, persistence,
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dependability); a potential for benefit (openness to change, ability to perceive and
use feedback, motivation to leam).
A third area to study before planning preparation programs is crosscultural adjustment and adaptation. Because culture shock is a major hurdle to
overseas success and satisfaction, adjustment issues generate much research. From
this category come many of the developmental approaches to cross-cultural
preparation, such as descriptions of "multicultural man," and processes of
adjustment and adaptation, ethnocentrism to ethnorelativism, and multicultural
identification.

Research Rationale for the Study
Because no straightforward research identifies what goals are needed for
missionary pre-departure orientation, this study is exploratory. The methodology
sought to identify valid preparation goals for cross-cultural ministry. To accomplish
the purpose, I decided to begin with the goals of a representative and comprehensive
missionary orientation program and validate them by generating data from an ample
range of pertinent sources.
The case chosen was the SDA Institute of World Mission (IWM), the
name given to the cross-cultural missionary orientation program for all missionaries
sent out by the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Institutes are held in three regions of
the world, but the American IWM is the parent organization and focus of this
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research. It is a 4-6 week program that has been in operation for 28 years and has
trained over 2,500 persons.
A brief history of the Institute shows that it has attempted to be flexible
and relevant to meet the needs of participants as well as the mission organization.
Because denominational leaders believed that orientation would increase missionary
satisfaction, effectiveness, and length of stay, they voted to begin this form of
preparation. The orientations which began in 1966 appear to have accomplished
their stated purposes: a marked decline in premature withdrawals from the field, a
lessening of culture shock, improved effectiveness in cross-cultural ministries, an
increase in missionary satisfaction along with greater acceptance by local
administrators/nationals, and more frequent returns to service (Oosterwal, 1990).
After selecting the case for study, Phase One of the research effort was to
identify and clarify its existing program goals. Relevant documents were examined
for stated and implied goals and Institute schedules studied for implemented goals.
A list of goal statements was constructed from these sources and went through a
series of revisions in consultation with the Institute’s director, associate director, and
the chairperson of the curriculum department.
Phase Two was to select data from six sources considered pertinent and
feasible for validating goals in an exploratory study. Sources 1-3 are related
specifically to the case under study. The first source provided data from an
observation of the program in operation over time to understand staff and attendee
views of Institute goals. Data came from detailed session reports to the General
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Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, from participant-observation of an Institute I
attended as a part of this research process, and evaluation forms from participants of
18 Institutes. The second and third validation sources comprised views of
administrative stakeholders (church leaders) and criterion populations (current and
returned missionaries). Data were collected by means of a researcher-prepared
questionnaire that elicited perceptions with regard to whether each goal was
appropriate, possible, attained, and if the program was comprehensive enough.
The last three validation sources drew data from sources external to the
case. Source 4 was a review of missionary preparation goals from several views:
A historical overview of missionary goal development, missionary preparation
literature review, one current missionary orientation program, and 22 mission
agency directors responsible for providing orientation programs. Source 5 was a
summary of stated and implied goals gathered from cross-cultural training literature
that also included an overview of the historical development of goals. Source 6
provided data from a discussion of world/mission trends and issues related to
preparation that inform goal determination decisions.
Phase Three synthesized and analyzed the findings from the six data
sources to complete the validation process. Phase Four provided a
reconceptualization of missionary pre-departure orientation program goals that arose
out of the entire research process. The framework that resulted can be used by
organizations to guide the planning or evaluating of suitable orientation program
goals.
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It should be mentioned that this study is an attempt to build on present
theory and research more than to seek new discoveries. Several cross-cultural
training authors suggest that, rather than performing original research, researchers
should consider doing ’contextual’ studies that are rooted in and built upon existing
literature, theory, research, as well as program operation and practitioner experience
(Martin, 1986). The methodology used for this study is particularly useful because,
although it utilized a case study approach, the validation process included both
contextual and empirical evidence from the case, as well as external measures of
evaluation. External evidence came from history and future trends, literature, and
program practice.
Definition of Terms
Terms used in this study that require clarification are defined as follows:
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists is the legal name given
to the worldwide church entity that directs the denomination for the purpose of
teaching "all nations the everlasting gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and
the commandments of God" (Seventh-day Adventist Yearbook, 1990).
Divisions are the major geographic and administrative sections into which
the world church and General Conference are divided. Each of the eleven divisions
operates within a specified territory and is responsible for the operation of the
worldwide organization within that region. They are: Africa-Indian Ocean, Eastern
Africa, Euro-Africa, Far Eastern, Inter-American, North American, South
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American, South Pacific, Southern Asia, Euro-Asia, and Trans-European. The
Inter-American Division was excluded from this study because it no longer has a
sizeable number of missionaries from the North American Division. The Institute
for the North American Division is the orientation on which this study is based.
Unions are the geographic and administrative sections within each
division. They may comprise a country, more than one country, or a portion of a
country.
Institute of World Mission (IWM, or Institute) is the name given the
Seventh-day Adventist missionary orientation programs which are held two or three
times annually for a period of 4-6 weeks. As is seen in the questionnaire,
participants often refer to the program as "Mission Institute." There are three such
orientation programs held in the United States, Australia, and Europe. The parent
orientation is in America.
Goals translate a learning purpose or aim into intended directions and
outcomes. They determine the "what" of the education or training, rather than the
"how," which are the methods. Objectives are those specific behavioral indices that
place goals in operation so that they may be achieved and evaluated.
Validation refers to the process of justifying goals by determining their
soundness and adequacy for meeting the intended program purpose and aim. This is
the methodology used for this research study.
Cross-cultural and interailturai are two terms often used
interchangeably, but that have slightly different connotations for many authorities.
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Both are used to denote the interaction of persons from two or more cultures.
Although intercultural seemed to be the term of preference for scholarly discourse,
cross-cultural appears to be used more often in the literature. Cross-cultural is the
term used in this study.
Cross-cultural ministry in this study refers to any form of service for the
direct or indirect purpose of contributing to the spread of Christianity by persons
working in a culture different from the one in which they were reared.
Orientation, training, and education are three terms used loosely,
interchangeably, and often inaccurately in cross-cultural literature. Strictly
speaking, each term indicates a different learning mode with different purposes and
methods. Some authorities limit the concept of orientation to the provision of
information about the particular cross-cultural context and/or preparing prospective
sojourners to deal with culture shock. Others expand it to refer to the entire process
of preparation. For this study, orientation is used to refer to that preparation
occurring after appointment and just prior to departure regardless of the extent of
preparation coverage. It therefore is used to describe IWM’s program, denoting a
comprehensive, multi-dimensional, multiple-strategy, overview-type of preparation
for persons about to leave for service in a cross-cultural context. It seeks to
accommodate a variety of participant backgrounds and readiness while promoting
those knowledges, understandings, attitudes, behaviors, and skills necessary for
effective ministry and functioning in the appointed culture. Its purpose is centered
around providing a non-threatening and nurturing environment in which to learn and
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prepare for entry into the new environment. The word preparation is used in a
broad sense to denote any or all of these terms.
Pre-departure, pre-service, and pre-field are three terms used to refer to
that part of missionary preparation prior to service in the field. There are subtle
distinctions, however. Technically, pre-departure means before leaving the home
country and pre-field means before arriving in the foreign context of appointment.
(Pre-field orientation [PFO] is the more common term for missionary orientation.)
Pre-service refers to any time prior to active service that could be defined by some
as when remuneration begins (even before departure), or until the assumption of
duties in the field, which might be months after arrival if language learning takes
place first. To avoid confusion, pre-departure is the main term used in this study.
It refers to orientation that takes place prior to leaving the country.

Delimitations
The constraints of dissertation research made it necessary to select from
among all possible relevant data sources those that were considered to be most
feasible and appropriate to achieve the purpose of this study. Consequently, the
biblical and task analysis sources were excluded. One people group was also
excluded as a separate source of data-the recipients of missionaries, or host
nationals—although data from national leadership respondents were identified and
examined in the study. Although Institutes are held in three regions of the world,
this study was delimited to those in North America. Other Christian mission
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agencies selected for study have been delimited to the major North American
Protestant agencies selected from the list in the 14th edition of Mission Handbook
(1989). Catholic missionary endeavor, although widespread, is Hi«imn»r in several
aspects that make it less relevant to this study. For instance, most
missionaries are single, have nude a lifetime commitment to their
allow more cnntBtaialbatinn o f the go«pe1 thaw evangelical Pente«tant«

and
Also, their

preparation is substantively different
T Jw itsfio s ;

Several factors limit this study. The quality and quantity of <famare
subject to the availability, accuracy, and/or completeness of available IWM
information, evaluations, reports, and documents. Some questionnaires might not
have reached their destinations because of changes in the geographic location of
persons selected to receive the questionnaire. Questionnaire return rates from
overseas groups are subject to low return rates characteristic of foreign mail
surveys. Finally, the study is limited by the external validity afforded by a case
study approach, although three data sources seek to provide a measure of external
validity.
Organization of the Study
This study is organized into six chapters as outlined. The usual review of
literature chapter is incorporated into appropriate sections in chapters 1 and 4.
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Chapter 1 includes the introduction and problem, puipose and significance
of the study, its conceptual foundations and research rationale, definition of terms,
delimitations and limitations, and organization.
Chapter 2 presents the case for study, outlines the four-phase validation
process, and the methods that operationalized each phase.
Chapter 3 presents the findings of the data gathered from the first three of
six sources that were used to determine the validity of the goals of the selected
orientation program. These sources generated data from the case under study.
Chapter 4 presents data from the final three of six sources for validation, a
review of missionary preparation, a summary of cross-cultural literature, and a
discussion of trends and issues.
Chapter S comprises a synthesis of the findings from the six sources for a
cross-validation, and a reconceptualization of program goals for use as a tool to
design or evaluate cross-cultural pre-departure preparation for ministry.
Chapter 6 summarizes the study, presents the conclusions, and malrr_<
recommendations.
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CHAPTERn
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this research study was to identify suitable goals for predeparture orientation programs that prepare missionaries for cross-cuhutal ministry.
Ultimately, the study attempted to suggest a conceptual framework that crosscultural preparation programs can use in formulating their statements of intent
The methodology described in this chapter is a validation of the goals of a
selected orientation program. The case studied is the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA)
Institute of World Mission (IWM or Institute), the organization established by the
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists to provide for the preparation of its
missionaries. This well-established comprehensive missionary orientation program
was used to test the validation process to develop the conceptual framework for
guiding goal selection.
Figure 1 depicts the validation process with its four phases. In Phase
One, I identified and clarified the extant goals of the Institute; in Phase Two, I
validated the adequacy of those 12 goals by accumulating data from six H««‘gnafaH
sources: observation of the program in action, survey data from church leaders and
missionaries, review of missionary preparation, a summary of
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stated and implied goals in cross-cultural literature relevant to preparation, and a
discussion of world trends and issues in missionary preparation. In Phase Three,
information from all these sources was analyzed and synthesized for a crossvalidation as a basis for Phase Four, the »wwmi»p«ra«—timi of initial program goals.
The six data sources in Phase Two of the validation process do not
represent data from all the possible categories that could be used to identify and
validate missionary pre-departure orientation goals, or even die most important ones.
At least seven categories would contribute important data for determining crosscultural preparation needs: the Scriptures, trends and issues related to the mission
context and preparation, perceptions of relevant populations, task analysis, research,
theory, and program practice. The exploratory nature of this study prompted the
selection of population perceptions as the primary source that were further validated
by other selected data.
The first and most important source for guiding the preparation of
missionaries is the biblical mandate. Guidelines from the Bible must direct decision
making for the Christian. Mission is not possible without understanding the what,
who, where, when, why, and how of the gospel commission. A second very
important category, the global milieu and trends that shape the future, provides
critical information pertaining to the context of fulfilling the gospel commission.
Data from this source helps to guarantee and maintain relevance. The third data
source is provided by the perceptions of the persons who are in some way involved
in mission and for whom the preparation is designed. Appropriate groups include
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program directors/staff, participants, former and current missionaries, organizational
leadership, and the host nationals who receive the missionaries. A fourth category
of data comes from various types of task analysis, both for general cross-cultural
ministry and specific ministry roles. Categories three and four are sometimes called
"needs analysis" or "needs assessment." Fifth is data from relevant research, and
sixth is from relevant theory. Data from these categories are found mostly in
literature and across several disciplines such as the behavioral and social sciences.
A seventh category includes data ftom cross-cultural and missionary preparation
programs in the form of case studies, evaluations, or other types of observation.
If data ftom all seven categories are combined, a fairly complete picture
of preparation needs should emerge. A complete study of all seven categories,
however, would be too broad and thus inappropriate for a dissertation. Because this
study is exploratory in nature and uses a case study method, it utilizes one primary
category for an in-depth examination, and then checks the findings with a partial
survey of four others for validation purposes. The major groups of persons were
selected because their insights were accessible and valuable in evaluating IWM’s
orientation program goals: Source 1 explores the perceptions of program
director/staff and attendees; Source 2 explores the perceptions of organization
leadership from several levels; and Source 3 explores the perceptions of
current/returned missionaries. These are the case study populations.
Research, theory, program practice, and trends/milieu are four categories
of the seven that were also utilized in this study, but to a lesser degree. Data from
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these sources served as "reality checks" to complete the validation process.
Research, theory, and program practice were combined for generating data for
Sources 4 and 5 in Phase Two of the validation process, missionary preparation, and
cross-cultural training/orientation literature. Trends and issues complete the data
sources. (Because information from a review of literature is presented in these final
three data sources, the usual chapter 2 review of the literature is eliminated.) An
examination of the biblical mandate and task analysis was not directly dealt with
because specific views and contexts vary widely, and this study is built on a broad,
inclusive, and general understanding of mission that could accommodate the general
goals presented.
Quantitative, documentary, and qualitative methods were employed in this
study. After a discussion of the case for analysis and goal-clarification process, a
description of the methodologies used for the three remaining phases follows.

Case for Analysis: The Seventh-day Adventist
Institute of World Mission
The Institute of World Mission was the orientation program selected for
this study. It prepares cross-cultural missionaries for the Seventh-day Adventist
denomination. I was familiar with the program because I attended it in 1981 as a
returned missionary and in 1989 as a researcher. There are several other reasons
why this program was selected:
1.

It is comprehensive. The Institute of World Mission orientation

program tries to meet all existing essential missionary preparation needs of its
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attendees. These needs are greater than might be the case for other missionaries
because the majority of IWM’s attendees will not have had diploma or degree
education or training specifically for cross-cultural ministry, except for Bible
knowledge or theology. Specialists, for example, may not be familiar with issues
important to mission and ministry because their professional training did not include
it. IWM is perhaps unique in the extent of its comprehensiveness.
2. It is representative. Although there are fewer comprehensive pre
departure missionary orientations today, the Institute of World Mission is
representative of those currently operating. One of the most well recognized is the
Colorado-based Missionary Internship, which has trained individuals for crosscultural ministry since 19S4. Although it is an interdenominational orientation,
IWM’s orientation is similar to theirs in its approach.
3. It is effective. The Institute of World Mission is perceived to be
successful in achieving its purposes. Reports show that the premature missionary
withdrawal rate was significantly reduced by up to 72%, and both leadership and
missionaries attest to its importance in making cross-cultural service more satisfying
and effective (undated IWM documents).
4. It is sizeable. To date, more than 2500 missionaries have been trained
by North America’s Institute, which is the particular orientation used for this study.
This is around 70% of all North American Seventh-day Adventist missionaries sent
out since the Institute began in 1966 (IWM documents). (SDA Institutes also orient
missionaries at centers in Europe and Australia.)
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5. It is long-lived. The Institute of World Mission began in 1966 and has
held to date (July 1994) 66 sessions of 4-6 weeks each, most at the rate of two or
three annually. It is one of the longest, continuous missionary-orientation programs
in operation today.
6. It is multidimensional. Even though most early missionary orientations
were largely didactic in approach, the Institute has always recognized the need for a
multidimensional approach. For example, the attitudinal dimension was present in
the beginning, although there has been a growing emphasis on developing attitudes
important for cross-cultural work.
7. It is responsive. Dr. Gottfried Oosterwal was the primary director of
the Institute from its beginning until 1993. In 1989, he expressed a need for and
interest in the study. The staff indicated a willingness to participate.
History of Seventh-day Adventist Mission
In order to understand the role of the Institute, it is useful to see it in the
context of Adventist world mission history. The formative years of Seventh-day
Adventist mission began around 1830 (Schantz, 1983), and were rooted in a belief
that the world was on the brink of God’s final evangelization harvest. This belief,
championed in North America by William Miller, was visible in the rising global
awareness of an imminent return of Christ to earth. Around the middle of the first
phase (1830-1860) of Adventist mission, around 100 persons who had expected
Christ to come on October 22, 1844, went through and beyond the "Great
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Disappointment." This particular event gave birth to the Adventist Movement which
grew into the Seventh-day Adventist denomination around 20 years later (Schantz,
1983).
According to Oosterwal (1972), the first 10 years were spent in
movement-identity formation and spiritual growth. The next 20 years provided time
for organization and a shift toward a mission emphasis, albeit to individual
Christians through a call to higher spiritual understanding. During these formative
years, the embryonic structure that would "carry, promote, and oversee missions for
the next forty years" was in place (Schantz, 1983, p. 431). Although the "message,
manpower, money, and mechanism" were in place, the perception of a global
mission was unclear (p. 43). By 1874, a third developmental phase, which lasted
until the 1950s, was inaugurated by the sending of the first overseas missionaries to
answer the Macedonian call from fledgling churches around the world (Oosterwal,
1983)
In 1889, the General Conference (GC) of Seventh-day Adventists set up
the semi-autonomous Foreign Mission Board (FMB) to provide personnel to
proclaim the message of a soon-coming Savior to the world. According to Bauer
(1982), the Board was responsible over the next 14 years for all recruiting,
screening, appointing, preparing, and supervising of personnel, in addition to
fundraising, promoting, and strategizing for mission. As the FMB committee
looked for personnel to implement its mission initiatives, it looked for evidence of
such qualifications as mature judgment, leadership and administrative ability,
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experience, physical and emotional stability, determination, enthusiasm, energy, and
practical skills.
Preparation for mission service came in many forms. Concerned
leadership started a monthly Missionary Magazine a year before the mission board
was formally organized. Leaders hoped to generate awareness of world
evangelization needs among the membership, and to provide preparation for its
missionaries. Each issue featured a major country and reported on its culture,
religions, and needs, which were studied by individuals and "missionary reading
circles" (Bauer, 1982, p. 121). Additional awareness and preparation came from
independent church meetings and annual campmeeting presentations. For most
missionaries, however, pre-departure preparation included personal study of books
listed as important, and language training for the area of appointment, if it was
possible. Medical personnel spent 6 months in training at the Battle Creek
Sanitarium. General preparation continued on ship with a "library" on history,
travel, and missionary biographies to make efficient use of the many weeks of
travel. By 1907, preparation was upgraded by the establishment of Washington
Foreign Mission Seminary. Prospective missionaries were expected to enroll for
intensive area studies in the topics of geography, history, and culture (Bauer, 1982).
Other opportunities early missionaries took advantage of were missionary literature
and conferences held by prominent Christian missionary leaders and boards of that
time.
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Around the turn of the century, in the context of a strong spiritual revival,
"unprecedented growth of the denomination’s mission program" provided a "major
stimulus to the expansion of Adventist education" (Knight, 1984, p. 10). Knight
pointed out that, similar to the mission and missionary training growth among
American Protestant evangelicals of that time, both movements virtually exploded
over the next 30 years. For instance, the number of mission stations grew from 8 to
270 between 1890 and 1930, and the number of missionaries from 42 to 8,479.
Largely to accommodate the need for workers, the number of schools beyond the
elementary level grew from 7 in 1890 to 201 by 1930. The earliest colleges
reflected the reason for their founding in such names as Emmanual Missionary
College (renamed of Andrews University for the first Adventist overseas missionary)
and American Medical Missionary College. "The denomination looked to its
schools to supply the ever increasing number of workers for its rapidly expanding
worldwide work" (p. 11). In addition to training in the few particular professions
and vocations in medical/health, education, business, and agriculture, curricula
included a very strong emphasis in spiritual growth and knowledge of the Bible,
Christian and SDA church history, and mission outreach.
Perhaps the strongest impetus for mission came from individuals whose
spiritual strength and personal power directed the thrust of Adventist mission. From
the 1840s until well into the 1900s, E. G. White contributed wisdom and
enlargement to the worldwide vision of her reluctant contemporaries. From 1901 to
1930, two top General Conference administrators, A. G. Daniels and W. A. Spicer,
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encouraged the dramatic expansion in Adventist mission outreach that took place
during the same period of spiritual renewal and educational expansion mentioned
above. Their tools were a personal passion for mission, leadership style, worldwide
mission travels, and organizational implementation strategies.
Ironically, however, the 1901 General Conference and subsequent
organizational restructuring of the church during this same pregnant period of
Adventist history, brought an end to the Foreign Mission Board. According to
research conducted by Bauer (1982) and Schantz (1983), mission began to be viewed
as an expression of general church administration rather than something "in
addition" to it (Schantz, 1983, p. 43). As a result, the Board was replaced neither
by a General Conference department nor a mission agency. In fact, leadership
spoke of its function as a "mission board" that was "not apart" from the "central
life" of the North American church (Bauer, 1982, p. 188).
The reorganization brought changes in the nature of mission outreach. No
single entity was effectually responsible for mission expansion; no individual was
responsible for mission as a leadership priority (p. 188). It may be that any effects
of these organizational changes for mission were not initially discerned in the face of
Daniel’s and Spicer’s zeal and powerful mission initiatives, but may have set the
direction for a shift from frontier evangelization to infrastructural support through
educational, medical, and publishing institutions and administrative organizations.
Gradually, missionary roles shifted from evangelizing and church planting
to specialist positions, and the result was a strong worldwide church with a
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diminishing work among the unreached. In fact, by 1980, more than 97% of all
missionaries were serving an overseas infrastructure (Bauer, p. 233). To several
mission experts, this appears to have been a tragedy. However, a transcendent God,
who works within and through history to bring about His sovereign Will, challenges
Adventist worldwide leadership to accept current challenges and to make the most of
present realities and opportunities.
The 1950s opened a new era of mission when the church began to hear the
call from a largely unevangelized world (Oosterwal, 1972).

During this time, the

student missionary movement in the church became more visible and structured.
The first systematic research on Adventist outreach began (Schantz, 1983). The
Institute of World Mission was organized in 1966 along with a department of
mission in the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary. Church headquarters
inaugurated formal missionary preparation in the form of education and orientation
to replace the loss of specific missionary courses in the colleges over the previous
20 years. Although not involved in recruitment, selection, and appointment, the
Institute of World Mission was so successful in its preparation of missionaries that
premature return rates were dramatically reduced (IWM documents). By 1972,
nearly a century after their beginnings, Seventh-day Adventists had become the
"most widespread single Protestant denomination, working in 84% of all countries"
(Oosterwal, 1972, p. 43).
Since then, although the number of countries with an Adventist presence
has continued to increase, there has been a decrease of over 50% in the number of
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North American SDA missionaries. Figure 2 illustrates the decline of Seventh-day
Adventist missionaries that took place between 1972 and 1993. The decline has
occurred in response to worldwide milieu, denominational trends, and changing
mission structures. Because the nature of Christianity compels a sharing of the
gospel with unbelievers, because a loss of mission means a loss of spiritual life
(Dybdal, 1993), and because the church tends to reflect general world trends, the
decline in real outreach opportunities prompted a rise of independent parachurch
initiatives and accelerating volunteerism associated with short-term mission (such as
Maranatha Flights International, MFI) and long-term projects through the recently
organized independent mission board, Adventist Frontier Mission (AFM). There is
currently a growing interest by the non-Western portion of the church family for
participation in mission outreach that is directed more toward evangelizing the
unreached. In most of these trends, the SDA church parallels evangelical Christian
mission.
The General Conference has moved in some revolutionary directions
within the last decade. The GC session (1990) elected a new president for the world
field, Robert S. Folkenberg, who built upon and expanded the vision established by
the outgoing president, Neal C. Wilson. One of Folkenberg’s four major thrusts is
mission on a global level (1992). World leaders at the 1990 GC session formally
established the Global Mission Commission (GMC). A third strategy coming from
the General Conference session was the establishment of the Center for International
Relations (CIR) under Global Mission initiatives (Dysinger, 1992). One of CIR’s
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purposes is to help "initiate, nurture, and support church members in cross-cultural
witness" (p. 18), which includes the encouragement of "tentmaker" evangelism.
In June of 1994, a conference on the Global Mission Initiative generated a
think tank to plan for the mobilization of volunteer personnel, predominantly from
the non-Westem church, to implement mission strategies. The organization of these
strategies emanates from each of the world divisions and filters down through the
lower level structures. Plans will be implemented within and through worldwide
church structures, from the General Conference through the local church. It is
critical for North Americans to continue sending personnel overseas if they are
going to continue major funding for overseas work. The restriction of North
American missionary budgets may ultimately jeopardize the financial base it has so
long provided. If Global Mission strategies are going to achieve their goals, the
grassroots church in North America will also need to be made more aware of the
evangelization, relief, and development needs of our world, and each member’s role
in meeting them. In fact, a new office and director have been established to more
strongly awaken the membership to challenging mission needs on the brink of
Century 21.
The task of preparing personnel is gigantic, and is faced with numerous
challenges. Issues involving holistic (some persons prefer to use "wholistic" to
avoid confusion with the secular use of the term) preparation of this international
group to be mobilized for reaching the unevangelized (including education, training,
and orientation both prior to and during service) must still be considered and solid
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plans laid. The upcoming General Conference session scheduled for Utrecht, June
29 to July 8, 1995, is the next major opportunity to gain ratification and support for
the next phase of global mission implementation. Undoubtedly, the Global Mission
Initiative will present comprehensive proposals for preparing and orienting the new
recruits so that effective outreach can accelerate.
The Institute of World Mission has been the organization charged with
these challenges in the past; its role in the next phase of the preparation of the
worldwide mission task force is being explored and designated.
History of the Institute of World Mission
The Institute of World Mission’s history is striking. Recognizing the
importance of specialized missionary orientation to prepare its missionaries, Seventhday Adventist church leadership called for a "Missionary Orientation Program" at its
Annual Council in October 1956. Ideally, the program would orient all appointed
missionaries prior to departure, although active missionaries without previous
orientation have also attended.
The Council’s action stated that a 6-week course should be available to all
"newly appointed missionaries from the North American Division, missionaries
furloughing in the North American Division, and overseas workers who have been
sent to the United States for further study"; and the course should be held three
times per year. Attendance was mandated for "all available missionaries from the
North American Division" (General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1956).
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The program was to be practical and responsive to worldwide developments and
trends impacting mission. By setting up the new orientation, leadership hoped
missionary satisfaction, effectiveness, and length-of-stay would increase.
Although missionary orientation did not begin until 1966, 10 years after
the Council’s action, the desired purposes seemed to be accomplished almost
immediately. There was a marked decline in premature withdrawals from the field
(33% to 14%), a lessening of culture shock severity, an improvement in missionary
effectiveness and satisfaction along with greater acceptance by local administrators
and nationals, and more frequent returns to mission service. Since its inception,
however, dramatic changes in the world and missionary movement have kept the
leadership reviewing the program for missionary preparation needs (Oosterwal,
1990). By 1975, three Institutes were being held per year. Institutes were 4-5
weeks long the first 7 years, then 6 weeks long until 1985 when they were reduced
to 4 1/2 weeks. Institutes have also been established in Europe (1972) and the South
Pacific (Australia, 1981).
Additional organizational modifications and changes have taken place (see
Oosterwal, 1990). By the time the first 2 years of Institute operations were
completed, a new department of world missions was created at the denomination’s
theological seminary which operated the "Mission Institutes." Ten years later, the
orientation program was separated from the educational function of the department,
and in 1981 was established as an organization of the General Conference linked to
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Andrews University in Berrien Springs, Michigan. It is currently located in its own
building on the University campus.
The Institute of World Mission is charged with four responsibilities. The
first is training and education. Besides conducting missionary orientation programs,
the staff hold seminars on church growth and workshops on cross-cultural
evangelism, present mission lectures, and provide missions counseling and
management. The other three tasks include research and publications, missionary
consultation, and missions promotion. The tasks beyond orientation programs are
performed only to the extent that time and resources allow.

Phase One: Identification and Clarification
of Program Goals
A study of goals rather than methods was chosen to fmd out what
missionary preparation should include to prepare its attendees for effective service.
The importance of determining goals before selecting methods to achieve them can
hardly be argued (Beane et al., 1986; Davies, 1976; McNeil, 1981; Pentecost,
1973). There were neither research-based missionary orientation models in 1966
when the first IWM orientation was held, nor very little research data on what
comprised effective missionary training (Dowd, 1978; Oosterwal, 1988). The
Institute, however, has always been goal-directed even though its goals had not been
validated by formal research before this study. The several-step process I conducted
to determine Institute goals and to develop goal statements in consultation with its
director spanned approximately 6 weeks.
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The goal identification and clarification process began with a search for
stated or implied goals written in Institute documents over the years. The main
documents used were the Annual Council guidelines, statements of program
purposes/objectives by the director, and participant-evaluation questionnaires.
Another source was the verbal presentation of goals at the opening meeting of the
IWM session that I attended in 1989. Finally, I examined schedule topics and
compared them with the actual activities as monitored during my attendance.
Although the 1956 Annual Council action did not dictate any particular
goals or objectives for the new missionary orientation program, nine study areas
were suggested:
a. A Bible course especially designed for missionaries.
b. Personal evangelism, with special emphasis on how to
evangelize peoples of other religions and cultures.
c. Missions and the missionary task, using the lives of great
missionaries as examples. Attention will also be given to the study of
contemporary missionary problems through the maintenance of close
contact with division leaders.
d. Importance of language study in the missionary’s program, also
methods of language study and phonetics.
e. Area studies. Each student will study the following items of the
area to which he is assigned for missionary service:
(1) Geography and political history
(2) Current economic and cultural status of the country
(3) Indigenous religions and educational systems
(4) Missionary history and activities in the area
(a) of other denominations
(b) of Seventh-day Adventists
f. Healthful living for missionaries.
g. Denominational mission organization and policy, including
denominational financial policies.
h. Human relations with fellow workers and with national peoples.
i. Personal finance.
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This list of topics was representative of the cognitive approach used by most
missionary orientation programs of that day.
Although the Institute of World Mission was guided by the charter's
recommendations, director Oosterwal, who is also trained as an anthropologist,
recognized that the "powerful array of topics presented to the participants" did not
effectively meet the missionaries' needs. Neither did they meet the practical needs
the cross-cultural context demanded. He observed four unmet needs:
To become affirmed in their call to mission to which they had responded
in faith; to be made aware of the missionaries’ role as a learner (attitude
training in humility); to be informed about their own as well as other
people’s values; and, to learn specific skills with regard to their
assignment in mission in a cross-cultural context. (1988, p. 7)
The director sought to make the orientation more holistic and effective by
formulating goals and selecting methods that would reflect the real needs of
missionaries in a changing world. Consequently, four "objectives” were added:
to affirm the participants in their missionary call, and its meaning
today;
to help them in their spiritual growth as imitators of Christ in
mission;
to create a sensitivity towards other people’s culture as well as an
understanding of their own values;
to provide participants with basic skills in regard to their specific
ministry, in the setting of the cultures in which they are called to live and
work. (1988, p. 8)
Because the philosophy is geared toward "meeting the specific needs of
the participants . . . rather than learning a particular body of knowledge” (p. 8), the
goals and methodologies were designed to emphasize attitudes, values, social
interaction, and fellowship. Program content became centered on "four pillars":
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(1) principles and practices of world mission, (2) missionary anthropology, (3) area
studies, and (4) issues in mission (p. 9). A glance at the program schedule shows
these four modules as the core of the curriculum (Table 2). The experiential method
was used to make program "learner-oriented” rather than "topic-oriented."
As noted above, the Institute’s goals have been redefined as they have
undergone modification in an attempt to remain flexible and relevant to meet
missionary, overseas context, and organizational needs. The challenge continued.
By Oosterwal’s 1988 report, a "steep increase in the number of premature
missionary withdrawals” and "a sharp decline in the missionaries’ satisfaction rate in
cross-cultural service" had occurred (p. 8). These trends reflected a changing
missionary movement in a rapidly changing world. They prompted the Institute to
emphasize "missionary spirituality, in communication skills across cultural and racial
boundaries, in genuine Christian social interaction, cultural sensitivity and
fellowship" (p. 16).
In 1987, the staff revamped the IWM’s evaluation questionnaire entitled
"Missionary Orientation Session Evaluation" to be filled out by all participants at the
close of each orientation session. Five goals are listed in question 1:
1. INSTITUTE OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION
The Institute program has been developed with five major objectives in
mind. These objectives include: 1. Emphasis on attitude development;
2. Preparation for cross-cultural ministry; 3. Growth in spirituality; 4.
The creation of awareness of current issues; 5. The development of
Christian fellowship. [See Appendix A for a copy of this evaluation
questionnaire.] (p. 1)
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The second step in the clarification process was to form prospective goal
statements from the list of goals gleaned from these sources. All goals were
integrated and compared with actual program activities. Two consecutive goal
statement drafts were drawn up, the first a list of 8 and the second of 10. Each list
was presented to the director for examination, modification, and confirmation. The
tentative goal statement list was submitted to the vice-director who added an 11th
goal statement. This tentative statement list was then re-submitted to the director,
who added a 12th goal statement by dividing one of the goals. Throughout the
process, goal statement wording was modified until it was considered satisfactory by
the Institute director, Dr. G. Oosterwal, and curriculum department chairperson, Dr.
E. Stanley Chace.
The final list of goal statements was typed up in the form to be used in the
questionnaires. Goal order was purposely designed to avoid any suggestion of
prioritization, and this order was maintained throughout the use of the list in the
questionnaires and dissertation analysis. The resulting 12 goal statements reflect the
Institute’s orientation program intents. In reality, these goals comprise the sum of
cross-cultural preparation provided by the sending organization for Seventh-day
Adventist missionaries appointed to cross-cultural service, except for transition
details arranged for by the General Conference. At times, books or reading lists
have been sent to appointees. When this plan worked, it was useful.
The 12 statements were designed to effectively meet the aim "to help
missionary appointees be effective in cross-cultural ministry in general, and in their
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respective fields in particular" (questionnaire). These goals are listed in their final
goal statement form:
1.

To clarify church and agency policies and their application

2.

To enlarge the understanding of current issues in world mission

3.

To facilitate growth in the experience of faith

4.

To create an awareness of the essential role of culture in ministry

5.

To further the development of attitudes vital to effective ministry

6.

To identify and foster essential cross-cultural competencies

7.

To increase knowledge and understanding of role expectations

8.

To nurture community, fellowship, and relational skills

9.

To strengthen the sense of call and commitment to mission

10. To teach/encourage appropriate mental/physical health practices
11. To provide orientation to respective world areas of service
12. To equip for continuing growth by mindset transformation.
Phase Two: Validation From Six Sources
Data for validating the Institute of World Mission’s goals came from six
sources: the program in operation (staff and attendees), administrative stakeholders
of the sponsoring organization (church leaders), the criterion population (current and
returned missionaries), a review of missionary preparation, a summary of crosscultural orientation goals, and a discussion of trends and issues.
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Source 1: Observation of Program in Operation
The program was "observed" through three activities. I attended a 4 1/2week Institute of World Mission orientation in 1989 as a participant-observer. Data
came from attending all of the planned activities of the Institute, taping audio
cassettes of all activities except recreation and programs, note-making, and
interacting with participants and staff. Attending the Institute enabled me to view
the goals and their implementation from both the attendee and staff perspectives.
Institute documents, such as registration pre-session inventories and post-session
evaluations to be filled out by the participants, added to my insights for additional
confirmation or modification. A copy of the evaluation form currently used is
included in Appendix A.
A second part of the observation source of information was an
examination of the evaluation documents for 17 more Institute sessions. Finally, I
studied reports made to the General Conference by the director/staff in order to
understand their views and how the goals were developed and modified over time.
(The results of this last activity are reported first in chapter 3.)
The purpose of the attendance and observation was twofold: To evaluate
the goals by experiencing their implementation, and to provide staff and attendee
perspectives. For this perspective, several questions were asked. Which felt needs
were being met and which were not? What aspects of the orientation, if any,
seemed superfluous? Was there consensus? What did these observations contribute
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to an understanding of the goals created for this study? After the Institute, these
questions were "answered" by the data from these three observation activities.
Sources 2 and 3: Survey of Administrative
Stakeholders and Criterion Populations
Data from church leadership and missionaries were collected by a
questionnaire prepared for this study. These sources constitute the empirical portion
of the validation process. Leadership and missionary perceptions about Institute
goals are important because both groups are in a position to make informed value
judgments.
Respondents indicated how strongly they felt about selected validation
characteristics for each of the 12 goals. For analysis purposes, these characteristics
were conceptually organized into validation categories: appropriate, possible,
attainable, and comprehensive. Each category included two to four characteristics
and was presented in the form of a question. The first asked: Are the goals
perceived to be appropriate? This checks whether they are important, essential, and
relevant. The second asks: Are the goals perceived to be possible? This checks
whether they are clear, measurable, feasible, and attainable. The third asks: Were
the goals attained? This refers to achievement during the Institute and the
application of goals in the field. The fourth question is: Are all the goals together
comprehensive enough to achieve the aim of orientation for cross-cultural ministry?
It checks whether the goals are expected and comprehensive.
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Construction of the Instrument
The content of the questionnaire was organized into sections appropriate
for the analysis planned. It proceeded through several drafts, each of which were
discussed with the Institute’s director and the chairperson of the curriculum
department. The tentative, final rough-draft form was given to six returned
missionaries as a field test control, and desired modifications were made before the
questionnaires were printed. Because it was not important to know who the
respondents were, there was no place in the questionnaire for identity to be indicated
or extrapolated. No mention of anonymity was made in the questionnaire or
accompanying letter because the nature of the required responses did not appear to
be threatening. In fact, many returned the questionnaire with a letter containing
further comments, suggestions, and a signature.
The questionnaire sent to leaders and missionaries appears in Appendix A.
It is comprised of two sheets printed on both sides. The front page asks 14
multiple-choice questions to provide demographic and background information about
the responding population. These are divided into two sections: questions 1-7 are
to be answered by all respondents and questions 8-14 only by current or former
missionaries. Section 1 asks the respondent to circle his/her response to indicate
age, marital status, occupation at the time of response, national category, pre-adult
background (urban/rural, denomination), highest level of schooling completed, and
missionary-related course areas of college-level work. Section 2 asks for a response
to indicate missionary status (former, current, or under appointment), appointment
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type, time spent in mission service, type of missionary orientation, children at home
in the field, type of mission service, and reasons for return.
The second page asks the respondents to rank the 12 goal statements of
the Institute of World Mission according to how important they believe each is to
prepare missionaries for cross-cultural ministry. Respondents are asked to circle a
number from 1-5 on a Likert-type scale that best expresses their view, based on the
following criteria: 1 = not important, 2 = somewhat important, 3 = important,
4 = very important, and 5 = extremely important. From these perceptions, goals
can be ranked by how important the respondents believe they are to prepare a person
for mission service. Respondents are then asked to circle the numeral in front of
any goal they did not or would not expect for a missionary orientation program.
These responses show whether the Institute’s goals corresponded to the respondents’
perceptions of adequate and comprehensive orientation.
Page 3 asks the respondent to show the extent each goal is: Clear (goal is
easily understood), Attainable (goal can be accomplished by participants), Feasible
(training for goal can be carried out by the Institute), Measurable (achievement of
goal discemable), Relevant (goal is appropriate and timely), and Essential (goal is
necessary for effective preparation. Again respondents are asked to circle one of
five items on a Likert-type scale: SD for strongly disagree, D for disagree, U for
undecided, A for agree, and SA for strongly agree. Respondents are next asked to
circle the numeral in front of each of the 12 goals they had observed achieved by
missionaries who had attended the Institute.
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The final page asks five questions about goal attainment. The primary
question instructs respondents to circle their choice (SD, D, U, A, and SA) to
express their opinions about how well they believe they achieved each goal during
the Institute, and how well they believe they were able to apply each goal in the
field. Each of these opinions is elicited by expressing it in the form of a question
constructed to illustrate achievement and application of the goal.
Responses to the other four questions provided information about how
respondents perceived the nature of attainment. Respondents were asked to answer
the first question by circling a number from 1-10 (1 =none, 5=average, 10=most)
to indicate what level of effectiveness they felt they had reached in their mission
service. A second question then allowed respondents to express to what extent they
believed each of IS factors contributed to the level of their mission service
effectiveness. The third question asked respondents to rate how 13 different facets
of IWM contributed to their orientation effectiveness. The last question to be
answered was "On a scale of 1-100%, what % do you feel Mission Institute training
contributed overall to the effectiveness of your mission service?" These questions
were designed to facilitate the analysis of attainment to make analysis more
meaningful.
Even though the instrument was not statistically validated, appropriate
validation steps were taken. During the formative stages, the design and content
were shaped by a validation rationale created from a study of literature discussing
curriculum validation. From this rationale, validation characteristics and categories
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evolved. Expert guidance from several extended discussions with the chairperson of
the curriculum department as well as the Institute’s director (a missionary and/or
trainer for over 37 years) contributed to formative validation. Finally, after the
questionnaire was tentatively completed, it was given to six missionaries as a field
test, after which slight modifications were made.

Selection of the Populations
This questionnaire was sent to 1393 individuals who comprised the
available populations of the sue delimited groups listed below. Names and addresses
were obtained from the November 1990 list of current missionaries, the 1990 edition
of Seventh-day Adventist Yearbook for leaders, and the 1992 edition for returned
missionaries.
The six groups are as follows. First were the 1990 officers of the General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists at the world headquarters located in Silver
Spring, MD (total = 64). Second and third were the current officers of the nine
world divisions (the North American Division was excluded) which had a significant
number of North American missionaries serving in their region and the current
officers of every union conference into which the nine world divisions are divided,
(total = 173). Fourth were the current heads of the major educational and health
institutions within the jurisdiction of the nine world divisions (total = 101). Fifth
were all North American Division missionaries who were currently serving in a
cross-cultural setting according to the November 1990 General Conference list,
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whether or not they had had IWM orientation (total = 519). If the list included
names for both husband and wife, two questionnaires were sent in the same
envelope. Sixth and last were returned missionaries, whether or not they had had
Institute orientation, who were selected from General Conference lists of persons
voted to return during the 10 years between 1981 and 1990 and whose current
addresses were obtained (total = 536).

Collection and Evaluation of Data
The questionnaires were mailed with a covering letter from Dr. Gottfried
Oosterwal, director of the Institute of World Mission orientation program at that
time. This letter explained the need for a study and requested prompt completion of
the questionnaire.

Included also were pre-addressed envelopes in which to return

the questionnaires to the Institute offices. Stamps were put on all inserted envelopes
that would be returned within the United States, except for those going to the
General Conference headquarters. Because of high overseas postage charges,
reminders were sent only to returned missionaries living in the United States and
Canada 3 weeks after the first mailing.
Data from completed questionnaires were entered into a computer and
analyzed with SPSS.PC under the direction of Dr. Jerome D. Thayer, director of the
Center of Statistical Services and Academic Advisement at Andrews University.
Because this is an exploratory study, most of the data analysis from the
questionnaires was descriptive in nature. Frequencies were tallied for the
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demographic portions of the questionnaire. Each of the other sections was analyzed
by comparing frequencies, means, standard deviations, and a ranking of goal means
according to characteristics. Correlations and factor analysis completed the
descriptive treatment of the data.
The 12 characteristics variables were correlated with all the non
demographic variables to check for significant relationships among them. All
variables representing the 12 characteristics were factor analyzed to determine
whether they in fact clustered in the categories as conceptualized for the study
(appropriate, possible, attained, comprehensive). Factor analysis provided statistical
support for three categories: appropriate, possible, and attained. The fourth,
comprehensive, involved only one major variable, which was not sufficient to form
a cluster. In addition, one-way anova was used to check for any significant
differences among the response comparisons of demographic and validation
characteristics.

Demographically consistent responses would enhance reliability.

On the other hand, differences could contribute to a greater understanding of
preparation needs.
Source 4: Review of Missionary Preparation
Several types of data were collected for the fourth validation source, a
review of missionary preparation. The purpose for gathering these data was to find
out what goals developed as missionary preparation evolved, what goals are found in
a review of literature, and what goals are implemented in other missionary
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orientation programs. Data came from books, journal articles, research studies,
dissertations, theses, other programs in operation, telephone interviews, and a
questionnaire sent to 65 mission agency directors who were responsible for
providing orientation for their missionary appointees.
The purpose of the questionnaire for mission agency directors was to elicit
an evaluation of the Institute’s goals. The study desired to find out how they
perceived the value of Institute goals to prepare for cross-cultural ministry. For this
one-sheet questionnaire, two goal statements were added to the original 12 in an
attempt to accommodate orientation programs whose goals may differ from those of
the Institute of World Mission. One goal related to language training and the other
to some form of integration of previous mission education. Respondents were asked
to state whether they believe that each of the 14 goal statements was expected,
stated, intended, or not applicable for cross-cultural missionary orientation. The
second section of the questionnaire asked several questions that sought to elicit
descriptive information for analysis and comparative purposes, such as program size,
type, and length; content, methods, and aids used; trainees’ required qualifications,
appointment location, and type of service.
Selection of mission agencies was made from three agency lists in the 14th
Mission Handbook (Roberts & Siewert, 1989) choosing those who send out the
greatest number of missionaries and would be most likely to be informed about
missionary orientation. The first list was entitled "Forty largest USA agencies
ranked according to their overseas career personnel" (p. 54); the second "Twenty
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USA agencies with largest number of short-term personnel” (p. 56); and the third
"Ten largest Canada agencies according to overseas career personnel" (p. 68). After
duplications were removed, these names were integrated into one final list of 65.
The questionnaire for each mission agency director was inserted into an
addressed envelope along with a pte-addressed, stamped, return envelope, and
mailed. Returns from this second questionnaire were also analyzed by using the
SPSS software program, and evaluated by frequencies.
Source 5: Summary of Cross-cultural
Literature
To continue validation, Institute goals needed to be compared with what
general cross-cultural orientation literature (research, theory, and pracdce) indicates
is necessary for cross-cultural pre-departure orientation. The methodology used to
accomplish this was an analysis of stated and implied goals found in relevant
literature. The major literature sources were selected for the value and extent of
their potential contribution to this portion of the study, and are considered
representative of available literature.
Several questions guided the search: What are the underlying assumptions
guiding cross-cultural orientation? How did cross-cultural goals develop? What are
the elements and dynamics of the cross-cultural encounter or experience? What is
the role of the foreigner in that encounter or experience? What are the tasks, roles,
skills, attitudes, knowledge, and information considered essential and appropriate for
cross-cultural workers? What are the behaviors of those persons who are believed
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to be effective cross-cultural workers? What learning is necessary for the foreigner
to perform his role effectively? What characteristics are seen to be required,
desired, or in need of modification or elimination for effective cross-cultural
service? Which of the essential learning is appropriate for pre-departure orientation
programs? Into what goal categories can the necessary learning be organized?
Source 6: Discussion of Trends and Issues
in Missionary Preparation
Source 6 provides a dimension to goal determination that makes goals and
planning directed toward the future, and is responsive to it. Various books and
articles that discussed world trends and issues for missionary preparation were
consulted, and pertinent data synthesized and analyzed.

Phase Three: Synthesis of Sources
for Cross-Validation
The goals that resulted from the six sources of data were analyzed and
synthesized by an inductive cross-validation process. Data from the sources were
compared, contrasted, and integrated into a final set of valid goals. The crossvalidation process indicated what the final set of goals should be. The findings were
contrasted with the 12 goal statements of IWM and modifications were made.

Phase Four: Reconceptualization of
Program Goals
The list of valid goals was reformulated into a conceptual framework that
is useful for designing or evaluating cross-cultural orientation programs. For the
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broadest use, the framework’s format is conducive to alerting the user to the range
of real and potential pre-departure preparation needs of prospective cross-cultural
workers. From it, an organization could plan how to provide for all recognized
needs, whether through an orientation program only or a combination of methods
and opportunities.
The framework can be used for several more specific purposes. The staff
of a pre-departure orientation program may use it as an aid to determine their own
goals, after which they can develop sub-goals and objectives based on the particular
needs and resources of their participants and program, and select strategies that
would best implement them. Or the staff may use it to guide goal evaluation and
subsequent modification.
Su m m a ry

The purpose of this research study was to identify suitable goals for
missionary cross-cultural orientation programs and to provide a framework for their
determination. The methodology used was a validation of the goals of the Institute
of World Mission, a representative, comprehensive, pre-departure missionary
orientation program. Its 28 years and 66 orientations have made an invaluable
contribution to over 2,500 Seventh-day Adventist missionaries, their mission work
effectiveness, and satisfaction.
A four-phase process was developed to validate the Institute’s goals. The
first phase was the identification and clarification of program goals. The second
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was the collection of data from six sources for validation of the Institute’s goals.
The six sources comprised observation of the program in operation, a questionnaire
sent to both administrative stakeholders (church leaders) and criterion populations
(current and returned missionaries), a review of missionary preparation, a summary
of cross-cultural orientation literature, and a discussion of trends and issues.
Sources 2 and 3 make up the empirical portion of the study. Questionnaires were
constructed and sent to selected populations. Descriptive analysis was used to
determine whether the Institute’s goals are (1) appropriate (important, essential,
relevant), (2) possible (clear, measurable, feasible, attainable), (3) attained
(observed, achieved during IWM, applied in the field), and (4) comprehensive
enough to achieve the aim of the orientation program (expected, comprehensive).
The third phase was a cross-validation of the goals by a synthesis and
analysis of all six sources. Finally, from the research process emerged a
reconceptualization of program goals. This conceptual framework is also a process
suggested to guide similar cross-cultural orientation programs in determining their
most appropriate set of goals. It can be used as a tool for planning orientations, or
designing goal modifications when changes are made or felt needs arise.
Organizations may use it to decide how they will provide for all the pre-departure
preparation needs of their workers.
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CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
FROM VALIDATION SOURCES 1 TO 3
CASE STUDY POPULATIONS
Phase Two of this study is the selection of data from six sources to
validate IWM’s pre-departure orientation goals. This chapter reports the findings of
the first three of these sources which are comprised of the case study populations.
These several groups were selected because their perceptions are critical to validate
suitable pre-departure preparation for cross-cultural missionaries. They include
IWM’s staff and attendees, administrative stakeholders (three groups of leaders), and
both current and returned missionaries.
The Institute was designed to be comprehensive because it is the only
cross-cultural preparation most of the attendees will have outside of occasional
related undergraduate or graduate coursework. Attendees are generally well-trained
and qualified in their particular profession or vocation, however, and have usually
had extensive education in Bible knowledge. Because it is comprehensive, IWM is a
useful model to use for determining goals for preparing missionaries before they
depart for service, and from which to determine those suitable for orientation
programs.

73
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Source 1: Observation of the
Program in Operation
Data from staff and attendees were generated from observing the program
over time. As a researcher, I studied the IWM program in operation in the
following ways: development of IWM’s purpose/goals, observation of one IWM
session, and examination of IWM evaluation forms.
The first task was a study of the Institute’s purpose and development of
goals over its 28 years of operation. Detailed reports to the General Conference
Secretariat from the director and/or staff provided most of the data for this section.
The second task was an evaluation of one particular 4 1/2-week session I attended in
1989 as an participant-observer. I surveyed the Institute’s schedule of activities and
actual practice to determine whether all goal statements created by the identification
and clarification process were represented.
After the Institute, I examined the evaluation forms participants had
completed to get another view of how the attendees felt about the various activities
designed to achieve the goals. A final check reviewed completed evaluations from
17 previous Institutes held between 1987 and 1993. Comparing the combined data
comprising Source 1 increases the reliability of the data from this source.
Development of Institute of World
Mission’s Purpose and Goals
Over most of the history of the Institute of World Mission, all pertinent
documents have been kept. In addition to registration and evaluation questionnaires
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filled out by participants, comprehensive reports were prepared by the director
and/or staff after each Institute and sent to the Secretariat of the sponsoring
organization, the General Conference. Until recent years, most of these reports are
very detailed, often 20-25 double-spaced pages each, and provide information
regarding most facets of the Institute experience. This section is based on
information drawn primarily from these reports to the General Conference.
The Institute’s cross-cultural preparation for Seventh-day Adventist
missionaries has always been needs-based. The orientation program determined its
content by recognizing the needs of its participants, the contexts they will minister
in, and the program purpose. These three sources of information to determine needs
provide the trainers/experts with the core of what a preparation program should
include. In the case of IWM, its goals are planned around participant needs
informed by all three sources.
The following discussion illustrates how the Institute utilized education,
training, and briefing modes by organizing them around an orientation purpose
rather than a training or education purpose. The organizing principle of orientation
is to prepare participants for entry into the foreign context through a secure and
warm environment to enable maximum readiness to leam in the program and to
enter the new context. Security and support constitute major participant needs when
departure is imminent. Thus, a needs-based model and orientation purpose are
closely interrelated, and show the relationship between program goals and means.
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The following discussion illustrates this relationship, and shows how the
determination of program objectives can be tied to both goals and methods.

Orientation Program Purpose
Preparation can be divided into pre-departure, in-country, and re-entry
phases. Each of these phases can be further organized by one or more learning
modes such as the four defined by Kohls: education, training, orientation, and
briefing (see Table 1). His delineation of various learning modes and their
applications illustrates how the general purpose for each differs. This study
concerns pre-departure orientation, which identifies a particular phase of the
preparation cycle delimited by the purpose inherent in it. The needs that arise or
remain from the purpose of this particular preparation phase are those that are to be
put into operation, translated into goals, and further translated into objectives and
methodologies at the appropriate time in the planning process. If the purpose is not
deliberately and carefully established, the subsequent goal development process will
not be as clear and directive as it could be, and will probably limit program
effectiveness. If an overall preparation plan to meet all person and context needs is
designed first, and then every need is organized into the specific preparation
phase(s) suitable, all relevant preparation needs would more likely be
accommodated. It is the overall purpose of each segment within those phases,
however, that determines where each need should be designated and thus dictates the
specific needs each segment should meet.
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The importance of one overarching purpose is enhanced rather than
eliminated when multiple learning modes and approaches are necessary in a single
program, as in the case with Institute of World Mission. Instead of attempting a
multi-faceted purpose, one overall purpose should be established to provide the
organizing principle around which all goals are organized. For example, the
Institute of World Mission is held for appointees who have had little if any formal
cross-cultural education/training preparation, but who have already been appointed
and who await departure as soon as transition details have been taken care of,
usually within a few weeks. (Some have had informal preparation such as relevant
college coursework, overseas travel, student short-term mission experience, or as
children of missionary parents.) The overall purpose for the Institute, then, must be
"orientation," to provide the necessary information and experience to enable learners
to reach a state of readiness to begin the cross-cultural experience, in a non
threatening environment. It is obvious that this readiness would also require most
other forms of learning during orientation. An "orientation" purpose must be
experiential in approach but can also accommodate the "education," "training," and
"briefing" that need inclusion. The reverse is not necessarily true.
In some ways, the Institute of World Mission’s orientation program tries
to accomplish the impossible with regard to the extent of preparation it attempts.
The enthusiasm and apparent readiness expressed by its participants not only helps
to validate IWM’s success, but also the value and effectiveness of selecting one
overall purpose. The Institute of World Mission has not had to make major
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structural changes in its more than 27 years of operation. I believe the reason is
because it identified and understood its real purpose in its beginning, and organized
and integrated its goals around it.
The preparation needed by missionaries was modestly conceived by the
organization in the 1960s. Persons who attended the Institute had been recruited,
selected, and appointed, although there were occasions when an appointment was
reconsidered by the prospective missionary or sending organization as a result of
Institute attendance. The General Conference Secretariat had made sure the families
had passed the required physical exams, had provided the most urgent appointment
details, and would provide a 1-month pre-embarkation visitation period. By the time
appointees were sent to the Institute of World Mission, most were probably well into
the selling, packing, and perhaps final visitation stages of the pre-departure phase of
the transition. The Institute recognized that its participants would likely have little if
any formal missionary preparation prior to program attendance, except for a
probable foundation in Bible knowledge and task qualifications, even if attendees
were returning missionaries. All types of preparation-education, training,
orientation, and briefing—were necessary because no other entity would assume these
responsibilities. The 4-6 weeks allowed for the preparation program would require
an intensive and comprehensive approach.
Pre-departure orientation has an inherent urgency for participants. Their
readiness to learn is assured once they recognize that the program will meet their
real and felt needs. The personal psychological environment and learning climate
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are critical for the feeling of transition support, and if they are positive they will
mediate the culture shock that begins during this transition period. Human need
during a time of profound change impacts identity, security, values, beliefs,
motives, and other psychological variables. When the cross-cultural dimension is
added to preparation needs, the critical nature of effective orientation is evident.
The changes that cross-cultural success requires are especially difficult for
Americans who tend to be individualistic, are often unsocial with host nationals, and
may be either too aloof or too dependent upon fellow expatriates. The program
director and staff must aim to create a non-threatening and nurturing environment in
which to arouse awareness of necessary cross-cultural learning that will enable
psychological change to take place with minimum resistance. Participants have real
and felt needs that are also represented by this purpose. The participants perceive a
need to prepare for the transition by finding out as much as possible about the new
context and how to function in it, little knowing the psychological trauma such
preparation may bring. Some of the need for management of transition details
elicits a caregiving function for the Institute staff and General Conference
representatives. The real and potential loss of their social support system compels
participants to seek replacement.
Thus, how could participant needs and types of program modes
(education, training, orientation, briefing) with their differing purposes be organized
into one program that would provide the greatest preparation possible? The
Institute’s solution to all these "orientation" needs was to focus on the orientation
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purpose and to deliberately create a "family." From the earliest moments of
Institute activity until the finale, the reality of family was nurtured by the director
and staff, and planned for in the schedule. The family approach is stated in the goal
statement list as "To nurture community, fellowship and relational skills," and is
designed to create a non-threatening environment, the hallmark of orientation, in
which cross-cultural understanding and possible trauma could occur with minimum
discouragement and damage. Several facts and incidents illustrate how
implementing the program purpose through the nurture of family achieved a non
threatening environment in which to view one’s limitations (such as ethnocentrism),
change attitudes, grasp knowledge of issues, encourage responsible risk-taking, and
enable incorporation of required behaviors and skills into mind and choice patterns.
Almost without exception, the collection of appointed individuals that
came together for each particular Institute had become a corporate group with its
own unique and identifiable personality by the end of the first week. A person
might argue that mere association as a group which spent most hours of the day
together would be sufficient to provide this identity. Of course, a common purpose,
shared vision, and shared time and space did contribute to family formation.
However, these commonalities are not sufficient to explain the phenomenon. For
example, several times when latecomers to the Institute arrived after the first week,
they had difficulty becoming integrated into the family to the same degree as the rest
of the group. They usually remained somewhat outside the "inner circle."
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Institute staff nurtured the shaping of community attitudes, confirmation of
call, and growth of faith and commitment. The first step in corporate identity
formation often came through some form of social occasion for getting acquainted.
This party, together with one or two more recreation events in the form of
volleyball or some other active games, and worships of praise and challenge,
completed the first week’s events that helped form the group’s esprit de corps. The
developing camaraderie contributed to further strengthening and clarifying a family
identity during the remaining 3-5 weeks. As one person noted, "Participants came
as strangers; they left as friends and as brothers and sisters."
Culture shock often begins before or during orientation, hence the need
for a supportive and nurturing environment. In fact, the orientation experience may
help inoculate against overwhelming future culture shock. When the indistinct and
euphoric dreams of many appointees become filled in by a more realistic picture, the
contrast is often disappointing. In this sense, all goals contribute to necessary
orientation preparation and require an environment that provides reassurance while
the realistic picture is being painted.
The staff was challenged in its attempt to form and maintain this family
identity. Some groups were highly mono-cultural. The greatest challenge came
when the group was culturally diverse: the greater the ethnic, educational, or
personality diversity, the more difficult to form the corporate identity. Although the
Institute is primarily set up for North Americans, it includes persons from varied
ethnic backgrounds. In addition, returning nationals were a secondary population
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who were provided the opportunity to attend IWM. These, together with others who
were in the United States and desired the preparation opportunity, interracial married
couples and various ethnically diverse North American couples would during some
Institutes create a multi-cultural group. This type of group would take longer to
develop a corporate personality, but tended to be more bonded once the formation
did take place.
Educational diversity challenged the sense of family, but the higher the
mean educational level, the easier the task. The inclusion of extreme or very
distinct personalities also made group cohesion more difficult. Again, when the
group experienced difficult times for any of these or other reasons, they often
became more bonded by the end of the Institute. In contrast, size did not
necessarily inhibit the level of corporate intimacy reached. When the number of
participants for a few Institutes reached more than 100, fears of ineffective group
dynamics and an inability to succeed in building community were dispelled by the
end of the first week. Also, when the group included returning or furloughing
missionaries, as was often the case, developing a sense of family was easier than
normal. In general, the greater the number of returnees, the greater their value for
corporate formation.
Even though all other goals were requisite in their own right, the spiritual
goals of Faith and Call/Commitment particularly contributed to the implementation
of the fellowship goal as

in d iv id u a ls

and couples shared their hopes and dreams and

sense of special calling from the Father of the group, God. These goals were
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implemented through corporate worship, praise, and prayer. The content of such
experiences also contributed explicitly to building a sense of family. For instance,
the first worship period for several Institutes found the participants standing in a
circle holding a red ribbon. The worship director described the custom of a
particular tribe in a Far Eastern village. Whenever a member of that community
had to leave the village, the community got together and brought out a long rope
tied in a large circle. After each member of the group made a verbal wish, the
person leaving was given a piece of the rope to take with him to show that the circle
would not be complete until he returned. Each Institute participant then had his or
her ribbon portion cut while recounting the special vision hoped for.
Particularly important were times of shared testimonies or prayer burdens
for personal struggles arising from the life transition about to take place: leaving
children or aging family members behind, selling a home or car, or facing fears
and/or reticence germane to the appointment. Long after the Institute, the
Communion and dedication services during the final weekend are among the most
remembered occasions. Both events are symbolic of family dimensions: the
footwashing ceremony reflected the mutual acceptance and forgiveness found in
family; the bread and wine ceremony highlighted the unity found with our heavenly
Parent/Brother; the dedication service provided public recognition and affirmation of
accepting the call to join the "great missionary family." One unofficial goal of the
Institute, spiritual re-conversion, was confirmed by a large number of the
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participants. Research indicates that sharing on the spiritual level may provide the
deepest form of human bonding.
The Institute planned for the creation of a sense of family beyond the
classroom. Besides the group mode of presentation in which participants attended
classes, presentations, worships, social events, and recreation together, living in
dormitories or motels naturally brought about a venue that encouraged informal
interaction. During the first week, participants selected membership in one of
several committees organized for recreation, social events, worships, evaluation, and
the Communion and dedication services. Committee work took place under the
direction of the participant leader and encouragement of assigned staff. Group
pictures were taken to give each family and family pictures were taken and placed
on a large wall map of the world near each family’s destination. In addition, the
staff spent hours in counseling.
However, there was a concerted effort by Institute staff to enlarge the
parameters of the family group beyond Institute participants. One of the primary
means was through the personnel from the General Conference Secretariat who
visited the Institute, gave presentations, and also spent much time in counseling.
These individuals were like "parents" who provided advice and encouragement for
the new venture. Another opportunity to build the new family genre was the
"matching program" which was designed to enable each appointee family to build a
relationship with a local community family from the same country as that of the
appointment. Both locations for the Institutes are university campuses, Andrews
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University in Michigan and Loma Linda University in California, which have multi
national populations and provide a rich environment for these types of opportunities.
Evidence of successful family formation was visible in numerous ways.
Talk of the benefits of fellowship was open and frequent among participants, and
showed up in their written evaluations. Each Institute’s corporate identity was
unique and dependent upon the sum total of its participants and resultant interaction.
Some groups developed stronger Institute identities than others; some groups
organized themselves spontaneously for helping others. One such Institute collected
money from among themselves to give to a family who had experienced a fire, to
make a sizeable donation to a new mission, and to help support a needy fellow
missionary family.
It was also common for Institute groups to organize spontaneous and
informal opportunities to expand the family association during the Institute. These
took the form of prayer bands, testimony meetings, shared meals, social events, or
trips. Numerous groups urged the Institute to publish a newsletter or journal to
enable continued communication and education in the field. Among these were
groups that did not wait for the Institute to do something, but attempted their own
"family" communication system by starting their own newsletter. It was
characteristic for some groups to request more participant involvement in Institute
aspects such as worships, and others to complain when they felt too many invited
guest speakers threatened the sense of family they were experiencing. Association
with nationals during the Institute could work both ways. On the one hand,
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participants wanted more association with them when they were viewed as important
to start the "new" family structure they would soon need in the field. However, if
the nationals were too open in their expression of the problems missionaries needed
to overcome, that particular group felt emotional rejection.
Finally, the importance of the comprehensive approach organized around
the orientation purpose is underscored by the very positive response of participants
who had already served overseas without preparation. These participants generally
felt that the Institute was extremely beneficial to them even though they wished they
had had the opportunity to attend prior to their first overseas experience.

Historical Development of
Institute Goals
Almost 40 years ago, when the decision was made to establish a
missionary preparation program, cross-cultural preparation principles were not as
clearly perceived as they are today. A person may argue that preparation needs of
yesteryear were as great as they are today, but the fact remains that today’s
expectations are higher because the scientific and technological advances of recent
years have made us more knowledgeable and there is a greater diversity of cultures.
This review of the development of goals for Institute of World Mission illustrates
changing perceptions and expectations of staff and participants. Of the three needs
that serve as sources to inform program goals, the orientation purpose need of the
Institute has already been discussed. The following deliberation combines the
personal and contextual sources of needs to be addressed by preparation programs.
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Personal factors are a primary concern because they are at the "first level”
in importance. Without meeting the real and felt needs of the individuals to be
prepared, they might not be ready to learn or depart. Personal needs focus on the
dynamics brought into the picture through personal integration of physical,
psychological, social, cultural, and spiritual aspects arising from the state of being.
Among these are (1) personality and temperament traits along with psychological
aspects such as identity, self-esteem, learning style preference, attitudes, motivation,
and growth; (2) cultural and background factors such as cultural diversity and socio
economic status; (3) spiritual dimensions embracing faith and meaning; and
(4) experience. Personal factors involve the readiness of the person for crosscultural learning and functioning. It is the "trainee” that determines these needs.
The composite of individuals determines the corporate preparation needs. The
challenge is to provide for the corporate needs without neglecting the unique needs
of specific individuals.
Needs for cross-cultural preparation include more than personal needs,
however. There are very real needs of which participants are unaware that are
indicated by the context in which they will And themselves, a culture foreign to
them. Contextual considerations include those challenges directed by successful
performance of the appointed task within that foreign culture, as well as daily
functioning therein. The degree of contrast between the person’s home culture and
the foreign one, the nature of the appointed task, and the length of time necessary to
complete the appointment all contribute to the nature of the need which must be
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reflected in the goals. One of the "trainer’s" tasks is to identify these needs. Goal
development and modification emerge from the interaction of these needs sources.
From its beginning in 1966, the Institute of World Mission designed its
program to be more relevant to missionary needs than outlined by the action of
Autumn Council 10 years earlier (General Conference, 1956). The genius of the
Institute and its effectiveness has been the staff/director’s recognition of the real and
felt needs of missionaries who are nearing the time of departure, and the
establishment of the "orientation" approach. The key to program success is found in
the Institute’s organization and integration of all goals, learning modes, and
activities around these needs. Table 2 illustrates the contrast between the goals as
suggested by Autumn Council and the goals that were in operation the first few
years of the Institute.
First of all, and in contrast to the recommendation, the early Institutes
operated on the assumption that effective preparation was more than cognitive
information. In fact, despite the term "orientation" used in the Council’s minutes,
the purpose as outlined by the recommended goals was more befitting "education"
according to today’s usage of the terms. This view of preparation as education is
not surprising because prospective Seventh-day Adventist missionaries had no special
missionary education. At this time, preparation for missionaries from other
organizations often included diplomas in mission from Bible colleges, an educational
mode, prior to their "orientation" preparation. Many of these education
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF GOALS: ANNUAL COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS
AND EARLY INSTITUTES
Autumn Council, 1956
Personal Needs:
Physical Health

IWM, 1966-1972
Personal Needs:
Physical Health
Family Issues
Spiritual Nurture
Fellowship

Professional Needs:

Professional Needs:

Mission, Missionary Task

Mission, Missionary Task

Evangelism—Other Religions

Evangelism—Other Religions

Language Study Methods

Language Methods, Communication

Human Relations

Human Relations

Bible for Missionaries
Area Studies
Missionary Anthropology
Practical Needs:

Practical Needs:

Personal Finance

Personal Finance

Organization Policies

Organization Policies
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programs included cross-cultural preparation as well. The Annual Council delegates
may have assumed that education was the first priority. (The word "training" so
commonly used when discussing missionary preparation usually refers to this type of
education rather than skills development which "training" usually means in general
cross-cultural literature.) The dilemma facing the Institute was how to accommodate
both educational and orientation preparation needs. The Institute’s initial emphasis
to provide for personal pre-embarkation needs indicates that the Institute of World
Mission established itself firmly as "orientation" in its overall purpose to create an
environment within which cognitive information could take root in emotional and
skill aspects of preparation.
In its early years, the Institute was geared more towards an educational
mode than it is today. For example, the Institute, because it is connected to a
university, has always strongly urged participants to take the main courses
(Missionary Anthropology, Science and Principles—later Principles and Practices,
World Religions, Area Studies) for graduate or undergraduate credit. Requirements
included textbooks and reading materials, a research paper on the particular country
of appointment, and up to 4 hours of examinations. The policy has had obvious side
benefits. It did not, however, appear to affect goal achievement. Little difference
was seen in the motivation or participation among persons who received credit and
those who did not. This fact is another illustration of the transcendence of the
"orientation" purpose from which participant motivation was driven. Recent
Institutes have moved even more towards the affective than cognitive approach by
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eliminating the research paper, and using a case studies approach to "examinations,"
but the motivation remains.
Because the focus was "needs," flexibility to allow for changing trends,
different IWM groups, and individual participant needs had to be built in. As the
needs of participants or contexts changed, the goals and their contents required
change. The registration questionnaires alerted the staff to corporate and individual
needs. The intermingling and counseling by staff members provided data to
supervise and adapt to emerging needs. One device employed to maintain flexibility
and relevance from one Institute to the next was the evaluation committee whose
members became group "monitors" of the particular needs and trends within the
group that could be met by modification of current or future programs. The minutes
of their weekly meetings became a type of formative evaluation. A final opportunity
for feedback came with post-institute evaluation questionnaires. At the end of each
Institute, as the staff studied these data and wrote the report for the General
Conference, unmet needs became evident and recommendations or plans were made
to fill them. A final opportunity for planned flexibility came with the addition of a
fourth "pillar," the goal of Issues in 1984. Even though there was a planned core,
this goal was designed to provide for individual and corporate needs on an Instituteto-Institute basis if necessary.
Other changes were generated by needs arising from crisis situations. One
such watershed year was 1974, when the number of participants was significantly
larger and more diverse; participants included 11 single women, 10 persons from
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outside the United States, 16 full-time students, with approximately half of the
participants being new appointees. Fortunately, for the first time, there was a
second full-time staff member and full-time secretary who facilitated experimentation
with innovations. Several permanent goal changes were

initiated

during this

Institute. Area Studies was recommended by the official action, but the first eight
Institutes did not provide information about the particular countries to which the
participants were assigned except indirectly through general discussions. The
Institute had been designed as a culture-general approach because it believed that the
group format and limited time frame would not allow appointee preparation in both
general and specific cultural issues.
The staff soon recognized the lack, and participants became more
insistent. Although minor from the point of time spent, the first attempt in Area
Studies divided the group into three major cultural regions for discussions relative to
participant appointment locations. Response was enthusiastic. Most reports since
1974 have recorded participants’ expressed desire for more Area Studies
information. Participants became even more adamant after the Institute was reduced
from 6 to 4 weeks. The amount of time for implementing Area Studies was reduced
directly. The tension between providing enough country-specific information to
satisfy the participants yet covering all the other real needs recognized by the staff
within the time frame remains. This is a common problem for orientation
programs.
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Another innovation begun in 1974 was voluntary psychological evaluation
through inventories such as MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory).
A professional in the field joined the Institute for the implementation of the
emotional health goal. During that Institute, there was a consensus that the goal met
a real need. Two years later, the 16PF test (16 Personality Factors) along with
MAT (Motivation Analysis Test) and CAQ (Clinical Analytical Questionnaire)
subtests were used. Children were soon included in the testing program. An
attempt was made to have the tests administered to appointees and analyzed before
the Institute began so there would be more time for individual counseling and
subsequent participant change.
Both staff and participants found that the value of the mental/emotional
health goal could hardly be overemphasized. The occasional participant would
become defensive and resentful if the members of staff became too closely involved
with the testing; they feared the tests would jeopardize their appointment. Use of
psychological testing along with professional counseling has made participants aware
of their strengths, needs, and weaknesses. Testing created a readiness to seek
counsel and get needed help. It also strengthened the emphasis on spiritual goals by
enlightening participants of their critical influence. The consulting and counseling
services reduced missionary failures, premature returns, and brought more job
satisfaction and effective ministry. A new unofficial screening function did,
however, became apparent by the addition of this goal, which then became a threat
to marginal and unfit candidates. The Institute’s opportunity to project missionary
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success or to provide evidence of danger and potential failure has been occasionally
used as a side benefit to the recruitment and selection methods of the sending
organization. However, the inclusion of this goal has enabled many borderline cases
to get the help needed to function normally in the cross-cultural context.
A third innovation coming out of the summer of 1974 was the discussion
of issues relevant to the rapidly changing world of mission. Several challenges from
participant appointments demanded attention. One was the significant number of
single women. Another was the changing nature of personnel, from front-line
evangelists and church planters to specialists in education, development, and
administration who, as laymen, were not sufficiently literate in the message and
meaning of mission, and often did not fully identify with the organization and its
structure. A final challenge was personnel who were not well-matched with their
appointments. Tension that results from incongruity between the appointment and
the person to fulfill it increases in a cross-cultural environment. This third problem
required heavy counseling, sometimes different content and methods, but also a
request to the sending organization to provide participants who were more carefully
recruited, selected, and appointed. The program needed to be more responsive to
individual requirements. The result was an increase in discussion of unique issues
which prompted a new goal. Ten years later, Issues became the fourth pillar in the
Institute’s program.
This 1974 Institute also conducted the first program specifically planned
for children. Throughout the life of the Institute, whenever the Institute has been
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able to provide programs for children, they have been received with gratitude and
satisfaction. Whenever they have not, the lack was noticed by both participants and
staff. Planning difficulties arise when numbers and ages of participant children
(from none to over 70 per Institute, and ranging in age from birth to 20) fluctuate
widely.
Two years later, 1976, another crisis of numbers and diverse needs
occurred. This summer Institute had over 100 participants and more than SO
children. Again, reforms were initiated that became permanent. This time the
changes brought new organizational forms, structuring, emphases, and schedules.
The two main pillars of missionary principles and anthropology were formally joined
by the now full-fledged third pillar of Area Studies, conducted by area specialists
with regularly scheduled meetings. Thus, 10 years after the first Institute was held,
goals included an emphasis on Awareness, Attitudes, Area Studies, both physical
and emotional Health, as well as general areas of fellowship and spiritual growth.
In 1979, spiritual goals were established in their own right. Prior to this time,
spiritual nurture was primarily implemented through fellowship in worship, praise,
and prayer. Praise and prayer were continued, but worship time was used to
accomplish two more tasks: specific and intentional spiritual formation, and the
advancement of a theological basis for the missionary enterprise. To the "what" was
added the "how" and the "why."
During the 1970s, two practices relevant to goals had been installed. The
intuitive prioritization of goals according to participant needs and time constraints
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became well established. The flexibility required in a crisis served the more minor
needs and goals well, but revealed the primacy of fellowship and spiritual,
attitudinal, and cross-cultural ministry goals. The importance of sequencing goals
was also practiced. Awareness, a readiness goal, was the first goal implemented.
The goals mentioned above were implemented throughout the Institute, but there was
experimentation with the sequencing of other goals. Participants were found to be
most receptive to the goal of mental and physical Health during the first week or
two of the Institute, so that they had plenty of time to get individual counseling and
necessary shots. Information concerning Policies was also best provided early so
that the content could inform urgent transition decisions.
By 1982, the number of participants had decreased because there were
fewer appointments and more early withdrawals. Participant answers on registration
applications had predicted these trends. As fewer front-line and more specialist
missionaries were sent, the vigor of the missionary identity and enterprise
weakened. The missionary identity of specialists became blurred or almost non
existent for many, replaced by that of their specialty. Specialists tended to look at
themselves as performing their particular job in a foreign setting rather than
missionaries utilizing their job opportunity to share the good news about Jesus
Christ. Part of the reason for this was the growing numbers of appointees new to
Christianity and/or the Seventh-day Adventist Church. One consequence of the lack
of pioneer work and subsequent specialist identity was an "intra-church" mentality
with its corresponding decline in the number interested in cross-cultural ministry and
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shift in motivation for overseas service evidenced in the registration questionnaires.
This mentality was believed to be at the heart of premature withdrawal.
These trends presented a new orientation challenge for the Institute. Goals
relating to spiritual factors, conversion, identity, and commitment needed stronger
emphasis. The issue of goal prioritization became critical. If IWM could instill
within participants a new or renewed missionary identity, sense of call and
commitment, perhaps the "new" missionaries would renew the strength of the
worldwide work through their example and confession. Additional personnel might
be encouraged to join the missionary movement to help reverse the trends. There
were indications that this tactic, implemented through the formalization of the goals
Call/Commitment and Issues, had begun to regain lost support.

Fortunately for the

overall work, but unfortunately for this trend, there was an increasing and urgent
reduction in expatriate missionaries in favor of national replacements.
By 1983, the plan to begin creating "new missionaries" was formed. Five
basic elements were in place: attitude development, fellowship nurturing, issues
awareness, spirituality and sense-of-call growth, and cross-cultural ministry
preparation. Incorporated into the normal classes were topics in personal witnessing
and Bible study, church-growth principles, the biblical role of the laity, and spiritual
gifts. Worships were geared toward a "Week of Prayer" purpose. The staff
requested the General Conference to add a pastor to the staff to conduct these, as
well as be a spiritual counselor to the group; it was not granted. The need for
personal reflection required designated time.
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Issues became a goal for the following Institute. Among pertinent issues
participants wanted to discuss was the trend toward a more holistic view of mission,
one that included relief and development work as well as evangelism. Some
participants were appointed to such "social evangelism" tasks. Accompanying the
recognition of these needs was an increased interest to expand the Institute session
from 4 to 5 weeks, but this has not been effected.
The last 10 years reflect few and only minor changes.

Participants tend

to be highly qualified professionally, receptive to Institute training, and more likely
to have had some cross-cultural experience and/or be new Seventh-day Adventists.
It has become evident that recruitment policies must add financial screening to that
of physical and psychological clearance before appointing personnel. Participants
have begun to mention their appreciation for the "comprehensiveness" of the
Institute. They express their preference for relevant and up-to-date information, and
have a more urgent desire to know the way things really are. The expressed need
for more transition-information details predominated the recurring request for more
Area Studies information. Some participants want a "do’s and don’ts" list approach.
Discussions include topics such as what to do if faced with terrorism, how and to
what degree the missionary should identify with the nationals, what the missionary
spouse’s role is-especially if he/she is leaving a career behind, what kind of legal
arrangements to make (such as writing a will), and how to provide the best
parenting and children’s education in the cross-cultural context. The pillar of
"Issues" still accommodates current concerns.
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Throughout much of IWM’s history, the fellowship goal and main pillars
were complemented by several specific courses that were designed or modified
according to perceived need and staff availability. For instance, in 1973, these
lectures included missionary task issues, such as "Language and Communications,"
"World Religions," "Islam," "Buddhism," "Hinduism," "Primal Religions," "Latin
American Religions," "Marxism;" personal and family issues such as "What
Missionary Children Ought to Know," "The Role of the Missionary Wife," "Health
& Hygiene," "Sex & Marriage;" and lifestyle issues such as "Temperance &
Mission," "Practical Dimensions of Homelife," "Missionary Personal Finances,"
"Foods," and "Dress." Twenty years later, the Institute’s schedule includes four
pillars plus Health, Policies, and Roles. These curriculum units incorporate
whatever the perceived needs are so that individual course titles are no longer
needed. Participants generally considered these presentations important but of lesser
importance.
In conclusion, over the 28 years of the Institute’s history, several felt and
real needs have been noted by staff/attendees and recorded in IWM documents. One
of these needs is more pertinent information about the country of destination,
especially details about living arrangements. A second necessity is that of
preparation for the whole family, especially the spouses and children of appointees.
Third is the strong appeal for additional orientation after arrival in the country and
during the period of service. A fourth emphatic request has been the publication of
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a newsletter, journal, or some other form of communication that encourages
continued support and learning during foreign service.
In light of trends in the world and in mission, however, today’s challenges
are greater than at any previous time. Questions that must be answered include
Who is to be prepared? By whom? At whose expense? In what manner? The
diversity of participant needs, because of differences in individual backgrounds and
appointment types, requires more flexibility in missionary preparation than has yet
been designed. In 1994, the number of participants appointed by the General
Conference and sent to the Institute is continuing to dwindle, while the global
mission plans of the Church are expanding.

In addition, new grassroots movements

for short-term, "tent-maker," international, volunteer, and frontier missionaries are
growing rapidly. It is unclear at this time just how the cross-cultural preparation
needs of persons in these movements will be accommodated since they have not
come directly under the auspices of the General Conference. What part the Institute
of World Mission will play also remains to be seen. Perhaps the greatest
organizational restructuring in the history of the Institute is yet ahead.

Summary of Development of
IWM’s Purpose and Goals
The Institute of World Mission is a needs-based comprehensive program
that has organized its learning modes of education, training, and briefing around an
orientation purpose. To create a nurturing environment, IWM intentionally creates a
"family," a corporate group identity that is unique to each Institute session.
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Since beginning in 1966, the Institute has always included fellowship and
spiritual, attitudinal, and cross-cultural ministry goals. The Institute began with two
major goal areas called pillars listed in its schedule (missionary principles and
anthropology), along with numerous other class titles to cover the topics needed.
Minor goal areas were added for physical Health, then mental Health, Policies, and
Roles. A third pillar, Area Studies, was added in 1976 when the Institute decided to
try to provide for both culture-general and culture-specific needs. In 1984, a fourth
pillar was added, Issues. This pillar has a content core, but provides a flexible
format to meet individual and corporate goal needs. The challenges of cross-cultural
ministry preparation facing the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the 1990s will
likely induce some form of major restructuring.
Although there is no replacement for orientation-type preparation, the
Institute may find itself facing the challenge of contributing in new and creative
ways to the diverse preparation needs of short-term, independent professional,
frontier, and other volunteer or self-supporting missionaries, as well as to regular
appointees.
Summer Session, Institute of World Mission
June 13-July 15, 1989
On the evening of June 13, 40 missionary appointees and their 23 children
came from 11 states, Canada, Hong Kong, and Singapore for the first meeting of
their orientation. The mood was generally one of expectancy, whether eager
anticipation or slight apprehension. Those who had come were in varying stages of
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pre-embarkation readiness; some were due in their new fields right after orientation,
others not for several weeks or months. The task that first evening was to settle
logistic details involving children, accommodation, and details of the Institute
schedule that was to begin at 8:15 the next morning. Few realized how differently
they would see the world 32 days later after immersion in 110 hours of planned
group learning, informal socialization, and integration into the new "family."

Schedule and Goal Implementation
Institutes are normally held three times per year for 4 1/2 weeks each to
prepare missionary appointees for cross-cultural service, preferably prior to
departure. Because sessions have not changed substantially over the last 8-10 years,
observing one institute in depth was a useful background for understanding IWM's
goals.
Table 3 shows a summary of planned program activities organized into
seven curriculum categories, along with the total approximate program time spent in
each category. It also shows the contribution each category makes to the 12 goals
clarified for this study. To understand how the activities shown on the program
schedule (see Appendix B) were categorized, see Table 4. An examination of the
schedule shows that all goals, as defined later by the goal statements created for this
research, were planned for in the curriculum. In fact, the schedule was consulted
during the goal-clarification phase of this study.
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TABLE 3
CURRICULUM CATEGORIES AND TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR GOAL IMPLEMENTATION

Curriculum Categories
Goals

1.

Policies

2.

Issues

3.

Faith

4.

Awareness

5.

Attitudes

6.

Program
Logistics

Spiritual

Cross-cultural

Missionary
Role

Area Studies

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Competencies

X

7.

Roles

8.

Personal +
Social

Denomination
+ Policies

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fellowship

X •

X

X

X

X

X

9.

Call/Commitment

X

X

X

X

X

X

10.

Health

X

X

X

X

X

X

11.

Area Studies

X

X

X

X

12.

Transformation

X

X

X

X

X

X

20

19

21

9

HP + 13

10

Hours (T = 110)

X

8

Note. Total scheduled counseling time available is 11 1/4 hrs., or about IS min. per individual. Non-scheduled time added significantly more counseling
time. Tim e for personal counseling is not included.
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TABLE 4
INSTITUTE PROGRAM SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES BY CURRICULUM CATEGORY

Institute Activities

Curriculum Category
Program Logistics

Parents’ meeting, announcements, registration, library tour, exam (case study), evaluation, closing, dedication practice

Spiritual

Praise and prayer meetings, worships, communion (Lord’s supper), dedication (on Saturday, July IS)

Cross-cultural

Missionary anthropology, half the film/discussion time, simulation (Bafa-Bafa), language learning, panel

Missionary Role

Principles and practices, professional meetings, mission issues, special interest groups (gender issues), half the film time

Area Studies

Area studies

Personal/Social

Personal: health and hygiene, personality testing, mental health
Social:
introductions, getting acquainted, recreation, dinner/talent night

Denomination/Policies

ADRA (Adventist Development/Relief Agency), church in mission, missionary finance, AWPS (Adventist World Purchasing
Service), insurance
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The goals were implemented by a variety of cognitive, affective, and
behavioral methodologies that included lectures, discussions, guests, personal
counseling, films, a panel, a simulation, recreation, singing, prayer, recreational
games, a talent program, an optional field trip, and community living in a
dormitory. The various activities in the program schedule were organized into
blocks of 15, 30, 50, 90, or 105 minutes each. The implementation of 10 goals
made up the majority of these time blocks. Attitude development and mindset
Transformation, the other two, were designed to result from the impact of the whole
orientation through the knowledge and the way it was communicated or experienced.
For example, films and other strongly emotive techniques were used, in addition to
lectures, stories, and discussions.
According to Table 3, the majority of group time was spent in the three
categories of spiritual, cross-cultural, and role issues, each taking around 20 hours.
Three other categories (area studies, personal and social, and denominational) took
around 10 hours each. Personal counseling time scheduled in the Institute program
was around 11 hours, or an average of approximately. 15 minutes per attendee, but
many additional hours were spent outside of the time scheduled. Eight hours were
spent in caring for logistic details of the Institute.
Goal statements for growth in Faith and Call/Commitment represented the
spiritual category and were largely nurtured through the daily devotionals, worships,
communion, and dedication services. The "presence" of these goals was felt
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throughout the Institute, however, in the Institute climate, verbal and non-verbal
expression, and expectations.
Several strategies were used to improve relational skills. There was an
strong emphasis on fellowship and the development of a sense of family throughout
the orientation. There were also planned opportunities for social interaction. For
instance, every participant became a part of one of the four committees set up to
plan for spiritual life, social activities, communion and dedication services, or
Institute evaluation.

Goal Implementation Observation
I attended an Institute of World Mission orientation as a participantobserver at the very beginning of the research process to evaluate the verbal/non
verbal responses and social interaction dynamics. It was important to evaluate how
attendees perceived goal implementation and their own goal achievement in order to
understand the validity of those goals. Most attendees were unaware of how they
would spend the next month. By the end of the first day, as the new world of crosscultural understanding began to open up to them, their surprise and awe were
evident. For the majority, those early experiences brought an eagerness that was
maintained or deepened except for times of physical, mental, or emotional overload
or stress. For most attendees, appreciation did not diminish, even if energy did.
Two factors regarding achievement must be taken into account, however.
First, the program must cover the foundations of missionary education/training as
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well as provide "orientation" for the new cross-cultural assignment, because few
participants have had any formal education in cross-cultural or missionary issues
prior to the Institute. Moreover, a variety of non-goal factors impact attendee
responses and goal achievement: particular staff presentations and emphases, staffparticipant interaction, individual participant needs, orientation climate, distractions,
and other variables. Yet, the themes that emerge from the study of one Institute
session, which are later compared with evaluations of several other sessions, provide
a measure of reliability. The following discussion highlights attendee attitudes,
impressions, and concerns that were unique to the 1989 session, but were important
indicators of participant needs, achievement, and how well the Institute was
implementing their goals.
As a participant-observer, I noted a decided interest in more specific
information in Area Studies than was given. As might be expected, there were
always more questions about material needs and resources of the new environment
than could be answered. In fact, appointees were generally dissatisfied with the
amount of practical information they were given about their particular area of
service, transition details, and living arrangements. It would be difficult to imagine
what attendees would want eliminated to allow more time for Area Studies, because
most attendees were enthusiastic about all aspects of the program (with the exception
of Policies for some). There is not enough time to cover both general and particular
cross-cultural needs to the level everyone (or even the majority) desired.
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Another observation involves gender issues. Even though women often
appeared more responsive to the presentations, they at times seemed to feel their
needs were not well addressed. At the center of the problem is the female identity
and roles. Most did not feel that issues relating to family and their roles as wife and
mother were given sufficient attention, especially those women who had children,
had not been appointed work in the overseas field, and/or were leaving a career
behind. Inadequate preparation was not the only reason for women’s dissatisfaction.
The supporting role of women in mission is more diverse, complex, demanding, and
less defined than that of men, and becoming prepared outside of orientation would
be more difficult. Because women’s issues were dealt with in only one 105-minute
session, this distress appeared to be justified.

Furthermore, except for the

secretary, the Institute staff were men. Men are unable to fully identify with
womens’ needs, and there are certain issues women would not feel comfortable
discussing with them.
Spiritual and social dimensions were among the most desired. Spiritual
activities were felt to be critical. In fact, nurturing the sense of call and
commitment appeared to elicit the strongest positive response. Some participants felt
a need for more informal time spent in spiritual support, such as prayer groups.
The Institute welcomed informal activities such as this, but understandably hesitated
to plan it around an already tight schedule.

On the social side, by the last week of

the Institute, people had become relaxed around one another and began to feel the
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kind of social support that they would have liked from the beginning. Perhaps more
could have been done to speed up the process of feeling at ease earlier on.
During the orientation, participant non-verbal behavior indicated a greater
interest in some goals than others. Policies elicited a divergence of interest. Some
believed the time spent could have been more profitably used otherwise, whereas
others felt they needed more. Some of the differences could be explained by needs
of particular individuals or presentations by particular persons. Issues in mission
also generated a variety of responses, partly because of diverse and strongly held
opinions. Awareness of the role of culture in mission began almost immediately and
was the goal most consistently achieved by all. Interest was generally strong in
presentations concerning the development of Attitudes and Competencies, but there
seemed to be a naivete about how well participants thought they had achieved these
goals. Because most participants were convinced these goals were important, they
assumed more achievement than appeared to occur.
Most participants were interested in and challenged by the personality
testing and mental health presentations. Some were hesitant. The few who felt
threatened appeared to feel more comfortable when it was all over. Most
participants strongly appreciated the information that contributed to selfunderstanding and coping skills. Although there was general interest in health
practices, the level of interest varied with individual need.
Whereas interest was very high, participant achievement of the goals
during the orientation was varied. Not everyone achieved mindset Transformation
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during the orientation, nor sensed the need for developing skills to continue culture
learning in the field. Many of those who had monocultural backgrounds did not
appear to grasp the variety and necessity of the cross-cultural skills they would need
in the field. Neither did they seem to realize that specific skills can be achieved
through practice. The length of time for meeting all preparation needs does not
allow much time for skill practice.
Overall, however, participant appreciation was profuse, strongly felt, and
appeared genuine.
Attendee Evaluation Responses
The third step was an examination of the evaluation forms from 18
sessions. The first examination surveyed responses from evaluation forms filled out
by those who attended the summer 1989 institute. The second surveyed evaluation
forms from 17 other sessions that had been held between 1987 and 1993. This
examination provided another view of how the attendees felt about the goals and
various activities that were designed to achieve them. The evaluation forms were
designed by the Institute staff and given out to attendees on the day before the
dedication service that closed the Institute. The questionnaire was designed to take
one class period and asked attendees to respond to questions about the program’s
goals, its organization, individual presentations and presenters, methods and
materials of presentation, social activities, accommodations, children’s care, other
facets of the Institute. It allowed for additional comments and/or suggestions.
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Evaluations of Summer, 1989
Twenty-seven of the 40 attendees completed the questionnaire. The first
question on the evaluation asked whether the Institute had achieved its five stated
objectives. These were listed as (1) emphasis on attitude development,
(2) preparation for cross-cultural ministry, (3) growth in spirituality, (4) creation of
awareness of current issues, and (S) development of Christian fellowship. Table S
compares these with IWM’s clarified goal statements.
TABLE 5
A COMPARISON OP EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
OBJECTIVES AND IWM CLARIFIED GOALS

IWM Clarified Goal Statement Keywords

IWM Evaluation Objective*
1. Attitude development

3. Attitudes

2. Preparation for crosscultural ministry

4. Awareness; 6. Competencies; 7. Roles;

3. Growth in spirituality

3. Faith; 9. Call/Commitment

4. Awareneaa o f current issues

2. Issues

5. Christian fellowship
development

8. Fellowship

11. Area Studies

Other goals: 1. Policies; 10. Health; 12. Transformation
Note. Number* preceding objectivea/goal statement* are those assigned them in the questionnaires.

Only one person disagreed that the Institute had accomplished their rive
goals by answering "no." The reason given was not related to the goals, however.
Five qualified their "yes” by suggesting a stronger emphasis in one or two goals,
particularly in awareness of cross-cultural issues. When asked which of the rive
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objectives listed in the evaluation (attitude development, cross-cultural ministry
preparation, spiritual growth, issues awareness, fellowship development) were most
important to them, more than half said preparation for cross-cultural ministry.
Participants believed attitude development was next in importance. Spirituality came
next with S mentions out of 27.
Three questions in the evaluation asked whether attendees had any unmet
concern or if anything was left out by the program. Around three-fourths said no or
asked for a greater emphasis in one or more goals. The most common request was
for more time for Area Studies. In fact, the minutes of the three evaluation
committee meetings always included mention of the need for more area studies
information. The other strongly mentioned request was for more time for women’s
issues and concerns. Others asked for more help for single missionaries, or for help
with transition details. When asked whether anything should be left out, participants
said no on all accounts except two. The three hours of language-learning strategies
were thought to be excessive or unnecessary. Language learning is not always
included in the Institute program. In addition, a few suggested that some of the
material could be condensed and repetition by different presenters avoided.
Some of the same items were listed as most and least meaningful
activities, depending on the respondent. For the majority, the most meaningful
activities were decidedly those relating to fellowship and social activities.

More

than half mentioned these, and spoke intensely of their importance. Although
participants did not mention spiritual activities as much, I do not believe that they
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felt the fellowship was more important than spiritual goals. I believe they
recognized that fellowship was in a different category than spiritual goals. Also,
many spiritual activities were largely social.
The question asking which activities were least meaningful was left blank
by the majority of respondents. Some activities were considered least meaningful to
some, but most meaningful to others (e.g., the simulation game, Bafa-Bafa and
specific types of recreation). For policies, comments throughout the questionnaire
also revealed diversity of opinion. Some believed there was too much minutiae, or
too few specifics, too much time spent or more time needed, either a waste of time
or "very helpful."
Space was left for additional comments. A few spoke frankly but
gratefully of the pain growth brings. The consensus was that they would never be
the same. Additional suggestions made it clear that different attendees had different
needs because their backgrounds, personalities, or circumstances varied. More than
half volunteered a special thank-you at the end of the questionnaire to show their
appreciation for the opportunity to attend the Institute.
Finally, attendee perceptions of the importance of the goals and how well
they achieved them were influenced by non-goal factors, such as the quality of
individual presentations, charisma of particular presenters, unexpected interruptions,
and schedule changes. For instance, an unexpected interruption during the Institute
came when the associate director became sick with malaria for several days.
Participant factors also contributed. Some participants were distracted by
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exhaustion, illness, problems with children, concerns regarding relatives and/or
appointment details, and various other stressors. In fact, it became evident that the
Institute was fulfilling a larger role than the goals indicated. For many appointees,
the timing of the orientation meant the Institute and its staff were called upon to be
primary caregivers at this crucial transition period during which appointees felt
vulnerable and without adequate coping skills. Knowing how to handle the
transition is in itself one of the most important preparation needs of prospective
missionaries.

Evaluations of 17 Other Sessions
A final check came from a review of completed evaluations from 17 more
Institutes. Responses from these evaluation questionnaires were examined so that
the findings could be compared with those of the orientation program I attended.
Each Institute is unique because each has its own identity/personality, climate, and
staff-attendee interaction. If similar perceptual themes emerge when comparing the
evaluations from several Institute groups, reliability increases.
The evaluation forms for the 17 other sessions were the same as the one
used for the 1989 summer session, so the first question of the evaluation was the
same. It listed the five goals and asked the respondent whether (and how well)
he/she felt the Institute program had achieved them (attitude development, crosscultural preparation, spiritual growth, issues awareness, and fellowship). No
respondent said "no" to any goal for the 17 sets of program evaluations. All those
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who answered the question strongly in the affirmative agreed the goals had been
achieved. Only 14% qualified their agreement with suggestions that usually took the
form of advising a stronger emphasis in one or more goals. Several advised a
stronger emphasis in issues awareness and some in spiritual growth. More emphasis
in attitude development and fellowship were suggested by a few. One person
suggested the Institute include "policies" as a goal since so much time was spent on
policy issues. (It is a goal in the expanded list of 12.)
A second question asked attendees which of the five goals they felt had
been most important for their training. Many respondents had difficulty choosing
and wrote that by choosing one they did not intend to negate the importance of the
others. Fourteen of the 17 Institutes chose preparation for cross-cultural ministry as
the most important goal for them. When individual selections for all 17 are tallied,
almost half selected cross-cultural preparation (47%). Attitude development was
selected by 25%, spiritual growth by 18%, and only 5% chose issues and 5%
fellowship. In addition, it appears that participants believed the Institute had
adequately prepared them for cross-cultural ministry since it was not usually
mentioned as a goal needing stronger emphasis in tallied responses to the first
question.
When questioned whether they had concerns that were unmet by the
Institute, most attendees indicated they had none, but a few added qualifications.
Concerns that were mentioned appeared to be a matter of emphasis rather than
absence. For instance, many stressed the need for more Area Studies information.
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Several stated they needed information to help with transition decisions, something
the Institute was not really qualified to provide, except as personal advice. Some
attendees wished for a stronger emphasis in spiritual experience and/or fellowship
opportunities. There were two unmet concerns listed that appeared to be more a
result of absence than inadequate emphasis, however. These surfaced in 12 and 13
of the 17 Institutes. The most frequently mentioned need was for dealing with
womens’ and family issues. Almost as often, there were requests for some form of
preparation and orientation for children. Except for the usual one to three class
periods per Institute that discussed women’s needs, Mission Institute did not appear
to plan for either of these strongly felt needs in a significant way. Lack of time,
finance, and priority are among the probable reasons. Finally, single attendees
noted that the Institute did not sufficiently address their special needs.
When asked what activities they found most meaningful, attendees
mentioned fellowship and social activities most often, and the simulation game BafaBafa next. Minor mention was made of spiritual activities or films. Again, the
question asking what was least meaningful was usually left blank, but the few who
answered mentioned films, the simulation game, or certain types of recreation (i.e.,
wished for table games rather than volleyball).
Summary and Analysis of Findings From Source 1
Staff/Attendee Views
Documents and participant-observation provided the data for determining
the views of the staff and attendees. Three research activities make up Source 1:
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(1) a study of Institute staff reports to the sponsoring organization to determine goal
development and prioritization; (2) an in-depth study of one Institute, its curriculum,
schedule, staff-participant interaction; and (3) an examination of 18 sets of Institute
evaluation forms filled out by attendees at the close of the session.
From the beginning, the needs approach was recognized as most useful by
the director and staff, and this approach prompted an orientation purpose for
missionary cross-cultural preparation that integrated the goals and organized all the
learning modes. The creation of "family" was the method used to implement an
orientation purpose. Data from staff/attendees documents and observation show that
the Institute’s effectiveness and resulting participant success is largely due to its
(1) orientation purpose and emphasis on fellowship; (2) spiritual and attitudinal
dimensions; (3) applications made to the cross-cultural context for mission;
(4) emphasis on psychological testing and counseling; (5) the addition of Area
Studies; and (6) built-in flexibility that has been able to be responsive to the needs of
individual Institutes as well as move with the trends.
The major emphases according to time spent were spiritual, cross-cultural,
and missionary role issues, although fellowship overrides all other considerations in
its pervasiveness. All goals have been implemented, although in varying degrees
and by means of different methods. No major curriculum changes have taken place
in the last few years of Institutes.
Despite variation, attendee verbal perceptions and written responses on
IWM’s evaluation forms are remarkably consistent. Perhaps most notable is the
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heartfelt thanks that permeated all forms of participant expression. Attendees
believe the Institute meets its goals. For around half the attendees, preparation for
cross-cultural ministry was believed to be the most important goal of the five listed
on the evaluation form for the Institute to meet, and they believe it was met. They
see attitude development as next most important, followed by spiritual growth.
Awareness of issues in cross-cultural mission was mentioned most often as the one
goal that could have had more emphasis when attendees were asked if all goals were
met, but was selected fourth of the five stated in importance. Fellowship was
ranked least important of the five, but was mentioned as the most meaningful
activity in another part of the evaluation questionnaire. These observations were
reflected in the staff reports to the General Conference.
"Unmet concerns" revealed individual needs that were a matter of
emphasis rather than absence of goals. For example, increased emphasis in Area
Studies and transition details was desired most. Although the Institute program is
seen as comprehensive enough to most, there is a persistent perception that the
Institute does not adequately meet concerns in issues relating to women, family,
children, and singles. These inadequacies were also consistently mentioned by the
staff in the closing reports to the General Conference.
A question may be raised why the staff views attitude development and
fellowship as more important, when the participants generally select cross-cultural
preparation for ministry as primary. Differences in the perspectives of the expert
and recipient may be responsible for this phenomenon. Those responsible for goal
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implementation are "teachers" and would easily recognize the magnitude of
readiness issues, such as attitudes, spiritual strength, and social support needs prior
to and during the learning process. In contrast, the participant probably does not
recognize these needs to the same extent as the expert because of limited
understanding, view, and experience. Even if the participant does not easily
recognize the primary role of affect, or takes it for granted, the participant is
nonetheless freed to focus on the purpose for preparation and particular content of
the learning.
Another reason participants may not perceive attitudes and fellowship to
be as critical as the staff relates to how each group prioritizes needs. The goal
"preparation for cross-cultural ministry," as it is listed in the evaluation
questionnaire, is so basic and inclusive (representing more than half the 12 goals)
that its perceived preeminence would be expected. In fact, it could be seen as the
aim of the entire program. Subconsciously, participants may cognitively separate
these three "stated objectives" of the evaluation form into primary and secondary
levels (readiness and content) and, believing their attitudes are acceptable, see the
actual content of learning as the core of preparation.
Evaluation form responses, including voluntary comments and suggestions
for the Institute, revealed an intriguing theme. Although participants recognize their
core need as cross-cultural preparation, many of the comments could be seen as a
need for support, whether spiritual, social, training, or logistic. The strong desire
for meeting spiritual needs has already been noted. References to fellowship
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pervaded the questionnaires, and it was stated as the most meaningful activity of the
Institute. But participant suggestions also demonstrated the need for support. There
were frequent references to a need for more time for personal counseling.
Comments focused on building a sense of family in practical ways, such as a desire
for more missionary participation in non-social activities of the Institute, and greater
opportunities to interact with non-participant missionaries and nationals during the
Institute. There were also ideas for various forms of contact/communication
between the Institute and missionaries in the field, and requests for continued
orientation in the Held. The felt need for more information in Area Studies and the
diversity of opinion regarding Policies could also be seen as support issues.
These examples demonstrate in several ways that support appears to be the
most strongly felt need during the time of the Institute, a fact that validates the
orientation purpose used by the director and staff to organize the entire Institute
preparation experience.
Sources 2 and 3: Survey of Administrative
Stakeholders and Criterion Populations
Perceptions of two major groups make up the empirical part of this study:
stakeholders (leadership) of the sponsoring organization, the Seventh-day Adventist
denomination; and criterion populations—current and returned missionaries appointed
and sent out by the sponsoring organization. All groups received the same
questionnaire.
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Population Groups
Church leaders comprised four administrative groups: General
Conference administrators, overseas Division officers, overseas Union officers, and
leaders of major overseas institutions. Division and Union officers were combined
into one group for analysis to make a total of three. Missionaries comprised two
groups: those currently serving at the time the questionnaires were sent out, and
those who had returned from the field during the 10 years between 1981-1990,
whose addresses were available in the Seveiuh-day Adventist Yearbook, 1992.
Approximately one-third of the questionnaires sent went to church leaders
who make up a little over one-fourth of all respondents.

The two-thirds sent to

missionaries were nearly equally divided between current and former, but the return
rate of former missionaries was higher. Table 6 describes the population.
TABLE 6
NUMBERS AND DISTRIBUTION OF
RESPONDENT QUESTIONNAIRES

Sent

Unret’d

Ret'd

Usable

% Ret’d

% Usable

338

225

113

112

33

33

General Conference

64

28

36

35

56

55

Divisions/Unions

173

124

49

49

28

28

Institutions

101

89

28

28

28

28

Missionaries

1056

534

534

483

51

46

Current

519

296

223

211

43

41

Returned

536

225

311

272

58

51

Group Totals

1393

758

647

595

46

43

Church Leaders
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Questionnaire Return Rates
Of the 1,393 questionnaires sent out, 647 (46%) were returned, but only
59S (43 %) were filled in adequately for use in this study. Although the overall
response rate of 43% is less than desired, it is considered sufficient for this study
for two reasons. First, it is believed representative of the total population. Second,
motivational and logistical factors help explain the low response rate.
Several factors illustrate how the respondent population is representative
of the total population. The group proportions of questionnaires sent and returned
are similar, as mentioned above. Tables that describe the population show that
several of the subgroup percentages of respondents, such as gender, are also similar
to the percentages of questionnaires sent to that group. Every demographic subcategory (except the age group 15-24) is represented by respondents. There is a
range of response to the questions even though the overall perceptions are
remarkably consistent. When responses were evaluated for demographic differences
to check for reliability, only a few significant differences were found and these
could be explained by expectable variation in felt needs. Furthermore, because the
whole population was surveyed, the number of respondents does not need to be as
large as a sampling technique would require. Finally, it is unlikely that such a large
number of questionnaires sent out would elicit responses from only those who
appreciated and benefited from IWM’s orientation, and no single questionnaire
differed dramatically from the overall response range of the majority.
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Based on observations, letters, and questionnaire comments, several
motivational and logistical factors also help explain the relatively low response rate.
One contributing factor is the length and detail of the questionnaire, and both church
leaders and current missionaries are extremely busy people. Many are often away
from home for extended periods of time; perhaps they never received the
questionnaire or thought it was too late to return it by the time they did arrive home.
For the majority of missionaries, two questionnaires were included in the envelope
for both husband and wife to fill out, but it is likely that some felt that only one
completed return was necessary.
Logistically, it was difficult to obtain current addresses and to mail to
foreign addresses. A study of Table 6 reveals a return pattern that illustrates the
difficulty of sending mail to or receiving it from overseas locations. The return
rates of those groups based in the United States (General Conference leaders and
returned missionaries) are higher than of those overseas (Division, Union,
institutional leaders, and current missionaries). For instance, there were twice as
many returns from leaders working at the church headquarters in Silver Spring,
Maryland, as from leaders in any of the overseas leadership groups. A similar
pattern is reflected by the two missionary groups; the return rate for current
missionaries is only 80% of the former-missionary group.
Overall, a higher proportion of missionaries (51%) than church leaders
(33%) returned questionnaires but, with only one exception, leaders returned usable
questionnaires, whereas 49 missionary returns (5%) were unusable. The very low
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response rate for leaders again illustrates the problem with foreign responses; the
overseas subgroup had a 28% return rate even though the number of questionnaires
sent was over four times the size of the Stateside leader group whose return rate was
56%. One advantage to having received more overseas leadership returns would
have been a larger number of non-North American responses. (The large percentage
of non-North American leadership may also help explain the contrast between
overseas and Stateside leadership return rates.) Would responses from persons who
did not respond have been substantially different from those who did return a
questionnaire? This is not known. What can be stated, however, is that the views
of the non-North American group who did return questionnaires did not differ
substantially from the range of North American responses.
A global population is not easy to survey. In fact, lower return rates are
generally expected for studies involving international populations. Besides the
challenge of reaching a population through a foreign postal service, it is sometimes
difficult to reach the named persons because they may no longer be at the address
listed, and there is no practical way to pursue these problems. Furthermore, some
of the techniques commonly used to improve response rates for survey
methodologies were considered impractical for most of the population groups.
Where these incentives were used for this study, they may have contributed to a
higher response rate. For instance, stamped return envelopes were included for the
returned missionary group, and reminders were mailed 3 weeks after the
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questionnaires. Their rate of return was 58%, with half of the questionnaires
coining in after the postcard reminder.

Population Demographics
The 595 respondents selected for sources 2 and 3 of the study are divided
into church leaders (19% of N) and missionaries (81 % of N). The missionary group
is further divided into current missionaries who make up 35 % of the total
population, and returned missionaries, 46%. This general population is described by
age, gender, marital status, national background, current occupation, and educational
level and background. Detailed statistical data descriptions for all the demographic
information can be found in tables in Appendix C.
Eighty-three percent of the population was between the ages of 35 and 64,
with one-third between 45-54, and 11% aged 65+. This age pattern is fairly
consistent for gender, marital status, and ethnic origin. The highest proportion for
each group—current missionaries, returned missionaries, and leaders—was found in
ascending age spans, 35-44, 45-54, and 55-64, respectively. The vast majority of
respondents are married (96%); only three respondents stated they are divorced.
Eighty-five percent of respondents are North Americans. The remaining
15 % who returned questionnaires are originally from Central and South America,
Australia, Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. Ten percent of North
Americans are leaders, and 90% are missionaries, but 66% of non-North Americans
are leaders and 34%, missionaries. Of the population, one-fourth were educators at
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the time they filled out the questionnaire, 19% were administrators, 16% were in the
medical/health field, 9% were doing pastoral/evangelistic work, and only 7% were
homemakers.
Almost all of the respondent population (98%) have been educated in
institutions of higher learning. Only six persons have not had any college work, and
three of these have had vocational training. Thirty-eight percent hold a master’s
degree and 22% a doctorate. Around one-fourth had coursework in eight areas:
Bible/religion, missions, church growth, communications, anthropology, crosscultural studies, world history, and current world affairs. Over 90% of the
respondents have had coursework in Bible/religion, 46% in communications, 40% in
missions, and 22% in cross-cultural studies.

Missionary Demographics
When the total population is divided into missionaries and non
missionaries, it is found that only 3.5% of the 595 respondents have had no crosscultural missionary experience. The missionary background of so many church
leaders (81 %) should enable them to make an even more informed evaluation of
preparation needs. Only 7 of 570 missionary respondents were not classified as
regular appointment personnel. (Currently, a regular appointment is typically a 6year term with one or two furloughs, and provision for extending the contract 2 or 3
years at a time.) A majority of regular appointees was expected because most short
term and other types of missionaries are self-supporting rather than financially
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connected to the sending structure of the denomination. The proportions of
individuals according to missionary service type are similar to those of the general
population: education, 33%; administration, 24%; and medical/health, 14%.
The total number of years spent in cross-cultural service by the missionary
respondents would span between 5,756 and 6,614 years, yielding an approximate
average of between 10 and 11.6 years per missionary. It is impressive to note that
24% of all missionaries (133 persons) served around half (3,145 years) of the total
number of years accumulated by the total group. There is evidence that career
missionaries are decreasing in number. Missionaries gave two main reasons for
returning to the homeland: children’s educational needs (23%) and accomplishment
of assignment (14%). There was a small representation for each of the other
reasons (see Table 47 in Appendix C). Retirement was the most common "other"
reason given. Handwritten comments indicated overwork/bumout, a common
problem prompting return. Comments that revealed reasons not listed included
conviction of God’s leading, financial challenges such as debt, disadvantages of
overseas living, organizational requests for resignation or release, family growth
needs, or poor language abilities.
Only 62% of missionary respondents attended Institute of World Mission
orientation, three-fourths of them current missionaries, but only 59% of the returned
group. Interestingly, only 37% of leaders with missionary experience have had
IWM orientation. Age categories indicate that the older the missionary, the more
likely he or she did not have IWM orientation (11 %-53%). Reasons for this
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phenomenon include the increasing demand by the organization for missionaries to
attend IWM and the increasing recognition of its value by appointees. Those who
stated they had other training reported a variety of experiences such as growing up
as an "MK" (missionary kid) or serving as a student missionary.
Perceptions of IWM Goal Validity
After the demographic section of the questionnaire, a list was presented of
the 12 goal statements clarified for IWM’s orientation program. The remainder of
the questionnaire asked respondents, in a variety of ways, to indicate how important,
essential, relevant, clear, measurable, feasible, attainable, attained, and
comprehensive they perceived those 12 goals to be. Only those who had attended
the Institute of World Mission were required to fill out the section relating to
achievement.

Goal Statements and Validation Categories
The 12 goal statements are listed in Table 7. The numbering is used to
make identification easier. The key word is the topic word selected from the goal
statement for easy reference, and is used in the tables throughout the surveys, as
well as in this dissertation. The entire goal statement follows the key word. Four
validation questions were constructed to validate Institute goals and to allow
respondents to express their perceptions of them. These reflect the types of
validation considered appropriate for this study. Three of the four were supported
by factor analysis. The four questions include Are these goals appropriate? Are
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these goals possible?

Were these goals attained? and Are all 12 goals

comprehensive enough to achieve the aim? Validity is further strengthened by a
concluding discussion of the consistency of the perceptions across demographic
lines.
TABLE 7
GOAL STATEMENTS WITH CORRESPONDING
NUMBER AND KEY WORD
Key Word

Goal Statements

1.

Policies

To ciarifv church and aeencv oolicies and their annlication

2.

Issues

To enlarge the understanding of current issues in world mission

3.

Faith

To facilitate growth in the experience of faith

4.

Awareness

To create an awareness of the essential role o f culture in ministry

5.

Attitudes

To further the develonment of attitudes vital to effective ministry

6.

Competencies

To identifv and foster essential cross-cultural comnetencies

7.

Roles

To increase knowledge and understanding of role expectations

8.

Fellowship

To nurture communitv. fellowshio. and relational skills

9.

Call/Commitment

To strenethen the sense of call and commitment to mission

10.

Health

To teach and encouraae anprooriate mental/nhvsical health
practices

11.

Area Studies

To nrovide orientation to resnective world areas of service

12.

Transformation

To eauin for continuing erowth bv mindset transformation

All response data for the 12 goals was factor analyzed to determine
whether there was support for the way in which the variables were organized into
the constructs represented by the validation questions. The data fell into three
factors whose eigenvalues were greater than 1.00 corresponding to three questions.
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The fourth characteristic, comprehensiveness, was not expected to cluster in the
factor analysis because there were far fewer data to determine it, and the
methodology to determine comprehensiveness was necessarily more qualitative.

Validation Category Number 1
Are IWM Goals Appropriate?
For an IWM goal to be valid for cross-cultural orientation for ministry, it
should be considered appropriate for and by the population. This first question
examines the relationship of the goals to external requirements. In other words, are
they considered important, essential, and relevant enough to meet the needs of the
participants who will function in a cross-cultural context?
IWM gods are perceived to be important
Page 2 of the major questionnaire asks the respondents to rate IWM goals
by indicating how important they felt each one was in preparing missionaries for
cross-cultural ministry. This enabled me to rank the goals according to their means.
The following scale was used: 1 = not important, 2 = somewhat important,
3 = important, 4 = very important, and 5 = extremely important. Table 8 shows
the relative importance of the 12 goals as perceived by the total general population.
Every goal is considered important by 96% or more of the population. In
fact, every goal except one (Policies) has the largest number of responses in the "4"
or ”3" category (very or extremely important). Three of the four goals, with 40%
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TABLE 8
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE 12 IWM GOALS AS
PERCEIVED BY THE TOTAL POPULATION

Frequencies by %
Goals

N

'
I

2

3

4

5

X

s

Rank

1.

Policies

589

4

14

41

25

16

3.34

1.04

12

2.

Issues

591

1

5

27

38

29

3.91

.91

6

3.

Faith

592

2

8

26

33

31

3.84

1.02

7

4.

Awareness

592

1

2

17

33

47

4.24

.85

1

5.

Attitudes

592

0

3

15

38

44

4.22

.83

2

6.

Competencies

590

1

3

15

41

40

4.17

.84

3

7.

Roles

591

I

5

27

42

25

3.84

.90

8

8.

Fellowship

590

1

6

31

37

25

3.81

.90

9

9.

Call/Commitment

593

I

7

22

27

43

4.05

1.00

4

10.

Health

592

2

9

28

37

24

3.71

1.01

10

11.

Area Studies

591

1

5

21

37

36

4.02

.90

5

12.

Transformation

564

4

10

32

33

21

3.56

1.05

11

Average Totals

589

2

7

30

42

38

Note. 1 = not important, 2 = somewhat important, 3 = important, 4 = very important, S =
extremely important.
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or more of the responses in the "extremely important" (S) category, are those most
related to cross-cultural issues: awareness, attitudes, and competencies. These also
make up first, second, and third place in the ranking of goals, with only .069
difference in their means. The standard deviation is also the smallest for these
three, which indicates that the range of these responses is narrowest and the overall
response for these strongest. The next two most important goals are
Call/Commitment and Area Studies. These first five goals have the highest number
of responses in the fourth or fifth category. Goals ranked 6, 7, 8 and 9 (Issues,
Faith, Roles, Fellowship) tend to cluster together in perceived importance.
The two goals that are considered least important, although still perceived
important, are Policies and Transformation; and, the diversity of response range is
greatest. Based on the voluntary comments by individual respondents, policies were
not seen as necessarily important for the orientation program to address.
Transformation appears to have been misunderstood or not understood at all by a
large number of respondents. In fact, 4% did not even respond to the question.
Yet, Transformation was considered an important goal by those who answered and
appeared to understand the concept; over half selected the very or extremely
categories.
IWM goals are perceived to be essential
The third page of the primary questionnaire asks the respondents to
evaluate each goal on six characteristics. Two of these, essential and relevant,
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contribute to the perception of appropriateness of goals. At first glance, little
difference may be seen between the concepts of importance and essential, but there
are two reasons both were used. First, each concept was presented from a different
perspective in the questionnaire: important was for ranking purposes, essential for a
goal characteristic.

Second, essential represents the degree of importance attached.

A goal may be perceived to be important but not as necessary for achieving the aim.
Table 9 shows how essential the population perceived each goal to be.
The 5-point scale provided for participant response covers a negative to positive
range: SD = strongly disagree (1), D = disagree (2), U = undecided (3),
A = agree (4), and SA = strongly agree (5).
All 12 goals are perceived essential by the population, with only 1% to
4% who disagree on 10 of 12 goals. Again, however, Policies and Transformation
rank 11th or 12th and are the only goals whose means drop below 4.00 and whose
standard deviations are larger tban the others. Yet, only about 10% of the
population disagrees that these goals are essential, whereas 12% and 31%,
respectively, are undecided. Awareness and Call/Commitment are considered the
most essential goals. They are also the two goals that have the greatest number of
responses in the "strongly agree” category. It is interesting to note that both goals
have only 8% who are undecided or disagree that they are essential, with only 1%
disagreeing that Call/Commitment is essential. The next two "essential” goals are
Area Studies and cross-cultural Competencies. The next three goals cluster and are
very closely ranked: Attitudes, Faith, and Health.
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TABLE 9
PERCEPTIONS OF HOW ESSENTIAL IWM GOALS ARE

Frequencies by %
Goals

N

'
SD

D

U

A

SA

X

s

Rank

1.

Policies

540

2

7

12

53

26

3.922

.94

11

2.

Issues

542

1

3

11

51

34

4.151

.78

8

3.

Faith

545

1

3

10

47

39

4.200

.82

6

4.

Awareness

545

1

2

5

43

49

4.383

.72

I

5.

Attitudes

546

0

3

10

50

37

4.207

.76

5

6.

Competencies

543

0

2

9

50

39

4.247

.73

4

7.

Roles

542

1

3

13

56

27

4.052

.77

10

8.

Fellowship

541

0

3

13

54

30

4.107

.74

9

9.

Call/Commitment

545

0

1

7

45

47

4.365

.68

2

10.

Health

550

0

4

8

51

37

4.195

.77

7

11.

Area Studies

548

0

2

7

49

42

4.299

.71

3

12.

Transformation

531

3

7

31

44

15

3.618

.94

12

Average Totals

543

1

3

11

50

35

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree, SA = strongly agree.
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IWM goals are perceived to be relevant
Relevancy is the third validation characteristic contributing to
appropriateness and is also measured on a "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree"
scale (Table 10). Again, the population agrees that every goal is relevant. Again,
Awareness is the goal ranked first. Again, Policies and Transformation are ranked
Uth and 12th and are the only two goals whose means fall below 4.00. Again,
Area Studies, Call/Commitment and Competencies rank in the top four, although
Area Studies is second rather than third as for "essential."
Summary: IWM goals are appropriate
In summary, the means of each goal evaluated for the three characteristics
show that the population agrees that all of IWM’s goals are appropriate. The
greatest divergence of opinion is found in responses for Policies and Transformation,
the two goals consistently ranked lowest. Three factors that may have affected the
divergence in Policies and/or Transformation pertain to participant groups as
evidenced by response patterns (not significant differences). The mean for the group
who did not attend IWM was higher than those with IWM orientation; as a group,
non-prepared missionaries tended to view Policies as more important. Also, and
only for the goals of Policies and Transformation, returned missionaries as a group
had a higher mean in each of the three characteristics for "appropriate" than current
missionaries. Returned missionaries may appear to view both goals as more
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TABLE 10
PERCEPTIONS OF HOW RELEVANT IWM GOALS ARE

Frequencies by %
Goals

N
SD

D

U

A

SA

X

s

Rank

1.

Policies

541

2

5

8

65

20

3.963

.80

11

2.

Issues

540

0

3

7

58

32

4.187

.70

6

3.

Faith

541

0

4

8

56

32

4.157

.75

8

4.

Awareness

542

0

1

4

52

43

4.373

.60

1

5.

Attitudes

542

0

2

9

61

28

4.159

.66

7

6.

Competencies

542

0

2

8

58

33

4.212

.66

4

7.

Roles

537

0

2

10

64

24

4.086

.67

10

8.

Fellowship

537

0

2

8

66

24

4.110

.63

9

9.

Call/ Commitment

539

0

1

5

54

40

4.323

.64

3

10.

Health

545

0

3

6

59

32

4.196

.69

5

11.

Area Studies

544

0

1

4

54

41

4.338

.63

2

12.

Transformation

524

3

6

28

50

13

3.656

.88

12

Average Totals

540

0

3

9

58

30

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree. SA = strongly agree.
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appropriate because a larger share of them did not have preparation. In addition,the
finding may show the hindsight that comes from the experience of returned
missionaries.
A final thought is that the proximity of the Institute experience to
departure for IWM attendees may have affected the responses. If attendees had been
appointed just prior to the Institute, attendees would not have had time enough to
understand policies, so policy questions would seem more urgent. Comments
indicate that Policies, even though believed important, could be "teamed" in a
context other than IWM orientation. Transformation appeared to be a goal not well
understood. It is interesting that non-prepared missionaries also valued fellowship
more highly in all three characteristics, and believed Area Studies was more
important than those who attended IWM.
Table 11 shows the rank of each of the three characteristics that make up
the "appropriate" category, and the rank of the goals when the three are combined.
Awareness and Fellowship have the same rank for all three characteristics. Health
and Attitudes are the two goals with the greatest contrast in ranking. Attitudes are
perceived as highly essential, but apparently are not seen as relevant as other goals.
The remaining eight goals are very sim ilar in their ranking.

Validation Category Number 2
Are IWM Goals Possible?
Whereas the first validation category related to external aspects that
determine the importance, necessity, and relevance of goals, the second examines
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TABLE 11
RANKED MEANS FOR HOW APPROPRIATE IWM GOALS ARE
X Rank

Goals

Important

Essential

Relevant

1.

Policies

11

12

11

11.3

2.

Issues

8

6

6

6.6

3.

Faith

6

8

8

7.3

4.

Awareness

1

1

1

1.0

5.

Attitudes

5

2

7

4.6

6.

Competencies

4

3

4

3.6

7.

Roles

10

7

10

9.0

8.

Fellowship

9

9

9

9.0

9.

Call/Commitment

2

4

3

3.0

10.

Health

7

10

5

7.3

11.

Area Studies

3

5

2

3.3

12.

Transformation

12

11

12

11.6
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four characteristics related to the goals themselves. This category asks whether each
is clear, measurable, feasible, and attainable. Feasibility and attainability obviously
relate directly to whether the goal is perceived to be possible, whereas clarity and
measurability are indirectly related. For instance, if a goal is unclear, its attainment
will be unclear, and may even be compromised. Yet it may be attained. If it is not
measurable, its achievement is not provable even if it exists, but it may exist very
strongly. Most cross-cultural learning is difficult to measure directly, but participant
perceptions of attainment are one indication.
Most IWM goals are perceived to be clear
Based on the means listed in Table 12, the population perceives 11 of the
goals to be clear. For the goal Transformation, 26% of the population disagrees
that it is clear and 30% are undecided. This fact is likely one of the underlying
causes for the lower means for this goal throughout the analysis. The clearest goals
appear to be those that might be considered straightforward and those a person
would expect a missionary population to understand. These include
Call/Commitment, Area Studies, Health, Awareness, and Issues. Policies and
Roles, along with Transformation, rank lowest for clarity. The lack of clarity may
reflect the ambiguous nature of these facets of the mission experience, but it may
also indicate a lack of understanding of what constitutes the goal content. For
Policies, the responses might show confusion over what the policies really were; for
Roles, the response may reveal multiple roles without clear lines of demarcation.
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TABLE 12
PERCEPTIONS OF HOW CLEAR IWM GOALS ARE

Frequencies by %
Goals

N

'

X
SD

D

U

A

SA

s

Rank

1.

Policies

558

1

1

9

65

15

3.806

.87

11

2.

Issues

551

1

6

7

66

20

3.996

.75

5

3.

Faith

548

2

8

14

55

21

3.856

.89

8

4.

Awareness

548

1

5

8

56

30

4.104

.79

4

5.

Attitudes

546

2

7

16

55

20

3.830

.90

9

6.

Competencies

542

2

9

11

55

23

3.887

.93

7

7.

Roles

545

2

9

13

59

17

3.809

.88

10

8.

Fellowship

542

I

6

9

63

21

3.954

.81

6

9.

Call/Commitment

547

1

2

6

53

38

4.285

.70

1

10.

Health

547

0

3

7

61

29

4.133

.73

3

11.

Area Studies

548

0

3

5

59

33

4.212

.69

2

12.

Transformation

536

8

18

30

34

10

3.188

1.10

12

Average Totals

547

2

7

11

57

23

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree, SA = strongly agree.
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Whether most IWM goals are measurable
is unclear
An examination of the frequencies in Table 13 reveals that the majority of
the population is undecided about or in disagreement with the measurability of 10 of
the goals. Only the means for Area Studies and Health are closer to agreement than
indecision, whereas the goals of Transformation and Faith even fall below 3,
"undecided" (means = 2.842, 2.736). For a person familiar with the
implementation challenges of these goals, it appears that the ranking of goals’
measurability moves from those whose presentations are more cognitive, and
outcomes are more easily visible to those which are not; and from those
methodologies that are more fact oriented to those more experiential and abstract.
The multi-dimensional nature of behavioral changes required for "crosscultural learning" as well as cross-cultural service makes the achievement of these
goals difficult to measure. A goal can be essential and very relevant yet difficult to
measure. Indirect measurement may come in the form of personal perception and/or
satisfaction, host affirmation, theoretical alignment, or in other ways. However, the
challenge to develop new strategies for measuring such complex phenomena is being
explored. An example is the measurement of Faith, ranked the least measurable by
the population. The measurement of this construct has recently been seriously
attempted in formal research. For this study, one reason for examining goals by
eliciting the perceptions of groups is the difficulty in evaluating them by more
concrete and scientific means.
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TABLE 13
PERCEPTIONS OF HOW MEASURABLE IWM GOALS ARE

Frequencies by %
Goals

N

'
SD

D

U

A

SA

X

s

Rank

1.

Policies

546

2

17

34

43

4

3.311

.86

4

2.

Issues

542

I

17

36

41

5

3.314

.86

3

3.

Faith

543

7

35

39

16

3

2.736

.92

12

4.

Awareness

545

2

14

41

37

6

3.301

.85

5

S.

Attitudes

540

4

21

47

25

3

3.030

.85

10

6.

Competencies

543

1

13

45

37

4

3.281

.80

6

7.

Roles

537

3

14

40

39

4

3.273

.86

7

8.

Fellowship

536

2

17

45

31

5

3.188

.84

9

9.

Call/Commitment

540

2

17

45

29

7

3.200

.87

8

10.

Health

542

1

6

34

50

9

3.586

.79

2

11.

Area Studies

545

1

7

26

53

13

3.703

.83

1

12.

Transformation

525

7

21

53

16

3

2.842

.86

11

Average Totals

540

3

17

40

35

5

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree, SA = strongly agree.
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Most IWM goals are perceived to be
feasible and attainable
Tables 14 and IS describe population perceptions of feasible and attainable
characteristics. Feasible was defined to mean that IWM can carry out the training
for goal achievement, whereas attainable refers to the ability of the participants to
reach an acceptable level of the desired goals. The population agrees that 11 IWM
goals are feasible and attainable, but almost half are undecided about the goal
Transformation (although the means are 3.299 and 3.297, respectively). The nearly
identical ranking of feasible and attainable (except for two goal pairs reversed, 6-7
and 10-11) may indicate the complementary nature of these characteristics, or that
respondents did not bother to differentiate carefully between them. Of interest is
how the five goals seen most feasible and attainable are also those perceived to be
clearest: Area Studies, Health, Awareness, Call/Commitment, and Issues. These
are goals that IWM specifically addresses and that appear less ambiguous, four of
which are implemented primarily through knowledge presentation.
Summary: Most IWM goals are possible
To summarize, 11 IWM goals are perceived possible as indicated by three
of the four characteristics: clarity, feasibility, and attainability. The 12th goal,
Transformation, is questioned in all three. The population questions the fourth
characteristic, measurability, for 10 goals. Only 2 of the 12, Health and Area
Studies, are considered marginally measurable. Another 2, Faith and
Transformation, have means that fall below 3.00 (undecided), showing that most of
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TABLE 14
PERCEPTIONS OF HOW FEASIBLE IWM GOALS ARE

Frequencies by %
Goals

N
SD

D

U

A

SA

X

s

Rank

1.

Policies

536

0

8

15

68

9

3.769

.74

7

2.

Issues

541

0

3

15

70

12

3.895

.63

5

3.

Faith

537

1

6

22

60

11

3.754

.75

8

4.

Awareness

544

0

3

14

70

13

3.930

.63

3

5.

Attitudes

537

0

4

27

60

9

3.715

.70

10

6.

Competencies

538

0

4

24

63

9

3.773

.68

9

7.

Roles

539

1

5

21

66

7

3.709

.73

11

8.

Fellowship

533

0

4

21

67

8

3.792

.64

6

9.

Call/Commitment

536

0

2

19

62

17

3.929

.67

4

10.

Health

543

0

3

13

69

15

3.941

.66

2

11.

Area Studies

545

1

3

12

64

20

3.985

.74

I

12.

Transformation

522

3

9

47

37

4

3.299

.82

12

Average Totals

538

0

5

21

63

11

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided. A = agree. SA = strongly agree.
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TABLE 15
PERCEPTIONS OF HOW ATTAINABLE IWM GOALS ARE

Frequencies by %
Goals

N

'
SD

D

U

A

SA

X

s

Rank

1.

Policies

546

1

8

14

67

10

3.780

.77

6

2.

Issues

542

0

4

13

71

12

3.893

.66

5

3.

Faith

543

0

6

26

57

11

3.727

.75

8

4.

Awareness

545

0

2

14

70

14

3.949

.61

3

5.

Attitudes

540

0

5

32

54

9

3.674

.72

11

6.

Competencies

543

I

5

26

59

9

3.713

.73

9

7.

Roles

537

1

6

24

60

9

3.693

.77

10

8.

Fellowship

536

0

4

23

64

9

3.780

.67

7

9.

Call/Commitment

540

0

2

20

60

18

3.926

.70

4

10.

Health

542

0

3

13

68

16

3.969

.66

2

11.

Area Studies

545

1

3

11

63

22

4.015

.74

I

12.

Transformation

525

3

9

48

35

5

3.297

.83

12

Average Totals

540

0

5

22

61

12

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree. SA = strongly agree.
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the population is in some form of doubt and non-agreement regarding their
measurability. To the degree a goal is non-measurable, its attainability and
attainment may not be verified; yet, non-measurability does not deny appropriateness
or achievement.

Validation Category Number 3
Were IWM Goals Attained?
A third type of validation determines the extent to which the respondents
perceive they achieved each goal during orientation and were able to apply each in
the field.

It should be noted that IWM goals attainment is not an "end" but a

direction. Even though the perceptions of the participants do not guarantee the
reality of attainment, they are a strong indicator of some measure of that reality
being present.
Attainment relates to attainability, although logic and the statistics of this
study indicate that participants’ perceptions of their attainment of goals may not
correspond to whether they considered them attainable. Factors such as methods,
materials, staff, and participant readiness also influence the degree of attainment
achieved. Thus, a goal may be considered attainable, yet not be attained. A valid
goal should be attained by the majority, however.
IWM goals attainment is observable
Page 3 of the questionnaire asked respondents if they had evidence that
any of the 12 IWM goals were effectively attained by those who had attended IWM.
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Although not everyone would know who had attended IWM, nor would they know
whether IWM training was what had enabled effective cross-cultural practice, still
36%

of the population indicated that they had seen evidence of effective attainment

of one or more goals. Table 16 shows that cross-cultural Awareness was observed
by 30% of those persons who answered this question, and three goals (Issues,
Call/Commitment, and Health) were observed by 24%. Transformation and Faith
were the least observed. These two goals are abstract and internalized, which may
make their recognition more difficult. Respondents may have been wary to judge
another’s faith. Furthermore, Transformation was the least clearly understood goal
statement. It is interesting to note the contrast between the observations of IWMtrained missionaries and those without IWM training.
TABLE 16
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING EVIDENCE
OF ATTENDEES* ATTAINMENT OF EACH GOAL
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

T

Leaden

13

18

6

19

10

11

10

10

17

12

15

6

147

Mianonariea

56

111

47

133

64

85

56

78

no

77

100

32

949

Current

30

59

25

68

28

52

31

44

58

39

55

21

510

Returned

26

52

22

65

36

33

25

34

52

38

45

11

439

IWM-prep’d

58

116

SO

140

68

98

58

79

116

82

112

36

1013

No IWM prep

5

9

13

16

3

6

4

7

7

3

12

1

86

Goal Selection f
(T - 1189)

74

139

58

168

77

113

66

91

137

91

136

39

1189

* f o f T for
Each Goal

13

24

10

30

14

20

12

16

24

16

24

7

100

N - 595
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IWM goals are perceived
achieved and applied
Attainment involves not only achievement during the Institute, but
application in the cross-cultural context as well. Although program participants do
not disagree that all 12 goals were achieved during IWM, they are unsure about 4 of
the goals: Area Studies, Awareness, Policies, and Roles.

There are logical

explanations for this uncertainty. Because Area Studies, Policies, and Roles appear
more relevant when the missionary actually reaches the field, they cannot be "met"
with strong satisfaction during pre-departure orientation. For instance, before
arrival, many do not really know what roles are expected of them, nor could they
have a sense of knowing all the policies governing their specific appointment. In the
case of Awareness, the pre/post-arrival perspectives may explain the difference. It
may be that the more participants are exposed to the unfamiliar, the less they may
feel they know. Table 17 indicates their responses.
Goals that participants feel more certain they achieved are goals that have
a strongly motivational or emotional dimension (Faith, Attitudes, Fellowship,
Call/Commitment, Transformation), or are goals in which demonstrable progress is
inescapable (Issues, Competencies, and Health).
Participants agree they applied nine goals in their cross-cultural work,
although not strongly, but question their application of the Fellowship goal. Does
this indicate they saw Fellowship as a program goal? They are less sure whether
they applied Policies or Area Studies in the field. (See Table 18.)
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TABLE 17
PERCEIVED ACHIEVEMENT OF GOALS
AT IWM ORIENTATION
Frequencies by %
Goals

N

'

X
SD

D

U

A

SA

s

Rank

1.

Policies

352

6

21

17

49

7

3.310

1.07

10

2.

Issues

358

I

7

5

64

23

4.014

.80

1

3.

Faith

358

1

10

17

58

15

3.754

.85

5

4.

Awareness

356

9

31

8

38

15

3.188

1.27

11

5.

Attitudes

357

I

4

14

65

17

3.933

.73

3

6.

Competencies

355

1

7

27

53

12

3.668

.84

7

7.

Roles

353

3

16

24

51

6

3.394

.95

9

8.

Fellowship

355

1

14

16

48

21

3.746

.98

6

9.

Call/Commitment

356

2

8

15

57

18

3.809

.89

4

10.

Health

355

2

10

17

61

10

3.656

.86

8

11.

Area Studies

355

7

25

19

42

7

3.186

1.10

12

12.

Transformation

357

1

2

13

68

16

3.950

.71

2

Average Totals

356

3

13

16

54

14

3.63

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree, SA = strongly agree.
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TABLE 18
PERCEIVED APPLICATION OF GOALS IN THE FIELD

Frequencies by %
Goals

N

1

X
SD

D

U

A

SA

s

Rank

1.

Policies

353

5

23

26

41

5

3.167

1.00

12

2.

Issues

359

2

7

15

64

13

3.786

.82

5

3.

Faith

355

2

13

25

48

13

3.580

.93

9

4.

Awareness

354

I

5

13

65

16

3.915

.74

2

5.

Attitudes

357

1

6

16

62

14

3.804

.80

4

6.

Competencies

353

1

10

27

50

12

3.615

.87

8

7.

Roles

355

1

2

7

80

10

3.975

.55

1

8.

Fellowship

356

2

15

26

48

10

3.478

.92

10

9.

Call/Commitment

356

2

6

15

59

18

3.848

.84

3

10.

Health

352

1

10

19

62

9

3.662

.82

7

11.

Area Studies

355

6

20

30

37

7

3.189

1.02

11

12.

Transformation

356

3

9

20

51

17

3.711

.94

6

Average Totals

355

2

10

20

56

12

3.65

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree, SA = strongly agree.
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Tables 17 and 18 describe participants’ perceptions of goals achievement
at IWM or application in the field. A comparison shows that most respondents
showed a stronger agreement for achievement during IWM than application in the
field except for two goals, Awareness and Roles. It is reasonable to assume that the
awareness of cross-cultural issues and understanding of roles would be stronger in
the field than at the Institute. Three goals, Area Studies, Health, and
Call/Commitment, show equivalent participant agreement for both types of
attainment. Five goals are very closely ranked for both types of attainment. Roles,
however, is perceived as the goal most strongly applied in the field, whereas this
goal ranks ninth in achievement during the institute. This goal would probably not
be thought well-achieved before being on the job in the field, because participants do
not know what to expect.
If attainment and attainability are compared, the 350+ attendees were
more cautious about whether they achieved and applied the goals than they were in
affirming their attainability for more than half the goals. For the other half,
participants believed they attained Issues, Roles, and Faith to approximately the
same level they believed they were attainable. Transformation and Attitude,
however, showed a higher perception of attainment than attainability. These are
highly motive-directed goals, so it is possible that respondents gave normal or
cautious responses for attainability, but believed they had achieved these goals more
fully than they had expected to.
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Nature o f IWM goals attainment
The last page of the questionnaire asked four questions to describe the
nature of perceived attainment. Table 19 shows the results of the first question,
which asked respondents what level of mission service effectiveness (MSE), on a
scale of 1-10, they believe they had reached in the field; and the last which asked
"On a scale o f 1-100%, what % do you feel Missions Institute training contributed
overall to the effectiveness o f your mission service?" The range among groups for
MSE level is 6.88 to 7.70. The responses of both current and returned missionaries
showed they thought they reached about the same level of MSE. Leaders, males,
and marrieds average a half point higher than missionaries, females, and singles.
For the average percentage of IWM’s contribution to MSE, all groups believed
IWM was responsible for around two thirds of their effectiveness. The greatest
percentage difference among the groups was between current and returned
missionaries, with current 2% higher than those returned.
TABLE 19
PERCEIVED LEVEL OF MISSION SERVICE EFFECTIVENESS (MSE)
REACHED AND IWM CONTRIBUTION TO MSE
Population

Missionaries

Status

Gender

N=330

Leaders

Miss

Current

Ret’d

Male

Female

Single

Married

MSE
Level

7.70

7.23

7.35

7.12

7.49

6.90

6.88

7.50

IWM
Contri
bution

66.97

67.66

66.57

68.68

67.32

67.85

67.66

67.42

Note. MSE = Mission Service Effectiveness, T = 10; IWM Contribution, T = 100%.
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If the IWM contribution percentage is studied for all missionaries, more
than half the respondents believe the Institute’s orientation contributed over 7596 to
their mission service effectiveness. Eighty-two percent believe the orientation was
responsible for at least half their effectiveness. If all missionaries who attended
IWM are divided into quartiles, the division of the 330 missionaries into each would
be 37, 48, 105, and 141 individuals (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th respectively). Although
these responses are very positive, there is evidence the overall average would have
been higher had everyone attended IWM before going to the field. It appears that
the degree of perceived contribution reflects perceptions of how well the Institute
met individual need more than how valuable persons felt the Institute was. One
evidence for this is that most respondents who put percentages around 50% and
lower volunteered that they had been in the field several years before they had had
the opportunity to attend IWM, and thus had to learn the concepts on their own.
Another common reason given for IWM not playing the primary role in service
effectiveness was that concepts had been learned as a missionary child or student
missionary.
The remaining two questions sought to qualify what respondents believed
contributed most to mission service and Institute effectiveness. One asked
respondents to rate how valuable each of 15 factors was for service effectiveness, on
a scale of 1-10, only 3 of which related to IWM orientation. Table 20 shows that
respondents recognize that many factors besides preparation contribute to mission
service effectiveness.
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TABLE 20
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO MISSION SERVICE EFFECTIVENESS (MSE) LEVEL

Frequencies by %
Factors

N
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

X

Rank

Personality/temperament

332

2

0

1

3

5

8

14

34

28

5

7.63

5.5

Background/experience

328

1

1

2

4

6

7

11

27

33

8

7.63

5.5

Desire to be effective

300

1

0

0

1

3

8

10

27

38

12

8.20

2

Commitment/perseverance

294

0

0

0

0

5

4

13

23

43

12

8.24

1

Spirituality/sense of calling

300

1

0

1

2

4

6

16

21

38

11

8.02

3

Flexibility/openness

310

0

0

0

2

6

6

12

30

34

10

8.01

4

Living/working conditions

359

2

3

5

9

20

15

14

19

10

3

6.21

12

Family situation/support

312

1

1

3

2

13

11

13

19

27

10

7.37

7

Political/economic aspects

366

8

9

16

11

24

12

11

6

2

1

4.65

IS

Administration

362

7

9

12

12

16

II

12

13

6

2

5.17

14

Nationals

346

2

3

5

11

17

16

16

19

10

1

6.12

13

Health/well being

317

2

1

2

3

9

10

16

29

22

6

7.28

8

Mission Institute experience

333

4

2

3

2

9

II

22

23

19

5

6.96

9

Mission Institute information

334

4

2

3

4

7

14

24

20

18

4

6.80

10

Mission Institute fellowship

334

5

3

5

5

11

13

20

21

11

6

6.43

II

Note. 1 = none, S — average, 10 = most.
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All 15 factors are perceived to make an average or better contribution to
effectiveness, but four themes emerge from the clustering of means: affective,
personal/environmental, preparation, and contextual. The greatest contribution is
believed to come from the affective dimension. As a group, participants believe
commitment/perseverance, desire to be effective, spirituality/sense of calling, and
flexibility/openness make the greatest contribution. After the affective theme comes
personal, environmental, and social factors in two clusters: First are the two factors
of personality/temperament and background/experience; next is the cluster of social
(family support) and psychological/physical concerns (health). A third theme
follows: The three IWM factors, Institute experience, information, and fellowship,
cluster and contribute in that order; experience is rated higher than information
which is rated higher than fellowship. Finally, respondents believe that the four
situational factors listed, although important, made the least difference in their level
of effectiveness. With the exception of political/economic aspects (X = 4.65), these
factors are about 5 (average) on the scale. It is noteworthy that the means tend to
cluster around themes that illustrate types of factors.
The other question asked how much each of 13 different aspects of the
Institute contributed to effective orientation. Respondents were asked to rate
particular aspects of the Institute on a scale of 1-10, depending on how much each
contributed to the effectiveness of their training. Table 21 shows that all aspects
were believed to have contributed better than average. (The mean for dorm living
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TABLE 21

IWM ASPECTS CONTRIBUTING TO TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

Frequencies by %
N
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

X

Rank

Lectures and discussions in:
Missions anthropology

329

3

2

3

5

9

13

18

22

20

5

6.92

4

Mission principles, practices, issues

329

1

1

3

6

8

13

20

26

18

4

7.03

3

Physical and mental health

344

2

3

5

5

16

16

20

20

11

2

6.39

6

Policies

351

5

4

8

8

24

18

14

12

6

1

5.55

10

Area studies

337

4

2

4

6

13

10

20

18

19

4

6.66

5

Worships and other spiritual activities

332

1

2

3

5

10

12

13

24

25

5

7.15

1

Dedication service, communion

327

2

3

3

4

11

9

13

25

22

8

7.13

2

Simulation games

325

9

9

8

10

19

13

13

10

7

2

5.16

12

Panel discussion

341

4

5

6

7

20

16

19

15

6

2

5.76

9

Films

335

4

3

3

7

16

15

21

19

11

I

6.28

7

Work on committees

324

10

5

5

10

23

16

16

9

5

1

5.31

11

Living together in dorms

314

18

7

7

5

17

11

12

12

9

2

5.00

13

Social fellowship (parties, program, etc.)

337

6

5

4

8

20

14

15

14

12

2

5.92

8

Note. 1 = none, S — average, 10 = most.
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was 5.00, but because it was not the only living arrangement offered, an average
rating would be expected.)
Participants affirm that the affective/spiritual dimensions are the most
important. These include the spiritual and attitudinal goals. To illustrate, they
believe the spiritual events of IWM (worships, devotionals, dedication service,
communion) were the most meaningful and made the greatest contribution to their
training. These events were activities for the implementation of the goals of Faith,
Attitudes, and Call/Commitment.
The main core of the Institute ranks next in perceived importance; the
lectures and discussions in mission anthropology, mission principles and practices,
and issues. (Note that Policies is excluded.) These make the major contribution to
those goals most directly connected to cross-cultural aspects of preparation: Issues,
Awareness, Attitudes, and Competencies. The remaining aspects relate to social
fellowship and methods (films, panel discussion, committees, and simulation), with
films being most appreciated. Although Fellowship was not rated highly as a goal,
part of the reason the spiritual and affective aspects were as meaningful as they were
is because of their fellowship dimensions.

Validation Category Number 4: Are
the 12 Goals Comprehensive
Enough to Achieve the Aim?
Another dimension of validity is gained if the 12 goals of IWM as a group
were perceived to be comprehensive enough to meet the overall aim of the training
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program. I assumed IWM was comprehensive if all 12 goals were expected,
recognized as appropriate, with no other expected/appropriate goals missing.
IWM goals are expected
On page 2 of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to circle the
number in front of every goal they did not or would not have expected for an
orientation program. (See Table 22.) For the 595 questionnaires, 11% (68 persons)
indicated they did not or would not have expected one or more of IWM's goals. Of
the 7,140 times goals could have been indicated unexpected, there were only 112
selections. Voluntary comments by these individuals offered the following reasons
for not expecting the goals. Transformation was not understood. Several
respondents believed Faith and Call/Commitment were either present or absent in
participants before they attended IWM, and therefore they believed these goals could
not be improved by IWM orientation. Policies were not seen as necessarily
appropriate for presentation at the Institute; and Health issues were expected to be
achieved in some other way.
TABLE 22
IWM GOALS THAT RESPONDENTS DID NOT EXPECT
OR WOULD NOT HAVE EXPECTED

Goal #
N = 68
f

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

T

15

2

19

1

2

2

9

6

8

15

2

31

112
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IWM goals are perceived to be comprehensive
Eighty-one percent of the respondents believe that IWM goals are
comprehensive enough to achieve the aim of preparing missionary appointees to be
effective in their cross-cultural service. Only 7% disagree. Most of the 12% who
are undecided about the adequacy of meeting the aim, and gave reasons, indicated
that perhaps the length of time for training was too short to cover all the goals. A
few wondered whether there were other factors that might enhance effectiveness.
Table 23 shows the distribution and mean for respondent perceptions.
TABLE 23
PERCEPTIONS OF HOW COMPREHENSIVE IWM GOALS ARE

Frequencies by %
N
Is IWM Comprehensive Enough?

477

X
SD

D

U

A

SA

1

6

12

70

11

3.84

Note. SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree, SA = strongly agree.

Respondent Comments
There was no request or provision made for additional comments. The
questionnaire was lengthy and complex. This did not stop respondents from adding
comments, however. Some 142 respondents made comments of varying lengths, not
counting written information in the questionnaire response lines marked "other."
Another 22 wrote letters, making a total of 28% who contributed perceptions in
addition to those requested.
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The majority of the comments affirmed the value of the Institute, although
many said they could not remember many details. Such phrases as "an absolute
must," "everyone should go," "should go twice," "100% worthwhile,” and
"wonderful" were repeated frequently. There were only five negative comments,
one of which is:
MI pumped me up with an overblown idealism. MI is like pre-marital
counseling. It can help you start better. It helps for a year or two. But
after that your success has very little to do with it. You grow quickly
beyond the elementary instruction you needed to start. Longterm
missionaries need the support and guidance of MI through a journal.
Perhaps this comment best expresses the real purpose of pre-departure orientation by
showing a distinction between the preparation necessary for the transition into
another culture and the continuing preparation needed while in the field.
There were numerous suggestions and much constructive advice. Table
24 provides a sample of the suggestions made to the Institute. A few respondents
gave reasons for some of the failures experienced by missionaries who had attended
the Institute. Rather than holding the Institute responsible, most stated that the fault
lies with recruitment/selection, or inability of participants to make necessary changes
(i.e., attitude), inability to "get into" the learning process during the Institute,
inability to transfer the learning into life in the field, or inability to get along with
administrators or other expatriates. Two suggested that IWM may have been
negligent by not providing enough Area Studies, or not requiring communal living in
dorms during the Institute.
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TABLE 24
REPRESENTATIVE RESPONDENT SUGGESTIONS FOR
IMPROVING IWM MISSIONARY PREPARATION
IWM Goal-related

IWM Method-related

Preparation Cycle

Stronger emphasis and more
details for Area Studies

Have more nationals involved
in orientation

Use better screening processes
before and after IWM

Include professional admin,
skills such as committee work

More frequent family times
during orientation

Continue nurturing and
training in field

More specific study of other
religions and gospel planting

Provision for reading prior to
orientation program

Provide re-orientation for re
entry into own culture

Include skills to express needs
and confront problems

Make learning more practical
by practice opportunities

Provide realistic info for
homeland needs (house/car)

Include practical skills in
giving Bible studies/sharing

Spare nothing to close the gap
between expectations & reality

Inform of realistic role
expectations in the field

Add information and practice
in stress management

Stronger emphasis on future
trends and realities

Provide orientation for
children, especially teens

Much stronger emphasis on
women's needs and roles

More practical dissemination
of policies information

Provide language learning in
field for whole family

More opportunities for prayer
and personal reflection

Elimination o f overlap and
repetition in presentations

Conduct cross-cultural sessions
in field for hosts/missionaries

Include info to understand
children’s cross-cultural needs

Provide some of IWM’s
orientation in the field

Continue communication by
newsletter/journal/visits

One respondent summed up how the majority felt about the Institute when
he said: "I am as convinced as ever that no one and I mean no one should be
allowed to leave his homeland without IWM."
What factors determine or encourage missionary success? Respondents
mentioned spiritual reasons, such as God, faith, commitment, and modeling the
incamational ministry of Christ. In fact, many respondents were adamant about the
need for missionaries to have a strong faith, sense of call, and commitment prior to
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going to IWM or not be appointed to mission service. Other reasons were
psychological, such as attitudes, role models/mentors, spouse feelings and a sense of
being needed, balancing life with coping levels, the right motivation, flexibility, and
common sense. Social relationship and support reasons were common, such as the
dorm experience and staff interest at the Institute, fellowship (with family, resident
or other missionaries, and nationals), visits from leaders, networking, a functioning
family that integrates with the new culture, spouse’s commitment and support, and
rapport with leadership. Respondents frequently commented that the fellowship at
IWM was one of its greatest benefits. Some environmental reasons were mentioned,
such as weather, having previously lived in a cross-cultural context, multicultural
experience, multiple moves that encourage adaptability, and a growing indigenous
lifestyle. Finally, participants mentioned several transition characteristics that they
felt contributed to missionary success, such as getting appointees into the Held
quickly after the Institute; becoming familiar with policies governing the particular
Held; finding that the organization had made preparation prior to arrival (housing,
finances, moving needs, and details); and finally, being nurtured in the field.
Respondents believed these factors contribute to missionary success.
Missionaries emphasized that much more care should be taken in the
selection process. It was stated that a successful Institute experience should be a
sort of "final test" that must be passed before appointment. Ineffectiveness and
premature return were believed to be caused by fear, poor social relations, inability
to handle stress, unstable sense of identity, and dysfunctional personality. There
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was the common sense advice to check out how well the individuals functioned in
the U. S. before appointing them to cross-cultural ministry.
Response Consistency
Only a few group means, such as those relative to role preferences, were
significantly different. Nevertheless, it is interesting and helpful to note response
patterns by comparing the means of all validation responses for four pairs of groups:
leaders vs. missionaries, current vs. returned missionaries, males vs. females, and
those with no training vs. those with IWM training. Three group pairs are discussed
here; the fourth, differences between leaders (Source 2) and missionaries (Source 3),
is discussed in the last section of the summary of Sources 2 and 3, which follows.
A comparison of current/returned groups found that current missionaries
rated all goals slightly higher in importance except two, Policies and
Transformation. They also rated all goals more clear than returned missionaries,
except for Issues. Reasons for these findings probably relate to the greater number
of current missionaries having IWM preparation, the increasing sophistication of
IWM presentations, as well as improved general educational excellence and
expectations. In addition, IWM goals have become more clearly articulated over
time. Returned missionaries rated all goals more feasible, except Area Studies, and
more relevant, except Roles and Health. They also rated five of six validation
characteristics higher for Policies and Area Studies, but current missionaries rated
five of six validation characteristics higher for health.
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Returned missionaries observed more implementation of goals except for
Attitudes. They appreciated IWM more strongly, and believed they achieved goals
during the Institute, and better applied the goals in the field (except for Health)
better than did current missionaries. Current missionaries as a group rated their
level of mission service effectiveness higher, but returned missionaries rated IWM
as making a larger contribution to their mission service effectiveness.
Gender comparisons show that females rated all IWM goals higher in
importance than males, except for Issues and Roles. Females rated most or all
validation characteristics higher for Faith, Attitudes, Roles, Fellowship,
Call/Commitment, and Area Studies, but men rated Issues and Competencies higher.
Females observed the implementation of every goal more often than males, except
for Policies. Males rated most factors contributing to mission service effectiveness
higher except for IWM experience, information, and fellowship. Females rated
achievement higher during IWM, but males rated application in the field higher.
Males rated their mission service effectiveness higher, but females reported IWM’s
contribution to mission service effectiveness higher than males. Overall, females
appear to appreciate (and perhaps benefit from) IWM preparation more than males
do.
Institute training impacts the perceptions of its attendees, and in many
cases, is responsible for a paradigm shift that enables them to view the world,
orientation, and cross-cultural functioning differently. Except for Fellowship,
missionaries with IWM orientation rated goals more appropriate (important,
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relevant, and essential) than those with no training. They also rated all or most
validation characteristics higher for seven goals: Issues, Faith, Awareness,
Call/Commitment, Health, Area Studies, and Transformation. Those with training
also indicated they observed more implementation of all goals. Missionaries with no
training rated Fellowship and Policies higher than those IWM-trained. They likely
felt a stronger need for these goals because they did not have the opportunity to
experience attainment of other goals.
Summary of Findings From Sources 2-3
Leaders and Missionaries
Leaders and missionaries responded to a questionnaire that elicited
evaluations about whether IWM goals are perceived to be appropriate (important,
essential, relevant), possible (clear, measurable, feasible, attainable), and whether
they were attained (observed, achieved at IWM, and applied in the field) by those
who attended it. The goals as a group were then evaluated to determine whether
they were comprehensive enough to provide effective preparation for cross-cultural
ministry (expected, comprehensive).
Findings from the questionnaire responses are summarized and analyzed in
four ways: (1) validation categories, (2) individual goal validity based on nine
validation characteristics, (3) the relative contribution of each goal to IWM
orientation based on a ranking of goals, and (4) a comparison of the perceptions of
leaders and missionaries.
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Validation Categories
The first category, Are these goals appropriate? examines whether the
goals are perceived to be important, essential, and relevant. All goals were believed
important by 96-100% of the respondents. From 61-81% of the responses were in
the very/extremely important categories for 10 of the goals. Four goals had almost
half (from 40-47%) of their responses in the "strongly agree" category and rank 1-4:
Awareness, Attitudes, Competencies, and Call/Commitment. The two goals ranked
11th and 12th, Transformation and Policies, still had 41% and 54% (respectively) of
their responses in the very/extremely important categories.
All goals were considered essential. Again, Policies and Transformation
ranked last. Percentage of agreement for the other 10 goals ranged from 83-92%.
In fact, 3 goals had 42-49% in the "strongly agree" category. The top 5 goals seen
as essential are the same as the top 5 seen as important, although not in the same
order.
All goals were perceived relevant. Seven goals had 90-95 % agreement in
their responses. Policies and Transformation were again ranked 11th and 12th,
although 85 % agree that policies are relevant for cross-cultural preparation. The
average responses for all goals were even higher for the characteristic of relevant
than for important and essential.
Thus, all goals were found to be appropriate for a cross-cultural training
program. Because primary validity is decided by whether the goals are considered
important, essential, and relevant (appropriate), all goals were found to be valid by
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this study (even though participants questioned whether Transformation was
possible).
The second category, Are these goals possible? examined whether goals
are clear, measurable, feasible, and attainable. Eleven goals were perceived clear.
Fifty-six percent of the respondents, however, questioned or disagreed with the
clarity of Transformation. Call/Commitment, Area Studies, and Health each had
between 90% and 92% of the respondents agreeing that they were clear.
No goal was considered fully measurable, although responses for Health
and Area Studies were closer to agreement than indecision. Only 19% agreed that
Faith is measurable, with 42% in disagreement and 39% undecided. Only 19%
agreed that Transformation is measurable, but 53% were undecided, and 28% were
in disagreement, reflecting the perceived lack of clarity. I do not believe
measurability is essential for considering a goal valid, however.
Eleven goals were perceived feasible and attainable, and all goals were
ranked similarly for both characteristics. For the 12th goal, about half the
respondents are undecided about Transformation, although 41 % believed it feasible
and 40% attainable, with only 12% who disagreed. The range of response for these
characteristics is smallest, except for relevant.
Thus, all goals were considered possible except for Transformation;
participants were undecided for all four characteristics (clear, measurable, feasible,
and attainable).
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The third category, Were these goals attained? explored whether the
responding population observed these goals applied by others, and whether they
believed they had achieved the goals during training and applied them in the field of
service. Thirty-six percent of respondents indicated they had observed the
attainment of one or more goals by IWM participants. Over three fourths of these
believed they had observed Awareness.
Eight goals were thought to be achieved during IWM, and nine were
believed applied in the field. Respondents questioned how well they achieved Area
Studies, Awareness, Policies, and Roles during IWM, and how well they applied
Fellowship, Policies, and Area Studies in the field.
Issues, Roles, and Faith were perceived as attainable as they were
attained, but half the goals were believed more attainable than attained.
Transformation and Attitudes were perceived to have been achieved and applied
more strongly by respondents than they could be attained.
Comparisons between goal achievement during IWM and application in
the field provide interesting insights. Participants believed seven of the goals were
both achieved during IWM and applied in the field (8 achieved and 9 applied).
Participants agreed they became more aware of current issues in world mission
during IWM and worked more successfully because of it. They experienced growth
in faith during IWM, but only mildly agreed that this growth helped them during
tough times in the field. They believed they made progress in developing vital
cross-cultural attitudes while at IWM, which enabled them to see from the local
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people’s viewpoint. They also believed they developed a stronger sense of
call/commitment to mission service during IWM, which increased their courage and
satisfaction in the field. Participants increased their resolve to grow in skills and
understanding for effective service during IWM and believed they are more effective
today because IWM taught them to continue learning and growing.
Participants differ substantially in their perceptions of achievement at
IWM and application in the field on two goals, Awareness and Roles. For each
goal, participants questioned whether they achieved the goal at IWM, but believed
they had applied it in the field. For Awareness, participants questioned whether
they realized how important understanding culture in mission is while at IWM, but
agreed they made a conscious effort to apply what they had learned at IWM. For
Roles, participants were unsure whether IWM helped them know how to fill the
various roles they had in the field, but felt they functioned reasonably well in those
roles. The incongruities are not puzzling. Because Awareness expands substantially
when one experiences the real situation, it is easy to understand how Awareness
during IWM might be underrated. With Roles, it is not realistic to expect IWM to
prepare participants for the variety of individually localized roles, a fact that would
be more recognized after arrival in the field.
Participants questioned their achievement and application in two areas.
They wondered whether they became well-informed of policies relevant to their life
and work in the field, and whether they found their work easier because they were
able to apply them (3.31, 3.17). Participants also were not sure whether they were
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provided adequate orientation to their new country and its culture and living
conditions, or whether their effectiveness was greatly improved by the orientation
they had.
Participants tentatively agreed that the teachers and participants became
like family to them during IWM (3.75), but questioned whether that fellowship
enabled them to better relate and identify with the local people (3.48). Participants
only mildly agreed that IWM provided essential information regarding appropriate
mental/physical practices, or that they found most of that information practical for
their daily life overseas.
Eighty-one percent of all respondents said "yes" to the question for the
final category, Are the 12 goals comprehensive enough to achieve the aim? A study
of the comments showed that those who disagreed or were undecided did not
indicate a need for more goals but questioned whether the program length was
sufficient to meet all of them. This dimension of validity is also supported by the
fact that all 12 goals were perceived expected and appropriate, and no other
expected or appropriate goal was thought to have been left out. From the majority
of the questionnaire responses, none of IWM’s 12 goals were unexpected. A mere
11 % of the respondents did not or would not have expected 1 or more of the 12
IWM goals and for reasons that do not challenge their value. Transformation, the
goal least understood, was the goal most selected as unexpected, but only 31 of 595
questionnaire respondents selected it.
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To summarize, data from the questionnaire showed all goals are
appropriate, that is, important, essential, and relevant. This validity is strengthened
for 11 goals by respondent perceptions that they are possible, meaning they are
clear, feasible, and attainable. (The clarity, feasibility, and attainability of
Transformation is unclear.) Indecision regarding the measurability of most goals
(only Area Studies was believed measurable) may weaken the strength of validity,
but does not invalidate them.

Goals that require experiential techniques are known

to be very difficult to measure, yet are necessary and qualitatively known to be
attainable. For instance, it was not clear to the respondents if Transformation could
be measured, but they believe they attained it.
Attainment occurred; 9 goals were perceived to be achieved by
respondents during IWM and 10 were applied in the field. Respondents questioned
whether Area Studies and Policies were attained at all, and whether Awareness was
achieved during the Institute. Perhaps the growth in awareness while in the field
was so large that respondents questioned how much they had achieved during the
Institute. Thus, there is consensus that 10 goals are very suitable for orientation
because they are believed clear, feasible, attainable, and were attained. There is
anecdotal evidence that some goals, such as Policies, would not have to be met by
formal orientation, however.
Finally, Institute goals are perceived to be comprehensive; none are
unexpected, nor are any others thought to be missing. Testing for differences
indicated that the very few significant variations found between and among
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subgroups appeared limited to the felt needs of participants relative to age, role,
gender, or degree of preparation.

Validation of Individual IWM Goals
Table 25 shows the means for all 12 IWM goals on nine validation
characteristics, and thus provides a summary of population perceptions for all goals
according to the nine characteristics examined. Because the discussion of goals
classified according to validation categories and characteristics in the previous
section apply here as well, there is no further discussion. The table provides the
reader a view of the same information from the perspective of individual goals.
Goals ranked least contributory were Policies and Transformation for all
three characteristics. Transformation was seen as least, or next to least, important,
essential, relevant, clear, measurable, feasible, and attainable, yet was perceived as
second-most achieved at IWM and sixth-most applied in the field. Why? Although
many participants seemed not to have understood the concept in other parts of the
questionnaire, they were quite able to answer (and affirmatively) the questions
relating to goal attainment because it was described in the questionnaire by a stated
behavior. Area Studies was perceived to be very clear, relevant, essential, and quite
important. It was believed to be the most feasible and attainable, and the only
measurable one. Yet, it was thought to be the least achieved and next-to-least
applied goal of the 12.
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TABLE 25
MEANS OF VALIDATION CHARACTERISTICS FOR IWM GOALS
Appropriate
Goals

Fosaible

Attained

Imp*

Ess

Rel

Clear

Meaa

Feaa

Alt

Ach'd

App’d

1.

Policies

3.34

3.92

3.96

3.81

X

3.77

3.78

X

X

2.

Issues

3.91

4.15

4.19

4.00

X

3.90

3.89

4.01

3.79

3.

Faith

3.84

4.20

4.16

3.86

X

3.75

3.73

3.75

3.58

4.

Awareness

4.24

4.38

4.37

4.10

X

3.93

3.95

X

3.92

5.

Attitudes

4.22

4.21

4.16

3.83

X

3.72

3.67

3.93

3.80

6.

Competencies

4.17

4.25

4.21

3.89

X

3.77

3.71

3.67

3.62

7.

Roles

3.84

4.05

4.09

3.81

X

3.71

3.69

X

3.98

8.

Fellowship

3.81

4.11

4.11

3.95

X

3.79

3.78

3.75

3.48

9.

Call/Commitment

4.05

4.36

4.32

4.29

X

3.93

3.93

3.81

3.85

10.

Health

3.71

4.20

4.20

4.13

3.59

3.94

3.97

3.66

3.66

11.

Area Studies

4.02

4.30

4.34

4.21

3.70

3.99

4.02

X

X

12.

Transformation

3.56

3.62

3.66

X

X

X

X

3.95

3.71

Note, x = undecided; the meant for this symbol lie below 3.5 (3 = undecided, 4 = agree).
T h e means for imp is an exception to the above note: 3 = important, 4 = very important.
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Relative Contribution of IWM Goals
to Orientation
Although every goal was believed appropriate, some were considered
more critical or contributory to effective cross-cultural preparation than others. To
discover which were believed most or least contributing, the group means of the
responses were ranked for each validation characteristic. Awareness is ranked as
most important, essential, and relevant (appropriate). Table 26 shows all goals
ranked on the basis of means, from highest to lowest, for each characteristic.
The five goals seen as most important and most essential are the same
(Awareness, Attitudes, Competencies, Call/Commitment, Area Studies), although in
slightly different order for each characteristic. Four of them are also seen as the
most relevant. One can say that these goals are perceived to be the most
appropriate, a finding well supported by literature and practice.
Fellowship was seen as ninth in the list of 12 goals in importance,
essentiality, and relevance. Goals such as Issues and Health were ranked higher.
IWM participants also questioned whether they applied their learning of this goal in
the field, an opinion confirmed by respondent comments in the questionnaire.
Roles, although still perceived valid, was ranked 8th, 10th, and 10th in importance,
essentiality, and relevance, respectively.
It is interesting to note that the ranking of goals for feasibility (whether
training for the goal can be carried out by IWM) and attainability (whether goal can
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be accomplished by participants) was almost identical. It is possible that there was a
lack of clarity in meaning (even though terms were defined), or that respondents did
not bother to differentiate the terms carefully when marking the questionnaire.
There is, however, a contrast between whether participants viewed a goal as
attainable and the extent to which it was achieved at IWM or applied in the field.

Comparison of Leaders’ and Missionaries’
Views
Two major groups were combined and sent the same questionnaire:
(1) church leaders at the General Conference, overseas Divisions/Unions, and
overseas Institutions (administrative stakeholders); and (2) missionaries, both current
and returned (criterion population). These two groups represent the populations who
were deemed in a position to make valid perceptions concerning the Institute’s goals,
and make up Sources 2 and 3. Although leaders and missionaries were sent the
same questionnaire, the response rate for missionaries was greater than that for
leaders.
The examination and discussion of findings for Sources 2 and 3
(administrative stakeholders and criterion population) has been based on combined
group means partly because both leaders and missionaries responded to the same
questionnaire. Even more importantly, it was discovered that there were very few
statistical differences between the responses of each group (out of 1S3 validation
comparisons of group means). One reason for so little difference between
stakeholder and missionary views may be that 81 % of the leaders were either
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current or former missionaries. Thus, there is considerable overlap between
leadership and missionaries in terms of experience if not position, because only 19
leaders had never been in overseas service.
The five significant differences (p = < .05) between leaders and
missionaries are: (1) missionaries rated Area Studies more measurable, and
(2) observed more implementation of Awareness and (3) Cross-cultural
Competencies than leaders did; (4) leaders believed they reached a higher level of
missionary service effectiveness (MSE), and (5) rated background/experience more
important in their missionary service effectiveness than missionaries did.
There are interesting and informative differences in the patterns of
responses between leaders and missionaries, although they are not statistically
significant. Leaders rated the goals of Issues, Roles, and Transformation higher in
importance, but missionaries rated responses for Health, Awareness, Fellowship,
and Area Studies higher. Leaders also had higher means when rating six validation
characteristics for Transformation and Policies. They rated 11 of the 13 aspects of
IWM higher. Missionaries observed more goal implementation of all goals except
Policies, and believed they achieved goals during IWM and applied them in the field
more strongly than leaders.
To summarize Sources 1-3, there is a strong consensus among the
perceptions of the case study populations: staff/attendees, leaders, and missionaries.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS FROM
VALIDATION SOURCES 4 TO 6: LITERATURE,
PRACTICE, AND TRENDS
The final three data sources provide data that give an external perspective
to the validation of IWM’s goals. Source 4 seeks to identify orientation goals by a
review of missionary literature and practice. Source S summarizes goals stated and
implied from general cross-cultural preparation literature. The final source gathers
information from world trends and preparation issues that impact goal determination
for mission. Data from these sources are used to further validate the goals of the
case in order to achieve this study’s purpose-identification and determination of pre
departure orientation goals needed by cross-cultural missionaries.

Source 4: Review of Missionary Preparation
The fourth source provides a brief overview of missionary preparation
goals identified in the literature and program practice. The first subtopic looks at
historical highlights of missionary preparation development; a second reviews
missionary preparation literature and practice; and a third presents goal data from
missionary orientation programs.

178
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Historical Development of Missionary
Preparation Goals
Christianity was bora in an intercultural event, Pentecost (Peters, 1990).
Prior to this event, Jesus Christ had asked His followers to "go into all the world"
with the good news of the "arrival" of God’s kingdom on earth. Cross-cultural
mission began as the early church sought to share the gospel "to every creature
under heaven" after Pentecost, a goal that Paul stated was achieved in his time
(Col 1:23). Dowd (1978) noted that "the history of religious people reaching across
cultural and national borders is long. . . . Thousands of people have been involved
in spreading religious thought on the Earth for centuries," and, although C hristians
were not the first religious group to move across cultural boundaries, they have been
among the most energetic and pervasive (p. 127).

Paul and Pre-Modern Preparation
Preparation for the earliest Christian missionaries actually began before
Pentecost when Christ selected and prepared His followers before sending them on
their first assignments. Although many of these early missions were only partially
cross-cultural, the aim was not different-effective ministry. After Pentecost, Paul
became the most recognized cross-cultural missionary of the early Christian
movement and illustrated many of the principles that cross-cultural ministry practices
today. His preparation began with a sense of call, identity as God’s servant, and
formal education early in his life. His calling was affirmed but redirected by the
Damascus road encounter when Christ revealed Himself as the Messiah. The
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encounter was followed by a 3-day seminar from Ananias, reflection and soul
searching during his temporary blindness, discussions with church leadership, and a
few years spent in personal study and communion with God in the desert.
Paul’s encounter with Jesus Christ and his pre-service preparation resulted
in a "mindset transformation" that directed him in his lifelong work to build up the
kingdom of God on earth. His preparation continued throughout his life from his
study of the Scriptures, communion with God, development of cross-cultural skills
(i.e., Athens), and the actual experience and practice of ministry. Even though we
would not consider Paul’s mission preparation formal, his informal preparation
accomplished the same outcomes for which orientation is designed.
By studying Paul’s preparation and advice, we can deduce that preparation
should include a call to ministry accompanied by a commitment necessary to
accomplish the task, a strong identity as one "sent" to minister, a change in
attitudes, a spiritual preparation of growth in faith dependence on God, an
understanding of the task and issues relevant to it, the skills and strategies for
understanding and communicating in the foreign culture, a social support system
including the establishment of relationships with foreigners, a recognition of the
need for dependable practices (policies), and a transformed mind to enable
continuing learning and maturity for successful ministry.
For more than 13 centuries, preparation for cross-cultural ministry was
largely similar to Paul’s, although not always as complete. Missionaries were
largely mentored and self-prepared. Formal preparation was generally non-existent
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outside of the theological training some had obtained. The sense of God’s call to
service, earnest commitment, dogged determination, and practical ingenuity were
qualities that brought success for the pre-modern missionary. Many missionaries
combined mission with other goals they had, such as conquest. Most were also
powerful in their knowledge of the Scriptures and empowerment by the Holy Spirit.
By today’s standards, ministry was limited by the monocultural and often
ethnocentric perspectives of missionaries.

Rise of Planned Missionary Preparation
In America’s modem missionary movement, early preparation was in the
form of fellowship, church meetings, social meetings, Sunday activities, special
programs, and missionary speakers. Orientation was relegated to letters of
instruction or advice to encourage the appointee to remember the importance of
living the Christian lifestyle. Some of the earliest content of preparation focused on
the transition itself. For instance, a 1833 mission society believed it had a duty to
help the missionary with instructions for voyage preparation and lists of what to take
(Peters, 1990). In some instances, a person would accompany the missionary
overseas and prepare him during the several-month journey by ship. Early methods
sometimes included mentoring in the field by established missionaries. Language
learning usually took place on location, out of necessity.
Even as planned preparation began, selection of missionaries was believed
to be a major key to success. Early requirements underscored deep understanding of
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the Bible and evidence of Christian commitment. Gradually, an emphasis on
theological education was assumed a necessary pre-requisite for effective mission.
The emphasis was on the "Word." By the early 1900s, requirements were
expanded. For example, desirable candidates were those described as healthy,
sociable, adaptable, with common sense and positive attitudes (Peters, 1990). Some
missionaries themselves recognized the importance of high qualifications for
successful ministry. The illustrious David Livingston was one of those who
recognized that education and personality and character were important
qualifications.
Among "modem" methods of preparation were missions conferences and
the development of missionary manuals, first published by the mission society or
sending board. They offered inspiration and information about the role of the
missionary’s spirituality and character as well as practical details. Conferences have
continued to proliferate and are currently held even by local churches and in many
parts of the world. Over the years, some of the manuals became generic, more
sophisticated, comprehensive, and today are still practical sources of information to
guide the missionary.
The Bible institute/Bible college movement, which began to provide the
"lion’s share" of trained missionary force, added to or replaced some of the early
orientation procedures. Its curricula emphasized Bible knowledge, spiritual growth
(although much was in a classroom setting), mission principles and practices, and
some practical courses. At first, there were not many opportunities to develop the
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cross-cultural skills and understanding that were recognized as essential by the
1960s-1980s. For those with Bible college education, orientations were conducted
by the sending agency, and became more concerned with details and policies specific
to agency concerns.
The orientation process became recognized as "one of the key factors in
determining the effectiveness of a missionary" (Peters, 1990, p. 102). It was
distinguished from theological and Bible college education by focussing on meeting
the pre-departure needs of candidates. The orientation was not necessarily a group
interaction opportunity. Often, the candidate met with the mission board for a few
hours or days of instructions to add to what was provided by correspondence,
conferences, or manuals. The early emphasis in more formal orientation, which
appears to have started with the provision of policy and procedures information of
the sending organization, later included growth in spirituality, Bible knowledge,
healthcare, and practical opportunities to learn basic practical life skills such as
accounting and phonetics; agriculture, animal husbandry, and budding construction
were also valuable.

Post-World War n
World War n changed the landscape of the North American missionary
movement and perceived preparation needs. More opportunities for broader training
were inaugurated. The impetus came not only from a global awareness resulting
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from international exposure brought on by the war, but also by a growing sense of
American responsibility for helping other peoples.
At the same time, the changing character of American culture and people
became evident. In 19S7, the "Committee on Missionary Personnel of the Division
of Foreign Missions" (National Council of Churches Committee or NCCC),
published New Trends in Missionary Training in the United States. It was one of
several publications of the 1950s stressing the need for a new type of missionary
preparation for several urgent reasons. Missionaries’ needs had changed, even by
the time of war. Although missionary candidates at that time were considered to be
sincere, many were "religiously illiterate," generally not accustomed to or prepared
for discipline or hardship, and easily influenced by "advertising” (p. 1). The
Committee believed that the American candidate had been molded as a youth by an
environment of materialism and technological achievements. The results were a
weakened character and an ignorance of the Bible, and missionary and church
history.
But even more important, the NCCC viewed the changes World War II
itself had brought in the role of the American missionary as compounding the
necessity of "new" training. The American was no longer welcome in a
"revolutionary world." There was seen an emerging need of "preparing the young
American missionary for life in a revolutionary world" where the American would
likely face rejection (NCCC, p. 5) Furthermore, the missionary training in the
1940s, which had emphasized transition information and methods of evangelism,
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was no longer adequate. By the end of the 1950s, the primacy of attitudes in
mission effectiveness was beginning to be recognized. The young American
candidate needed to be prepared for what we today call "culture shock." As the
booklet pointed out,
Less than 10 years ago, it is fair to say that the concern was to provide
the missionary with useful information and techniques. Today, knowledge
and technical skill are not discounted, but right attitudes and preparation
for the strains of missionary living are singled out for primary emphasis.
(p. 4)
After the war, orientation became conceptualized as supplementary to the
candidate’s general and professional education. The aim was "building a bridge
between the situation out of which the candidate comes, and that to which he goes"
(NCCC, p. 4). Such an aim contributed to the diversity of depth and breadth of
missionary preparation programs, blurring the definitional lines between training and
orientation and partially accounting for the wide variety of approaches. Authorities
began to advise the inclusion of nationals in the orientation process, and stressed
disseminating knowledge in an atmosphere of missionary fellowship and group
living. The new challenge was to strengthen the motivation for the task, call, and
commitment. The new model included: attitude/motivation training, mission
principles and practices, area studies, relationships, cultural anthropology, language
acquisition methods, psychological testing, and living/woridng together during
orientation. A growing trend was to appoint the missionary after successful
completion of orientation. A common demand was to make orientation a mandatory
step in the selection process.
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Orientation programs that emerged were designed to complete the
selection or appointment process. They had three components they related directly
to the missionary task: academic, professional, and woridng experience. Curricula
generally included Bible study, missionary task, mission issues, other religions,
missionary role and responsibilities, practical living issues (health, relationship to
government, standard of living), area studies, world issues, and language
introduction. There was a very strong emphasis on corporate living, although not so
much to meet the fellowship goal as to test the ability of the missionary family to
endure the difficulties of "mission compound" living. Other curricular elements
included psychological testing, perhaps again more to make sure the family was able
to cope than to prepare for adjustment, particularly coping with uncertainty. In the
last decade, there has been a stronger emphasis in using psychological testing to
identify candidate strengths and weaknesses to facilitate preparation and effective
cross-cultural functioning.

Post-war Trends Affecting Preparation
During the post-war era, changing orientation needs and the multiplication
of training programs prompted several trends. One trend led planners to utilize
relevant knowledge from related disciplines to enable orientation to meet the new
"goals.” But this move was not without resistance. Fear of replacing the ministry
of the Holy Spirit with behavioral science insights was strong (Reed, 1985). Several
missionaries, like Kraft and Hiebert, published useful volumes that incorporated
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relevant principles from the social sciences (i.e., anthropology) and communication
to illuminate the practice of making mission relevant to the context, at times risking
their acceptance and value within the mission community.
A second trend was a new sensitivity to the view non-Christians (and
many Christians) had of Westerners and missionaries. It grew out of changes
brought by the World War, the explosion of scientific knowledge especially in the
behavioral sciences, and the interaction among diverse peoples through advances in
communication and transportation. There developed a global sense of selfdetermination and resistance toward domination, and a demand for religious
autonomy. Unfortunately, missionary involvement across cultures has not always
been constructive. As Dowd (1978) lamented: "In the 17th, 18th, and 19th
centuries, the solution to basic cultural differences between missionary and host
populations was often an imperialistic transfer of political and economic values
rather than a culturally adaptive transfer of a message” (p. 127).
As anthropology and other social sciences enlarged the world’s
understanding of culture, there have been backlashes both in the secular world and
among North American Christians against the "imposition of Western values"
(p. 127). The ensuing identity crisis for missionaries prompted an inflexible,
conservative approach on the one hand, or a disavowal of the traditional mission
message on the other. The post-war world milieu may have been more responsible
for change in the types of mission, missionaries, message, and appointments than
any other set of factors.
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A third trend was a shift toward interdenominational cooperation to
provide for orientation needs. Although there are major differences in the length of
service, commitment, and preparation of Protestant and Catholic missionaries, and
minor differences among Protestant groups (Cleveland et al., 1960, pp. 266-267),
ecumenical cooperation has played an important part in resource availability and
conservation (Peters, 1990). The ecumenical consciousness grew out of a renewed
sense of unity that may have been a partial response to the criticism of mission and
missionaries. By some, commonalities were stressed and many differences
overlooked; by others distinctions and separation were maintained.
Some of the most long-term and well-recognized orientation programs in
mission history began during the post-war period. Part of the impetus came as
mission recognized the usefulness of GI’s who longed to help meet the needs of a
world they had not known before the war. Many veterans were eager to return to
carry the gospel to those who had suffered the horrors of war. In addition,
ecumenism and proliferating training opportunities encouraged the combining of
several different organizations into the preparation process, such as the mission
board, orientation program, staff, local church or congregation, denomination, and
overseas counterpart. The time spent for any or all of the components of the
orientation process lengthened from a few days to over a month, and some for as
long as 1 year or more.
What lies in the future? World trends and preparation issues are discussed
in more detail in Source 6. However, most planners appear optimistic about the
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quality of preparation possible today, even if they are less positive about how
mission structures will respond to the tremendous needs. In 1978, Dowd forecasted
a bright future for cross-cultural training because there was a felt need to improve
missionary preparation, and research and development were being conducted and
shared. In addition, churches cooperation began to increase, and the rising level of
expertise began to enable local congregations to contribute to the preparation of
mission personnel (p. 132).
In summary, advice from NCCC is still relevant almost 40 years later. It
recognized a need to integrate new training programs with institutional training
already achieved by missionaries (19S7, p. 14). It mentioned that training should be
adapted to the needs of the individual and meet common needs, yet be flexible
enough to provide for unique and individual needs (p. 15). "Those responsible for
planning programs of missionary training must never forget that the end in view is
to prepare persons" (p. 15).
Missionary Preparation Literature
Research about mission is limited. Cleveland et al. (1960) spoke of this
when they stated that the "mountains of lore about the history and theological
presuppositions of missionary work contrast strangely with the paucity of hard facts
and solid professional analysis about how religious missions actually operate in the
face of the secular revolution all around them" (p. 269). Research that directly
relates to missionary preparation is also very limited (Cleveland et al., 1960; Dowd,
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1976; Williams, 1973), particularly research that examines preparation needs and
determines goals. The lack of sound research can be partially explained by the
burden to "get the work done," and the diversity of approaches to message and
method. Thus, non-research oriented literature is also included in this review.
This subtopic on missionary preparation literature is divided into five
sections: literature publication overview, preparation and personnel retention,
effective orientation program practices and goals, characteristics of missionary
effectiveness and success, and personnel assessment.

Literature Publication Overview
Non-journal publications in the field of missionary preparation are limited
in number, largely non-scientific, often localized, and somewhat difficult to secure
for examination. A literature search through the world catalogue online via CDRom
facilities generated over 100 sources. Many of these were 5-to-25-page reports of
early mission board conferences, consultations, training institutes, or addresses
presented at these events. Topics included specific types of missionaries, such as
women, wives, and medical personnel; or appointments to particular target
populations, such as Jews and Moslems; or contexts, such as China, Middle East,
Africa, Latin America, Japan, India, and North America. Others sources were book
reprints or updated editions, and missionary manuals published for the general
missionary readership or candidates for particular organizations. There are many
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theses, some projects, and a few dissertations. Finally, there is a core of books
dealing directly with various aspects of missionary preparation.
Chronologically, the literature reflected the concerns and development of
missionary preparation. Prior to 1910, most publications were reports of training
and mission board issues such as the call for theological training to include missions
courses, manuals (even self-preparation types), and a monograph for student
volunteers (SVMs) on their call, qualifications, and preparation. The Edinburgh
World Mission Conference (1910) prompted an increase in missions focus and
published reports as well as more localized mission conferences. Out of it grew an
emphasis on cooperation among those responsible for preparation, the
representatives from theology departments and seminaries, and mission board
secretaries working together to prepare personnel. Several trends generated by
Edinburgh have continued until the present time; from it came a series on
preparation for specific world areas and then non-Christian religions. One report
included a bibliography on qualifications, preparation, and a list of institutions and
facilities for missionary preparation. Issues discussed included keeping up to date,
and the preparation of women, wives, nurses, and other medical personnel.
Between the 1920s and World War n, conferences and their reports
continued to be a popular form of discussion on preparation. Literature continued to
focus on specialized preparation, as for those going overseas as educators, and those
attempting to reach the Moslem world. Mormons published books on the successful
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missionary. Other topics included biblical foundations for preparation (particularly
as illustrated by Paul) and mission education in Christian liberal-arts colleges.
The changes brought by World War n and its aftermath were reflected in
the literature and preparation: use of conferences as a preparation tool; increased
emphasis on academic requirements and accreditation; proliferation of research
theses and studies of programs and personnel (i.e., studies by K. Moyer, and Bailey
and Jackson, on missionary motivation and retention qualifications); and an
examination of missions history which showed the necessity of taking a "fresh look"
to fit "new missionaries" and "changing world patterns." This latter trend
developed into the drive for excellence, "breeding the best."
Literature of the 1960s included more preparation manuals, a
correspondence course in training, and awareness of cross-cultural issues and
preparing for culture shock. It was during this decade that preparation began to
recognize the need for "new training dimensions" that would begin to integrate the
preparation and allow for flexible planning. During the 1970s, more manuals and
handbooks were published, especially for the rising student missionary population.
In the 1980s, literature multiplied. The numbers of manuals and
handbooks, theses, dissertations, and case studies escalated. Literature included
knowledge of the orientation process and missiological dimensions in theological
education. A new emphasis on leadership dimensions of missionary preparation
gained prominence, and there was more study in the biblical basis of mission,
principles and practices, the missionary role, and preparation. Historical analysis
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continued. But the most noteworthy development was a stronger discussion on the
interpersonal, inter-cultural communication, and cross-cultural skills essential for
effective mission. The four years of this decade so far have created preparation
literature that is more diverse, scientific, international, specialized, and useful for
establishing preparation programs on valid principles.
Numerous journals on aspects of mission add to the available sources,
although most of them have only an occasional article on missionary training. One
of the most useful journals for articles specific or related to preparation is
Evangelical Missions Quarterly which began publication in 1964. The incidence of
articles on missionary preparation has increased especially during the last 10-15
years; the first decade had only a handful, the number doubled in the 1970s, and
doubled again during the 80s. So far, in this decade prior to the third m illennium ,
the number of articles on personnel preparation appear to have declined sharply and
have been replaced with issues relative to global evangelization and re-evangelization
in a context of change so rapid and challenges so enormous that they take
precedence. International Bulletin o f Missionary Research and Missiology do not
publish many articles directed specifically toward missionary preparation. Examples
of other journals that occasionally include articles relevant to American missionary
preparation are Journal o f Psychology and Christianity, and Journal o f Psychology
and Theology. Their topics include matters relating to the psychology of missionary
preparation issues, such as missionary assessment, selection, qualifications, and
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success, and are presented from a variety of theological and psychological
perspectives.

Preparation and Personnel Retention
Missionary preparation, especially prior to service, promotes longer
overseas careers and reduces premature returns. There is a "clear relationship
between failure rate and lack of training" (Sutlive, Altshuler, Zamora, & Kerns,
Eds., 1986, p. 38), and a positive correlation between training and effective
retention for missionaries (Brislin & Pedersen, 1976, p. 149). Those who have had
orientation are more likely to complete their term and work more effectively (p. 39).
Besides, the cost of failure is substantial. For instance, Sutlive et al. (1986) stated
that premature return of a business employee and his/her family could cost over
$200,000 in addition to the cost of lost contracts, reduced productivity, and other
intangibles (p. 38).
A few studies point to the key role of pre-departure preparation to
increase retention and reduce premature withdrawal rates. One of the earliest wellknown retention studies was conducted by Kenyon E. Moyer (1957): A Study o f
Missionary Motivation, Training, and Withdrawal, 1932-1952. His study established
an apparent correlation between success of missionary selection, training, and
turnover rates. By surveying 915 former missionaries, he found that 83% of the
quitters lacked any cultural orientation, and he believed that half of the 25 % who
returned early were avoidable.
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Bailey and Jackson (1965) also studied missionary motivation, training,
and withdrawal. In this frequently cited study, 75 % of the 345 respondents stated
they did not believe they had had any pre-departure preparation in mission
principles, history, or methods. The 25 % who did obtained the informal preparation
by attending programs, conferences, or by experience. It is interesting that 80% of
mission board leadership said they provided appointees with training or orientation,
but only one-third of the appointees believed they had received any cultural
orientation, and more than half of these found it inadequate (p. 34). For some
missionaries, the inadequacies were made up by in-field cultural orientation and
language study, and learning during furlough.
Johnston’s study (1980) found that, in addition to poor interpersonal
relationships, particularly with mission administration, inadequate preparation was
also a cause of early withdrawal for missionaries between 1955 and 1974, especially
inadequate orientation, area studies, and language training.
Thompson’s dissertation (1982) examined turnover literature, agency
research, and withdrawn missionaries to discover those factors important for
retention. He found that the primary causes for withdrawal were incompatibility
with other missionaries and disagreement with field and foreign mission board
policies. Kyne’s study (1992) supported previous research and showed that early
returns are caused mainly by ineffective handling of interpersonal conflict, although
his study was not able to establish a significant correlation between conflict
management and poor field performance. Missionary preparation must seek to
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modify/eliminate negative factors while building positive attitudes and skills through
their goals.

Effective Orientation Program
Practices and Goals
In the 1973 Mission Handbook, Muenstennann identified eight elements he
believed necessary for adequate missionary qualification and preparation. Five
related to the spiritual dimension (Bible literacy, steadfast commitment, and a
knowledge of "what time it is," "where the world is at," who the Lord is," for the
right attitude and humility) (p. 30). He also stressed adequate physical and
emotional health, interpersonal relations skills, and professional competence.
Muenstermann emphasized that "no missionary is ever a finished product and growth
through preparation . . . is elemental Christian discipleship" (p. 31). In the same
Handbook, Edward Pentecost stated in his article that "preparation for missionary
service . . . must be goal-oriented" (p. 32). Ideal preparation for him would include
commitment, Bible knowledge, mature theology, a broad understanding of mission
task, and practical experience. These could be achieved through varied means, such
as Bible institutes and colleges, Christian liberal-arts colleges, seminary internship
programs, and mission training courses.
Magor (1987) developed a pre-departure orientation model for the South
Sea Evangelical Mission. Her model took into consideration the diversities caused
by time of training in relation to appointment in the country of training, the content
and length/timing of training, the types of trainees (short-term, long-term,
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tentmakers, etc.), and the type of training delivery. Her 13 goals included: the
biblical basis of mission, community/relationships, area studies, role of change
agent/servant-leader, development ministries, cross-cultural communication, inservice teaching methods, relations with agency-church-supporters-nationals, cultural
adjustment.
Preparation approaches may have contrasting organizational centers. For
instance, Maltby (1980) and Masten (1988), in comparable studies, emphasize the
cross-cultural core by focussing on an intercultural communication perspective.
Because most functioning within a culture involves some form of verbal or non
verbal communication, there are orientation experts who believe that intercultural
communication should be the core of cross-cultural preparation. Some authorities
point out that the essence of the missionary task resides in communication. The
thesis of Maltby’s and Masten’s approaches is that the major deterrent to successful
mission is a missionary who is not culturally sensitive, and the best way to become
such is through intercultural communication training. Maltby expresses his feelings
strongly:
The combined record of missionary training by mission organizations,
para-church agencies, and evangelical institutions is not impressive.
Given the importance of intercultural communication in the formula for
cross-cultural effectiveness the efforts are pathetic. . . . For hundreds of
years the North American evangelical missionary enterprise seems to have
been running in the wrong direction, from the perspective of making
missionaries culturally sensitive. . . . There can be no doubt that North
America has an ethical responsibility to send only the most highly
qualified, and best trained missionary change-agents to other countries.
(1980, pp. 116-117, 144)
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Whereas those responsible for missionary preparation may argue the strength of
Maltby’s perceptions of mission history, they would not argue the importance of
effective intercultural communication preparation. Ensuring it for missionaries
facing unique and seemingly insurmountable cross-cultural mountains is a challenge.
The achievement of intercultural sensitivity, however, is a task that goes even
beyond educational parameters.
Among the more than 10 theses/dissertations studying missionary
preparation programs consulted, missionary needs and preparation concerns are
common. Burt (1989) designed an intercultural orientation program for Salvation
Army workers in Canada (emphasis on re-entry training) with the aim "To keep
missionaries ’whole’ throughout the international cycle” (p. 128). In fact, she stated
this aim as one of her goals because she saw that "the key to determining the
methodology for re-entry training lay in the setting of the goals” (p. 95). (She
appeared to use the terms "aim,” *goal,” "objective" interchangeably.) Her seven
goals are a list of participant processes she found important for the holistic
approach: (1) describing steps in sequencing orientation, (2) facilitating the
negotiation process with positive attitudes, (3) applying these steps to personal life,
(4) accepting change as vital, (5) designing a personal strategy for handling crosscultural stress, (6) valuing and integrating cross-cultural experiences, and
(7) planning specific steps towards becoming multicultural. Three points for
orientation programs stand out. First, the learner shares the responsibility for the
whole process; second, the learner’s involvement should be conscious and
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third, the learning must include personal growth, cross-cultural development, and
positive attitudes. She also believed a training model should include the physical,
social, emotional, mental, and spiritual dimensions (p. 75). Burt (1989) stated that
missionary effectiveness depended on "bonding, bilinguality, biculturality, and a
commitment to them" (p. 74).
Peters (1990) did a study on orientation program effectiveness of the
Board of International Missions (BIM), an organization whose forerunner began in
1814. When he studied the descriptions of orientation programs offered by several
organizations, he identified several orientation challenges: attempting to meet the
needs of individuals whose backgrounds and experience vary widely, adequate area
studies, information overlap from previous learning, personal/work-related aspects
of preparation, and making pre-departure and in-field training complementary so that
preparation gaps are eliminated (p. 3).
The combined curriculum represented by the orientations Peters described
was: History, structure, and policies of the sending mission society; personal
development of the missionary (psychology, stress management, collegial
relationships, family and lifestyle issues, cultural adjustment, children’s schooling),
area studies, coping, personal evangelism, language acquisition skills, Bible
knowledge/theology, medical care, wilderness survival skills. Peters saw predeparture orientation as general preparation that included area studies and mission
policy/mission issues; and in-field preparation for in-depth area studies, and learning
the procedures and practices of the local in-field organization.
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Peters found that pre-depaiture orientation programs had difficulty
accommodating the needs of both the majority and minorities and usually had an
unequal balance between personal and task-related preparation. There were also
problems such as a lack of coordination, overlapping content, and differing
expectations and requirements of mission boards.
Missionary preparation programs vary in their comprehensiveness. Some
include only information about the sending agency and transition details concerning
the move. Others provide comprehensive preparation in several phases of the
preparation cycle—before and after departure and for re-entry. Institute of World
Mission provides a fairly comprehensive pre-departure preparation in one orientation
program.

Characteristics of Missionary
Effectiveness and Success
One research focus has been an attempt to identify factors relating to
missionary effectiveness and success. Bailey and Jackson (196S) asked mission
board leaders to identify and prioritize characteristics they believed were most
important for effective mission service. They found that dedication, commitment,
and a desire to win souls to Christ were the three most emphasized. Preparation
was seen as next in perceived importance. Qualities mentioned frequently were
emotional stability from a sense of security and confidence, love and tolerance for
people, vision, and an awareness of God’s leading (p. 29).
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Britt (1981) conducted a study in which he sought to find a way to predict
missionary success overseas. He ended up with 72 independent variables which
produced 12 variable clusters that explained 56% of the variance. Among those
relevant for training were self-control, moodiness, forthright-astute, social relations,
social poise, perseverance-discipline, and flexibility (p. 99).
Several studies point out categories for characteristics of successful
missionaries. Cureton (1983) measured three categories: job, values, and
personality. Smith (1983) studied the selection and orientation of missionaries for
the Navigators mission agency because of high attrition rates. He conducted six
surveys to discover those key factors that predict missionary success and are thus
suitable for guiding selection procedures. He found 10 qualities for successful
cross-cultural adjustment, and six qualifications for successful job performance.
Psychological testing and counseling have been an important part of the
selection process since post-World War n years because of their potential to help
predict missionary success. In time, the selection rationale became modified. As
the human potential movement and the trend toward personal responsibility have
become American values, there has been a shift is using assessment to meet
missionary needs and guide them toward effectiveness. In fact, one organization
called Link Care grew from a "hole in the wall office to 8 1/2 acres with a
community center, offices, and 105 apartments, serving hundreds of missionaries
and others.” (See introduction to a special issue of Journal o f Psychology and
Christianity on assessment of missionary effectiveness, volume 2(4), 1983. Most
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journals combining theology, psychology, and Christianity have one or more special
issues on missionaries.) Link Care’s missionary preparation program was developed
from a strongly psychological perspective.
The assessment literature includes studies of factors to identify or predict
missionary overseas adjustment or ministry success (Lindquist, 1983). Discussions
in the literature include psychological causes of premature return,
assessment/counseling strategies, psychological testing methods and uses, and
criteria for selection. Although there is no single pattern of personal characteristics
to describe the ideal missionary (Diekhoff, Holder, Colee, Wigginton, & Rees,
1991), there are factors that are commonly present in successful missionaries.
Among several more unusual assessment factors from several studies and
authors that relate to missionary preparation goals are: leadership affirmation of
God’s call, degree of information about personal strengths and weaknesses,
adjustment in family of origin, number of years as an active Christian, previous
academic and vocational adjustment, degree of extracurricular activities in college
and leadership in such activities, mental flex and breadth of interests, physical
stamina, willingness to work with others without rewards, employer and peer
adaptation, future expectations, skills for classification of information, and lack of
concern for money/possessions. Finally, research shows that missionaries need a
knowledge of biblical principles for more than an understanding of mission. They
need the knowledge to provide the personal resources important to making decisions,
resolving conflicts, responding to correction and authority, and meeting emotional
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and spiritual needs. (Gardner, 1987; Johnston, 1983; Kliewer, 1983; Lindquist,
1983; Williams, 1983)
Goals of Missionary Orientation Programs
Brislin and Pedersen (1976) stated that "American religious organizations
have been sending personnel abroad for over ISO years and probably constitute the
largest and oldest cross-cultural agency in our society" (p. 149). They believe
missionary preparation programs are among the most varied, and range from some
of the best to worst. Cleveland et al. (1960) also stated that missionaries have
carried out orientation programs longer than any other group, and believe they have
among the best training courses (p. 264).
This final section of Source 4 reviews (1) data relevant to the goals of one
prominent and successful missionary orientation program, Missionary Internship;
and (2) the views of 22 mission agency directors toward suitable orientation goals,
particularly the goals of the Institute of World Mission. These directors were
responsible for providing orientation for their missionary appointees, although in two
cases, other organizations provided the orientation.

Missionary Internship Orientation
Missionary Internship, one of the few significant general missionary
orientations still in operation, began to provide orientation for missionaries in 19S4.
For approximately 20 years, the training lasted for 8-9 months and was "internship"
in its style; trainees were associated with a veteran worker and church congregation.
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In 197S, the organization began a shorter, more orientation-style program that has
since been held 3-4 times per year. A combination program of orientation and
training for language-acquisition skills began in 1984 and is held twice a year in
addition to the other orientations. Over 9,000 missionaries have been prepared for
mission service over the last 40 years, with the average number of participants per
orientation around 30. Today, Missionary Internship services over SO missionarysending organizations.
During its span of service, Missionary Internship has tried to "fit the
changing times" with "new patterns of training,” including a response to evolving
trends (2-page program document on history, 1994). In January 1994, Missionary
Internship evaluated its program in light of the trends in missionary preparation
needs, and began a reconceptualization process. Because most of the recent
participants have had some formal missiological education, the purpose of the
orientation was able to shift more toward integrating that background and
challenging participants more at the affective and reflective levels. A major aim was
to encourage personal responsibility for continuing change and growth. The
reformulation and reorganization have been in emphases rather than basics.
Missionary Internship’s purpose statement reads: "to train Christians for
effective, intercultural life and service with special emphasis on the spiritual and
functional [practical] dimensions of personal, interpersonal, and intercultural issues"
believed by the staff to be most critical to effective "intercultural life and service"
(Cocks, program document, 1994). Missionary Internship organizes its four
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dimensions around the theme "Knowing God and Expressing His Love" because
leaders believe that the "spiritual dimension of personal, interpersonal, and
intercultural issues is at the core" of their orientation program. All four are
integrated throughout the 3-week orientation. Apart from overviews, each day
emphasizes one dimension (beginning with the spiritual) and the cycle is repeated
three times. Mission topics include leadership and church-related issues.
A few principles mentioned in Missionary Internship’s working document
that are emphasized in their program are representative of missionary orientation
concerns. For example, "the entire family is to be prepared for missionary life and
service, not just the husband." The program design focuses on "the participants’
growth, not just on the acquisition of knowledge and skills." One method used
confirms this emphasis and encourages internal motivation for learning: "Guided
reflection is essential. . . . Participants reflect on how they respond both emotionally
and cognitively to their experiences and instruction, on what they need to change or
affirm, on how they learn, and on how they can integrate their working knowledge
into appropriate life patterns."
Because Missionary Internship is a service organization that provides
orientation for numerous denominations and organizations, it does not deal with
specifics relative to mission appointment, such as policies, area studies,
psychological advisement, language learning, and theological or doctrinal
particulars. These are provided for by the sending organization in some other way.
Nor does this orientation program have any requirements for its participants; these
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are determined by the mission organization who has appointed them. Those who
attend Missionary Internship will serve in any part of the world, and in any type of
mission role. Missionary Internship uses all types of teaching materials and almost
every possible cross-cultural learning method except technical exercises, such as the
culture assimilator. Built into the orientation program are times for devotional
activities including prayer and testimony, group Bible studies, personal counseling
opportunities with the assigned advisor, fellowship events, suggested readings,
family time, and time for informal fellowship. Ten of the 12 Institute of World
Mission’s goal statements are considered essential by Missionary Internship. Two
do not apply: clarifying church/agency policies, and providing orientation to
specific areas of service. As already mentioned, these, along with language
learning, are the responsibility of the sending agency.. Of the 10 IWM goals that
Missionary Internship considers essential, all are stated, except those that are
assumed, and therefore intended.

Mission Agency Director Responses
Twenty-two of 65 mission agencies returned a questionnaire prepared by
the researcher. The purpose was to discover what goals were used and/or believed
important for cross-cultural missionary orientation. In the questionnaire, directors
were asked which of 14 goals related to their orientation program by indicating if
each was expected, stated, implied, or not applicable. The list of 14 included
IWM’s 12 plus 2 others that could apply to other orientation programs: (13) To
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reinforce, refresh or integrate previous preparation for mission service," and (14) To
teach a language for the cross-cultural appointment."
Of the 22 mission agencies who returned the "Missionary Pre-departure
Training Programs" questionnaire, 20 conduct their own cross-cultural pre-departure
orientation programs from 1-5 weeks in length and 2 send their appointees to other
orientation programs. Several provided other types of missionary training or
education as well. Table 27 numbers the responding 22 agency programs, describes
their length, and the IWM goals they selected as the 5 most important of the 12.
These orientations appear similar to IWM’s orientation. First of all, they
provide sim ilar information using sim ilar methods and materials as IWM. The
average number of participants is comparable (35 vs. 42), and the average number
of times orientations are held per year (2 1/2 vs 2-3). Although participants of both
will serve in similar parts of the world and in similar appointments, there are some
variations. Persons who have gone through the average mission agency orientation
are more likely to go to the Middle East, Europe, North Africa, urban areas, and to
unreached people groups than those attending IWM. Besides the usual types of
mission, these agencies also assign people a wider range of roles than IWM does,
partially because of differences in methods of financial support: orphan/child care,
literacy training, translation/linguistics, youth ministry, health/lifestyle training,
frontier mission, and "tent-making."
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TABLE 27
RESPONDING MISSION AGENCIES: ORIENTATION LENGTH
AND GOALS PERCEIVED MOST IMPORTANT
S Goals Selected as Most Important
Program

Orientation Length

1

2

3

1

4 weeks, 3-6
months

2

3-6 months

3

7 days

4

(varied)

5

4 days*

X

6

10 days, 3 weeks

X

X

7

1 week, 1 year*

X

X

8

3-14 days

9

3 weeks, 1 year*

10

4-13 weeks,
3-12 months*

11

4 weeks*

12

4 weeks

13

4-5 weeks

14

(varied)*

15

2 weeks, I year*

16

4-8 weeks

17

2 weeks

X

18

3 weeks

X

19

3 weeks

20

2 weeks

X

21

10 days

X

22

3 weeks

X

Totals

4

5

X

X

X

9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

44

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

35

X

X

X
X

12

X

X
X

11

X

X

X

10

X

X

9

8

X

X

X

7

X

X

52

6

61

48

26

35

17

X

X

13

26

13

These agencies also offer additional training: diploma, undergraduate, and/or graduate work/degree.
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Pre-training requirements/expectations are one difference between IWM
participants and persons who attend other agency orientations. According to the
responses, half of the other programs require language acquisition, half require field
appointment prior to orientation, 30% require cross-cultural coursework, and 17%
require cross-cultural experience; IWM has no such requirements. The contrasts
reflect variations in the nature of mission, expectation of what constitutes crosscultural preparation, and type of appointments to be filled. Background differences
impact type/emphases of goals, and demonstrate why IWM is so comprehensive.
Two additional goals were added to the IWM’s list of 12 to be evaluated:
(13) is "To reinforce, refresh or integrate previous preparation for mission service"
(Integration), and (14) is "To teach a language for the cross-cultural appointment"
(Language).

Ten agencies believe goal 13 is essential, seven state it, nine intend

the goal to be reached, and two believe it does not apply. As expected, 15 agencies
believe goal 14 does not apply to pre-departure orientation. Of the five agencies
who believe goal 14 is essential, all provide several other forms of education,
including graduate education, and most indicated that language training may be best
after arrival in the foreign context. These may have viewed orientation as
continuing in the field and assumed language-learning skills important to pre
departure orientation.Eleven of 12 Institute goals are considered essential by the
majority of mission agency respondents, and Transformation is considered intended.
Three goals are stated by the majority of the programs: Health, Area Studies, and
Policies; the rest of the goals are stated by a third or more of the programs. The
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goals most intended besides Transformation are Call/Commitment, Fellowship,
Issues, Faith, and cross-cultural Competencies. Language learning, one of the two
additional goals listed for this questionnaire, was considered not applicable to predeparture orientation by 73% of the agencies, and those that said it was essential or
stated were organizations that provided more than orientation. The second,
Integration with previous learning, was considered essential or intended by 10
agency respondents, and stated by a third of them.
The content of the agency orientation curricula is close to that of the
Institute. As a group, the two most important components in their curriculums are
policies of mission board (100%), and attitude/psychological preparation (91%).
The next three tie at 83% each: Spiritual formation and growth, cross-cultural
communications/relations, and principles and practices of mission. Area studies and
mental/physical health (both 78%), and culture learning of both ones’ own and the
other culture (65%) follow. Those areas covered by around half the orientations
include several mission topics such as theology, history, anthropology, growth, and
issues, as well as practical skills. In general, mission agency directors were
satisfied with their orientation programs-only two said they needed improvement.

Source 5: Summary of Cross-cultural Literature
A validation of IWM’s goals is more complete if findings are supported by
theorists and practitioners in the general cross-cultural training field. This
verification was sought by reviewing relevant literature for two purposes:
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(1) briefly exploring the historical development of cross-cultural training programs
and goals, and (2) making a list of stated and implied needs and goals, synthesizing
these into goal clusters, creating goal categories from the clusters, and o rganizing
them into a framework as an aid to the validation and reconceptualization of
missionary orientation goals.
The literature examined for stated or implied needs and goals for crosscultural training included relevant research studies, dissertations, several seminal
books in the field, articles from journals such as International Journal o f
Intercultural Relations, and syllabi from seminars designed for students and crosscultural trainers. Several sub-areas were reviewed: (1) cross-cultural adjustment
and adaptation; (2) traits, attitudes, and skills for intercultural communication
effectiveness and intercultural competence; (3) orientation needs; and (4) training,
orientation program development, and evaluation. It is assumed that even if goals
are not stated, it is possible to extrapolate them by the context or reference to needs.
For instance, a study of theories relating to cross-cultural issues such as adjustment,
adaptation, and competence will disclose those needs that help shape the goals to
meet them.
The search for training goals ignored the distinctions made between
"intercultural” and "cross-cultural,” as well as "orientation," "training,” and
"education" in cross-cultural literature because these terms are often used
interchangeably, the connotations are

sim ila r,

or goals are relevant to the parameters

of this study (J. Bennett, 1986; Paige, 1986b). The variance is not important for
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determining which goals are necessary to adequately prepare individuals for crosscultural experience.
Historical Overview of Cross-cultural
Training Programs and Goals
Because the development of cross-cultural training goals "are analogous to
its historical development" (Nunes, 1987, p. IS), this second part of chapter 4
begins with a brief overview of the history of cross-cultural training. The search for
factors contributing to cross-cultural adaptation and effectiveness in general began in
the United States during the 1940s. Global changes in mobility patterns,
transportation, and communication technology prompted by World War n provided
an impetus to formation of cross-cultural awareness. Within this field, pre-departure
orientation programs are "among the best known of all cross-cultural training
programs" (Paige & Martin, 1983, p. 49).
"The need for improved selection and training of cross-cultural sojourners
became apparent" during the 1950s (Ruben, Askling, & Kealey, 1977, p. 89).
Preparation for prospective sojourners was instituted by numerous organizations for
their personnel (p. 89). As the need for improved cross-cultural preparation became
apparent, briefing and orientation programs multiplied (pp. 89-102). In fact, it was
estimated that around 20,000 programs had been held between 1951 and 1981. Just
when cross-cultural training became formalized and research-based is debated:
Ruben et al. (1977) prefer a 1950s date, Paige and Martin (1983) point to the early
Peace Corps years (1960-61), and Smith (1977) argues that the field was
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underdeveloped during these decades because much of the research, literature, and
theory had not been shared. Findings were not well shared or easily accessible
because most of the academics were also the training practitioners (p. 3).
During the late 1930s and early 1960s, interest in what patterns of
interpersonal, group, or situational factors contributed to success or failure grew.
Those who had had cross-cultural experience were among the first studied, and early
preparation programs were also surveyed (Smith & Otero, 1977, p. 90). It was
during this time that men such as Hall and Oberg made powerful contributions to the
field. The study of the 'clarification of the nature of effectiveness remains a most
important component in clarifying and solidifying the assumptions which undergird
many training efforts" even at this present time (DIR). The academic discipline of
cross-cultural communication became one of the core areas of study.
The 1960s saw expansion in the fields of cross-cultural literature,
research, training, and the development of agencies and resources (Ruben et al.,
1977, p. 90). Three populations that have been especially popular for research are
Peace Corps volunteers, military, and international students (Gudykunst & Hammer,
1983, p. 118; Hannigan, 1990, p. 90). "Literature concerned with interpersonal
effectiveness was dominated by Peace Corps studies" during the 1960s (Ruben et
al., 1977).

Although the United States government had sent personnel across

cultures for 2 centuries, it bad not provided much preparation for them prior to
corps training that started around 4 decades ago. The Peace Corps has perhaps
provided the greatest impetus to the Held because it provided a 3-month preparation
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for the youthful thousands sent by the government of the United States as
ambassadors throughout the world. The government recognized the need to evaluate
the effectiveness of that preparation. By the end of the 1970s, the trends of self
selection and in-country training for Peace Corps personnel opened the door to
interest in and research of other groups, especially those in business and industry
(Ruben et al., 1977).
International students make up another group that grew out of international
exchange programs after World War n. Early research focussed on preparation
program effectiveness, but later studied the process of adjustment and adaptation.
Much of the research studied the sojourner over time, so the direction of the
research was long-term and developmental, such as adaptation and adjustment.
The initial practice of disseminating information about the target country
to which the sojourner would go (area studies) was rapidly expanded to include
study and hypotheses about what determined success in cross-cultural functioning.
The field attempted to predict cross-cultural success. The interest in and
commitment to intercultural training stimulated thought, conceptualization, research,
and training practices that gave rise to experimental programs, audio-visual
resources, and methodologies (Brislin & Charles, 1977, pp. 103-149).
During the 1970s and 1980s, commitment to training continued. The
decade raised questions that aimed at "clarifying the goals, methods, and outcomes,"
culture-specific vs. culture-general issues, and increased theoretical refinement of the
concept of adaptation (Ruben et al., 1977, pp. 89-91). Studies revealed changing
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perceptions of the nature of cross-cultural learning in relation to cognitive
information, strategies for personal growth, cross-cultural awareness, and crosscultural relativism. Assumptions were altered to recognize that cross-cultural
effectiveness was best learned on the affective level rather than cognitive. In many
orientation programs, the emphasis was on personal growth and cross-cultural
awareness in order to impact trainees on the affective level (Brislin & Charles,
1977, p. 104). As a result, training programs developed unique styles of providing
learning opportunities, such as simulations of cross-cultural experience, and short
term living in foreign villages.
By the end of these decades, there was an abundance of literature related
to intercultural training (Gudykunst & Hammer, 1983, p. 118). Examples of major
works are Brislin and Pedersen’s Cross-cultural Orientation Programs (1976), the
"early and seminal work" in the field of cross-cultural orientation (Paige, 1986b, p.
v); the three-volume Overview o f Intercultural Education, Training and Research
(Hoopes, Pedersen, & Renwick, 1977-1978), the three-volume Handbook fo r
Intercultural Training and Research (Landis & Brislin, 1983); and 10 years after
Brislin and Pedersen’s seminal work, M. Paige (1986b) edited a volume entitled
Cross-cultural Orientation: New Conceptualizations and Applications to "articulate
those advances in our thinking and practice." Section I of this book that deals with
cross-cultural conceptualizations and orientation training clarified five necessary
elements for cross-cultural programs that summed the range of program
development: experiential learning activities, culture-general content, culture-
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specific content, integration of several content areas and methods, and instructional
allowances for individual differences (p. 13).
Cross-cultural training program goals have changed with shifts in
methodologies. In the early decades of cross-cultural training, the primarily
cognitive "university" model stressed area studies of the target country and culture,
but this was deficient in providing the skills required for effective functioning in the
new context. This lack prompted a dramatic swing to the experiential emphasis of
the human relations sensitivity model, which centered on personal growth instead of
information. Because the approach is confrontational, stress-producing, and
demands sophisticated trainer expertise, an integrated model seemed to be the
answer.

By 1967, there was a recognized need to provide skill training in problem

solving, making sense out of confusion and ambiguity, and strategy development for
guiding one’s adjustment process (Paige & Martin, 1983, p. 41). The new model
was named the "alternative learning" model. Years later, Martin (1986) along with
several others called for an expanded multi-dimensional model. Brislin’s latest book
(1994) suggests a balanced and sequenced model: awareness, knowledge, emotions,
and skills.
Most areas of human life today function on a level of complexity
previously unknown; research in the 1980s explored complex sets of variables. The
early years of the 1990s have seen a dramatic increase in cross-cultural literature.
Issues in the field are becoming more defined.
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Cross-cultural Training Goals
As noted, there is wide diversity in what constitutes cross-cultural
orientation today. The range of programs are undoubtedly enabling a larger number
of individuals to serve more effectively in cross-cultural contexts today than would
have been able to survive before such orientation opportunities. There has been
little formal discussion about what goals are important for cross-cultural training.
When mentioned, goals may be in reference to implications for research findings,
theory development, or sojourner needs. Or they may be related to learning
domains (cognitive/affective/behavioral), or a methodological approach. Stated
goals are often very general (as in purpose) or very specific (as for objectives) (J.
Bennett, 1986; Paige, 1983). The importance of goals (and their determination from
needs assessment) is receiving more attention. Brislin and Yoshida (1994) devoted
their first chapter in a book just off the press to needs assessment, aims, and goals.
Cross-cultural Training Goal Categories
The result of the literature review was a several-page list of factors,
qualities, skills, and considerations that make a necessary and unique contribution to
cross-cultural effectiveness and that are necessary to or enhanced by some form of
preparation. Authorities vary in their conceptualization and categorization of the
factors, qualities, and skills important for cross-cultural effectiveness, and no
particular model was used to categorize goals for this study. Instead, the pages of
stated and implied goals were organized into five categories with sub-categories
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based on the patterns and clusters found. The list of goal categories and sub
categories that emerged from the stated and implied goals is presented here, and is
useful for a synthesis of data. Although it is unlikely that any set of categories
would be entirely discrete, an attempt was made to minimize conceptual overlap.

1. Personal factors: individual learning, prompting new or modified behavior
a. cultural self-awareness and understanding
b. paradigm shift
c. adjustment, adaptation, and integration skills
d. personal qualities development
e. personal growth

2. Culture-sensitive factors: information about other cultures and countries
a. general other-culture awareness and understanding
b. target culture information and understanding
c. cross-cultural skills

3. Interpersonal factors: understanding/skills fo r communication/relationship
a. verbal, non-verbal, and linguistic communication skills
b. social interaction/relationship skills
c. social support systems

4. Role-related factors: factors related to purpose fo r being in other culture
a. career/professional expertise
b. technical understanding and skills

5. Transition factors: factors related to move/early survival in new culture
a. logistic information for the move
b. survival information and skills for daily life.
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The above list is also intended to construct a framework that would
accommodate any need or goal. It is unlikely that any two planners would develop
identical goal/sub-goal lists, or organize them in precisely the same way. The goal
categories presented here are intended to be broad and representative enough to be
useful both conceptually and practically. A description of each category and its sub
categories follows.
1.

Personal Factors include individual learning that prompts change to new

or modified behavior. This category is divided into five sub-categories, and each is
illustrated by sample sub-goals. "Cultural Self-awareness and Understanding"
includes learning about one’s own cultural identity, values, beliefs, worldview, and
personal expectations. "Paradigm Shift" includes gaining a new mindset, a move
from ethnocentrism to ethnorelativism, and the stabilization of beliefs and values. A
paradigm shift enables and/or enhances the likelihood that the whole cross-cultural
preparation program will achieve optimum results. "Adjustment, Adaptation, and
Integration Skills" include dealing with culture shock and the development of coping
strategies, learning how to make decisions and solve problems amidst stress,
learning to learn including the development of observation skills. "Personal
Qualities Development" includes the understanding of personality and temperament
characteristics, particularly one’s own, and the enhancement of such qualities and
traits as openness, flexibility, ambiguity, tolerance, humor, patience, enthusiasm,
empathy, humility, and respect. "Personal Growth" includes those aspects that
contribute to stable identity formation and emotions, flexible personal boundaries,
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cognitive complexity, motivation, commitment to continuing growth in training goals
and role expertise, and developing internal consistency amidst change. Personal
change is the most critical category because all others are to some degree dependent
upon it. In most cases, sub-goal development in the personal category is essential.
2. Culture-sensitive factors are those that relate to the other culture. One
of the three sub-categories is "General Other-culture Awareness and Understanding"
which includes learning how other cultures contrast with one’s own culture and other
major cultural issues that enable realistic expectations. "Target Culture Information
and Understanding" provides information and understanding of the particular cultural
context and situation for effective functioning, the expected role of foreigner in that
society, and other contextual factors. "Cross-cultural Skills" are those personal
skills that are necessary to function and continue learning effectively in a foreign
culture, such as attributions, perceptual acuity, leaming-to-leam skills, and others.
3. Interpersonal Factors are those understandings and skills necessary for
effective cross-cultural communication and social relationships. "Verbal, Non
verbal, and Linguistic Communication Skills" are the communication skills that are
necessary for the profession and daily life functioning. These skills include such
skills as confrontation/conflict management and resolution. Effective communication
is also dependent on general "Social Interaction/Relationship Skills" relating to
social adjustment and other relational skills, and team building/leadership skills.
The development of "Social Support Systems" is critical, including family, rolerelated, and local support networks as well as multicultural peer group identification.
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4. Role-related Factors are those that are dictated by the purpose for going
in the foreign culture. The relevance of these factors depends on the type and
purpose of the sojourn. "Career/Professional Expertise" includes role clarity and
responsibilities, understanding lines of authority, issues and policies relative to the
organizational and its management, and in some cases the dynamics and ethics of
change—all of which are required to maintain effective job functioning. "Technical
Understanding and Skills" are an important part of living in a world on the brink of
a new millennium when the limits of technology and information expansion seem
infinite.
5. Transition Factors guide specific family considerations regarding
"Logistic Information for the Move," such as resources/travel information, lifestyle
decisions, and basic "Survival Information and Skills for Daily Life" in the new
context.
In summary, the field of cross-cultural preparation is rich in insights for
those who plan missionary preparation and who will take the time and effort to keep
up with the literature.

Source 6: A Discussion of World Trends
and Preparation Issues
A revolution in missionary preparation is inevitable. Trends such as
globalization, accelerating change, and international expectations are creating and
transforming the milieu in which mission and missionaries are shaped and operate.
These forces help direct and determine who the missionary is and what message,
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motivation, method, and means will best cany out the task of personnel preparation
and world evangelization, all of which impact the goals for missionary preparation.
Siewert and Kenyon (1993) remind us that "understanding the context of world
mission in the 1990s [is] a challenging task” (p. 1). Ward (1987) speculates that
"the situations with which missionaries deal today are apt to be child’s play
compared to what seems likely to unfold" (p. 399). Mayers (1986) asks if we will
"be ready for the challenge of 21st century missions" (p. 306).
Fascination with futurism has become an expected part of existence in our
rapidly changing environment. More than 13 years ago, Wight and Boyle (1978,
p. 1) listed several major trends that were then changing our view of life on Earth.
In 1982, Naisbitt published Megatrends to help forecast life in the 1980s. His
projections, now largely present realities, have been updated by their sequel (1990)
which faces the new millennium. Megatrends 2000 was an attempt to provide a
structure or frame of reference to help make sense of the "vast amount of data" that
demands our attention as we prepare to enter the 21st century (1990,
p. 13). The authors believe this decade offers a "new world view" (p. 14).
Curriculum planners were among the earliest to recognize the necessity of
making education responsive to the future. Human resource development experts
are attempting to keep personnel prepared for changing workforce needs. It is not
surprising, then, that mission leaders also recognize the importance of milieu and
trends in shaping mission and missionary. One evidence is the direction taken by
several authors of articles in Mission Handbook and Evangelical Missions Quarterly
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in the last 2 to 3 decades. Focussing their attention on what appears most urgent,
many note how today’s global revolution is changing the face of daily life
throughout the world. Their articles prompt the question: Are missionary
preparation enterprises ready to adapt to the increasing diversity and complexity that
is required of today’s multi-national organizations?
Ward (1987) warns the mission community that current preparation
practices cannot be assumed to be "adequate for the future," so we must plan even if
the future is "beyond our knowledge" (p. 398). Because planning "makes an
unmistakable assumption about some particular future" (p. 398), we are responsible
for discerning the times by continually becoming informed about world trends and
preparation issues. These considerations, together with being "sensitive to the
Spirit’s leading in dealing with them" (Mayers, 1986, p. 306), should not only alert
us to the challenges, but contribute insights for those who plan or direct the
preparation essential for cross-cultural ministry.
World Trends and Preparation

A New Millennium
A new millennium is about to dawn. Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990)
believe that we are living in "the most important decade in the history of
civilization" (p. 11), and we "cannot understand the megatrends of the 1990’s
without acknowledging the metaphorical and spiritual significance of the
millennium" (pp. 13-14). The "powerful magnet" of the year 2000 is "reaching
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down into the 1990’s and intensifying the decade," and "is amplifying emotions,
accelerating change, heightening awareness, and compelling us to reexamine
ourselves, our values, and our institutions" (p. 11).
The approaching millennium has strengthened mission initiatives for
optimum advance. In his 1986 article "Taking Aim on 2000 AO," Coote stated that
"the turn of a millennium offers a tempting target" for renewing mission aims. He
listed a sampling of North American aims, from "presenting the gospel to every
person in the world by century’s end," to dramatic expansion of training persons to
do the work (p. 35), which represent the two organizational purposes of the
Christian church (Newman, 1985). The first-world evangelization—is largely
dependent upon the second-effectively trained personnel.
Despite hope, projections, and a lively discussion of just what is possible
by the end of the 20th century, world evangelization is not keeping pace with the
dream, either in numbers and coverage, or missionary preparation. (See Coote,
1991; Jaffarien, 1994; McQuilkin, 1994.) By the year 2000, the world Christian
population is expected to reach 2 billion, a number far short of the projections by
those with an eye on a tum-of-the-century completion of the gospel task. The
gradual increase in the growth of Christianity has not kept up with population
growth in many localities. The overall net per hour increase of people who hear the
gospel compared with those who are bom is only 500, a ratio of 1:300 in the net
reduction of the unevangelized. At this rate, reaching the world would take another
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400*500 yean if the pace of population growth remained the same. Besides, much
of any net gain is "eroded" by factore such as secularism and nominalism.
Although we must keep in mind that a transcendent God is directing the
expansion of His kingdom on earth, and His ways are often beyond our
understanding, history tells us that unless we come very near reaching millennial
goals, passing beyond 1999 will bring disappointment and likely a deflation of
motivational energies currently propelling the world evangelization movement. And,
if dreams fall far short of expectations, the thrust empowered by millennial
motivation and mobilization should at least put in place structures that are
comprehensive and flexible enough to support, direct, and maintain the momentum
until the task is completed, whenever and however that time arrives.
As the new millennium approaches, diverse evangelization needs demand a
dramatic increase in personnel numbers, requiring recruitment of large numbers of
personnel. McQuilkin (1994) admonishes "we must not send out unprepared
harvesters in an effort to hit the target date" (p. 132), and points out that even "if
we had the recruits right now, which we do not, it would take more than the
remaining six years to get them prepared, into the target areas, and usable" (p. 132).
Notwithstanding the 285,000 missionaries deployed worldwide, the total
number of North American missionaries decreased between 1988 and 1992 for the
first time in 40 years (Myers, 1993, p. 26; Siewert, 1993, p. 55). A further
problem is the limited "spiritual dynamic necessary to mobilize the resources
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needed" because American Christians tend to have self-oriented agendas, and
"without a spiritual revival strong enough to turn our values right side up, we, at
least, will not be able to accomplish the task" (McQuilkin, 1994, p. 134). A
powerful evangelization offensive demands recruiting large numbers of missionaries
and, of course, training them (Myers, 1993). With 2000 A.D. so near, there is a
growing pessimism about reaching the world by then. An important question arises:
Is the North American mission community prepared to meet the challenge of
preparing large numbers should there be a sudden increase in those deployed
through recruitment and renewal? Some think not.
But the approaching millennium challenges mission in ways other than
goal-setting evangelism. One example is the wide diversity in Christian and nonChristian eschatological views that presents a challenge to mission’s message,
method, and motivation for which missionaries must be prepared. Naisbitt and
Aburdene (1990) discuss the issue from both secular and fundamentalist positions.
The secular view of the new millennium refers to a "golden age in human history, a
time to close the door on the past and embark upon a new era" (p. 14), but
Christianity has historically interpreted the "new age" as being inaugurated by the
second coming of Christ after everyone has had an opportunity to have decided for
or against the gospel option (p. 14). Both views project that during this decade,
"the end-of-the-world . . . apocalyptic themes will emerge and reemerge with
stunning regularity" (pp. 284, 14). (See McQuilkin.) Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990)
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see a "concurrence of new age, fundamentalist, and ancient prophecies” (p. 284).
Many will look to Christianity for answers.

Changing Values
The world has shifted from the Industrial Age and the values it embodied
to "new age” values. Many of these values are positive and have the potential to
empower missionary preparation. For example, a new basic concern for the future
promotes proactive planning rather than reactive planning, cooperation instead of
competition. Rather than hierarchical organization and centralization, problem
solving networks and participatory consensus are utilizing the gifts and expertise of
more than the few who used to direct decision-making. Information, technology,
and growth are becoming selected and used in a more balanced manner. Because of
rapid change and diversity, specialists are finding it necessary to take on generalist
roles. Holism is modifying our dependence on science and calling for a balanced
approach that takes input from the arts, perception, philosophy, and intuition as
well. A growing interdependence is replacing individual isolation; even our thinking
patterns are moving from linear to systemic modes. Despite growing optimism, the
rapid transitions required present challenges that are complex and perplexing.

Technology, Transportation, and
Communication
Based on the most recent developments, one has difficulty imagining
where technology will take us in the future. Transportation styles are making the
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world a global village as much as other factors are. Many traditional
communication modes are becoming antiquated as technology opens up new vistas.
The computer age with its information networks and diverse applications is truly
bringing to us phenomenal opportunities. These will not only influence how we
live, but also how we think.
The technology explosion is very encouraging for missionary preparation
trends. Efficient and effective expansion and diffusion of the gospel seem more
possible than at any previous time in history. Furthermore, technology can provide
more comprehensive, flexible, and versatile delivery systems, methodologies, and
materials to meet diverse preparation needs. One example is the high technology
that has provided computers and other means to enable publishing capabilities which
in turn have opened infinite windows of opportunity. For instance, in 1988 alone,
the publication of 10,000 new books and articles in 70 languages on missions were
expected (Dymess, 1989).
Learning opportunities abound through audio/video production, the
computer, radio, and television. Many of these high quality, highly sophisticated
modes of learning are available at marginal cost. Whereas group interaction in a
pre-departure orientation program should not be replaced, significant portions of
what is necessary for effective preparation can be delivered and learned before and
outside of it. Mission’s search for more economical strategies must include a
utilization of these technologies; planners must keep up with technological advance.
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Is missionary preparation taking advantage of today’s technological resources in its
effort to practice responsible stewardship?

Globalization
Increased technology, knowledge/information, communication,
transportation, and international marketing are creating a global village in which
cultures and groups are interdependent. Globalization challenges traditional
approaches to spreading the gospel. Fortunately, these trends are breaking down
many logistic barriers to world evangelization, and it is responsible stewardship for
missionary preparation to take advantage of today’s technological resources. But
human tensions are increasing, because the very trends that create a global village
worldview also promote individualism, cultural nationalism, pluralism, relativism,
materialism, and secularism, all of which present immense difficulties for mission.
Individualism, for instance, makes it easy for persons to become "a law
unto themselves." This independence inhibits the ability for many to submit to any
authority higher than or outside of themselves, or to believe that anyone else’s way
is any better than their own. Nationalism is increasing anti-missionary and/or antiChristian attitudes. In fact, the world is seeing the greatest ethnic and religious
violence ever (Siewert & Kenyon, 1993). Furthermore, large numbers of people are
becoming inaccessible in "closed" areas; national barriers are rising against the
entrance and movement of Christianity (Dymess, 1989, p. 22). In 1988, 44
countries did not allow professional missionaries, and another 32 permitted only
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limited access (Staples, 1990). The growing number of Christian professionals who
enter as non-missionaries are able to make a contribution to world evangelization as
individual representatives if prepared to do so.

Religion and Renewal
Part of the reason for anti-Christian policies can be explained by the
spiritual renewal occurring in both the religious and non-religious alike. The
world’s socio-cultural climate is creating an environment that drives humankind to
recognize unmet spiritual needs. Globalization and nationalism, perhaps in
interaction with millennial consciousness, are helping to create this environment—
isolation, fluctuating social support systems, rapid change, and uncertain provision
for the basic necessities of life.
Renewal in the non-Christian religions is illustrated by Islam’s fourfold
increase between 1900 and 1988 (Dymess, 1989). Religious fanaticism and
militancy is also rising, whether against groups like Muslims or by them.
Meanwhile, numerous secular and non- or quasi-religious movements are gaining
influence, and the number of non-religious persons has tripled since 1900 (Dymess,
1989). Even amongst Christians, a growing nominalism and secularism makes re
evangelization an important need even in the Third World.
Diversity at a time of relativism and pluralism is another example of how
the apparently contradictory consequences of globalization are affecting mission.
Pluralism challenges the "only one way" paradigm of Christianity and projects it as
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"only one among many." Competition and confusion have compelled some sectors
of Christianity itself to embrace pluralistic views, which have blurred its boundaries
of belief and questioned its essence. Secularism presents yet another option, life
without God. So, as the Christian message runs into competition with proliferating
ideologies, it is met with strong resistance, ignored, accommodated as one among
many, or outlawed. An obvious challenge is to prepare personnel to understand the
implications of these changes so they can contextualize the message and method as
they operate within these contexts.

Population and Poverty
Population growth and political responses are shifting world balance.
World population figures are continuing to rise beyond our planet’s resources and
abilities to cope. For example, the trend toward urbanization forecasts that more
than half the world will live in cities by 2000 A.D. (Coote, 1986, see pp. 54-62).
Even though urbanization brings many benefits, it also contributes to the widening
gap between the rich and poor. Poverty is at its highest level ever and is increasing
in intensity and scope while consumerism and materialism are also increasing and
the distribution of wealth becomes more imbalanced. One in five are so poor that
"their survival is at stake daily," and another two are malnourished (Myers, 1993,
p. 18). More than 1.5 billions of people have no access to health care.
Furthermore, numerous social and cultural challenges are added to the
strain of urbanization and poverty: illiteracy, the changing role of women, a loss of
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traditional values, and non-traditional and/or dysfunctional family structures. From
the non-Christian perspective, human morality and destiny are becoming altered. So
many of these problems are in response to the global political, economic, social, and
ecological challenges we face, and the rapidity with which change is taking place.
Prominent today are problems of drug trafficking, prostitution, mafia-type
operations, Satanism, ecological destruction, and epidemics such as AIDS. Crime is
a way of life for people at every socio-economic level. Human rights abuses are
being ignored. The age of science is giving way to spiritual revivalism of a godless
nature and daunting us with ethical dilemmas for which there are few answers.
Moral decline defies solution.

Political Stability
Political along with social instability, terrorism, and human and natural
disasters are creating and multiplying migrant and refugee populations, enormous
devastation, hopelessness, and death. While some nations are experiencing
emerging democracy and/or a market economy, others are moving towards
disintegration. No part of the world is exempt from these afflictions. Tied into
political power plays are the issues of human and national rights. One of the net
consequences of these trends is a world population of people groups who are
becoming more difficult to identify and contact, or increasingly more interested in
political solutions to life problems and human rights.
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What impact are the above trends having? For many, these conditions in
our world are creating a spiritual longing and moral concern that are bound to arise
from the depths of apparent hopelessness and meaninglessness in which millions find
themselves. Perhaps these very conditions are creating a greater openness to and
readiness for the good news about Jesus Christ. History has shown that "in
turbulent times, in times of great change, people head for the two extremes:
fundamentalism and personal, spiritual experience" (Naisbitt & Aburdene, 1990,
p. 277). For others, these conditions are hastening the hardening of hearts against
the gospel. In any event, missionary preparation cannot continue as it has and still
be responsible to God and those who need preparation or to be reached.
Missionary Preparation Issues
Meeting Preparation Needs
The need to make missionary preparation relevant and responsive to the
milieu challenges content, methods, and deliveries. One useful source for
monitoring trends is the Mission Handbook. Twenty years after initial publication
(1933), the Handbook began to include articles addressing current mission issues.
The first of these (1973) discussed 20 years of trends and included: dominance of
change; emergence of non-Westem missionaries; decline of single women and career
missionaries; "fantastic" rise of short-termers; rise of missiological scholarship; and
accelerating world change seen in independence, nationalism, urban industrialization,
blind faith in science and technology, and secularism (Beaver, 1973).
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Complex cold-war realities further complicated the recognition of
preparation needs. Because "the upheaval of perception of mission in the United
States has had a profound influence on the intercultural training among the
churches” (Dowd, 1978, p. 127), the whole picture of North American mission was
altered. Dowd mentioned six trends that were set in motion. First, the total number
of missionaries declined rapidly beginning in the 1960s bringing on a rapid decline
in training activities; some churches "began sending persons overseas without any
formal orientation" (p. 128). Also, a cross-cultural emphasis evolved, from area
studies, to area studies plus language, then to sensitivity training, and finally training
that included "intercultural communication concepts in some form" (p. 128).
By 1975, short-term mission and "functional specialization" were
replacing the traditional pioneering view of the career missionary (Dowd, 1978,
p. 128). As overseas mission was scaling down, North American Christians
channeled their mission energies into "making churches responsive to the needs of
U. S. cultural minorities" (p. 128). Finally churches became willing to "prepare
people carefully for domestic and overseas intercultural assignments” as a result of
"the development of human relations training methodologies, communications
training, and the articulate response of third world people to the old assumptions of
the U. S. based churches” (p. 128). Training designs included experimentation with
domestic and foreign missions participating in each other’s training programs. For
example, urban or multicultural ministries in the U. S. have been used to prepare
overseas candidates for cross-cultural work.
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Even though Dowd (1978) spoke of training that placed a new significance
on cross-cultural needs, it was not until the early 1980s when this practice became
widespread. Out of the post-war trends came a growing understanding of how
important a knowledge of the mission context was. As Reed (1984) showed, what
had started as preparation in the Word, grew to include a larger preparation for the
work; then came the addition of preparing the worker, and finally, an understanding
of the world context. Most career missionaries sent out today have probably had
training or formal education in all these areas important for cross-cultural ministry
in addition to their pre-departure orientation.
Whereas in practice there may have been a de-emphasis in pre-departure
orientation in some sectors, preparation itself expanded as the concept of preparation
cycle revealed the need for extended training to meet in-field and re-entry needs
more formally. Orientation, first seen as necessary only prior to arrival in the new
context, was continued for the first 3-6 months in the field to "boost morale"
(Dowd, 1978, p. 130). This practice was first implemented by the Peace Corps in
the 1960s and was found effective for them. According to the general literature,
some of the most appreciated and valuable preparation occurs during this active, in
field, on-the-job phase of mission orientation.

Structures and Support
Mission structures and support are moving to the grassroots level. Today,
Christian outreach springs from a variety of Christian organizations such as local
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churches, Christian colleges, student fellowships, and privately funded missions
(Siewert, 1993). Moffett (1989) links the trend to mission when he states that "the
tides of history are running in favor of greater freedom in mission and a loosening
of ecclesiastically institutionalized ties" (p. 24). This move away from
institutionalism toward individualism, from ecclesiastical or clerical mission to a lay
movement, helps explain the rise in short-term, volunteer, and specialist
missionaries, and helps express the West’s anti-institutional posture. Some Christian
leaders feel threatened although there are obvious benefits to mission. As Siewert
(1993) noted, Christian mission is undergoing a "paradigm shift" perhaps equal to
the changes that took place 200 years ago during the time of William Carey (p. 56).
Authority and responsibility for mission have shifted between
denominational structures and independent individuals or organizations throughout
mission history. But today’s reality is an "unexpected reversal" of a North
American trend of the past 100 years. Building on the 1960s shift in the "center of
gravity," 90% of North America’s full-time missionary force was the responsibility
of independent and parachurch organizations outside of mainline denominational
control by 1988 (Moffett, 1989, pp. 23-30).
Mission sending and preparing structures are becoming more flexible and
diverse. Despite the dangers as well as stress and strain of shifting organizational
structures, this trend is enabling more rapid missionary expansion. One mainline
denomination is working with the trend for maximum effectiveness.

It has

encouraged a networking relationship among the groups within its constituency. As
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a result, the Council for Global Mission was organized, a 29-member organization
that includes national denominations, schools, publications, and unofficial mission
programs. The common purpose is "for information sharing, planning cooperative
ventures and other activities" (Siewert, 1993, p. 57).
Today, Christians give more money to non-denominational ministries than
the institutional church (Myers, 1993). "Increasingly the method of choice for
working on common tasks" is informal networks (p. 35). Mission leaders need to
evaluate whether they are enabling and encouraging mobilization of the energy and
resources from the grassroots level for mission and missionary preparation. How
preparation adequacy, stability, and continuity will be ensured must be determined.
Other preparation concerns include cross-cultural workers’ identities and the focus of
their loyalties.

North American Personnel
The role of the North American missionary is changing. The fastest
growing sector of the Christian community is non-Westem, whose proportion in that
community has increased tenfold since 1900 (Myers, 1993). Consequently, there is
a well-recognized "mushrooming" of non-Westem missionaries and sending agencies
(Dymess, 1989, p. 14). For instance, there were an estimated 1,094 Protestant nonWestem mission agencies with 35,900 missionaries in 1988, around half of the
number from North America and Europe at that time (85,000). If the trend
continues at the present rate, by the year 2000 there will be 150,000 missionaries
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from the non-Westem world. By 2010, the numbers of cross-cultural missionaries
sent from non-Westem countries are expected to surpass those from the West
(Myers, 1993), unless mission fervor in the West becomes renewed. A recent book
(1990) edited by Taylor reveals the dynamic progress being made in creative and
needs-oriented international missionary preparation programs.
There is a debate that questions the need for Western missionaries. Some
think "the cost of sending Western missionaries is increasingly prohibitive and
scandalous" (Myers, 1993, p. 33), and, of course, effective preparation is a
substantial

part of that cost. Yohannan calls for a restructuring of the North

American effort to shift from sending North Americans to financing and praying for
national evangelists (cited in Poston, 1992). Can North Americans, many of whom
cannot even imagine the marginal life accommodated by significant groups in many
of these countries, who have not known struggle without basic necessities being
taken for granted, be effectively and economically prepared for ministry in crosscultural settings? Is the cost justified, especially for those Americans who tend to be
more ethnocentric than many of their co-workers in the Third World?
Others, such as Poston (1992), argue that Western missionaries still have
much to offer cross-cultural mission. He points out what he perceives as their
advantages, such as a history of preparation opportunities, no ancient enemies, rigid
social structures, an international urban culture, and technological expertise. "We
need each other. Let us join hands" (p. 62). Should Americans continue to be
missionaries in an age when missionary training is becoming internationalized?
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Does their cost, ethnocentrism, and lack of hardiness mean that they should be
eliminated? No. The Christian mandate includes "everyone to everywhere." Needs
are great enough to use all who are willing to go. An encouraging trend is the
growing multiculturally literate population from which potential North American
personnel pool will recruit and select.
Although there are signs of Western renewal in the growth of short-term
and "intentional layperson" workers, Americans will be working side by side with
indigenous workers to share the load, rather than direct the journey. The rising
number of non-Westem missionaries summons North Americans to serve in
"partnership" without "domination or manipulation" (Adeyemo, 1993, p. 42). This
fact remains true whether partnership is with non-American indigenous or among
Americans, for even within Western cultures populations are "becoming inescapably
multi-cultural. The culturally myopic are going to be ineffective and irrelevant"
(Myers, 1993, p. 35). Americans need to understand that "only those who can
accept and adjust to minority status and see cultural diversity as a resource provided
by a gracious God to be used for the kingdom will make a difference" (p. 35).
Complex Preparation Needs
Preparation is challenged to match the needs of both the missionary and
appointment/context. Types of missions and missionaries are becoming more
diverse. An evidence of North Americans’ changing missionary role and identity is
seen in the sense of mission among those who are not "appointed." There is a
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decline in the numbers of career personnel, yet an increase in short-term and
layperson volunteers. One source estimated there were 120,000 American lay
missionaries in short-term mission in 1989 (Siewert, 1993, p. 57). Laity in every
walk of life are accepting a personal challenge to practice their vocation in a needy
context for the sake of expanding God’s kingdom.
A comparison of two Urhana conventions (mission conferences for youth)
demonstrates this exploding interest in "intentional layperson" ministry. (Such
persons are also called "tentmakers" or missionaries to the "creative access
windows.") In 1984, there was one seminar in intentional lay ministry offered and
2800 persons signed up. At the next Urbana Convention in 1987, 14 seminars were
offered and 28 others dealt with the subject. For one seminar alone, 500 were
packed into a room for 350 even 20 minutes before time to start (Wilson & Siewert,
1989, pp. 31-32). Although professionally or technically well qualified, most of
these persons have limited training in the "task" of mission, and may never receive
cross-cultural preparation. The preparation needs of such a diverse missionary
population are a challenge that needs to be addressed.
With expanding personnel needs but declining career missionary task
force, strategists are calling for the preparation of diverse groups. Short-term and
"tentmaker" volunteers are an important personnel source for the flexibility required
by a rapidly changing world. Generally speaking, however, the intermixing of
cultural groups within North America and around the world point to the fact that all
Christians need "missionary preparation," and the growing number of Christians
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who are sojourning across cultures need special preparation for cross-cultural
ministry. Besides volunteers and tentmakers, cross-cultural workers that fit the
classification of unofficial missionaries include the 300 m illion Christians around the
world who are travelers, exchange students, and "associates” (see Coote, 1986,
pp. 69-71; see also Barrett, 1982). Yet, world evangelization plans still need long
term and career personnel to pioneer in difficult regions, and these groups justify
comprehensive preparation more than most others.
Given the divergent cultural backgrounds of North Americans, the typical
North American missionary is no longer typical. The monocultural background of
mission candidates of the past likely included a foundation of Bible knowledge,
spiritual strength, as well as a sense of God’s calling and commitment to His
service. Today, this background cannot be assumed. The "multicultural"
backgrounds of personnel require that those responsible for planning preparation
individualize sufficiently to provide for meeting the needs of each person and
family, regardless of background, personality, motivations, and experience. For
instance, traditional views toward call and commitment have all but disappeared
among large numbers of Christians through the pervasive impact of secularism, and
limited Christian enculturation.
Selecting and preparing personnel for some regions of the world demand
very thorough and discerning consideration. While the number of short-term
volunteers with different backgrounds but limited preparation needs are escalating,
and career missionaries declining, there is still an urgency to reach out to those in
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the least evangelized part of the world, which requires vastly different cross-cultural
preparation. In fact, only incarnational approaches will make the gospel a viable
option in these regions. For example, the least-evangelized region comprises 1.3
billions of persons still largely inaccessible to Christian mission. In addition, these
countries tend to have the most severe starvation, poverty, devastation, inequalities,
illiteracy, as well as governments that are very resistant to freedom and/or
traditional Christian approaches. Only 1.2% of all mission funds are being used for
this region, and fewer than 6% of all full-time Christian workers. But there is
growing evidence that such limited activity will not long remain (Myers, 1993).
Selection vs. Preparation
The decision about which orientation goals are needed will be influenced
by the types of candidates who will be prepared. The type of candidate is
determined by selection requirements. From the beginning of Christian mission
until the 1700s when the modem missionary movement began, the key to effective
mission was believed to be selection. Although Christ practiced the first selection
process, many became missionaries through self-selection based on personal
conviction of a call either from God Himself or the recommendation by another
missionary who recognized the potential and personal qualities for success. In either
event, selection was usually based on the person’s qualities and/or experience rather
than training or preparation. Paul was probably selected by God not so much
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because he had theological training, but because of his faith, perseverance, abilities,
potential to grow, and willingness to be "trained on-the-job."
Gradually, as mission boards and candidates multiplied, self-selection was
replaced by board recommendation, approval, or the fulfillment of qualifications,
which became the norm and is still stressed (Britt, 1981; Peters, 1990). As
selection moved to committees or mission boards, the process became more rigorous
even though not necessarily more objective. The many "desirable" characteristics of
prospective missionaries became requirements, and the differences between
characteristics that were a part of the person and those that could be developed
through preparation were not clearly delineated. Even today, the distinctions
between goals represented by personal characteristics and training requirements are
not clearly separable. The long-time debate that has revolved around psychological
testing helps illustrate the search for balance between selection and preparation.
The relationship and balance between selection and preparation are
important issues. Unfortunately, a post-war emphasis on training and other forms of
preparation began to take precedence over the perceived importance of selection at a
time when the "quality" of missionary was deteriorating. Motivations for mission
moved from a sense of call and Christ’s love for the world toward travel and the
excitement of discovering the world and its peoples. Ministry roles and practices
were viewed as standard regardless of cultural differences found in the particular
foreign context, which masked the need for cultural sensitivity and contextualizing
the gospel.
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Choosing which goals are required to meet the preparation needs of
candidates depends on several factors.

A new enthusiasm for science and education

encouraged the belief that an average person could become an effective missionary
through quality preparation which tended to de-emphasize selection requirements.
Dependence on psychological screening rather than evaluating the candidates and
families holistically illustrated the new direction. Other factors affecting the goals
of preparation included the changing views of human potential, human dignity and
equal rights, and a renewed conviction that all Christians are to be "witnesses.”
Less prudent selection procedures were also driven by the enormous challenge of
evangelizing a godless world that required massive numbers of missionaries.
During the last 2 decades, selection criteria have become modified in
order to accommodate the needs of mission facing a declining personnel force.
Many agencies receive many applications from candidates whose desire for travel
and cross-cultural experience are stronger than their Christian commitment and
identity. Success in mission may have been thought to come from selection
processes that are more sophisticated than ever before (Britt, 1981, p. 99), but the
emphasis has been strongly shared by training. In our modem world, we do not
wait for a Paul to come along, or take the risk of letting people learn by experience
over decades. Instead, those responsible for preparation try to meet individual and
family needs for each of the phases of the preparation cycle. They usually want
candidates to have mission education, intensive training, and orientation.
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Perhaps the aims of mission in the 1990s and the trend towards
diversification of evangelization and personnel needs should prompt us to re-evaluate
the importance of sound selection procedures, especially for critical appointments,
while continuing to search for ways to increase the effectiveness of orientation.
When all the needs for effective functioning of cross-cultural missionaries are
identified, they should be divided according to how feasible they are to meet. Those
difficult to fulfill could be achieved through selection procedures, and those more
easily met would be designated for preparation.
Thus, the distinctions between selection characteristics and preparation
needs have not been clearly defined in practice. At first, selection was made on the
basis of personal character and qualities that are fairly stable in addition to many
requirements now routinely included in training or orientation. As preparation was
expanded to include a wider range of offerings, facets of the process and criteria of
selection were modified or eliminated. In fact, many forms of orientation attempt to
develop or strengthen even such personality qualities as flexibility and adaptability.
For some educators there is an underlying belief and attitude that human
potential is "limitless," and given the right "training" opportunities learners can
achieve any desired goal with motivation and time. For the Christian, the concept
that "I can do all things through Christ" tempts some to pay less attention to the
present state of the appointee than others consider responsible and wise. There are
no easy answers in the debate, but, as time becomes compacted by the accelerating
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pace of change, selection based on present capabilities that correspond to
appointment needs would make preparation easier, more relevant, and accountable.
In light of the current evangelization challenge, both selection and
preparation need strengthening. Selection becomes more critical than ever for
mission appointments that require strongly incarnational ministry, but less so for
short-term volunteers who will not have the time to identify so closely with the
people nor the same degree of responsibility to plant the gospel. A part of selection
should include careful matching of the appointment with personnel qualifications and
potential. Preparation, also, should be suited to the appointment as well as its
context and the person selected to fill it.
World trends demand changes in missionaries, whether these are achieved
through selection procedures or preparation.

"The mental process skill most needed

for tomorrow is the capacity for, expectation toward, and openness to new
information and insights . . . the capacity to think" (Ward, 1987, p. 400).
Missionaries will need generalized culture information plus the strategies to learn
about the particular cultural context needs. Finally, future career missionaries will
need to be more spiritual, have a stronger sense of call/commitment, and attitudes
that will build successful relationships with both mission partners and target peoples.

Missionary Role
As we face the future in light of recent trends, several issues demand
attention. First of all, what is the role of the missionary? The "greatest and oldest
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challenge is to define ways in which a religious person can be one with another
people and still an agent of spiritual change" (Dowd, 1978, p. 130). Missionaries
are unlike other American cross-cultural workers because they generally go more as
Christians than Americans (Cleveland et al., 1960, p. 265), and their desired
purpose is to be change agents without destroying the culture of a people (Dowd,
1978). It is extremely difficult, however, to separate the "universal seeking for God
from the cultural conditioning that influences the missionary’s perception of faith,
worship and community" (p. 130). "Separating the message from the cultural role
of the missionary and the culture of the transferring church or organization is still a
vital question for people" in every overseas endeavor (Dowd, 1978, p. 127). These
problems have become more complex in the 1990s because globalization and
secularization promote "equal" rights and accommodation for every diversity which
makes change an unwelcome imposition.
Dowd (1978) drew attention to the contrasting assumptions among "faiths
and organizations" (p. 129). He stated: "The central issue seems to be how much
the sender of the mission message and the message itself is to be affected by the
local culture" (p. 129). Is the missionary role/method to "convert to the truth," or
demonstrate the message through personal example, or contribute to the "spirituality
of a community" by being a learner and becoming part of it (p. 129). The
assumption that underlies each concept of role directs the purpose and goals of the
training. For instance, the "conversion" model mentioned first would prepare the
missionary to "lower host national resistance to ’truth’"; training would center in a
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study of the particular culture to find "ways of penetrating the host culture" without
becoming very different as a result. Dowd calls this a "sales technique" (p. 129).

Design Issues
Several trends will impact how preparation goals will be met. Harris and
Moran (1987) discussed 12 trends in human resource development, most of which
relate to missionary preparation. For example, personnel training will become more
integrated with life-holistic, interdependent, more dynamic and mobile, and less
compartmentalized or institutionalized. It will be continued over the span of service
rather than concentrated in pre-service preparation. Its content will be more global,
exploratory, international, and less dogmatic and elitist/ethnocentric. Training will
be structured in ways that are more individualized, customized, and non-formal.
Methodologies will be more affective and intuitive rather than cognitive, and more
innovative instead of maintenance oriented. Technology will continue to play a
larger role, with an increase in the use of home communication services.
Missionary personnel preparation should utilize those trends that will make it more
effective and efficient.
Another design issue is the difficulty but necessity of integration in
training. Human learning dimensions (cognitive, affective, and behavioral), diverse
personal and appointment needs, coordination of preparation, and other curricular
concerns challenge effective preparation. For instance, Dowd (1978) states that
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language and intercultural communication skills should never be separated because
human relations aspects become lost or isolated (p. 130).
Finally, to what extent should missionary preparation be provided for the
different types of missionaries, particularly volunteers, and who is responsible for it?
There is a vast difference in the type, extent, and coordination of missionary
preparation, although most agencies provide at least some form of orientation to the
organization and foreign context.
In summary, the most recent trends in missionary preparation include a
diversification of learning opportunities, orientation program options, and topic
seminars. There is a new sense of responsibility by the local congregation to
mission with a move away from structures/agencies outside local congregations
(Millham, 1988). Mission organizations have established preparation programs and
seminars for most people-group targets and types of outreach. With the changing
missionary force and its changing preparation needs has come a re-emphasis on
meeting the spiritual needs of missionaries, as well as a stronger emphasis on
encouraging attitudinal change and developing cross-cultural skills. It is recognized
that the felt needs of missionaries vary according to the phase of missionary cycle,
and preparation should correspond to those differing needs. Preparation needs do
not end with departure, but must be continued during service in the field and into
the re-entry phase.
Observers recognize the enormous challenge to world evangelization
presented by the pace of world change (Dymess, 1989; Myers, 1993; Siewert &
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Kenyon, 1993). It demands great creativity to prepare missionaries who can cross
cultural boundaries with "good news" to the suffering, or those too hardened to hear
about the sufferers. Success in enlarging the personnel force could come from such
strategies as innovative recruitment practices, but without adequate preparation, the
new recruits would be limited in their evangelistic effectiveness. Preparation should
begin with an awareness that comes from a realistic portrayal of the challenge,
continue with honest recruitment practices, advance through responsible selection
procedures, proceed with quality training and orientation, and extend with nurture
and support throughout the mission experience, including re-entry.
There are heretofore unknown challenges catapulting the world into a new
millennium. As a growing secular optimism reaches for hope, and a diverse
Christianity with irreconcilable views of salvation attempts to provide hope, there is
an urgency for a stronger-than-ever push to evangelize the world. There is a sense
of responsibility at the grassroots level but with increasingly diverse responses.
There are expanding technological opportunities. These and other trends are both
exciting and challenging. Missionary preparation must understand the trends and set
in motion plans that will take the greatest advantage possible. We may presume that
the next decade will write a new chapter in missionary preparation.

Comparison of External Sources
Sources 4 to 6
There are several contrasts between missionary preparation and other
forms of cross-cultural preparation. Missionary preparation needs (goals) are
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broader and more numerous than those for other types of cross-cultural orientation.
One goal that is seen as critical is conviction of a personal "call" to service, a reality
that projects a unique sense of identity and strongly motivates to commitment.
Depth of commitment to God, the organization, and the appointed task are assumed
non-negotiable for effective cross-cultural ministry. Another is termed "faith," also
a motivating factor, and one which refers to a particular worldview and approach to
service. Although cross-cultural training literature did not deal expressly with goal
areas unique to missionary preparation (spiritual dimensions of faith, sense of call,
and commitment), it would support the rationale undergirding this dimension of
missionary preparation if it is viewed as psychological and motivational.
Other contrasts occur between missionary and other cross-cultural
preparation. One is a belief in the supernatural dimension in mission. Another is
the stronger emphasis placed on the history and issues related to the missionary
"profession," and information about the sending organization. Physical health
considerations and practices are more frequently mentioned as needs for missionary
preparation.
It should be noted that the particular approach to cross-cultural
preparation, whether for business, government, or mission, is a reflection of the
assumptions undergirding those who plan or practice it. The purpose for the sojourn
influences the selection and priority of goals. The object of the mission task is not
to market as for business, or mediation as for representing governments, or
learning/teaching as in educational exchange. Missionaries are change agents. The
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challenge is to change the culture without destroying it, without use of undue
pressure or non-ethical means, and without denigrating human rights, autonomy, and
dignity.
Missionary literature emphasizes community building, fellowship, and
interpersonal relationships, which are an integral part of mission’s purpose and
incarnational method. Relations seen as particularly crucial are those with the
nationals of the country, and within the mission organization and community,
particularly with administrative personnel. This need becomes more significant
because leaders and workers (whether foreign or national) work together so closely
they find interpersonal relations challenging yet essential to their ministry.
World trends that impact all modes of cross-cultural preparation also
impact missionary preparation. In most cases, however, understanding and
responding to these trends and milieu factors become more critical for missionary
preparation because of the nature of mission service. Taken together, these factors
point to the need for daring and dramatic new designs for missionary preparation.
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CHAPTER V

CROSS-VALIDATION AND RECONCEPTUAIIZATTON
OF GOALS
This study used a four-phase validation process to determine what goals
are suitable for missionaries. The goals of the case studied, Institute of World
Mission, were first clarified, then validated by the data gathered from six sources
and presented in the previous two chapters. This chapter discusses the final two
phases of the validation process. Phase Three involves a cross-validation of the
goals by a synthesis and analysis of the data from the 6 sources compared with the
set of IWM’s clarified goal statements. In Phase Four, a reconceptualization of
suitable orientation goals emerged from the entire research process.

Phase Three: Cross-Validation of Goals
From a Synthesis of Six Sources
Six sources provided information about what goals missionary orientation
programs should include. The first derived information from an observation of the
IWM orientation program in operation throughout its history. Data came from the
director/staff reports to the Secretariat of the General Conference, my experience as
a participant-observer in a summer session, and from participant evaluations from
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that particular Institute as well as 17 other Institutes covering a 7-year period. Data
for the second and third sources were secured from a questionnaire adm inistered to a
large group of church leaders and missionaries. The perceptions of these two
groups formed the major empirical portion of this study. The fourth source was a
review of missionary preparation. Data for the fifth validation source came from a
summary of cross-cultural preparation literature. Finally, Source 6 provided data to
identify the goals that would be responsive to future needs.
This section presents the synthesis/analysis of findings: an overview of
findings, discussion of individual goals, and a validated list of IWM goal statements.
Overview of Findings
The purpose for using several sources to validate IWM goals was to
provide a wide but relevant base from which to make judgments, and ultimately to
draw conclusions and make recommendations. Table 28 presents a general
statement of the Findings from each of the sue sources in order to relate the broad
themes that emerged from chapters 3 and 4. A look at the findings in the table
shows that IWM goals were by and large supported.
The goals of the Institute were favorably rated by all survey populations,
and by extension, program activities derived from those goals were favorably
received by attendees. Furthermore, IWM goals were favorably endorsed by
reviews of literature and missionary orientation programs, and appear to be
appropriate for the future needs of missionary preparation. When IWM’s goals are
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TABLE 28
OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS FROM SEX VALIDATION SOURCES
PERTINENT TO GOALS DETERMINATION
Source

Overview of Findings

I Staff
Attendees

IWM orientation provides a socially warm, nurturing environment for
contributing necessary assistance to prepare missionaries for service and to
meet their transition support/security needs. Although all goals are
appreciated and believed appropriate, spiritual, attitudinal, and cross-cultural
ministry preparation goals are seen to be the most necessary. Fellowship is
critical to meet the orientation purpose of support and readiness.

2&3

Questionnaire respondents rated Awareness, Call/Commitment (spiritual).
Attitudes (psychological), cross-cultural Competencies, and Area Studies
higher than all other goals in seven analyses. Their views of Policies varied,
and a sizeable proportion appeared not to understand Transformation.
Fellowship was highly appreciated for IWM orientation, but skills were not
necessarily transferred to the field. Unmet concerns were indicative of
individual personal/session needs rather than missing goals.

2 Leaders

Leaders believe all goals are necessary, but tended to see Policies, Issues,
Roles, and Transformation goals more relevant than missionaries did.
Leaders also believed IWM made a greater contribution to their mission
service effectiveness (MSE) than did missionaries.

3 Missionaries

Missionaries believe all goals are necessary, but valued Awareness, Area
Studies, Health, and Fellowship more highly than leaders. Missionaries
believed they achieved and applied IWM goals more, and tended to observe
more goal implementation by other IWM attendees in the field (except for
Policies) than leaders.

4 Missionary
Training

IWM represents recommended missionary preparation goals well. Most other
organization patterns comprise a variety of preparation/orientation
opportunities rather than a single orientation program such as IWM's,
however.

S Crosscultural
Training

Multi-dimensional orientation is essential for effective cross-cultural
preparation, and should prepare sojourners for successful adjustment,
adaptation, and integration into the foreign context by providing coping,
communication, and interpersonal skills. Sojourners must also develop skills
to continue the learning process in the field and in a rapidly changing world.

6

Trends demand that goals/determination be increasingly flexible, needsoriented, and individualized. Planning should be holistic to meet
complex/diverse needs as missionary preparation hues globalization, a rapidly
changing world, and new millennium.

Trends/Issues
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compared with the goals practiced by other missionary preparation programs, there
are strong similarities. Other programs and/or orientations may contrast in purpose,
scope, depth, length, and emphasis, but not the core.
A more detailed look at the findings from Sources 2 and 3 reveals strong
agreement in perceptions of the value and usefulness of the goals. One of the most
interesting themes is the correspondence of the five highest-ranking goals in several
analyses. (See Table 29. Although the goals/areas are listed in reference order,
which in some cases is not the rank order, the variation in rank probably results
from contrasting individual needs and/or learning levels.)
The five goal or goal categories ranked highest by mean responses of the
population in seven analyses include three that relate to cross-cultural preparation for
ministry and two that relate to the motivation (spiritual/psychological dimensions).
Awareness of the essential role of culture in ministry is consistently ranked highest
by the population. (Two analyses did not include Awareness as a possible choice.)
It appears that respondents believe Awareness is the most basic need for missionary
preparation. Logic would suggest the same; awareness is readiness for whatever
follows. Two more goals receiving high mean responses that are part of crosscultural preparation are Area Studies and Competencies. These three categories
appear to suggest a kind of preparation needs hierarchy for the goal category of
cross-cultural ministry. One fact appears clear, awareness of the cross-cultural
dimension, attention to and motivation for the necessary learning, as well as specific
preparation for cross-cultural ministry are all ranked among the most necessary.
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TABLE 29
COMPARISON OF THE FIVE HIGHEST GOAL OR GOAL CATEGORY
RESPONSES IN SEVEN QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSES

Most Important
Goals

Most Essential
Goals

Most Relevant
Goals

Goals Observed to
Be Most Practiced

Least Unexpected
Goals
Awareness

Awareness

Awareness

Awareness

Awareness

Call/Commitment

Call/Commitment

Call/Commitment

Call/Commitment

Attitudes

Attitudes

Cross-cultural
Competencies

Cross-cultural
Competencies

Cross-cultural
Competencies

Area Studies

Area Studies

Area Studies

Most Important
Factors in MSE*
Level

Most Important
Aspects of IWM
Program

n.a.

n.a.

Call/Commitment

Spiritual/
Psychological

Attitudes

Attitudes

Spiritual/
Psychological

Cross-cultural
Competencies

Cross-cultural
Competencies

(flexibility,
openness)

Cross-cultural
aspects

Area Studies

Area Studies

Note. The goals or categories are not necessarily in highest to lowest order, except for Awareness.
*MSE = Mission Service Effectiveness

n.a.

Area Studies
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Missionary preparation literature and practice confirm the importance of
these five goal areas: Awareness, Attitudes, Competencies, Area Studies (culturespecific information), and Call/Commitment. The spiritual dimension, particularly
Call/Commitment which is so highly ranked in missionary preparation, is not
commonly recognized per se by general cross-cultural literature (although there is
occasional reference to commitment). But cross-cultural orientation
literature/practice would not deny its importance, especially when seen as enhancing
psychological readiness and motivation. Comparable needs mentioned in crosscultural literature would include qualities such as stable identity, perseverance, and
humility.
I believe it is significant that when IWM-prepared missionaries were asked
to rate 15 factors that contributed to their MSE level (mission service effectiveness),
they rated psychological and spiritual factors as those that contributed most,
followed by family situation/support factors, health/well being, and then IWM
orientation experience, information, and fellowship. A person may ask why IWM
did not rate higher. Although respondents consider orientation extremely desirable,
they recognized that missionaries can be effective without orientation, even if more
so and more quickly with it. Many IWM-prepared missionaries had served several
years overseas before having an opportunity to attend IWM; and in fact, 38% of
SDA missionaries had never attended IWM orientation. Missionaries, however,
recognize that they cannot succeed without the psychological/spiritual dimension,
even if they have been prepared. This fact does not deny that preparation helps
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protect against premature withdrawal from mission service. The fact that contextual
factors-Iiving/working conditions, nationals, administration, and political/economic
aspects-were considered least important in determining MSE shows that
missionaries believe that internal factors (spirituality, attitudes, and preparation) are
more critical to MSE than external conditions.
Both missionary and cross-cultural preparation literature support the
primacy of the affective/spiritual/psychological domain, along with the importance
of social support and health/well-being. I believe that cross-cultural literature would
place more importance on orientation preparation than IWM populations did,
however.
All data sources recognize the importance of cross-cultural skills and
affective goals, although in different order of priorities. Table 30 presents a general
view of these core goals for each source in descending order of importance. The
order was determined by both analytical and empirical means.
Similarities among all case study population groups are seen first of all in
the recognition of the core needs: awareness, cross-cultural preparation, spiritual
and/or attitudinal. Different groups vary in how they order these, however. Both
attendees and missionaries place cross-cultural ministry preparation goals first
(Awareness, cross-cultural Competencies, Roles, Area Studies), followed by
attitudes and then spiritual needs. According to the emphasis in staff reports, both
spiritual and attitudinal goals are more important than cross-cultural preparation
goals, especially as the background and previous experience of attendees changed.
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Because of the uniqueness of the teacher and learner perspectives, it is logical that
the staff would recognize the importance of the affective dimension in preparing
attendees to leam the knowledge and skills necessary for the cross-cultural ministry
task, whereas the attendees would not recognize their'readiness need and see crosscultural preparation as most important. Missionaries also view the three categories
in the same priority order as attendees, but their rating is much closer.
TABLE 30
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF GOAL CATEGORIES
PRIORITIZED FROM MOST/LEAST IMPORTANT
ACCORDING TO FIVE DATA SOURCES
Staff
Spiritual

Attendees
Cross-cultural
Ministry Prep

Leaders,
Missionaries
Cross-cultural
Ministry Prep

Missionary
Orientation
Agency
Information

Cross-cultural
Orientation
Awareness &
Information

Attitudes

Attitudes

Attitudes

Spiritual

Adjustment Sc
Adaptation

Cross-cultural
Ministry Prep

Spiritual

Spiritual

Attitudes

Attitudes

Fellowship

Issues

Issues

Cross-cultural
Ministry Prep

Communication
Skills (includes
interpersonal)

Transformation

Fellowship

Lifestyle

Issues

Learning Skills
(Transformation)

Lifestyle

Lifestyle

Fellowship

Fellowship

Social Support

Issues

Policies

Policies

Lifestyle

Area Studies

Policies

Transformation

Transformation

Transformation

Logistic

Note. Spiritual goals are: Faith and Call/Commitment. Cross-cultural Ministry Prep goals are:
Awareness, Competencies, Roles, Area Studies. Lifestyle includes Health.
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From my study of missionary training literature, I believe that the cluster
of spiritual, attitudinal, and cross-cultural ministry goals would also be ranked in
this order. Awareness as a goal is not often explicitly mentioned in missionary
preparation literature because most candidates in orientation have already been made
very aware through previous education opportunities. Cross-cultural orientation
programs, however, underscore the role of awareness (Brislin & Yoshida, 1994).
They also emphasize personal affective goals before cross-cultural skills. It is
axiomatic that participant readiness to integrate learning into his/her cognition,
values, and experience requires involvement of the affective dimension.
One of the unique and beneficial strengths of missionary preparation is
found in its emphasis on the spiritual, attitudinal, commitment, and motivational
dimensions, all of which include affective elements. As a whole, other missionary
orientations place the goal of familiarizing their candidates with the sending agency,
its philosophy, history, task, mission principles, and policies as primary. This is not
a denial of the importance of spiritual, attitudinal, and cross-cultural goals, however,
but a reflection of their missionary sending and preparation structures. Because
most appointees attending IWM are not involved in deputation nor operate by selfsupport, and because IWM serves all missionaries who are members of the
denomination that appointed them, participants do not need the extensive information
other missionaries require. For IWM attendees, the diversity of interest in the
Policies goal shows that appointees generally feel secure that the resources necessary
to function in the new environment will be met.
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It was shown that one of the outcomes of orientation training is that it
creates in its participants a greater awareness, more observation, and recognition of
the importance of cross-cultural learning needs. Missionaries who had attended
IWM orientation believed it played a more crucial role than those who had not
attended, even though those who commented that they had no opportunity to attend
IWM also stated they wished they had. Missionaries with IWM orientation rated the
value of IWM’s goals more strongly; they rated most goals more appropriate
(important, relevant, and essential) than those without IWM orientation. They also
rated Faith, Call/Commitment, Awareness, Health, Issues, and Area Studies more
possible and attainable than non-IWM prepared missionaries. Institute-oriented
missionaries observed more goal implementation than non-oriented missionaries.
These facts show that the Institute appears to sensitize its participants to how
important preparation for ministry is and to what is important for effective service,
which shows the importance of preparation in developing cross-cultural
effectiveness. A sensitivity to these attitudes and behaviors lays a foundation on
which to continue learning and developing. Cross-cultural training literature stresses
the importance of preparation in stimulating the developmental processes of crosscultural adjustment, adaptation, and movement from ethnocentric to ethnorelative
behavior. The continued development of this skill could easily be encouraged by
providing continuing communication in reference to cross-cultural issues while
missionaries are serving in the field.
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How comprehensive was the Institute’s orientation perceived to be? In
general, the number of goals as well as the amount of time spent implementing them
would be affected by the length of the orientation, as well as the philosophy, scope,
and aim of the particular orientation. Current pre-departure orientation programs
vary from a few hours to several months. The average range for general missionary
orientation is around 2 to 4 weeks. General cross-cultural orientation programs,
such as for business organizations, are much shorter, usually ranging from a few
hours to a few days. Programs for business, for instance, see the primary aim as
preparing for culture shock, and/or providing specific information to ease the
transition to living in a foreign country. They may provide a focus on
adjustment/adaptation, communication and interpersonal relations skills, and culture
specific information (Area Studies). It is amazing that even a few well-planned
program hours can make a measurable and critical difference.
IWM participants are appointees who generally have not had a background
in missionary or cross-cultural studies, except for Bible knowledge. Thus, IWM
attempts to provide an overview of what would be achieved in a diploma or degree
program in missions, including cross-cultural aspects. Compared to the missionary
and cross-cultural orientations evaluated, few other orientation programs need to
accomplish as many goals as broadly as IWM in a 4-week period of time.
Sources 1 to 3 indicated that the Institute should not be shortened,
although a few felt it could be lengthened. In fact, IWM was a 6-week orientation
between 1973 and 1985.

Missionaries believed IWM was comprehensive enough,
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but still made suggestions to emphasize certain goals or to include more content in
them. These individuals, however, made few suggestions as to what should be left
out to provide time for additions, because they saw every goal as necessary. When
comparing data from all six sources, it becomes clear that an overall preparation
could include many forms of training and education prior to or including orientation,
but should make sure the most critical needs are met first. Participants should be
willing (and even eager) to learn, have basic information about the new context,
understand themselves sufficiently and know how to cope and adjust/adapt in a new
environment, know how to function effectively in their assigned roles/tasks which
include cross-cultural communication and interpersonal skills, and know how/what to
continue learning.
Case study populations consistently identified the main "unmet concerns"
as those of persons with particular needs, such as wives, children, and singles.
Although some provision was made in the curriculum, this research identified this as
an area of weakness in the Institute’s orientation. Women, children, and singles are
significant minorities whose needs were not sufficiently addressed. Their
satisfaction and effectiveness in the cross-cultural context could be improved by
addressing their unique needs. Recommendations and practices from data sources 4
to 6 also point out the necessity of spouse preparation.
It is interesting to note that women tended to be more responsive to IWM
orientation. They evaluate their goal achievement during IWM higher than men
even though they made few direct or vocal requests toward the inclusion of gender
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issues. Do women feel more needy and not really require more time spent on their
concerns? Why did case study women not appeal more strongly than they did? I
believe there are at least two reasons women were not more demanding. The female
population in general had fewer opportunities for such experiences as orientation and
appeared to gain more from the experience than men. Their responsiveness gave
them a stronger feeling of satisfaction overall, masking the sense of need that
becomes more recognized in the Held. In addition, Christian women in general may
not be as assertive as the general female population.
Both missionary and cross-cultural literature underscore the importance of
preparing the whole family for the new experience. Literature indicates that the
female contribution to the well-being of the entire family is larger than the male’s.
If both are employed, the task is even more challenging because the female spouse
has several complex roles and responsibilities, and her contribution to enabling her
husband and family to experience satisfaction and success in the foreign context is
significant. Literature also recognizes that pre-departure preparation essential for
the wife may be neglected, which is frequently the underlying cause for diminished
success or ultimate failure of the sojourn.
The need to prepare women for their multiple roles and tasks goes far
beyond what the usual pre-departure preparation provides, or is able to provide. I
believe, however, adequate preparation for the whole family is a moral
responsibility for organizations sending missionaries. A stronger family approach
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throughout the orientation curriculum would make a valuable contribution to the
success of cross-cultural mission.
The only other unmet concerns mentioned consistently by IWM
participants were more Area Studies information, continued preparation opportunities
in the field, and individual needs, all of which are well recognized in cross-cultural
literature and practice. These are also needs of emphasis rather than absence.
Individualization is a theme in topics of training programs, curriculum development,
and cross-cultural preparation. IWM has responded to individual needs by
examining information from psychological assessment and participant registration
forms, and maintaining a functioning evaluation committee composed of participants.
During some orientation programs, attendee diversity makes it difficult for IWM to
meet all minor needs because the breadth of preparation leaves little time for it.
Individual counseling opportunities help, but these are usually restricted to the most
pressing needs due to time constraints. If prospective missionaries’ needs were
identified and some were met prior to IWM, the Institute would have more time to
accomplish its goals.
Other program planning principles help determine what goals should be
selected for orientation programs. One is the relation of the program to the time of
departure. Most IWM attendees leave for their appointed fields within a few weeks
after IWM orientation. According to research, from 6 months before departure until
shortly after arrival in the field, participants are most interested in survival
information rather than general preparation. Unfortunately, much of what IWM
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must accomplish during its orientation is general rather than survival in nature
because it is a comprehensive program. The fact that it appears so successful is
testimony to its orientation purpose, effective methodology, and motivation of
participants who have not had other pre-departure preparation. If several general
IWM goals could be achieved by missionaries prior to appointment, or at least prior
to IWM, the program could spend more time re-emphasizing and integrating
important knowledge and skills while enhancing spiritual, attitudinal, and missionary
formation. Missionary Internship Orientation includes time for integration through
reflection to make its learning experiential. With fewer goals, IWM could also
provide time for reflection, and reap the benefits that come from the reflection.
General findings in the cross-validation from five sources are as follows.
1. There is strong affirmation for the necessity, effectiveness, and
satisfaction of pre-departure cross-cultural orientation.
2. The need to orient the whole family is recognized.
3. Three general categories emerged into which most goals may be
accommodated (Personal = spiritual-psychological, Professional = work or careerrelated role/task, and Practical = transition/daily life aspects).
4.Variation in goals and their emphases depends on the program’s
underlying assumptions and perceived orientation purpose, in addition to availability
of resources.
3. The importance of cross-culturally appropriate attitudes, awareness,
competencies, and role expectations is recognized by all sources.
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6. The importance of developing motivation and skills for continuing
growth in the cross-cultural context is recognized by theorists and trainers, even
though this may not be strongly implemented in missionary orientation programs.
7. Most authorities, especially theorists and trainers, realize that effective
cross-cultural functioning requires cognitive/affective/behavioral learning, and is a
lifetime process.
Synthesis and Analysis for Individual Goals
There is a wide range of practice and perception for goal number 1, To
clarify church and agency policies and their application. Organizational policies
that describe working conditions such as remuneration are unquestionably necessary
for anyone going overseas. Logic indicates that the person’s success in a foreign
context requires security in the knowledge and dependability of expectations and
policies of the organization that is responsible for his/her being there. General
literature assumes that the conditions of the appointment are delineated prior to
departure, so this goal is essential to the preparation process.
The question is whether or not Policies should be a part of the orientation
program, and the answer depends on the purpose of the program. For instance,
most general cross-cultural training programs would not address the issue because it
is considered the domain of the sending organization. But mission boards and
agencies have always stressed the importance of policies, and implement the goal
themselves if their appointees attend an orientation that trains persons from more
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than one agency. Mission agency directors ranked Policies as the second most
important goal. One reason for the strong emphasis may be because each mission
agency has its own specific purposes, aims, and philosophies that are to be
understood by the missionaries it sends. In addition, many missionaries need to
"shop" for an agency that fits their philosophy, goals, mission style, financial needs,
and other policy expectations. There is a range of involvement by sending agencies,
however. For instance, non-SDA missionaries are likely to be responsible for the
task of raising their own financial support after appointment and before departure
can take place (deputation).
IWM includes Policies because it is a comprehensive program. Those
who responded to the questionnaire differed in their perception of the importance of
Policies. One reason for the variation of responses, and apparent ambivalence of
some, is the employment security Seventh-day Adventist missionaries tend to feel
because the denomination is responsible for their appointment as well as logistical
and financial support. Some respondents questioned whether "teaching" Policies
during the orientation program was the best use of time. There was a feeling that
more time should be spent after arrival in the field where the policies are in effect.
Perhaps there are more practical ways of communicating policy information outside
of the Institute schedule.
The second goal, To enlarge the understanding o f current issues in world
mission, plays an important part in making mission service effective. As a goal, it
is a part of the professional or work/related category that contributes to the role and
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task of the missionary. For IWM, Issues topics changed according to participant
needs, and tended to generate lively and sometimes heated discussions. Most
participants did not see this goal as critical as other goals. Some participants saw it
as part of the professional preparation that is more useful for particular missionary
roles, such as administration.
No missionary or preparation director would question the necessity of
Faith for successful mission service. Some questioned the importance of the third
goal, To facilitate growth in the experience o f fa ith , for orientation programs,
however. These explained that Faith should be a living reality in the person even
before appointment. Therefore, nurturing Faith was not believed as important as
other program goals. Even mission agency directors rated it as fourth in importance
on a list of five most important, after Attitudes, Policies, and Competencies. It is
unclear why anyone would question the goal as worded in the goal statement,
especially when for the Christian every activity of life should facilitate growth in
faith. Furthermore, all four sources relating to missionary preparation see faith as
the core of successful mission experience. Perhaps faith is seen so integral to
Christian life that goals which are more critical to the cross-cultural aspects of
training are rated higher for programs.
Before any significant learning for cross-cultural functioning can take
place, a readiness should be created, as expressed in goal 4, To create an awareness
o f the essential role o f culture in ministry. Institute participants ranked this goal
most important, relevant, and essential. The necessity of awareness has logical
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support. In their latest book, Brislin and Yoshida (1994) place awareness first in the
developmental process of preparation, followed by knowledge, emotions, and skills.
Goal 5, To further the development o f attitudes vital to effective ministry,
was seen by all sources to be axiomatic. It is one of the core goals, and was
recognized as important for both program and cross-cultural effectiveness. Without
appropriate attitudes, there would be little positive learning or intercultural
communication, nor could healthy human relationships be established or maintained.
The goal perceived as the essence of general cross-cultural training is
comparable to the sixth IWM goal, To identify and foster essential cross-cultural
competencies. Missionary preparation is stronger in the affective dimensions than
general cross-cultural training, but tends to place less emphasis on the practical
development of cross-cultural skills. Both aspects are necessary. Just as general
cross-cultural training would be well served by including more of a "spiritual"
dimension, including identity and commitment factors, so would missionaries benefit
from the inclusion of more practical skills development techniques in their
preparation. These skills should include communication, interpersonal interaction,
and others. (Some may wish to include learning-to-leam skills, such as observation,
here instead of in goal 12.)
Technical or professional expertise is more critical in a cross-cultural
setting. A higher level of competence is demanded because functioning on the job is
more complex. To increase knowledge and understanding o f role expectations,
goal 7, addresses this important area. This goal should be broad enough to include
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roles expected by society and important to the family in the cross-cultural context as
well. IWM needs to include more time for non-professional role considerations,
such as spousal, parental, and community membership roles. This is where the
urgent need for preparing women for their unique roles and responsibilities should
be recognized. Cross-cultural research particularly points to this need. It is not
because the concept of gender equality is denied that this need exists, but because in
reality (practice) the female is expected to provide more than an "equal" share of
work and support.
Goal 8 meets participants’ readiness, psychological, and social needs more
than it contributes to the development and application of relational skills in the
cross-cultural context: To nurture community, fellowship, and relational skills.
Case study populations seemed to recognize the difference between the goals more
directly related to ministry effectiveness and those necessary for personal orientation
needs. As a result, this goal was ranked 9th in importance, essentiality, and
relevance, and between 6th and 10th for the other characteristics. Although
attendees recognized the goal was essential, they ranked it least important of the five
goals listed on the attendee evaluation forms. Questionnaire respondents consistently
placed it 9th out of 12 goals. Yet, fellowship was stated as the most meaningful
activity by a large number of respondents. Comments by current and former
missionaries frequently mentioned with fondness the memory of that fellowship.
Institute participants did not feel their ultimate effectiveness in cross-cultural
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ministry was necessarily impacted by this goal, but it is clear that the goal was
indispensable in assisting their search for support and security for the transition.
Another contrast is seen when comparing the views of the goal of
Fellowship. Staff emphasized Fellowship strongly, and although attendees were
generous in their appreciation of Fellowship they ranked it last in the live "stated
objectives" listed in the evaluation questionnaire. Missionaries rated Fellowship
important, relevant, and essential, but ranked it ninth in the list of 12 and were not
very sure they were able to better relate and identify with the local people because
of IWM fellowship. It appears that fellowship at the Institute was indispensable in
creating an environment conducive to orientation and preparation to enter the foreign
field; but the necessity and benefit of establishing and maintaining a social support
system in the host country was not well learned. Missionary orientation in general
has encouraged fellowship and stressed establishing a social support system
overseas. Some cross-cultural orientation programs recognize the importance of a
sense of community during the program, but very strongly urge developing a social
support system in the new context and cross-cultural interpersonal skills to enable it
to occur.
Missionary and cross-cultural literature identify relational/interpersonal
skills as non-negotiables. Why do the case study populations not rank Fellowship
among the primary goals? Perhaps they viewed it as a goal more for the orientation
program itself than as a skill necessary for effective cross-cultural service. In fact,
it appears that the Institute emphasized the fellowship aspect more as a program goal
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than actively seeking the development of relational/interpersonal skills. The goal
statement itself may be at fault. The goal as stated serves two purposes: It
combines IWM’s program goal (fellowship for learning readiness and effectiveness)
with that of skill development (establishing social support systems, and enhancing
interpersonal skills). The program goal aspect may need to be separate from the
participant skill aspect because experiencing and building social support (whether at
the Institute or in the field) is not equivalent with the development of interpersonal
skills.
Participants strongly felt the need for fellowship during the transition
period in which IWM preparation usually took place, and appeared not to recognize
the need to actively seek fellowship after arrival in the field or to establish a social
support system among the nationals. Perhaps the lack of differentiation among the
particular competencies in goal statement 6 had the effect of moderating the
importance of both cross-cultural communication and interpersonal skills
development.
IWM filled an important role in providing support and security for its
participants as they faced critical changes ahead. They attempted to learn as much
about the unknown as possible, and to create a support system, a "family," to begin
replacement for those they were about to leave behind. Examples of participant
responses that illustrated their drive for support and security are: Interest in and
importance placed on the spiritual, psychological, and cross-cultural preparation
goals and aspects of the Institute; expressed need for more attendee involvement in
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the Institute; requests for opportunities to interact with more missionaries and
nationals; recognition that fellowship was the most meaningful activity; call for more
emphasis on Area Studies and women’s issues; felt need for counseling opportunities
with various IWM and General Conference staff; and desire for children to also
have some form of cross-cultural preparation.
The potential of this goal could be expanded. If more intentional
instruction were added to the practical emphasis on group fellowship, and if
implementation of this goal were extended into the field context, as several
requested, I am confident there would be a greater long-term difference in
interpersonal relations. IWM could implement this if time were created by enabling
appropriate goal aspects to be met prior to the Institute. This goal should be
implemented in interaction with interpersonal skill development that would come
within goal 6, Competencies.
Goal 9, To strengthen the sense o f call and commitment to mission, is
strongly supported and emphasized by the first four validation sources. In these
emphases, missionary preparation is unique. There has been, however, a trend in
mission away from a strong sense of calling. It has paralleled the shift from career
to short-term missionaries. Today, there appears to be a stronger sense of
commitment to God rather than a specific mission, a generalized agreement to do
whatever God wants rather than a translation of that willingness into a particular
mission role. The practical effects of this trend so far indicate a decrease in
recognition of Christian responsibility to long-term foreign service. Commitment
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tends to decrease as a sense of calling decreases. Prospective missionaries who
accept the challenge of frontier work in the least evangelized areas of the world
must reverse the trend. With that call must come commitment.
A goal whose validity for orientation is recognized more by missionary
than other programs is goal 10, To teach and encourage appropriate
mental/physical health practices. This goal is also axiomatic. It is emphasized in
missionary preparation in a practical way, including assessment by psychological
testing and counseling, and learning to cope with stress. IWM likely emphasizes
physical Health more strongly than the average orientation, which corresponds to the
health emphasis that is characteristic of Seventh-day Adventists. Health as a goal
was rated higher in importance by individual concerns of certain groups, such as
older missionaries.
Area Studies (goal 11, To provide orientation to respective world areas o f
service) is the goal that was mentioned most often as in need of more emphasis and
information by all groups familiar with IWM. It forms the core of culture-specific
preparation for orientation programs, whether formally or informally. Further
support for increasing its emphasis is found in Table 26 (ranks respondent ratings of
IWM’s goals according to validation characteristics) where it was viewed by
respondents as very important, essential, relevant, clear, feasible, attainable,
observed, and next to least unexpected; but ranked 11th or 12th of goals achieved
during IWM or applied in the field. This fact supports previous evidence that
participants felt the need to learn more before moving into the foreign context.
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IWM-prepared persons believed the purpose of Area Studies was more to
provide living arrangement details than is usually meant by cross-cultural literature.
In fact, some participants were decidedly disinterested in learning about the culture,
history, and government of their prospective country. This is explainable largely by
the timing of the orientation program, a time when sojourners want transition,
logistic, and survival information. IWM is not equipped to provide the kind of
details most wanted. When we understand what the populations mean by Area
Studies, the expressed desire for more implementation it is not as critical. It would
be enlightening to evaluate the achievement and application responses of trainees if
orientation participants felt they had had enough Area Studies during orientation.
The continuing debate between culture-general and culture-specific training
in the general cross-cultural training field is not a denial of the importance of
specific culture understanding. It is a belief by many that the trainee changes that
take place in culture-general learning are more important because they can be
transferred to learning the specific culture during service there. One suggested
solution from literature is to train participants in the skills of learning how to learn,
such as observation and resource identification skills.
To equip fo r continuing growth by mindset transformation (goal 12) is a
goal that confused respondents, but whose importance is confirmed by training
literature. The term "mindset transformation" appears to be responsible for a large
part of the confusion. The mean responses ranked this goal last or next to last on
every validation characteristic except attainment. It is interesting to note that the
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questions on page 4 that spelled out evidence of perceived attainment appeared to be
understood even if elsewhere the concept appeared to be misunderstood. For
example, when asked if Institute orientation increased their "resolve to grow in skills
and understanding for effective service," missionary agreement ranked this goal next
to highest in achievement. When asked if they were "more effective today" because
IWM taught them "how to continue learning and growing," missionaries’ agreement
ranked the application of this goal in sixth place of the 12.
Four sub-groups found the concept clearer than their counterparts,
although leaders more so than missionaries, returned missionaries more than current,
IWM-oriented missionaries as opposed to those with no orientation, and females
more than males. Logic could support this finding and render acceptable
explanations for the pair differences, but the study provides descriptive evidence.
Both missionary and cross-cultural training literature emphasize the need
to teach skills for continuing growth in the field and throughout life. Some stress
the importance of the "aha" experience, a paradigm shift. Hopefully this occurs
early enough in the preparation before departure to provide a fertile personal climate
for effective cultural learning. Others stress the growth of Transformation resulting
from observation, experience, and application of cultural learning. Evidence for
both can be found in the responses. The "aha" experience appears to be a part of
achieving the Awareness goal. Transformation as a gradual process of service and
experience is demonstrated partly by comparing the stronger responses from leaders
than missionaries. Their mean responses were higher for Transformation’s
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importance as well as all other validation characteristics for it, including perceived
attainment and application. It is probable that if this goal were implemented in a
more deliberate and verbal way, attendees would not only be more clear about its
meaning, but would also make a more conscious effort to develop and practice these
skills earlier and more consistently in their service.
Transformation appears to be a goal statement that needs modification also
because it joins two different concepts: paradigm shift (or mindset transformation)
that makes the prospective cross-cultural worker ready to leam new information,
attitudes, and skills necessary for being effective; and learning how to leam. In one
sense, the goal statement reflects this paradigm shift for readiness when implying
that mindset transformation is necessary for continuing growth; and it is. But,
according to cross-cultural literature, equipping for continuing growth is largely
achieved by participants developing skills for learning how to leam. Whether the
paradigm shift comes at the Awareness level, or towards the end of pre-departure
preparation, it should come. It should not only make the participant ready to leam
or to continue learning, but to take an active part in continuing to leam throughout
the sojourn by implementing the leaming-to-Ieam skills the preparation has taught.
Validated List of Goals
The original list of 12 goals to be validated and an overview of findings
for each of them is shown in Table 31.
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TABLE 31
ORIGINAL GOAL STATEMENTS AND FINDINGS FROM RESEARCH

Original Goal Statements (Clarified)

Validation Findings From Research

AIM: To help m issionary appointees be effective in cross-cultural
m inistry in general, and in their respective field s in particular.

IWM should emphasize the missionary family unit rather than
appointee, and provide more preparation for respective fields.

1.

To clarify church and agency policies and their application

Appropriate for preparation, but general policies could be implemented
prior to IWM, relevant policies during IWM, and others in the field

2.

To enlarge the understanding of current issues in world mission

Appropriate and useful for creating flexibility and individualization

3.

To facilitate growth in the experience of faith

Critical; can be facilitated by IWM, but an adequate level of faith
should be reached before appointment and participation in IWM

4.

To create an awareness of the essential role of culture in ministry

Most basic and appropriate of goals; contributes to learning readiness

S.

To further the development of attitudes vital to effective ministry

Among S most appropriate; helps determine quality of other teaming

6.

To identify and foster essential cross-cultural competencies

Among S most appropriate; emphasize communication/interpersonal

7.

To increase knowledge and understanding of role expectations

Appropriate; should expand to include relevant non-professional roles

8.

To nurture community, fellowship, and relational skills

Appropriate; most meaningful for encouragement during pre-departure
transition experience; should guide social-support-system building

9.

To strengthen the sense of call and commitment to mission

Critical; among 3 most appropriate, clearest, second-most essential;
contributes to identity, perseverance, spiritual strength, satisfaction

10.

To teach and encourage appropriate mental/physical health practices

Appropriate; psychological especially indispensable for adjustment

11.

To provide orientation to respective world areas of service

Among S most appropriate, easiest to implement and achieve but
believed least achieved, almost least applied; needs more emphasis

12.

To equip for continuing growth by mindset transformation

Most confusing, believed least appropriate, but seen more necessary as
preparation, time, and experience continue; should create readiness,
motivation, a paradigm shift, and include learning-to-leam skills
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Three more tables complete the description of findings. Table 32 presents
the list of original goal statements along with suggested changes from the research
findings. Some changes are to improve the statements themselves so they better
represent the goal content; others indicate a modification of content or emphasis.
I

suggest that the aim should refer to the family unit rather than individual

appointee only, even if appointee is single. For singles, the concept of family could
include the dimension of "extended" family.
The goal statement for Policies should make reference to more than only
policy information because most missionary sending organizations (IWM as well)
include information about their history, philosophy, goals, methods, and
expectations. This information is very important for building the "identity" and
commitment of appointed persons/families.
The rewording for Issues better reflects the goal content, and for Area
Studies indicates that the intention is not to provide all the necessary information but
only what the orientation considers it should be responsible for.
The reworded goal statement for Roles includes preparation for non
professional individual roles in order to accommodate for the unmet needs of
women, children, and singles.
For the Area Studies, I suggest that the word minimum be added to
suggest that some of the information must be gained outside the IWM program.
Finally, the goal statement for Transformation should be modified by including
leaming-to-leam skill development.
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TABLE 32
ORIGINAL AND MODIFIED AIM AND GOAL STATEMENTS
Original and Validated Aim and Goal Statements
AIM: To help missionary appointees be effective in cross-cultural ministry in general, and
in their respective fields in particular.
A IM : To help th e appointed m issionary fa m ily m em bers be effective in cross-cultural
m inistry in general, and in th eir respective fie ld s in particular.
1.

To clarify church and agency policies and their application
To cla rify church/agency policies/application and other necessary inform ation

2.

To enlarge the understanding of current issues in world mission
To enlarge the understanding o f current issues in m ission and m issionary preparation

3.

To facilitate growth in the experience of faith

4.

To create an awareness of the essential role of culture in ministry

5.

To further the development of attitudes vital to effective ministry

6.

To identify and foster essential cross-cultural competencies

7.

To increase knowledge and understanding of role expectations
To prepare fo r individual and professional roles in another culture

8.

To nurture community, fellowship, and relational skills

9.

To strengthen the sense of call and commitment to mission

10.

To teach and encourage appropriate mental/physical health practices

11.

To provide orientation to respective world areas o f service
To provide m inim um orientation to respective w orld areas o f service

12.

To equip for continuing growth by mindset transformation
To equip fo r continuing growth by m indset transform ation and learning skills

Note: Italicized-bolded aim and goal statements are changes suggested for IWM by research.
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Some models categorize goals according to learning dimension: cognitive,
affective, and behavioral or skills. One of the premises of this research is that a
goals approach to designing missionary orientation programs must also provide for
multidimensional learning. One difference in this study’s goals approach is the
assumption that every goal has all three dimensions, although obviously not to the
same degree. Identifying cognitive, affective, and behavioral aspects of each goal
would come at the sub-goal or objective level of specificity.
Table 33 illustrates this principle. It lists IWM’s goal categories and
suggests for each goal a sample skill that was identified in the research as important
for making a contribution to meeting missionary needs for that goal. Identifying
knowledge (cognitive) and attitude (affective) aspects would be just as possible and
useful.
This study suggests that IWM’s participant preparation should begin prior
to the orientation program. Identifying and organizing this learning at the sub
goal/objective level would be easier than at the goal level. For purposes of
exploration, however, Table 34 illustrates a possible scenario for recommended
primary delivery modes for IWM goals. The individual and group options are not
specified but could include numerous creative possibilities. If some preparation
learning did take place prior to IWM, the program would have more time to
concentrate on integrating prior learning and implementing its orientation purpose
rather than having to provide basic education and training that could be obtained
earlier. Repeated exposure to preparation aspects makes learning more permanent.
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TABLE 33
ILLUSTRATION OF IWM GOALS EXPANSION TO SUB-GOAL LEVEL:
IMPORTANT SKILLS IDENTIFIED IN RESEARCH
IWM Goal Categories

Sample Skills for Cross-cultural Context

Policies

Resource/financial management in other cultures

Issues

Recognizing and planning for trends/future

Faith

Spiritual formation

Awareness

Observation in/of other cultures

Attitudes

Attributions, seeing from cross-cultural others’ perspectives

Cross-cultural Competencies

Interculturai communication and interpersonal relations

Roles

Spouse relationships, parenting in other cultures

Fellowship

Building social support systems in other cultures

Call/Commitment

Decision-making

Mental/Physical Health

Coping skills development and stress management

Area Studies

Locating information and resources in other cultures

Transformation

Leaming-to-learn
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TABLE 34
SAMPLE SCENARIO: SUGGESTED PRIMARY DELIVERY
OPTIONS FOR IWM GOALS

Individual and/or Family Unit

Potential Non-IWM Group
Opportunities

IWM Orientation Program

Policies
Issues
Faith
Awareness
Attitudes
Competencies
Roles
Relationships

Fellowship

Call/Commitment
Health
Area Studies
Transformation
Note. Bolded goals identify suggested primary deliveiy mode, even though eveiy goal can relate to
each categoiy through its sub-goals and objectives. If aspects o f goals were attained prior to IWM
orientation, the Institute would have more time to integrate previous learning in a meaningful way and
strengthen the orientation aspects of preparation for participants about to enter overseas service.
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Phase Four: Reconceptualization of Program Goals
I expanded the study to include a fourth step in the case study approach
because I desired to make a practical contribution to missionary training research, a
reconceptualization of the validated goals. This second section of chapter 5 presents
the reconceptualization that emerged from the research.
As several missionary preparation principles became evident from the
study, principles that impact the identification and selection of goals, it appeared to
me they would require consideration as a part of the goal determination process.
Goals are not created in a vacuum but within the preparation context. To suggest
suitable goals requires flexibility. These facts shaped the nature of the
reconceptualization that emerged. Consequently, it is in the form of a framework
designed for planners of missionary preparation to use as a conceptual planning tool
leading to the determination of suitable goals for pre-departure cross-cultural
orientation programs. A discussion of 10 preparation principles/concepts derived
from the research process follows.
1. Goal-directed: In order for preparation to be comprehensive, relevant,
and without gaps, overlaps, or unnecessary repetition, goals should be carefully
designed to represent and meet participant needs.
2. Comprehensive: Gaps, overlaps, and repetitions will also result if there
is no single entity responsible for planning and guiding the entire preparation
process. Every organization has its own unique philosophy and preparation style.
Without careful planning, preparation may be delivered in piecemeal fashion. For
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instance, Peters (1990) found that one reason missionaries felt inadequately prepared
was because different organizations were responsible for pre-departure and in-field
preparation and gaps occurred. Accountability for preparation may not be vested in
a single entity because sending organizations are structured differently; some are
denominational, some independent, some agency-based, and others are a
combination of these. When several entities are responsible for the preparation
cycle, the specific purpose and preparation needed may be unclear, making the goals
ill-defined or haphazard.
3. Continuous: Most missionary needs continue to some degree
throughout the entire mission service (or the missionary’s life), so preparation
should be an on-going process. The mission service cycle has at least three distinct
phases: Pre-departure (including awareness, recruitment, selection, appointment,
and preparation that includes orientation), in-service (including continuing education
in the foreign context as well as during furloughs), and re-entry (which should occur
prior to leaving the field at the close of active service and be maintained for a period
following).
4. Unit-organized: The pre-departure phase of the preparation process
includes several segments: Awareness, mission education/training, recruitment,
selection, assessment, appointment, deputation for many, and orientation
preparation. What occurs during each of these segments dictates the goals for pre
departure orientation. If all necessary learning is organized into units according to
appropriate unit purpose and suitable goals, preparing missionaries could be more
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flexible and comprehensive. The Institute of World Mission has been responsible
for awareness, assessment, and a comprehensive preparation that includes mission
education/training and orientation. If prospective appointees had "learned"
preparation units prior to appointment, IWM would have had more time to integrate
the previous preparation and bring the appointed family into a stronger readiness and
eagerness to begin service just before going to the field.
5. Needs-based and participant-centered: Missionary preparation should
be centered on preparing appointees by meeting their needs. These needs are
discovered by information gathered about the person/family, sending organization,
foreign context, appointment roles/tasks, and purpose of each particular preparation
unit.
6. Individual-responsive and family-oriented: The needs of each
individual should be met as far as possible. This is not always easy in a group
setting, such as an orientation program. Some programs may find they have such a
varied group that the program cannot prepare everyone for effective service.
Besides, trends in mission, evangelization, and personnel are changing the criteria
for preparation. To illustrate, a person planting a church in the least evangelized
part of the world would need a different preparation than one spending a year as a
medical assistant in Guam. Although there are many commonalities for general
cross-cultural preparation, the specific preparation needed depends on: (1) the
length of the appointment, whether long-term or short-term; (2) the type of
appointment-frontier or maintenance, professional or tentmaker, career or
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volunteer; (3) the foreign locality and its degree of contrast with the home lifestyle
and culture; (4) the nature and size of the family unit, whether single, couple, or
single/couple with children; and (S) what each individual brings into the program in
regard to personal qualities, capacities, background, and experience. The whole
plan should be responsive to individual needs within the family system so the family
unit can share the vision and enthusiasm as well as preparation before service
begins. If a preparation plan is designed for and by individuals and families who
are interested in cross-cultural mission service, many preparation needs that make
individualization difficult for orientation programs could be addressed in other ways
and before the program begins.
7.

Developmental: The preparation cycle includes several goals that

reflect the developmental process of cross-cultural effectiveness. One example is the
preparation for personal adjustment, which continues into adaptation, and finally
integration into a foreign culture. The point is that people who cross cultures go
through a general developmental process that essentially never ends since integration
never fully takes place. If the preparation is designed and organized to accompany
the developmental process natural to cross-cultural learning, it will be more efficient
and effective. Part of this concern also relates to the felt needs of the participants
depending on where they are in the preparation cycle. For example, the closer
appointees are to departure, the more they feel the need for survival information and
social support for the transition.
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8. Multi-dimensional: Effective and integrated learning pertains to the
whole penon, including the spiritual, mental, psychological, emotional, social,
physical, behavioral, and cultural characteristics.

Hwn«*irirtn«/Hnm«in«

involved in the learning process include cognition, perception, reflection, affect,
experience, and skill development r#«*wing will be more effective to the
that the methodology is more holistic, farf«di«g all appropriate dimensions for goal
implementation.
9. Participant-guided: Both cross-cultural and curriculum development
literature dealing with adult learning principles stress the importance of participant
involvement in designing and controlling the learning process. The prospective
missionary should share the responsibility for his or her preparation, and contribute
to decision-making with the organizational entity responsible for the preparation
process. This process will make the preparation more responsive to individual need.
10. Future-directed: Relevance requires a forward look, especially in a
world changing so rapidly. What is the future of missionary preparation? One
observes from the literature that a growing number of Christians believe that
evangelizing the world and training for ministry across cultural barriers are now
more urgent but possible than ever before. They cite several reasons, such as a
growing awareness, globalization, increasing cross-cultural experience, motivation
prompted by an approaching millennium, exploding knowledge and expanding
technology, transportation, and communications.
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To summarize, the answer to Wtar goals are suitablefar preparing crosscultural missionaries? requires a process as well as content answer. The answer
depends on how the questioner views preparation, and the particular segment he or
she is responsible for planning; it depends on how missionary preparation p^twHpt—
are incorporated and executed; it depends on the pmpoae of die segment and how it
fits into the rest of the preparation cycle; and it

on what the preparation

requirements of individual missionaries, their appointments, and contexts are.
Finally, it also depends on how the preparation is delivered to those who need it
The reconceptualizathm reflects this emerging reality. The framework in
Figure 3 guides the answer to the question: What goals are suitable fo r a
missionary cross-cultural orientation program? It is a process framework comprised
of five steps to guide a director/planner of the preparation process or orientation
program to identify the aim and goals of the orientation program to be planned. At
the beginning of this study, I delimited the research question to pre-departure
preparation. I viewed preparation broadly, however, because the IWM program is a
comprehensive program that covers 'all' predeparture preparation needs. As the
research progressed, the complexity of the answer prompted viewing the research
question more narrowly, as represented by Step 5 in the framework, and also more
flexibly, which required the first four steps to clarify one's understanding of tbe
challenge. The discussion of the framework that follows alerts the planner to issues
involved in this reconceptualization. A matrix is presented for each step to make the
conceptualization visual and understandable.
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Framework to Determine
Suitable Orientation
Program Goals
Appointment
Length
Personal
Needs
Professional
Needs

GOAL
SOURCE:
General
! Missionary
Preparation
Needs

GOAL
SOURCE: |
Specific
! Personnel & 1
I Appointment!
Needs

Practical
Needs

Appointment
Type
Service
Context
Family
Unit

STEP 1:

Determine goals from
General & Specific needs

STEP 2:

Assign goals to
preparation cycle

Individual
Needs

Pre-departure I In-service ; Re-entry:

STEP 3:

Expand pre-service
goals to subgoal level

STEP 4:

Select delivery
strategies for goals

!-

Family Unit;

S T E P 5:

Group

Program

a*m an<* prioritized
orientation program goals

Figure 3. Steps to guide the determination of orientation program goals.
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Before beginning the fint step of goal determinatioo, the planner should
seek to discover what participant needs should be met Input should come from two
sources: general missionary preparation needs, and specific personnel and
appointment needs. This stndy provides a validated set of pre-departure missionary
preparation goals that could be used as the fint source. During tbe validation
process, these needs were classified into three categories: Personal (spiritual,
psychological), Professional (individual and family cross-cuttmal task, roles,
expertise), and Practical (transition and cross-cultural daily life).
My research could have ended with the identification of validated pre
departure orientation goals. Through the literature review and validation process,
however, I was alerted to a number of factors that require consideration for selecting
suitable goals besides identification of needs and valid goals. (See Figure 4.) First
are specific personnel and appointment factors that would modify these general
preparation needs and answer the question more clearly. Factors included the length
of appointment, type of appointment, context of service, type of family unit, and
individual needs. This observation forced the additional consideration of these
specific needs along with the goals arising from general needs.
Step 1 calls for integrating the needs/goals from both sources into a
comprehensive set of goals at either the corporate or individual level. These goals
should serve at least one of four functions: to provide readiness, growth, crosscultural learning, and support.
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I U U B n rA p p O B D n R fiB

AppointBBBt
Lmgdi

AppointT>pe

Same*
Context

Family
Unit

Type

Individual
m--na-

Renonal
nynM BU
Practical
Fignn 4. Matrix for 4——■■■■■pgoal* from geoanl/apaeiife p n y /alioB need*.

The next pan of the answer to the "what goals* question requires Step 2,
deciding when in the preparation cycle the goals should be implemented and
assigning each to one or more phases of the cycle. Language training is a good
example. Most agency directors stated that language learning does not apply to pre
departure orientation, although a few indicated they believe it does. It is obvious
that a short-term orientation of 4 to 6 weeks cannot teach a language and achieve its
other goals, but it is also very strongly believed that learning the language is
essential for effective service. The apparent conflict is solved by understanding
what is meant by 'orientation.* For example, if orientation is delimited to the
meaning used by this study, a common and appropriate goal for orientation
programs would be language learning skills. Learning the language itself can occur
prior to or after orientation.
All goals should be assigned to at least one part of the preparation cycle
(Figure S). In a broad sense, pre-departure preparation can include general
awareness, education, recruitment, selection, as well as orientation prior to leaving
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for the field.

In-service m rhvW nriw atinw nr trammy Hut g a th m ^ f hiU {■ Hu

field or on farinugh in the hone country. Re-entry prepares missionaries to "<■«■
to

the homeland and helps nmiamin read iness fo r nwr appniivm wm

It d w iH h e

noted that most goads for effective aoss-adtmal sendee are open-ended by nature,
and not all achievement is accomplished by fonnal preparation Some goals «hwiM
be implemented in more than one pait of tbe cycle to correspond to the development
process of sojourners. In fact, most goals could have some aspect suitable for each
phase in tbe cycle. The primary concern for this study is to determine which goals
need pre-departure implementation, and to provide flexibility in planning for them
comprehensively. If pre-departure orientation is broader than one program, this step
eliminates gaps by providing for the total pre-depaituxe preparation needed.

Phaaea of Preparation Cycle
Pre-departure

In-aerviee

Re-entry

Peraonal
Profeational
Practical

Figure 5. Matrix for aaaigning goals to preparation phase.

After assignment to the 'ideal* preparation phase, only those goals which
fall into the pre-departure category need to be considered for pre-departure
orientation programs. Yet, as Steps 4 and 5 indicate, not all of those goals may be
suitable for a short orientation program, the final focus of this study. Step 3 takes
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goals in all three needs categories (personal, professional, practical) that are
assigned to the pre-departure phase of missionary preparation and expands them. It
allows for flexibility in planning philosophy and assumptions, and enables planners
to provide for specific sub-goals arising out of perceived needs of specific groups
and individuals.
The sample expansion is based on five learning dimensions essential for
cross-cultural functioning, and therefore preparation. The five learning dimensions
indicated are: spiritual (human-divine), intra-personal, inter-personal, inter-cultural,
and inter-communicational. Each of these dimensions represents an interaction
between the individual and some other important reality. The spiritual is between
the individual and God, portraying the dynamic of faith and spiritual growth, and
includes a sense of call from God and commitment to Him in service. The intra
personal includes those psychological factors centered in motivation, attitude, and
personal growth. Inter-personal refers to the social and relational dimension of
interaction so essential to cross-cultural life and ministry effectiveness. Intercultural includes all those aspects of knowledge, understanding, and skills that
enable basic functioning in the foreign context. Finally, inter-communicational
defines the most pervasive skill for cross-cultural workers, and even more basic for
missionary service, the ability to communicate effectively. These learning
dimensions are dynamic interactions that are especially critical for cross-cultural
missionaries to effectively adjust, adapt, and function in the missionary task/role and
daily life.
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Each of these learning dimensions "fleshes out" the basic goals that are
identified as personal, professional, and practical. The scheme in Figure 6
demonstrates only one possible way to visualize the task of expanding goals into
corresponding sub-goals. It is not the only way. Learning dimensions could utilize
many other organizational schemes or models, such as Brislin’s categories:
awareness, knowledge, emotions, and skills; or J. Bennett’s cognitive, affective, and
behavioral categories. The point is to find some scheme for enabling the major
goals categories to be broken down into goals, sub-goals, and objectives.

Cross-cultural Learning Dimensions

Spiritual

IntraPersonal

InterPersonal

InterCultural

InterCommunicational

Personal
Professional
Practical

Figure 6. Matrix for expanding goals to sub-goal/objective levels.

Step 4 of the process is necessary to further identify only those goals
suitable for the orientation program being planned or evaluated. This step requires
selecting delivery strategies for each goal so that only those that are most
appropriate for program treatment are allowed to take program time. There are at
least three category options: family unit, whether single, married, with or without
children; group, meaning delivery to more than one person or family unit; and
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orientation program, tbe focus of this study. The next matrix (Figure 7) shows this
scheme.

Formats for Goal Delivery
Family Unit

Group

Program

Personal
Professional
Practical

Figure 7. Matrix for determining goal/sub-goal delivery strategies.

Twenty-first-centuiy technology allows goal implementation to take a
number of alternative forms for the three categories above. With financial resource
concerns, preparation efficiency without compromising effectiveness is appealing. It
provides maximum flexibility for time expenditure and also learning style
preference. To illustrate, there may be some goals that could be delivered to the
individual family unit through reading lists, materials, audio or video cassettes, or
programs offered within easy access range of the family unit. It is possible that
regional training seminar modules or college/university class opportunities may be
available. There may be mission conferences, get-togethers of former missionaries,
or other opportunities in which the family unit (or multiple family units) may
participate. A group format may be useful for special training opportunities that can
be offered just prior to the beginning of the orientation program, or after it, for
those who are scheduled for orientation and need the additional training.
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Step 5, the final step and focus of this study, provides an aim and
prioritized goals for the missionary orientation program. After the elimination of
goals by sending them through various conceptual "sieves," the goals that remain are
those that should be incorporated into the orientation program. The first task is to
state the aim so it can provide the center around which to help keep the goals’
emphases channelled and guide the methodologies used to attain them. The final
task is to prioritize the goals to ensure the best possible coverage should there be
unexpected constraints, such as a scheduling problem.
One scheme to prioritize goals considers the difficulty of the goal task
compared to the level of its importance. Figure 8 presents a conceptual device to
prioritize each goal by crossing these two dimensions. A goal could first be
evaluated by how difficult it is to achieve during training: low, moderate, or high.
The next activity would determine the relative level of goal importance: low,
moderate, or high. Each box at the intersection of these two considerations
identifies the priority level for that goal; the lower the number, the higher the
priority. For example, the goal identified in box #1 would be the goal of highest
priority. Goals that share the same rank are of equivalent priority. There may be
extremely important goals that are very difficult to achieve, goals that participants
have little hope of achieving during orientation. However, these goals should have
been eliminated prior to this step, as they are likely ones that require some other
form of preparation in addition to or instead of the orientation program.
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Difficulty- o f Task
high

moderate

low

high
3

2

1

4

3

2

5

4

3

moderate

low

Figure 8. Matrix for prioritization o f goals/sub-goals.

After going through this reconceptualization process, the planner will have
a prioritized list of suitable goals with which to plan an orientation program for
missionaries offered just prior to departure for the field. These goals provide one
answer to the planner’s question, What goals are suitable fo r our pre-departure
missionary orientation program?
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Background and Problem
Today's global interaction challenges every dimension of human existence,
but effective human functioning across cultures is not considered a natural
predisposition. It requires changes in thinking and behaving that must be learned.
As a result, there is a growing consensus that planned preparation for cross-cultural
service is necessary for efficient and productive cross-cultural learning and effective
service.
Much of this preparation is delegated to some form of pre-departure
orientation. Although orientation programs differ widely, they seek to prepare
individuals to enter and function successfully in another culture. Although the
backgrounds and abilities of persons about to enter cross-cultural service also differ,
they all share some common needs. The recognition of these needs enables
responsible planning that is systematic, comprehensive, and accountable to both the
organization, persons to be prepared, and the field that receives them.

301
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Accountability requires the determination of suitable goals before the
selection of strategies to reach them. Missionaries have a longer history than any
other type of overseas service, and preparation grew out of attempts to meet
perceived needs. Orientation traditionally began with logistic advice, to which
spiritual preparation was added, followed by the assumption that theological
understanding and appropriate personal traits were necessary. However, preparation
goals and emphases changed as additional needs were recognized. During and
following World War II orientation gradually became more focussed on attitudinal
and cross-cultural communication aspects. Current missionary orientation emphases
now recognize the importance of trends and issues to plan for a rapidly changing
future. The field of general cross-cultural orientation received its greatest impetus
from the needs of military personnel, Peace Corps workers, and international
students in the 1940s to 1960s. Extensive research in areas such as program
effectiveness, personnel assessment, prediction of success, intercultural
effectiveness, and cross-cultural adjustment/adaptation have contributed much to the
general understanding needed to design preparation programs and develop theory.
The purpose of this study was to verify goals necessary to prepare persons
for effective cross-cultural service by validating the goals of an 4-6-week predeparture orientation program for missionaries. The research question was: What
goals are suitable for missionary pre-departure cross-cultural orientation programs?
In order to answer this question, I was compelled by the research process to ask
also, How can these goals be determined?
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Research Procedures
The case selected for this study was the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA)
Institute of World Mission (IWM or Institute), an orientation program that began in
1966

to prepare Seventh-day Adventist missionaries for cross-cultural m inistry.

There were several reasons for this choice. I was familiar with the orientation
because I attended the Institute once as a missionary after 6 years of cross-cultural
service, and again 8 years later as a researcher. This representative program was
also selected because it is comprehensive, effective, and had conducted more than 66
sessions to date since it began in 1966.
The goals validation methodology was comprised of a four-phase process
developed for this study. The first phase was the identification and clarification of
the orientation goals of the case under study. Phase 2 was a collection of validation
data from six relevant sources: observation of the program in operation
(staff/attendees), administrative stakeholders (church leaders), criterion populations
(current and returned missionaries), a review of missionary preparation, a summary
of goals from cross-cultural literature, and discussion of trends and issues.
Data from the first three sources were from case study populations.
Source 1 included information from IWM documents and observation. Data from
Sources 2 and 3 came from a questionnaire constructed for this research and
returned from S9S church leaders and missionaries (current and returned) who
evaluated the suitability of IWM goals. Treatment of questionnaire data formed the
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empirical portion of the study. Goals were evaluated by 12 characteristics
(important, essential, relevant, clear, measurable, feasible, attainable, observed,
achieved during IWM, applied in the field, expected, and comprehensive). These
were organized into four validation categories represented by four questions: Are
the goals perceived appropriate? Are the goals perceived possible? Were the goals
attained? Are all the goals together comprehensive enough to achieve the aim? The
first three categories were confirmed by factor analysis. The returns were analyzed
with descriptive statistics.
The last three sources were external to the case populations. Missionary
preparation data (Source 4) came from an overview of how goals developed over
time, a brief view of missionary preparation literature, and program practice as
explored by an examination of another current missionary orientation program and
responses from 22 mission agency directors who evaluated IWM’s goals. Data for
Source S was gleaned from a brief search of stated/implied goals from cross-cultural
preparation literature. Finally, a discussion of trends and issues involving the milieu
for mission and missionary preparation provided data for Source 6.
The third phase involved a synthesis of data from these six sources to
cross-validate the findings. Information derived from the synthesis resulted in a
slight modification of the original Institute goal statements. Finally, Phase 4
reconceptualized the goal findings that emerged from the research into a framework
to make goal determination easier for planners and evaluators.
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Research Findings
Findings from the six sources directly or indirectly confirmed the validity
of the original set of clarified Institute goals for the purpose of preparing
missionaries for cross-cultural ministry. All Institute goals were validated by church
leaders and current/former missionaries as well as favorably endorsed by reviews of
missionary and general cross-cultural preparation literature and an exam ination of
other training programs. Goals were considered appropriate (important, essential,
and relevant) by 96% or more of the enthusiastic case populations, and no essential
goals were believed to be missing. These goal areas are: Policies, Issues, Faith,
Awareness, Attitudes, Competencies, Roles, Fellowship, Call/Commitment, Health,
Area Studies, Transformation. Institute participants believed that spiritual and
affective factors make the greatest contribution to their mission service effectiveness,
and believed that spiritual activities and fellowship contributed most to the
effectiveness of their Institute training.
The case study populations, Sources 1-3, were fairly consistent in their
perceptions of the goals and/or their characteristics. Although all goals were
perceived to be appropriate, five were consistently seen as more important,
essential, and relevant than the others: Awareness, Attitudes, cross-cultural
Competencies, Call/Commitment, and Area Studies. Those that were ranked least
contributory, yet confirmed as appropriate, were Policies and Transformation. None
of IWM’s 12 goals could be considered unexpected.
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Sources 2 and 3 provided the empirical validation of IWM’s goals. For
this study, all goals found appropriate (important, essential, and relevant) were
considered valid and suitable for a missionary training program. The other three
validation categories, possible, attained, and comprehensive, were to contribute to
this foundational validity. Thus, validity for 11 goals was strengthened because they
were also perceived to be possible; but respondents were unsure about whether the
12th, Transformation, was possible. Respondents were not clear on the concept or
meaning of the term. Validity was further strengthened for eight goals because they
were also perceived to have been attained. Institute participants did not question the
appropriateness, possibleness, or attainment of Institute goals even though they
questioned the measurability of most goals.
According to the case study populations, IWM achieves 10 of its clarified
goals very satisfactorily, but Area Studies and continuing growth by mindset
Transformation were achieved marginally.
When asked whether IWM goals were comprehensive enough for crosscultural preparation, 81 % of the respondents answered in the affirmative. A study
of the comments showed that those who disagreed or were undecided did not
indicate a need for more goals but questioned whether the program length was
sufficient to accomplish all 12. The evaluation questionnaires given by IWM at the
close of its training program indicated that, whereas participants might have "unmet
concerns," these related to the degree of goal emphases given by the staff and/or
individual needs rather than a missing goal. A possible exception is the recognition
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of unmet orientation needs specific to women, children, and singles. These needs
could easily be met in IWM’s goal statements by (1) expanding the present goal
statement for Roles to include the needs/concerns of these groups, then
implementing the goal in its expanded form; and (2) modifying the aim to include a
stronger family emphasis.
There was some variance in the range of perceptions among the case study
population groups. Staff and attendees believed IWM’s orientation is impoitant for
effective cross-cultural ministry, and all IWM’s goals contribute necessary assistance
in preparing missionaries for service and meeting their transition support/security
needs. However, although both groups agree that fellowship in a nurturing
environment is an essential ingredient for successful cross-cultural learning, the staff
tended to see the affective dimensions as more important than attendees did;
attendees believed specific cross-cultural preparation aspects should be primary.
Another contrast showed that Administrative stakeholders (leaders) believed all goals
are necessary, but they rated higher those more relevant to them (Policies, Issues,
Roles, and Transformation). Leaders also rated IWM orientation validation
characteristics generally higher than missionaries did. Missionaries believed all
goals are necessary, but rated Awareness, Area Studies, Health, and Relationships
higher. Missionaries also rated their goal achievement and application higher than
leaders did, and observed a greater percentage of fellow missionaries who
implemented IWM goals (except for Policies) than leaders did.
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Sources 4-6, the external sources of validation, corroborated the general
findings of the case study populations. Based on comparisons with other missionary
orientation programs, IWM goals well represent missionary preparation while
covering a broader spectrum of preparation than most other single orientation
programs. Furthermore, even though the necessity and essence of missionary
preparation has evolved over time, the general pattern of essential goals is favorably
reflected in IWM’s goals. General cross-cultural training literature supports the
validity of IWM goals for preparation although its focus is more narrow and specific
than IWM or missionary orientation. The key purpose of cross-cultural orientation
is to prepare the sojourner for successful adjustment, adaptation, and integration into
the foreign context so he/she can function effectively. The purpose can be attained
by raising awareness, providing knowledge, eliciting positive emotions, and teaching
skills-in a manner and to the level appropriate for the sojourn. Missionary
preparation will require more flexibility and diversity in orientation goal selection,
individualization, and delivery as it examines world trends, seeks to meet current
challenges, and plans for the future.
There is both an empirical and a theoretical basis for acknowledging the
effectiveness of IWM’s preparation. IWM is strongly appreciated by nearly all of
its participants not only during the training, but also during and after mission
service. As a group, missionaries who have attended the Institute believe they are
above average in their mission service effectiveness, and believe the Institute
contributed around 75 % of their effectiveness. Based on comments and
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demographics, it is reasonable to assume that the percentage would have been
substantially higher if all missionaries had attended IWM prior to going overseas.
Most of the unmet concerns reported by IWM participants reflected a
deficiency in emphases determined by the particular session and/or presenters, or an
expression of individual needs and preferences based on background/experience,
expectations, and personality.

Conclusions
The conclusions of this research are based on all four phases of the
validation process, and are intended to reflect the descriptive and analytical nature of
this case study. They are divided into two sections: conclusions relating to the
case, IWM orientation; and those relating to general orientation preparation, with
particular reference to making preparation more effective in the future.
IWM Orientation

Conclusions Related to
IWM Effectiveness
Factors in IWM effectiveness
Based on the findings of this study, IWM appears to be more successful in
its missionary orientation than would normally be expected, given its attendees have
had little or no previous missionary education or training. IWM is able to prepare
its attendees for effective cross-cultural service in only 4-6 weeks. I believe two
major factors that contribute to this effectiveness are IWM’s goals and its orientation
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purpose. The goals are valid, comprehensive, needs-based, and responsive to both
individual/group needs. In addition, they are organized around an orientation
purpose that builds on the expectant motivation of its attendees. Through its goals
and purpose, IWM attempts to provide optimum readiness for its attendees to learn
during the program and to enter the foreign context. IWM also seeks to initiate or
continue the cross-cultural adjustment process of its attendees during its program.
An important factor in attendee readiness and adjustment is IWM’s deliberate
creation of a "family" because it provides support and security at a critical time in
the cross-cultural transition of its attendees.
Orientation goals and readiness
Every IWM goal makes a contribution to participants’ readiness for crosscultural learning and eagerness to enter the new experience because they have been
organized around an orientation purpose. Aspects of each of the 12 goal areas
increase cross-cultural learning readiness by creating awareness, impacting the
emotions, or helping to meet the survival needs of participants. For instance, the
strongly appreciated nurturing climate is created by the goal of Fellowship, the
program goal that "glues" the others together into a unity. The earliest and most
noticeable learning is a result of implementing the goal Awareness. Attitudes,
Transformation, and spiritual goals of Faith and Call/Commitment impact
readiness/eagerness directly; and the felt needs of participants are most expressed in
the desire for survival-type information, such as are met by goal areas of Health,
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Area Studies, Roles, and even Policies. Participants consistently point to the need to
learn cross-cultural Competencies and to understand Issues because they recognize
these as the core of cross-cultural learning, "the real thing." Thus, all IWM goals
worked together to achieve the readiness essential for and distinctive of orientation.
Improvement through goal expansion
Although the Institute’s orientation program is comprehensive enough to
prepare for effective cross-cultural ministry, some changes could increase its
effectiveness, and consequently the effectiveness of missionary service. IWM could
enhance its preparation for women, children, and singles by addressing their
particular needs in greater depth within the goal areas, and by approaching the
orientation aim from a stronger family basis. Furthermore, missionary service
effectiveness would improve if prospective SDA missionaries attained some aspects
of the goals before the Institute, and if there was provision for continued learning
during service in the field. To the extent that IWM can encourage/implement these
opportunities, or other learning provisions are made, IWM will be able to modify its
orientation goals and goal emphases, and thus strengthen its impact on preparation.

Conclusions Related to
Suitability of Goals
Area Studies
Participants consistently requested more Area Studies. Literature indicates
that a demand for more Area Studies is a common problem for pre-departure
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programs because those preparing to depart typically feel they never know enough
about the new place. For IWM, there is an additional explanation, however. The
intended meaning of the goal Area Studies and the meaning participants perceive
differs. When IWM participants demand more Area Studies, they usually hope to
discover such context details as window size and shopping opportunities; when
literature and practice refer to Area Studies, they usually connote information about
the country’s geography, politics, economy, history, culture, and other related
details. The disparity illustrates the theory that sojourners feel a stronger need for
survival information as they approach departure during the 6 months prior to it.
The timing of IWM (usually 1 to 2 months before departure) helps explain the
contrast.
IWM staff are happy to provide what information they may have about
such living arrangements in a particular locality, but this is not the responsibility of
the Institute nor intended content for the Area Studies goal. It is neither possible
nor advisable to spend already-packed program time providing such logistic details.
An orientation program for persons who had already learned culture specific
knowledge would not have the same struggle as IWM in this area. One two-fold
solution for relieving the tension is to provide adequate living arrangement details
prior to IWM, or in some other way provide opportunities for missionaries to
continue learning Area Studies information after they are settled in the cross-cultural
context.
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Fellowship
The experience of orientation fellowship in which to prepare for departure
appears to make such a beneficial contribution to the transition adjustment of
missionaries that it should definitely be a part of pre-departure preparation. One of
the best ways to provide this opportunity is through orientation programs. Although
missionary pre-departure preparation can (and should) be delivered by several
learning modalities, the orientation program must not be eliminated. The distinctive
qualities of orientation programs to meet sojourner adjustment needs assure its
necessity.

Conclusions Related to the
Research Study
Population groups
The responding church leaders and current/returned missionaries for the
empirical part of the study appear to be a representative cross-section of the total
possible population.
Implementation variation
The perceptions of attendees concerning the validity of goals were
influenced by the staff/participant interpersonal dynamics and the content/methods of
presentation, a fact observed and reflected in their end-of-session evaluation forms.
Interpersonal/content variation did not appear to alter the validation findings
significantly, however.
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General research support
One of my research goals was to build on the findings of previous
research. Many of the case study populations’ perceptions confirm and support
missionary and general cross-cultural research.
IWM as model
IWM’s finalized goals can serve as a useful model to guide planning for
pre-departure missionary preparation, as well as for orientation programs, because it
is comprehensive.
Goal categories
The categorization of goals based on participant needs into a
personal/professional/practical schema is useful.
Program goal selection
Goal selection and degree of program goal emphasis is contingent upon
the needs of the particular program purpose, staff, and individual participants of a
given orientation session.
Missionary Orientation Preparation
Despite the widespread diversity in missionary preparation models, there
are several conclusions from this goals study that contribute to a greater
understanding of the commonalities in the orientation process, missionary needs, and
future directions.
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Conclusions Related to
Orientation Programs
Even if participants have not received cross-cultural missionary
preparation before attending an orientation program, a single comprehensive
orientation program can provide satisfactory preparation for missionaries about to go
overseas if two factors (besides effective methodologies) exist. The first relates to
the recruitment and appointment of prospective attendees. Candidates should not
have abnormal needs; they should be professionally equipped for their appointment,
and must have spiritual strength and a sense of call/commitment, or attain it during
the orientation program. It is also generally true that the more traits important for
effective cross-cultural service a candidate possesses, the more effective the
preparation and service will be.
The second relates directly to orientation programs. Programs should
possess both breadth and an orientation purpose in order to meet missionaries’
real/felt needs. Breadth means attendees should have an overall, integrated view of
their needs and future challenges before departing, in addition to a minimum
attainment of the goals deemed suitable and/or necessary. Orientation purpose
means that the program should create in its participants a learning readiness and an
eagerness for the appointment, besides providing support/security and
transition/survival information.
Such a single program will face some basic limitations, however.
Concluding from IWM’s program, these will likely include inadequate cross-cultural
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skills development, a measure of program inefficiency due to content overload and
limited time for participant reflection, and a difficulty in meeting unique individual
participant/family unit needs. Additional preparation prior to the orientation
program and during service in the field would help remove limitations and enhance
the effectiveness of such a single program considerably.

Conclusions Related to Suitable
Preparation Goal Areas
Twelve goal areas
Based on this research, pre-departure orientation preparation for crosscultural missionaries should contribute to the readiness of the appointed family unit
in twelve areas critical to their service effectiveness. These 12 goal areas are:
cross-cultural Awareness and Skills/Competencies, a sense of Call/Commitment,
Spiritual formation and growth, essential emotional growth and Attitudes
development, cultural understanding from Area Studies and mission Issues,
knowledge and practices important for new Roles and psychological/physical Health,
familiarity with the sending organization’s Philosophy/Practices/Policies, a paradigm
shift for continuing growth through the Transformation of the mind/worldview, and
Fellowship which is a critical program goal for achieving an "orientation" purpose.
The four major cross-cultural skill areas needed are: adjustment/adaptation,
communication, interpersonal relationships, and leaming-to-leam. It is ideal for an
orientation program to prepare participants to meet those goals in which they still
have needs.
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Trait goals
Missionaries need certain traits and qualities as well as knowledge,
motivations, and skills to be successful in cross-cultural service. There are no clear
lines separating traits and learning for designing preparation. This study shows the
importance of including orientation goals that seek to strengthen the participant
qualities that are important for candidate selection. These may include spiritual and
psychological aspects in addition to Christian beliefs and values.
Providing program flexibility
Provision for meeting the needs of particular session groups as well as
individual needs within those groups requires a flexibility that should be reflected in
the goals. When needs assessment brings these to the staffs attention, plans should
be made to meet them. A generic goal, such as IWM’s goal addressing crosscultural missionary Issues, is useful for enabling the program to respond to the
needs of the particular group and each individual.
Leaming-to-leam skills
It is essential to equip candidates for continuing growth in cross-cultural
learning throughout life. This skill is becoming one of the most critical for the
future. Two elements are required for leaming-to-leam: (1) a change of
mindset/worldview, or paradigm shift as it is sometimes referred to, which provides
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the indispensable motivation; and (2) the development of basic skills for continuing
to learn, such as observation and resource management.

Conclusions Related to Planning
Principles for the Future
How to plan for future pre-departure orientation is an important question
at a time of rapid change and growing diversity. In addition, orientation preparation
will need to provide for much larger numbers of missionaries with more diverse
needs than it previously has if the pace and complexity of world evangelization
continues to accelerate. Trends demand that preparation for each participant/family
unit be as relevant and complete as can be provided.
Several conclusions arising from the findings of this study provide insights
that address trends and issues for the flexibility pre-departure orientation will require
in the future. The findings highlighted several planning principles that relate to the
determination of goals. Implementing these principles will contribute to providing
more effective orientation in the future. They include:
Participaru/family-centered
People are the key for cross-cultural preparation because the missionary
task is communicating a message clearly to others in the context of trust built on
interpersonal relationship. Effective preparation attempts to meet the particular
needs of its candidates to enable this clear communication. As people, contexts, and
appointments become more diverse and complex, the necessity of focussing on the
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participants to be prepared will become more critical. In addition, responsible
planning should be flexible enough to respond to the preparation needs of the family
unit whether within or outside of the orientation program.
Needs-based goal determination
Rapid change and diversity makes holistic preparation more difficult
because needs are harder to recognize. All pertinent sources for determining
needs/goals should be utilized. Thus, goals will be more relevant if they have been
determined by examining the needs of the persons, appointment, context, and
preparation purpose. They will also be more valid if both research and theory are
also explored and incorporated. It is true that general cross-cultural theory and
methods could make an invaluable contribution if applied to the missionary model.
(Missionary orientation principles could also make a greater contribution than has
been made to general cross-cultural training literature.) The strategy of using all
pertinent sources has the advantage of combining all needs into an integrated
approach for comprehensive, continuous, and individualized preparation that is more
responsive to the future than most others. Needs assessment procedures are well
defined and easy to use.
Preparation context planning
The determination of pre-departure orientation and program goals should
be made within the parameters of the larger preparation context. Preparation begins
with recruitment and ends with re-entry into the home country. Only when
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orientation is planned with the entire preparation cycle in mind will preparation be
comprehensive enough to eliminate gaps. Even though it is true that goals are
essential for every stage of preparation, goal selection will vary according to the
purpose, design, delivery format, resources, and participant needs of any given
stage. Thus, planning should begin on the macro-level (to determine what goal/need
areas should be met during which part of the preparation cycle) and end on the
micro-level (to determine the goals/needs of specific persons in a particular stage,
such as pre-departure orientation).
Appropriate goal sequencing
Several factors influence which goals to select on the basis of sequence
considerations. Cross-cultural learning is developmental, so goal sequence should
correspond to the multidimensional and developmental aspects of cross-cultural
learning. Sequence should also be influenced by the stage of preparation cycle and
how it impacts participants’ real and felt needs. Even the degree of diversity in
participants’ previous preparation and experience history means that learning entry
levels and integration needs will vary. Trends in our world indicate the range of
needs will continue to widen. Preparation that is sequenced will be more effective
than that which is not.
Shared responsibility fo r learning
Adult education theory and cross-cultural training literature emphasize the
need for adult learners to be a part of the decision-making process for learning.
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Adults who Ieam best assume a large share of the responsibility for learning.
Sending organizations should study how to motivate and enable candidates to meet
all their pertinent needs as well as assume a larger role in their own readiness. This
principle will continue to be more important for missionary preparation as trends
indicate effective preparation will require increasing flexibility, individualization,
and resource management.
Flexible learning modalities and delivery systems
Because the participant group may vary dramatically from session to
session, and the primary focus of the orientation program is on group needs, a
provision for individualizing opportunities outside the orientation program itself
becomes more important. Participants also have different learning styles and
preferences. Flexible goal organization, learning modalities, and delivery systems
will contribute to more adequate preparation that is more suited to the person/family
unit’s ability to attain it.
Single-entity guidance
The above principles and characteristics have prompted me to conclude
that, for maximum effectiveness, one entity (organization, group, or individual)
should oversee a particular participant/family’s preparation. If the participant/family
preparation is guided after assessing their needs based on data from all relevant
needs sources, a plan suitable for them could be devised. Decisions could be made
about sequencing, learning modalities, delivery systems, and participant-shared
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responsibility that would strengthen the preparation. If this entity were also
involved with or responsible for recruitment, selection, and appointment, the
preparation would be even more comprehensive, more responsive to
individualization, and better integrated.
In summary, preparation demands of the future will require utilization of
the basic characteristics of effective holistic learning as identified by curriculum
theory and practice and missionary needs. Characteristics that have been mentioned
in this study include those from the aforementioned planning principles, as well as
others: a provision for goal-directed continuous learning opportunities throughout
the preparation cycle, integration with previous experience/preparation,
individualization

as far as possible, and relevance for the future. Implementation of

these characteristics, together with appropriate multi-dimensional methodologies,
will improve missionary orientation preparation.

Recommendations
For Research
This research is an exploratory study that is designed to stimulate more indepth investigation of most aspects examined.

Understanding what is essential for

cross-cultural pre-departure missionary orientation would be enhanced by more
research in each of the 6 sources used here as well as those sources mentioned as
important contributors but not included in this study.
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A formal in-depth study of selected aspects of the literature and research
available in missionary and general cross-cultural preparation, and trends/issues for
both (Sources 4, 5, or 6), would be particularly helpful for missionary preparation
planners. For example, a research study could be designed to establish essential
needs and goals by examining cross-cultural adjustment/adaptation, or intercultural
competence/effectiveness.
Another important source of information for the setting of goals for
missionary orientation that was not included in this study is the biblical/theological
source. As mentioned, the foundation of all Christian missionary endeavor—most of
which is in some way cross-cultural-is determined and guided by the Bible. If
studied and applied to today’s world, principles from the Scriptures used as a basis
for goal-setting may open new lines of research, may identify faulty pre
suppositions, and may stimulate new insights for mission in the 21st Century.
A study of the whole process of preparation for cross-cultural experience
would be useful to develop alternative orientation approaches, or possible ways to
achieve goals outside of orientation programs, and to determine which goals are best
achieved within a formal program. Another study could examine alternative
methods of delivering preparation, especially those utilizing today’s technologies.
Finally, the perceptions of the indigenous rank-and-file of the host culture
(along with a larger number of national leaders than examined in this study) should
be explored. Host views of what constitutes an effective missionary would
undoubtedly make a contribution to understanding the elements/goals of effective
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missionary orientation, especially if compared with how hosts perceive the nature
and level of current missionary effectiveness.

For Missionary Cross-Cultural Preparation
In light of missionary trends both within the Seventh-day Adventist
organization and the larger missionary context, study should be given to the future
needs of missionary preparation in order to make better long-range plans for meeting
them. Of primary importance is provision for greater flexibility in meeting the
unique needs of individuals, organizations, and mission frontiers, within the
parameters of resource constraints while taking full advantage of today’s
technological opportunities.
It would be beneficial if organizations established or delegated
responsibility for cross-cultural preparation, and required accountability, from a
single entity for guiding the overall preparation process of every person/family unit’s
needs. The entity should share the responsibility for planning and implementation
with the participant/family. The planning should be based on the purpose for the
cross-cultural assignment, organizational constraints, and individual/family needs.
Since the planning would cover the entire missionary cycle, coordination of
preparation would be more possible, which would help to eliminate gaps in the
preparation and make it responsive to the future needs of the participant/family.
As an extension of the above recommendation, it would be useful if
mission sending-organizations would study how to organize their goals into units
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based on the preparation cycle needs of their missionaries (including sequence
considerations), and potential unique needs of individual/family units. They could
then plan for each appointee family’s needs based on type of mission, expected
length of service, specific contextual needs, personal needs, appointees’ background
and experience, and logistic/transition concerns. An individualized plan could be
structured and modified according to available resources (time, funding, materials),
and implemented by creative strategies.
Numerous approaches could be taken. One scenario could be to begin the
preparation of individual/family units who are interested in future service by making
them aware of their needs, such as a sense of call, and by appealing to them to
begin (or continue) their preparation process. This could lead to an extensive needs
assessment of those individual/family units who wish to begin preparing themselves
for prospective mission service. The assessment could include an examination of
backgrounds/experiences, personal/mission goals, and assessment of the spiritual,
psychological, social, and educational readiness, as well as learning style
preferences. From the needs assessment would come an individualized goal plan
based on needs and available resources. This plan could be organized around any of
several different units. For instance, because the pre-departure orientation program
is essential, it could be the initial unit selected for consideration around which the
rest of the preparation plan would be organized and developed. Or it could be
selected as the final unit after which all needs able to be met outside orientation have
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been taken care of. The plan could take advantage of the multifarious learning
opportunities available today.

For Institute of World Mission
It would be helpful to the Institute staff if some forms of pre-departure
preparation could be developed and delivered prior to the orientation program to
ease the amount of preparation it is required to provide to complete the pre
departure phase of preparation. One benefit would allow IWM to have more time to
integrate the previous preparation. Another benefit would be a greater time
allowance within the program itself to provide participants practice in critical crosscultural skill development. Ways to provide stronger cross-cultural, interpersonal,
and communication skills development could be explored and developed if time
permitted, particularly in areas such as attribution training, inteipersonal skills
development especially for building relationships with nationals, and stress/conflict
management.
In cooperation with the General Conference, IWM should to do more to
provide additional resources for understanding the specific foreign context to which
each participant is appointed if resources are available and IWM is notified early
enough.
The Institute should emphasize more strongly the need for participants to
continue active growth in learning after entering their field of service. Participants
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could be shown how to recognize goal achievement in their learning and service,
and how to continue learning skills development.
Although the Institute should study ways to enhance a family-centered
orientation during the Institute, the General Conference Secretariat should take steps
to provide the resources to meet the special preparation needs of women, children,
singles, and other specific groups. The General Conference should also study how
the preparation needs of all classes of unprepared volunteers can be met, whether
short-termers or tentmakers. Serious consideration should also be given to providing
overseas communication in the form of a journal and/or newsletters to continue
encouraging the sense of community, and to provide additional opportunities for
continued learning.
Preparing missionaries through cross-cultural orientation training is only
one of the organizational responsibilities of the Institute of World Mission . Two
others are conducting research and building constituent awareness by "marketing"
missions. In this day of vast needs and growing interest, the General Conference
should consider providing additional resources to meet these responsibilities more
fully. An awareness campaign could include opportunities for meeting some aspects
of the preparation that prospective missionaries will eventually need, which would
improve preparation prior to recruitment and appointment.
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Institute of World Mission

Missionary Orientation Session Evaluation
Dlractlonat In the Interest of making tha next Institute mora efficient and
relevant. we request than you respond to tha following quaaelona.
Tha mora
apaelfie your anawara ara, tha more halpful tbay become.
1.

IMJTITUT* O B J t C T I V M AMO OROAMXZATXOM

Tha Xaaeltuta program haa baan developed with f h a major objectives la nind.
Thaaa objectives laeludat
1. Baphaala oa ateituda development! a. Praparatlon for croaa-cultural ministry;
3. growth la aplrltualltyf
4. Tha
eraatloa of awaranaaa of currant laauaai
S. Tha davalopaant of Chriatlan
fallowahlp.
Maa tha Xaatltuta achiavad thaaa objaetlvaa?

Which of thaaa flva objaetlvaa would you rata aa tha moat Important aa It
ralataa to your exparlance?

Haa a major eoncarn of youra bean unmet?

If ao. plaaaa Identify It.

Would thia concern bo beat fulfilled b y couraa work, corporate diacuaaioa or
peraeaal counaeling?

Hava you any auggeatione/ldeaa regarding tha major objaetlvaa of tha Xnatltuta
and thalr realisation?

Was the Xnatltuta wall organised and planned? Ware tha ataff membera
available and lntaraatad In your particular situation?
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It.

INSTRUCTION

Please evaluate tha claaaaa of tha Inecltuta la tha following two ways:
A:

Check the number which

besc £its your evaluation

1. Excellent: These classes provided a
diversified yetcomprehensive
and balanced approach; the presentations were
stimulating, persuasive,well
organized, and relevant to our preparation.
2. Good:
These classes were ably presented, covering important material
for our preparation, but were not of the caliber of organization,
presentation, and relevancy as tha category above.
3. Fair: While this class material was important, it was poorly
organized and presented.
4. Delete: These classes were poorly presented and the material was not
necessary for our mission preparation.
B.
In the space to the right of tha numerical evaluation, add specific
comments that will help us make our Institute sessions more efficient and
relevant.
Classes tauoht bv Jon Dvbdahl:

1.
2.
3.
4.
Classes taught bv Reinder Bruinsma

1.

2.
3.
4

.

Classes taught bv Tonv Brandon

1.

2.
S!
4.
Personal Counseling
1.

2.
3.
4.
Classes tauoht bv Albert Whiting

1.

2.
3.
4

.

Classes taught bv Rowena Rick (GC Treasury)
1.
2.
3.
4.

2
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Classes caught by Athal Tolhurst

1.
2.
I!

4.
Class taught bv Charles Wacaon
1.

2.

3.

4.
Classes tauoht bv Mancv Vvhmeister

1.

2.
3.
4.
Claaa taught bv Gail Ormabv (ADRA)

1.
2.
3.
4.
Class tauoht bv Kan Flaminar (ADRA)
1.
2.
3.
4.
Mala\Female Meetings
Mala

1.

2.
3.
4.

Female

1.

2.

3.
4.

Fi i m a ; Wara Che films of such a nature that they enhanced cross-cultural
ministry, sensitivity, and understanding?

1.

2.

3.
4.

i Did tha worship talks engender a spiritual attitude and
promote ideas about the maintenance of missionary spirituality?

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Special Issues in Mission Classes

1.

2.
3.
4.

Kaa the Institute left you with important quaationa unanswered or needs unmat?
If so, plaaaa atate them.

Do you eonaider soma of the subjects covered unimportant?
beat ba left out?

III.

If so, what could

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

Were the Social activities of tha nature that they fostered a sense of
fellowship and comnunlty?

1.

2.
3.
4.
What ware the most meaningful social activities?

What ware the least meaningful social activities?

Suggestions for future social activities?

IV.

ACCOMMODATION

Were the aceonaodatlons satisfactory?

Yea

No

Do you have any counsel on how to Improve your home -away-f r ore-home for this
month?

4
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE LETTER for each question (except 47) that answers it most accurately.
1

AGE

2

MARITAL STATUS

3

CURRENT OCCUPATION

A
B
C
D
E
F

15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

A
B
C
D
E
F

single male
married male
divorced male
single female
married female
divorced female

A
B
C
D
E
F

church administration USA
administration outside USA
clcrical/sccrctarial
construction/maintenance
technical/aviation
homemaker

4

NATIONAL
CATEGORY

5

PRE-ADULT
BACKGROUND

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

North American
Inter-American
South American
Australian
Pacific Islander
European
Asian
African
Middle Eastern
Other

A
B
C
D

SDA, rural
SDA, urban
non-SDA, rural
non-SDA, urban

6

7

SCHOOLING

Highest Level
Completed
A secondary
B vocational training
C some college work
D associate degree
E bachelor’s degree
F graduate work
G master’s degree
H doctoral degree
I other

G
II
1
J
K.
L

medical/health
publishing/media
pastoral/evangelistic
dcvclopmcnt/rclicf
educational
other

EDUCATION

Circle All Areas You Have
Taken College-level Work In
A Bible, religion
B missions
C church growth
O communications
E anthropology
F cross-cultural studies
G world hisloiy
H current world affairs

Questions 8-14 RELATE TO MISSION SERVICE and should be filled out by those who have been missionaries,
or one currently in the field or under appointment PLEASE CIRCLE ONE LETTER per question (except 014).
8

STATUS

A former missionary
B current missionary
C under appointment

9

APPOINTMENT TYPE

A
B
C
D
E
F

regular appointment
short-term service
volunteer or SOS missionary
student missionary
Adventist Professionals Abroad
other

12 CHILDREN
(in mission field)
A oonc
B preschool only
C schooiage only
D both preschool/schoolage

10 TIME
SPENT

11 MISSIONARY
TRAINING

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

A
B
C
D
E
F

under 1 yr
1-3 yrs
4-6 yrs
7-9 yrs
10-12 yrs
13-15 yrs
other

NO training or orientation
4 wks at Mission Institute
(i wks at Mission Institute
other institutes/seminars
language training
other

13 TYPE OF SERVICE

14 REASONS FOR RETURN (circle all that apply)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

church administration
clerical/secretarial
construction/maintenance
technical/aviation
homemaker
medical/health
publishing/media
pastoral/evangelistic
development/relief
education!!
other

assignment accomplished
new appointment/opportunity
gov't/political factors
leadership/administration
physical health
emotional health
spouse needs
needs of relatives
resignation
adjustment difficulties
external circumstances

L
M
N
O
P
Q

education nccds-self/spousc
education nccds-childrcn
family crisis
dissatisfaction/disappointment
nationalization
other
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GOALS VALIDATION
MISSION INSTITUTE GOAL STATEMENTS: Mission Institute is a 4-6 week prcdcparturc training
program.
Its AIM is:
TO HELP MISSIONARY APPOINTEES BE EFFECTIVE
IN CROSS-CULTURAL MINISTRY IN GENERAL.
AND IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS IN PARTICULAR.

PLEASE RANK the following 12 goal statements (desigted to meet ths above AIM) according to the importance
you attach to each in preparing missionaries for cross-cultural ministry. CIRCLE according to the following
1snot important 2= somewhat important 3= important 4= very important 5=extremely important
2 3 4

1 To clarify church and agency policies and their application

l

2 To enlarge the understanding of current issues in world mission

1 2 3 4

3 To facilitate growth in the experience of faith

I

2 3 4

4 To create an awareness of the essential role of culture in ministry

I

2 3 4

5 To further the development of attitudes vital to effective ministry

I

2 3 4

6 To identify and foster essential cross-cultural competencies

I

2 3 4

7 To increase knowledge and understanding of role expectations

1 2 3 4

8 To nurture community, fellowship and relational skills

I

2 3 4

9 To strengthen the sense of call and commitment to mission

I

2 3 4

10 To teach and encourage appropriate mental/physical health practices

I

2 .3 4

ii To provide orientation to respective world areas of service

1 2 3 4

12 To equip for continuing growth by mindset transformation

1 2 3 4

PLEASE CIRCLE the numeral in front o f any o f the goals listed above that you did not or would not expect for
a missionary training progam.
PLEASE CIRCLE the appropriate choices below to express your opinions regarding the 12 goal statements.
Use the following categories:
SD = Strongly Disagree
D
= Disagree
U
= Undecided
A
= Agree
SA = Strongly Agree
FOR EXAMPLE:
If you agl££ that the goal is CLEAR and ATTAINABLE, and you disagree that it is FEASIBLE, and you
ate undecided if it is MEASURABLE, and strongly agree that it is RELEVANT, but strongly disagree that it
is ESSENTIAL, your answer would look like this:
CLEAR
ATTAINABLE
FEASIBLE
MEASURABLE
RELEVANT
ESSENTIAL

(goal is easily understood)
(goal can be accomplished by participants)
(training for goal can be carried out by MI)
(achievement of goal disccrnablc)
(goal is appropriate and timely)
(goal is necessary for effective preparation)

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

(SB)

D
D

<g)
D
D
D

U
U
U

<Us>
u

(a)
A
A
A

SA
SA
SA
SA

<s>
SA
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1 To clarify church and agency policies
and their application.
This goat is:
SD D U A
CLEAR
SD D U A
ATTAINABLE
SD D U A
FEASIBLE
MEASURABLE SD D U A
SD D U A
RELEVANT
SD D U A
ESSENTIAL
2

3

4

5

6

To enlarge the understanding of
current Issues in world mission.
This goal is:
SD D U
CLEAR.
SD D U
ATTAINABLE
SD D U
FEASIBLE
MEASURABLE SD D U
SD D U
RELEVANT
SD D U
ESSENTIAL
To facilitate growth in
the experience of faith.
This goat is:
SD
CLEAR
SD
ATTAINABLE
SD
FEASIBLE
MEASURABLE SD
RELEVANT
SD
SD
ESSENTIAL

D
D
D
D
D
D

U
U
U
U
U

u

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

To create an awareness of the
essential role of culture In ministry.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U A
ATTAINABLE
SD D U A
SD D U A
FEASIBLE
MEASURABLE SD D U A
RELEVANT
SD D U A
ESSENTIAL
SD D U A
To further the development of
attitudes vital to effective ministry.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U A
SD D U A
ATTAINABLE
SD D U A
FEASIBLE
MEASURABLE SD D U A
RELEVANT
SD D U A
ESSENTIAL
SD D U A
To identity and foster
essential cross-cultural competencies.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U A
ATTAINABLE
SD D U A
FEASIBLE
SD D U A
MEASURABLE SD D U A
SD D U A
RELEVANT
ESSENTIAL
SD D U A

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

7 To increase knowledge and understanding
of role expectations.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U A SA
ATTAINABLE SD D U A SA
FEASIBLE
SD D U A SA
MEASURABLE SD D U A SA
RELEVANT
SD D U A SA
ESSENTIAL
SD D U A SA

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8 To nurture community, fellowship, and
relational skills.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U A SA
ATTAINABLE SD D U A SA
FEASIBLE
SD D u A SA
MEASURABLE SD D u A SA
RELEVANT
SD D U A SA
ESSENTIAL
SD D U A SA

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

9 To strengthen the sense of call
and commitment to mission.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U
ATTAINABLE SD D U
FEASIBLE
SD D U
MEASURABLE SD D U
RELEVANT
SD D U
ESSENTIAL
SD D U

A
A
A
A
A
A

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

10 To teach and encourage appropriate
mental/physical health practices.
Thu-goat is:
CLEAR
SD D U A
ATTAINABLE SD D U A
FEASIBLE
SD D u A
MEASURABLE SD D u A
RELEVANT
SD D u A
ESSENTIAL
SD D u A

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

11 To provide orientation to
respective world areas of service.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U
ATTAINABLE SD D U
FEASIBLE
SD D U
MEASURABLE SD D U
RELEVANT
SD D U
ESSENTIAL
SD D U

A
A
A
A
A
A

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

12 To equip for continuing growth
by mindset transformation.
This goal is:
CLEAR
SD D U
ATTAINABLE SD D U
FEASIBLE
SD D U
MEASURABLE SD D U
RELEVANT
SD D U
ESSENTIAL
SD D U

A
A
A
A
A
A

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A

SA

AS A GROUP these goals are COMPREHENSIVE enough for preparation:

SD

D

u

CIRCLE THE NUMERAL in front o f EACH o f the 12 goals above for which you believe you have evidence that
it is effectively attained by those who have attended Mission Institute.
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GOALS ATTAINMENT
If you attaded Missions Institute answtrthe following questions relating to service effectiveness and goals attainment.
On a scale o f 1-10 (Intone, Scavenge. 10=maat) PLEASE CIRCLE the numeral that b a t expressing your opinion.
I What level o f effectiveness do you feel you (have) reached in your mission service?

none
average
most
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

To what extent do/did U%efollowingfactors contribute in a positive way to your level o f mission service effectiveness?
2
3
4
5
6

personality/temperament
background/experience
desire to be effective
commitment/perseverence
spirituality/sense of call

7 flexibility/openness

8 living/working conditions
9 family situation/support

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

political/economic aspects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
administration
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
nationals
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
health/well being
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
M. Institute experience 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
M.Institute information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
M.Institute fellowship
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
other_______________ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

To what extent did each o f the following Missions Institute aspects contribute to the effectiveness o fyour training?
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

lectures/discussions in:
-missions anthropology
1
-principles/practices/issues 1
-physical & mental health 1
-policies
1
-area studies
1
worships/spiritual activitiesl
dedication/communion
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

25
26
27
28
29
30

simulation games
panel discussion
films
work on committees
living together in dorms
social fellowship-games,
parties, trip, program

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SI)
SD
SD
SD
SD

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
I)
D
D
D
D
D
D

7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8

9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
10
10

PLEASE CIRCLE the choice that apresses your opinions:
SD (strongly disagree), D (disagree), U (undecided), A (agree), SA (strongly agree).
31 At Ml. I became well-informed of policies relevant to my mission life and work.
32 In the field, I found my work easier because I was able to apply necessary policies.
33 I became more aware of current issues in world mission while attending MI.
34 In the field, my work was more successful because of my understanding of these issues.
35 I experienced growth in my faith and dependence on God during MI.
36 My growth in faith at MI helped me when times were tough in the field.
37 Before MI, I didn’t realize how important understandingculture is in mission.
38 My effectiveness improved because I made a conscious effort to apply what I learned.
39 During Ml. I made progress in developing attitudes vital to cross-cultural ministry.
40 In the field, my attitude change enabled me to see from the local people’s viewpoint.
411 was able to identify and learn several essential cross-cultural skills during MI.
42 My service was more effective because I applied many cross-cultural skills I learned.
43 MI helped me understand how to fill the various roles I had in the mission field.
44 I functioned reasonably well in the different roles expected of me in the field.
45 During MI, the group of teachers and participants became like a family to me.
46 I was more able to relate and identify with the local people because of MI fellowship.
47 At MI, I developed a stronger sense of call and commitment to mission service.
48 The sense of call and commitment increased my courage and satisfaction in the field.
49 MI provided essential information regarding appropriate mental/physical practices.
50 I found most of the information on mental/physical health practical for daily life.
51 MI provided adequate orientation to my new country, culture, andJiving conditions.
52 My effectiveness was greatly improved by the orientation to any region of service.
53 MI increased my resolve to grow in skills and understanding for effective service.
54 I am more effective today because MI taught me how to confine learning and growing.

U
U
u
u
u
u

u
u

u
u

u
u
u

u
u

u
u
u

u
u
u
u
u

u

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

55 On a scale o f 1-100%, what % do you fw l Missions Institute training conhibuted overall to the effectiveness o fyour
mission service?
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MISSIONARY PRE-DEPARTURE TRAINING PROGRAMS
QUESTIONNAIRE
Name o f Mission Agency

Ouuch Affiliation__________________

Name o f Training Pivpum/In .ttitutwn/Orgqnizatiat_
Do you wish to receive a summary o f the findings o f this questionnaire!

YES

NO

PLEASE CIRCLE the LETTER in front o f each type o f missionary Ironing program you offer.
A
B
C
D
E

F
G
H
I

graduate degree in missions
graduate coursework in missions
undergraduate degree in missions
undergraduate coursework
diplomas in missions

one-year training in missions
3-6 month missionary training
1-2 month missionary training
pre-departure orientation/training programs
no. of weeks?
no. of days?______

PRE-DEPARTURE TRAINING PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

I f you conduct PRE-DEPARTURE ORIENTATION/TRAINING programs, please examine each goal/objective
tided, and CIRCLE each LETTER to the rijit that is true for your program . I f you don't have this kind o f
training program, answer this question according to what you think SHOULD be true o f one. Use this code:
E = Essential

S * Stated (written goal)

I = Intended (not formally expressed)

D = Doesn't apply

1 To clarify church and agency policies and their application

E

S

1

D

2 To enlarge the understanding of current issues in world mission

E

S

I

D

3 To facilitate growth in the experience of faith

E

s

I

D

4 To create an awareness of the essential role of culture in ministry

E

s

I

D

5 To further the development of attitudes vital to effective ministry

E

s

1

D

6 To identify and foster essential cross-cultural competencies

E

s

1

D

7 To increase knowledge and understanding of role expectations

E

s

I

D

8 To nurture community, fellowship and relational skills

E

s

I

D

9 To strengthen the sense of call and commitment to mission

E

s

1

D

10 To teach and encourage appropriate mental/physical health practices

E

s

1

D

11 To provide orientation to respecdtive world areas of service

E

s

1

D

12 To equip for continuing growth by mindset transformation

E

s

1

D

13 To reinforce, refresh or integrate previous preparation for mission service E

s

I

D

14 To teach a language for the cross-cultural appointment

E

s

1

D

15 OTHER

E

s

1

D

COMMENTS

COMMENTS are welcome.
PLEASE select 5 o f the above goals you fe d are the most important, and CIRCLE the numeral in front o f each.
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PLEASE CIRCLE the tetter o f EVERY ITEM which accurately answ ers the following questions. I f you do not
conduct pre-departure training programs, respond according to what you think Hie answers should be.
What kinds of INFORMATION do you provide?
A policies of mission board or organization
B principles and practices of mission
C missions theology
D missions history
E anthropology for missions
F cross-cultural communications/relations
G comparative religions
H church growth principles
I area studies
I
language learning
K global awareness and issues affecting mission
L spiritual formation and growth
M culture of both missionary and host people
N psychological topics, such as attitudes
O practical skills
P health,physical/mental
Q Bible doctrines
R how to give Bible studies
S OTHER____________________________
What kinds of METHODS do you use?
A lectures
discussions
question and answer sessions
panel presentations
language learning opportunities
individual reading programs/opportunities
group reading programs/opportunities
exposure to a different culture
experiences in a cross-cultural context
similar to context of appointment
experiences in a cross-cultural context
different from context of appointment
simulation games
culture-general assimilator exercises
culture-specific assimilator exercises
prayer bands
devotional or celebration worships
Bible study groups
dramas
social activities, as parties, dinners,
programs, games, tours

OTHER
What kinds of MATERIALS do you use?
A visual aids, such as iilms, videos, slides
overheads
maps, diagrams, charts, etc.
audio tapes, records
pencil and paper exercises, tests
textbooks, readings
handouts
OTHER

What Is the average number of trainees/session?
A 1-9 B 10-24 C 25-49 D 50-99 E 100 +
How often do you hold training sessions per year?
A 1 time B 2 times C 3 times D 4+ times
Where will the participants serve?
A Latin America H North Africa
B North America I Subsaharan Africa
J urban areas
C Middle East
K established institutions
D Carribean
L unrcachcd people groups
E Oceania
M OTHER
F Asia
G Europe
What kinds of appointments will they fill?
A pastoral
L translation/linguistics
B administrative
M community development
N literacy training
C medical
D agricultural
O health/lifestyle training
P business enterprises
E educational
F 'tent-making'
Q Bible/literature distribution
G youth ministry R humanitarian/relief
H frontier work
S orphan/child care
I media/cassette T technical assistance
J aviation
U corrcspondance courses
V evangelism/church growth
K publishing
W OTHER_____________
What educational background do you require?
A language acquisition
B Bible training
C high school education
D undergraduate degree
E graduate work
F theological courscwork
G cross-cultural courscwork
H cross-cultural experience
I OTHER
_______ _
J none of the above required
What other requirements do you have for those
who attend a predeparture training program?
A previous experience in appointed work
B psychological assessment
C health clearance
D mission board acceptance
E field appointment
F OTHER
What level of effectiveness do you think
you reach?
A greater than expected D average
B fully satisfactory
E needs improvement
C mildly satisfactory
F unsatisfactory

THANK YOUfo r your observations. Please seal this questionnaire, and any comments you may wish to make
on additionalpaper, in the envelope prodded and m ail immediately.
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I n s t i t u t e

o f

W

o rld

M

is s io n

S u m e r, 19S9
S c h e d u le

M onday,

June 12

T u e s d a y , June 13

W ed.

June 14

X h u rs.

June 15

F rid a y ,

June 16

8:158:30

P ra is e and P ray er

P ra is e and P ra y er

P ra is e and P rayer

8:309:20

Opening
I n tro d u c tio n s

M issio n ary
A nthropology

M issionary
Anthropology

M issio n ary
Anthropology

M issionary
A nthropology

9:30-

Announcements

10:20

£
10:SOl l : 20

R e g is tr a tio n

U: SO-

Worship
(W. Amundson)

l l : 00

L ib ra ry Tour
EGW E s ta te Tour

1 :4 5 -

3:15

6 :45-

8:30

7:30
P a r e n ts ' H eeting

P l e a s e sig n up f o r one o f th e fo llo w in g c o m i t t e e s :

Area S tu d ie s

Worship
(G. O o sterw al)

Area S tu d ie s

Worship
(G. O osterw al)

Film s and
D isc u ssio n

G e ttin g
A cquainted

S p i r i t u a l L if e . S o c ia l A c t i v i t i e s , D e d ic a tio n /L o rd 's
Supper, E v alu atio n
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M onday, June 19

T u e s d a y , June 20

W ed . June 21

X h u rs.

June 22

F r i d a y , June 23

8:1 5 8:30

P ra is e and P rayer

8 :3 0 9:20

H ealth and
Hygiene
(A. W hiting)

P ro fe s s io n a l
M eetings

AURA

P rin c ip le s and
P ra c tic e o f
World M ission

P rin c ip le s and
P ra c tic e of
World M ission

9 :3010:20

H ealth and
Hygiene
(A. W hiting)

P ro f e s s io n a l
M eetings

AURA

P r in c ip le s and
P r a c tic e o f
World M ission

P rin c ip le s and
P ra c tic e o f
World M ission

10:30-

Area S tu d ie s

P ro f e s s io n a l
M eetings

ADRA

Area S tu d ie s

Area S tu d ie s

Worship
(A. W hiting)

Worship
(6 . O osterw al)

Worship *
(R. S ta p le s )

Worship
(In s titu te )

11:20

11:30-

12:00

P ra is e and P ray er

1 :4 5 3:15

H ealth and
Hygiene
(A. W hiting)

H ea lth and
Hygiene
(A. W hiting)

6 :4 5 8:30

P erso n al
Appointments

R e c re a tio n

* E v alu atio n Committee

P ra is e and Prayer

Worship
(1C. Flenmer)

Film and
D iscu ssio n

P ra is e and P ray er

P e rs o n a lity
P ro fle s

R e crea tio n

P ra is e and P ray er
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M onday,

June 26

T u esd ay ,

June 27

W ed.

June 28

X h u rs.

June 29

8:158:30

P ra is e and P rayer

P ra is e and P ray er

8:309:20

Mental H ealth
(T. Brandon)

M ental H ealth
(T . Brandon)

f-30-

.0:20

Mental H ealth
(T . Brandon)

M ental H ealth
(T. Brandon)

M issionary
A nthropology

M issio n ary
A nthropology

10:30-

M ental H ealth
(T. Brandon)

Area S tu d ie s

Area S tu d ie s

Area S tu d ie s

11:20

11:SOl l : CO

1:453:15

6 :4 5 -

8:30

Worship
(T. Brandon)

Film and
D iscu ssio n

R ecreatio n

* E v alu atio n Committee

Worship
(T. Brandon)

P erso n al
Appointments

P erso n al
Appointments

P ra is e and P ray er

M issionary
Anthropology

F r i d a y , June 30

P ra is e and P ray er

P ra is e and P rayer

The Church
in M ission
(H. B a ttl e )

The Church
in M ission
(M. B a ttle )

Worship
(R. S ta p le s )

Worship *
(M. B a ttl e )

P erso n al
Appointments

Film and
D isc u ssio n

B afa-B afa

M issionary
Anthropology

Area S tu d ie s

Worship
(H. B a ttle )

Ui

t
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8 :15Si 30

M onday, Ju ly 3

T u e s d a y , J u ly 4

P ra is e and P rayer

H

W ed.

J u ly 5

P ra is e and P rayer
'
P rin c ip le s and
P ra c tic e o f
World H issio n

8 :3 0 9 :20

M issionary
Anthropology

O

9 :3 0 10:20

M issionary
Anthropology

L

1 0 :SOl l : 20

Area S tu d ie s

X

Area S tu d ie s

11:3012:03

Worship
(8 . S ta p le s )

D

Worship
( J . Boyson)

Language
Learning

A

1 :4 5 3:15

6 :4 5 8:30

Y

* E valu atio n Conmittee

P rin c ip le s and
P r a c tic e o f
World M ission

T h u rs .

J u ly 6

P ra is e and P ray er

M issio n ary
F inance

P ra is e and P ray er

AWPS

M issio n ary
Finance

In su ran ce

M issio n ary
Finance

I s s u e s in
H issio n

Worship
(D. R ogers)

P erso n al
A p p o in taen ts

R e creatio n

F r i d a y , J u ly 7

P erso n al
A p p o in taen ts

Worship
(In su ra n c e )

P erso n al
A p pointaents
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M onday,

Ju ly 10

T u e s d a y , J u ly 11

W ed. J u ly 12

T h u r s . J u ly 13

F r i d a y , J u ly 14

P ra is e and P ra y er

P r a is e and P rayer

8:158:30

P ra ls* and Prayer

P ra is e and P ra y er

P ra is e and Prayer

8:309:20

P r in c ip le s and
P r a c tic e o f
World H issio n

P r in c ip le s and
P r a c tic e o f
World H is sio n

P r in c ip le s and
P r a c tic e o f
World H issio n

The Church
in H issio n
(C. Watson)

The Church
in H issio n
(C. Watson)

9:3010:20

P r in c ip le s and
P r a c tic e o f
World H issio n

P r in c ip le s and
P r a c tic e o f
World H issio n

H issio n a ry
Anthropology

Case Study
(Exam)

E v alu atio n of
th e I n s t i t u t e

10:SOl l : 20

11:3012:00

1 :4 5 -

3:15

Is s u e s in
H issio n

Worship
(In s titu te )

P anel: As
O thers See Us

6:4 5 8:30

I s s u e s in
H issio n

Worship
(B. B auer)

Language
L earning

R e crea tio n

* E v alu atio n Committee

Is s u e s in
H issio n

Worship
(C. Watson)

S p e c ia l I n te r e s t
Groups

Is s u e s in
H issio n

Worship *
(C. Watson)

C lo sin g o f
th e I n s t i t u t e

P r a c tic e fo r
D ed icatio n
S e rv ic e

Film and
D iscu ssio n

D inner and
T a le n t N ight

L o rd 's Supper

&
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TABLE 36
POPULATION GROUPS BY AGE
Age Spans by Years
25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 +

N

5

21

29

46

9

110

Cur. Miss

5

12

19

20

2

58

Ret. Miss

0

3

7

17

4

31

Non-Miss

0

6

3

9

3

21

Missionaries

29

131

151

116

55

482

Current

29

75

48

46

12

210

Returned

0

56

103

70

43

272

Male

24

103

113

110

44

394

Female

10

49

67

51

20

197

Single

2

2

7

6

2

19

Married

32

149

172

154

62

569

Divorced

0

I

1

1

0

3

North American

29

131

153

130

58

501

Non-N. American

4

21

26

31

5

87

Age Totals

34

152

180

162

64

592

Leaden
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TABLE 37
POPULATION GROUPS BY GENDER
Male

Female

N

H-W Respond

Leaden

104

5

109

0

Missionaries

290

193

483

328

Current

134

77

211

113

Returned

156

116

272

215

3

16

19

0

Married

389

181

570

328

Divorced

2

1

3

0

North American

322

179

501

307

Non-N. American

69

18

87

18

Gender Totals

394

198

592

164+164

Single
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TABLE 38
POPULATION GROUPS BY MARITAL STATUS
Single

Married

Divorced

N

Leaders

2

107

0

109

Missionaries

17

463

3

483
211

Current

8

201

2

Returned

9

262

1

272

North American

16

483

2

501

Non-N. American

3

83

1

87

Status Totals

19

570

3

592
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TABLE 39
POPULATION GROUPS BY NATIONAL CATEGORY
Missionaries
Leaders

Current

Returned

Total Miss.

N

North American

52

191

258

449

SOI

Inter-American

8

2

2

4

12

South American

7

1

0

1

8

Australian

17

1

0

I

18

European

12

5

5

10

22

Asian

6

4

3

7

13

African

8

5

2

7

15

Middle Eastern

1

0

0

0

1

111

209

270

479

590

Group Totals
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TABLE 40
POPULATION BY CURRENT OCCUPATION
Missionaries
Leaders

Current

Returned

Total Miss.

N

USA Admin

25

2

27

29

54

Overseas Admin

36

23

2

25

61

Clerical/secretarial

1

19

28

47

48

Construction/maint

1

6

0

6

7

Technical/aviation

0

5

2

7

7

Homemaking

0

12

29

41

41

Medical/heal Ih

18

48

28

76

94

Publishing/media

6

5

7

12

18

Pastoral/evangelistic

2

12

39

51

53

Development/relief

I

12

1

13

14

Educational

18

64

72

136

154

Other

3

3

37

40

43

111

211

272

483

594

Group Totals
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TABLE 41
POPULATION BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
Missionaries
Leaders

Current

Returned

Total Miss.

N

Secondary

0

0

3

3

3

Vocational

0

I

2

3

3

Some College

2

23

25

48

50

Associate Degree

3

5

13

18

21

Bachelor's Degree

15

35

50

85

100

Graduate Work

10

18

29

47

57

Master's Degree

40

67

117

184

224

Doctoral Degree

38

59

32

91

129

Other

2

2

1

3

5

110

210

272

482

592

Group Totals
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TABLE 42
POPULATION BY EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Missionaries
Leaders

Current

Returned

Total Miss.

N

Bible, Religion

101

185

252

437

538

Missions

45

81

111

192

237

Church Growth

37

37

41

78

115

Communications

49

105

121

226

275

Anthropology

26

60

70

130

156

Cross-Cultures

30

57

59

116

146

World Histoiy

73

129

174

303

376

Current Affairs

37

37

56

93

130

Average # Courses

50

86

111

197

247
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TABLE 43
MISSIONARIES: TYPE OF ASSIGNMENT
Regular

Short-term

Other

N

Leader Missionaries

88

1

0

89

Missionaries

475

4

2

481

Current

205

4

2

211

Returned

270

0

0

270

Group Totals

563

5

2

570
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TABLE 44
MISSIONARIES: TIME SPENT IN FIELD
1-11
mo

1-3
yrs

4-6
yrs

7-9
yrs

10-12
yrs

13-15
yrs

16+
yrs

N

Leader Missionaries

2

3

21

12

12

16

22

88

Missionaries

14

84

104

74

47

48

111

482

Current

12

44

44

35

17

15

43

210*

Returned

2

40

60

39

30

33

68

272*

25-34 yrs

4

12

12

5

1

0

0

34

35-44 yrs

9

25

47

36

9

11

9

146

45-54 yrs

1

27

43

28

27

16

35

177

55-64 yrs

I

16

18

10

18

29

59

151

65+ yrs

1

7

4

7

4

8

30

61

Male

11

54

83

57

41

43

82

371

Female

5

33

42

28

18

21

51

198

H-W Respond

2

56

72

49

35

36

78

328

Single, Divorced

2

5

6

2

I

I

5

22

Married

14

82

119

83

58

63

128

547

Total Missionaries

16

87

125

86

59

64

133

570
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TABLE 45
MISSIONARIES: TYPE OF TRAINING
IWM Orientation
4 wks

6 wlcs

Total

Language

Other

None

Leader Missionaries

5

10

15

3

1

22

Non-Leader Mssys

197

124

321

31

14

483

Current

36

109

49

9

8

211

Returned

SI

88

75

22

6

272

Male

140

82

222

25

23

103

Female

78

54

132

10

5

51

H-W Respond

124

97

221

18

8

81

Single, Divorced

10

3

13

3

1

5

Married

208

133

341

32

27

149

Total Missionaries

218

136

354

35

28

155
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TABLE 46
MISSIONARIES: TYPE OF SERVICE
Missionaries
Leaders

Current

Returned

Total

N

51

27

62

89

140

Clerical-secretarial

1

19

25

44

45

Construction-main

I

3

0

3

4

Technical-aviation

0

3

3

6

6

Homemaking

0

9

29

38

38

Medical-heaith

15

45

22

67

82

Publishing-media

4

5

7

12

16

Pastoral-evangelistic

4

12

17

29

33

Development-relief

1

15

2

17

18

Educational

12

73

105

178

190

G row Totals

89

211

272

483

572

Church Administration
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Time 1-11 mo

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1-3 yrs

7

3

4

10

12

4

3

4

2

2

1

4

8

6

5

7

8

4-6 yrs

31

9

11

10

9

7

11

10

3

0

1

17

32

1

2

5

8

7-9 yrs

26

8

8

3

3

4

6

5

0

0

I

6

31

4

1

3

6

10-12 yrs

6

3

0

1

5

1

2

12

1

0

2

3

26

3

1

3

5

13-15 yrs

10

8

2

2

4

1

2

6

I

0

2

4

26

0

1

5

4

16+ yrs

15

7

2

7

9

0

6

22

0

0

1

10

36

4

2

5

32

IWM Orientation
IWM Miss %

64
.67

14
.36

22
.81

24
.69

32
.76

16
.94

21
.70

30
.51

6
.86

2
.67

5
.63

31
.70

97
.61

13
.68

8
.67

16
.57

24
.38

No Orientation
Non-IWM %

24
.25

17
.44

5
.19

10
.29

7
.17

0
.00

6
.20

19
.32

0
.00

1
.33

2
.25

5
.11

42
.26

4
.21

3
.25

8
.29

31
.48

Total # Selected
% of All Miss's

96
.14

39
.06

27
.04

35
.05

42
.06

17
.02

30
.04

59
.09

7
.01

3
.00

8
.01

44
.06

160
.23

19
.03

12
.02

28
.04

64
.09

Note. Reasons for Return are:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1
J
K
L
M

Assignment accomplished
New appointment/opportunity
Government/political factors
Leadership/administration
Physical health
Emotional health
Spouse needs
Needs of relatives
Resignation
Adjustment difficulties
External circumstances
Education needs—self/spouse
Education needs-children

N
O
P

Family crisis
Dissatisfacti on/di ssappointment
Nationalization

Q

OTHER REASONS (samples)
Retirement
Asked to resign
God calling elsewhere

APPENDIX D. LETTERS
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t S c v e n td - J a y e ^ f d v e n tiit

Institute of World Mission
MAIN OFFICE
Andrew* Unlvarafty
B anian Spnng*. Ml 49104
(019) 471*3940
BRANCH OFFICE
Lome U nda Unlvorelty
Lam a u n d a . CA 93394
(714) 934*4997

Hay 11,

199®.

D ear F r l a n d s i

Hext y e a r 11 w i l l ha 25 y a a r a s i n c e l h a S a v a n lh -d a y
A d v a n tl a t Church a a t a b l l a h a d a a p a e l a l I n a t l t u t a o f
World H la a lo n v l t h l h a a p a e l l l c a l a o f p r e p a r i n g 11a
a la a lo n a rla a fo r I h a i r c r o a a - c u llu ra l aarv lca.
Branchaa
of t h l a l n a l l l u t a h ava baan a a t a b l l a h a d a i n c a t h a n i n
Curopa and I n A u a l r a l l a , v h i l e a p a e l a l p r o g r a a a a r a a lo o
b a ln g c o n d u e ta d In a a c h o f l h a o t h a r c o n l l n a n l a .
II ia
h ig h l i n o no* f o r an o b j e c t i v e r a a a a r c h a r l a a v a l u a t a
th * p r o g r a a a a 11 h aa d a v a lo p a d o v a r l h a y a a r a .
Hro. Donna Worley h aa u n d a r la k a n t h l a a a a l g n a a n l f o r
har d o cto ra l d la a a rla llo n .
Sha h a r a a l f haa p a r t l c l p a l a d
In a nuabor o f p r o g r a a a o f f a r a d by l h a I n a t l t u t a , and
a p a n t noaa I v a l v a y a a r a I n e r o a a - c u l t u r a l a a r v l c a f o r
l h a Church i n A f r i c a .
Har a c a d a a i e p r e p a r a t i o n , a a v a i l
aa h a r e x p e r i e n c e and c o a n i t a e n t , aa ke h a r v e i l
q u a l i f i e d f o r t h l a e v a l u a t i v e a l u d y , v h ie h c o n c e n t r a t e a
In p a r t i c u l a r on an e v a l u a t i o n o f t h e g o a l a of
a l a a i o n a r y t r a i n i n g and t h e i r e f f e c t i v e n e a a i n p r a c t i c e .
S in c e y o u r agency haa had a g r e a t d e a l o f a x p a r l a n c a
• i t h t h l a k in d o f a l a a i o n a r y t r a i n i n g , and I ’ a a u r a haa
v r e e t l e d to o w ith t h e l a a u a o f g o a l a and ho« t o a t t a i n
t h a a , you r a e a l a t a n c e i n t h l a r e s e a r c h l a c o n s i d e r e d
vary e s s e n t i a l .
Any c o n t r i b u t i o n on y o u r p a r t t o t h i s
s tu d y on g o a l a i n a l a a i o n a r y t r a i n i n g l a g r e a t l y
a p p re cia ted .
P le a a e c o m p le te t h e q u e s t i o n n a i r e and
r e t u r n i t i n t h e e n c l o s e d e n v e lo p e a l o n g * l t h any
a d d i t i o n a l c o a a e n t a you any have. Thank you v e ry aueh
f o r your p a r t i c i p a t i o n .
With v a r a C h r i s t i a n g r e e t i n g s ,

Dr. G o t t f r i e d O o s t e r v a l , D i r e c t o r
I n s t i t u t e o f World H is a io n
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Institute of World Mission
MAIN OFFICE
A ndf«wt University
S utherland H ouse
Berrien Springs, Ml 40104
(616) 471-3540
BRANCH OFFICE
Lome Linda University
Niehoi Hail 1313
Loma Linda. CA 02354
(714) 624*4057

U ctober 'i, I'i'iVI.
Dear Fellow Worker In C h r i s t :
M ission 19 t h e h e a r t b e a t of t h e A d v e n ti s t Church.
Ynu
a r e p a r t ol t h a t h e a t .
And, in o r d e r l o r t h a t h e a r t b e a t
to remain s t r o n g and h e a l t h y , we need to check up on how
we a r e d o in g , and where we a r e g o in g . T hat i s t r u e l o r
A d v e n ti s t a i s s i o n a s a whole; t h a t i s e q u a l l y t r u e f o r
t h e work h e r e a t t h e I n s t i t u t e o f World M ission.
I t Is
f o r t h a t r e a s o n t h a t 1 a a so b old a s to s o l i c i t your
help.
Hext y ear I t w i l l be t w e n t y - l i v e y e a r s s i n c e t h e
I n s t i t u t e was f i r s t e s t a b l i s h e d .
Some t h r e e thousand
m i s s i o n a r i e s l i k e y o u r s e l f have p a r t i c i p a t e d in i t s
programs.
I t i s h ig h t i n e now f o r an o b j e c t i v e '
r e s e a r c h e r t o e v a l u a t e t h a t program, i t s g o a l s and i t s
effec tiv e n ess.
Hrs. Donna Worley h as u n d e r ta k e n t h i s
assig n m e n t l o r h e r d o c t o r a l d i s s e r t a t i o n a t Andrews
U n iv ersity .
She h e r s e l f has p a r t i c i p a t e d in a number of
programs o f f e r e d by t h e I n s t i t u t e , and s p e n t some tw elve
y e a r s in c r o s s - c u l t u r a l s e r v i c e 1o r t h e Church in
A f r ic a .
Her academic p r e p a r a t i o n , h er e x p e r i e n c e and
commitment, make h e r w e ll q u a l i f i e d f o r t h i s e v a l u a t i v e
s tu d y , which f o c u s e s in p a r t i c u l a r on an e v a l u a t i o n of
t h e g o a la in m is s io n a r y t r a i n i n g and how t o a t t a i n them
in p r a c t i c e .
Many of you have qone th r o u q h t h i s t r a i n i n g program;
you a r e b e s t q u a l i f i e d t o ju d g e t h e s e g o a l s s e t by th e
I n s t i t u t e and how e f f e c t i v e th e y have been w ith r e g a r d
to m is s io n a r y l i f e and p r a c t i c e in t h e f i e l d .
I t i9 for
t h a t re a s o n t h a t your i n s i g h t s and t h o u g h t s on t h i s
m a tte r a r e b o e s s e n t i a l t o t h i s s tu d y .
Those of you who
have n o t a t t e n d e d a M issio n s I n s t i t u t e can p ro v id e
v a l u a b l e i n s i g h t s i n a s s e s s i n g t h e g o a l s from your
un iq u e p e r s p e c t i v e .
P l e a s e be so k ind, t h e r e f o r e , a s to
f i l l o u t t h e s e q u e s t i o n n a i r e s , and s h a r e your th o u g h ts
w ith us. A d d i t i o n a l comments a r e welcome. Your
c o n trib u tio n s a re g re a tly ap p reciated .
Thank you very
much f o r your p a r t i c i p a t i o n .
With warm C h r i s t i a n g r e e t i n g s ,
C o rd ia lly ,

G o ttf r ie d O osterval, D ire c to r
I n s t i t u t e of World M ission
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Institute of World Mission
MAIN OFFICE

Andrews University
Sutherland H ouse
Berrien Springs, Ml 40104
(610)471-3940
BRANCH OFFICE
Lome Linda University
Nlchol Hsll 1313
Lome Linda. CA 92384
(714)024.4097

March 18, 1992
Dear Friends:
Last year it was 25 years since the
Church established its own Institute of World
Mission with the specific aim of preparing
Adventist missionaries for their life and work
in cultural settings different from their own.
It is high time now for an objective researcher
to evaluate the program of the Institute as it
has developed over the years.
Mrs. Donna Worley has undertaken this
assignment for her doctoral dissertation at
Andrews University.
She herself has
participated in a number of programs offered by
the Institute, and spent some twelve years in
service of the church in Africa.
Her academic
preparation, as well as her experience and
commitment, make her well qualified for this
evaluative study, which concentrates in
particular on an evaluation of the goals of
missionary training and their effectiveness in
practice.
It is at this point that you can make a
powerful contribution.
Your work constantly
challenged you with the question:
what really
are the goals of our mission, and, therefore,
what should be the goal of all missionary
training?
Your thoughts and insights on this
matter are greatly needed, for the sake of the
study, as well as for the Institute itself.
Any assistance you can give Mrs. Worley,
therefore, with regard to the issue of goals of
missionary training and how to attain them,
will be greatly appreciated.
Please complete
the questionnaire and return it in the enclosed
envelope along with any comments you may wish
to make.
(The second questionnaire should be
filled out by your spouse.)
Thank you very
much for your participation.
With warm Christian greetings,

Goctfried Oosterwal, Director
Institute of World Mission
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